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CICS Business Event Publisher: User’s Guide

Preface
This book explains how to use the IBM® CICS® Business Event Publisher for
MQSeries® (generally referred to in this book as CICS BEP or just BEP for short.

Who this book is for
This book is for:
v Anyone who works with CICS BEP
v Anyone else who needs to be familiar with CICS.
Before you read this book, you should be familiar with the following:
v CICS, DB2®, and IMS™ general concepts and facilities
v MQSeries general concepts and facilities
v OS/390® and or z/OS® general concepts and facilities
v The operating system that runs on the workstations that runs the BEP
workstation administration client. This must be one of the following:
– Microsoft® Windows® 2000
– Microsoft Windows XP
v Business procedures associated with BEP that are used by your company. These
might differ slightly from those described in this book.

How this book is organised
This book contains the following chapters:
v Chapter 1, “Concepts and facilities,” on page 1
v Chapter 2, “BEP system requirements,” on page 19
v Chapter 3, “Implementation and customization,” on page 21
v Chapter 4, “BEP commands,” on page 99
v Chapter 5, “Additional BEP features,” on page 157
v
v
v
v

Chapter 6, “Messages,” on page 179
Chapter 7, “Abend codes,” on page 319
Appendix A, “BEP installation verification procedure,” on page 329
Appendix B, “BEP-supplied sample data,” on page 343

Unless you are already familiar with Business Event Publisher and are using this
book for reference only, you should read Chapters 1 through 5 sequentially, as the
information builds on that contained in previous chapters.

Related publications
The following publications provide additional information on using Business Event
Publisher:
v Business Event Publisher for MQSeries Program Directory
v Getting Started (for the BEP workstation administration client).
You can find additional information in the online help for the BEP workstation
administration client.
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Conventions used in this book
The following conventions are used throughout this book:
v Bold text is used for:
Folder names
Icon names
Menu-bar choices
Menu choices
Push button names
Field names
Any other interface elements that can be selected
v Italic text is used for:
Emphasized words
New terms
Variable names (user defined)
v Monospace text is used for:
File names (non-AIX file names are shown in CAPITALS)
Displayed message text
Text you type
Code or syntax examples
Commands
v Monospace italic text is used for:
Variables in code or syntax examples
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Chapter 1. Concepts and facilities
This chapter describes the concepts and facilities provided by CICS Business Event
Publisher for MQSeries.

BEP overview
CICS Business Event Publisher for MQSeries (BEP) is a powerful tool that gives
you the ability to enhance and extend the capabilities of legacy and new
applications running in CICS TS, DB2, and IMS. (In BEP, CICS TS, DB2, and
IMS/DB are all referred to generically as event sources or event source
connectors.) BEP accomplishes this by enabling you to define rules that cause
event source activities associated with business events to be monitored and
potentially generate messages to MQSeries message queues. BEP performs its
tasks transparently to the event source application program. You do not need to
make application program code changes to take advantage of the features provided
by BEP.
The basic concept behind BEP is that if you can detect information processing
activities associated with business events, if you have knowledge of the data (and
the format of the data) associated with the activities, and if you can generate
messages based on the activities and data, then you can greatly enhance the
capabilities of an event source application. By using BEP, existing event source
applications - typically referred to as back-end transactions - can now become the
driving force behind new business processes without change to the underlying
code.

Potential uses for BEP
The uses for BEP are wide and far reaching. You can use BEP to assist your
company’s transition to many of the information technology paradigms that have
taken place over the last several years and that continue to evolve.
Enterprise Application Integration (EAI). By giving you the ability to connect
existing legacy applications to each other or to new applications, BEP gives you a
powerful tool to integrate your company’s information processing. You can integrate
applications by using BEP’s ability to publish business events to other applications
within your organization. Receiving applications can use existing bridge technology
products to pull messages generated by BEP rules from MQSeries message
queues and process them as normal input.
Business-to-Business (B2B) integration. BEP greatly simplifies the effort needed
to drive the processes of business partners from your legacy applications. Often the
information you need to make available to a business partner exists deep inside an
existing application. It might not be accessible through typical screen scraping
technologies. BEP on the other hand, detects all access to the data as it occurs
and gives you the ability to publish the data to your business partners based on
rules that you define. For example, when a CICS, DB2, or IMS order entry
application adds a new order to your order file, BEP can be notified to transmit a
copy of part or all of the order to one of your suppliers to fill the order.
Web enablement: Great strides have been made in the last few years to
Web-enable legacy applications. BEP enables you to extend Web-enabled
applications further by publishing the events and data associated with them.
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Message broker front-end: Several message broker products are available for
MQSeries. Brokers can provide tremendous flexibility for message alteration and
distribution. However, message brokers depend on the original creation of the
message being performed outside the product. BEP fills the gap between legacy
applications and message brokers by providing an easy way to generate messages
from legacy applications that can be directed to a broker’s message queues for
further manipulation and distribution.
Audit reporting: The message server provides a Language Environment-enabled
exit point for which you can write a COBOL user exit program. Among the various
uses of a user exit program, one important function is the ability to write a
customized audit report about your messages. See “LE exit audit reports” on page
5 for more information.
Extend processing of existing applications: BEP, with LE exits in the message
server, RRS, DB2 RRSAF and CICS EXCI, can be used to extend existing
application processing quickly, without adding to the CPU and processing time of
the original application. New developments, which might use DB2 triggers, can use
BEP with LE exits and RRSAF to get many of the advantages of triggers without
incurring the processing overhead. Batch business logic can be moved from the
batch cycle into LE exits so that processing is performed within seconds rather than
later. LE exits run externally to the databases, enabling response to new
government regulation or changes in business environment without risking the
current processing environment. For limited duration processing requirements, such
as a new sales campaign, LE exits can be used for the temporary processing, and
then withdrawn when the sales campaign is over. All changes are external to the
underlying application, so that risk to the primary business is eliminated.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

BEP architecture overview
The BEP architecture consists of four major components:
v “The BEP data space server”
v “The BEP message server” on page 3
v “The BEP event source connectors” on page 5
v “BEP rules database” on page 16.

The BEP data space server
The BEP data space server is a long running MVS™ started task or batch job. Its
purpose is to provide a semi-persistent mechanism for maintaining the state of BEP
message servers and event source connectors across warm starts of the servers
and connectors. A data space server must be available in every MVS image in
which you want to run a message server. You can have multiple data space servers
- such as a production data space server and a test data space server - in a single
MVS image. A single message server, as described in detail later, connects to one
and only one data space server. All event source connectors connected to an
instance of a message server also connect to the same data space server as the
message server. Multiple message servers can connect to the same data space
server, provided they all run on the same MVS image.
The data space server owns the MVS data spaces used by its connected message
servers (and their connected event source connectors) that are critical to their ability
to shut down and restart without losing valuable state information. An example of
this state information is the pattern knowledge-base that BEP connectors builds
during the processing of events. By maintaining this information in a data space
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owned by the data space server, BEP enables you to shut down and restart your
event source regions without losing the information.
The data space server data spaces are not hardened to permanent storage, such
as DASD. Therefore, if you shut down a data space server, you lose the information
it holds for its connected message servers and event source connectors. After you
have stopped and restarted a data space server (which you should do only after its
connected message servers and connectors have been shut down), the message
servers and connectors are forced to do a cold start the next time they attempt to
connect to the data space server, requiring them to re-create the knowledge
patterns they had previously built.

The BEP message server
The BEP message server operates as a long-running started task or batch job. Its
primary function is to accept event messages from event source connectors and
write the messages to the appropriate MQSeries message queues.
The message server architecture consists of four components, all of which are
designed for high performance, scalability, availability, and reliability.

Main component
The main component consists of the message server jobstep task and the console
operator interface. The jobstep task performs functions associated with initialization,
termination, and monitoring of the message server. The operator interface accepts
and executes MVS MODIFY commands originating from the operator console. The
main component is directed by parameters that you provide via the CBMPARM
library member MMAIN.

Set component
The set component consists of one or more subtasks that you define to manage
one or more event sources. The subtasks run in the message server address
space. You define sets in the CBMPARMS library in the MSETS member. Each set
that you define results in an instance of a set subtask. Set subtasks are responsible
for allocating storage areas to hold temporarily messages generated by event
source connectors, attaching (and dispatching) the queue tasks (QTASKs) that
ultimately write the messages to MQSeries queues, and monitoring the event
sources connected to the set. Each set task is defined by parameters stored in an
optional parameter member in the CBMPARMS library. You create the member
name by suffixing the letters MSET with the set name defined in the MSETS
member.
One or more event sources can belong to a set. An event source becomes
associated with a set in several ways, depending on the type of event source. If you
expect the message volume from an event source to be high, define a set with only
that event source. Conversely, you can define multiple low volume event sources to
the same set.

QTASK component
The QTASK component consists of a number of MVS subtasks, a subset of which
are attached during message server initialization by each set subtask. The
maximum number of QTASKs attached for each set is defined by the MQTASKS
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parameter in the MSETxxxx member in the CBMPARMS library. QTASK subtasks
are responsible for writing event messages to the appropriate MQSeries message
queue.

QMGR component
The queue manager (QMGR) component consists of one task for each MQSeries
queue manager being accessed by a message server. The QMGR task monitors
the MQSeries queue manager and maintains an inventory of MQSeries message
queues being written to by the message server.
You can predefine a QMGR in the MQMGR parameter member in the CBMPARMS
library. You can also add a queue manager dynamically to your running message
server by using the ADD QMGR operator command. However, if you add a qmgr
dynamically, remember to update the MQMGR to make the change permanent. If
BEP tries to generate a message from an event source before the required QMGR
is defined to a message server, either dynamically or through parameters, the
message is rejected. You can define a QMGR as the default QMGR. Any event
source message whose rule does not contain an MQSeries queue manager is
directed to the queue owned by the default queue manager.
A QMGR task maintains a list of MQSeries queues belonging to the MQSeries
queue manager it is monitoring. You can predefine the list by defining each queue
in an optional member in the CBMPARMS library. You create the name of this
CBMPARMS member by adding the queue manager subsystem ID to the letters
QUES; for example, if the subsystem ID is MQA1, the member name becomes
QUESMQA1. If the MQSeries queue name specified in the event source message
rule is not in a predefined list, the QMGR task adds its name to the list dynamically.
|

Language Environment (LE) user exit for message modification
The message server supports Language Environment to enable you to write a
COBOL exit program that allows you to access to your messages before they are
published to MQSeries. The BEP LE exit provides the following benefits:
v In an LE COBOL user exit program you can modify an event message before it
is published to an MQSeries queue.
v In an LE user exit program, you can provide your own logic to supplement the
message creation in the BEP rules engine.
v A message server LE COBOL user exit program gives ease of use over other
BEP exits, which must be written in assembler, with COBOL a more readily
available skill.
v Exit programs written in COBOL 3.3 or above have an XML-generate capability
that is easy to use, enabling you to transform messages into XML before they
are published to MQSeries.
v In addition to message modification, the message server LE exit also allows you
to:

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

– Change the name of the MQSeries queue manager
– Change the name of the MQSeries queue name
– Suppress publishing the message to MQSeries.
v You can obtain event audit reports by specifying the appropriate message server
MMAIN startup parameters. Using these parameters, the message server can
manage and write up to 99 concurrent audit reports that your LE exits can
customize. See “LE exit audit reports” on page 5.
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|
|

For more information about writing an LE COBOL user exit program, see “BEP
Language Environment (LE) user exit” on page 169

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

LE exit audit reports
LE exit support enables you to write an LE COBOL user exit program to create
customized audit reports that you can use to track and report events that occur
within your CICS, IMS, and DB2 event sources. You can configure the message
server so that the report file data set management, allocation, open, write, close,
and deallocation, are all handled by the message server. Message server report file
management means that your LE exit user audit programs need be concerned only
with selecting data from your BEP messages and formatting how it appears on your
reports. Your audit report exit program can choose to send the BEP message on to
MQSeries or you can suppress the message.

Additional message server features and capabilities
In addition to the features described above, the message server provides support
for:
v More than one message server can reside on a given MVS image, allowing for
flexibility in workload balancing and providing test and production environments
v Multiple MQSeries queue managers (and message queues) within the same
message server
v Asynchronous message processing to lessen the impact on event source
transactions
v Full unit of work integrity
v Numerous options to allow message servers to be customized to reach the
highest level of reliability, availability, and serviceability.
A single message server can support CICS, DB2, and IMS event source connectors
simultaneously. Similarly, a single message server can support multiple DB2 event
source connector regions or multiple IMS event source connector regions. However,
for reasons of workload balancing, ease of system management, or different system
management groups, you might want to consider running multiple message servers.
You might even decide to segregate the CICS, DB2, and IMS event source
connectors by connecting them to their own message servers. Another reason for
running more than one message server could be to separate development and
testing from production.

The BEP event source connectors

|

The BEP event source connector is responsible for monitoring events in CICS,
DB2, and IMS event sources and applying rules that you have defined to determine
their eligibility for publishing. The following information describes the architecture
and function of the three BEP event source connectors.
v “The CICS event source connector” on page 6
v “The IMS event source connector” on page 8
v “The DB2 event source connector” on page 11
v “The batch VSAM event source connector” on page 14
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Figure 1. Conceptual view of CICS event source connector components

The CICS event source connector
The CICS event source connector consists of three components. These
components work together to:
v Monitor events occurring within CICS applications
v Compare the properties of the events to user-defined rules
v Create a message, where appropriate, from the data associated with the event
and pass it to the BEP message server to write to an MQSeries message queue.
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The architecture behind the CICS connector components takes advantage of
numerous techniques to improve performance, reliability, and scalability. In each
CICS region in which you want to use the capabilities provided by BEP, you install,
implement, and start the CICS connector.

CICS command processor component
The command processor component consists of a single CICS transaction and
several associated programs. It is responsible for:
v Starting and shutting down the CICS connector, including processing startup
parameters, establishing connections with the appropriate message server and
data space server, and activating the CICS connector global user exit programs
v Suspending and resuming the connector, allowing you to halt temporarily
business event monitoring
v Displaying the status of the CICS connector within a CICS region.

CICS event source connector global user exits
BEP uses documented CICS interface known as global user exits to monitor events
for selection within a CICS region. Depending on parameters you supply, BEP
enables and starts specific global user exit programs during the initialization
process, enabling it to detect the events that pass through the exit points.
As part of its processing, the CICS connector saves information about events it
detects. Later, if a similar event occurs, BEP is able to determine quickly whether or
not the event should undergo selection criteria processing to determine the event’s
eligibility for publishing. By doing this, BEP eliminates the overhead of scanning the
rules database for every event it sees.

CICS event processor
When a BEP global user exit program determines that an event should be further
tested for eligibility, it passes the event and its associated data to the CICS event
processor. The event processor determines whether or not the event matches any
of the rules in the rules database. You can base the selection criteria on any
combination of dependencies, including:
v Request type (for example, distinguish between VSAM WRITE and REWRITE
event)
v Origin (transaction ID, terminal ID, user ID, and CICS region APPLID)
v Data contents (selection based on values within the data associated with the
event)
v Event response code (did the event succeed or fail?)
If the event processor determines that an event matches a rule, it builds a message
based on the rule properties and passes the message to the BEP message server
so that it can be written to the appropriate message queue with options specified by
the rule.
The CICS event processor can generate multiple messages, directed to multiple
destinations if, for example, BEP finds that a monitored event matches more than
one rule.
You can also ensure that CICS event processor messages are recoverable in the
event of some types of system failure. See Appendix C, “BEP recoverable
messages,” on page 349 for more information about message recovery.
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Additional CICS connector features and capabilities
In addition to the features and functions previously described, the CICS event
source connector can do the following:
v Monitor VSAM file control, temporary storage, transient data, interval control, and
program control (LINK) requests
v Use the CICS application response code from the event to determine eligibility
v Accumulate multiple messages within a single unit of work into one message to
reduce network overhead
v Delay the sending of messages until a syncpoint is reached
v Allow you to exclude an event, through a user-written exit program, after the rule
has determined that the event is eligible for publishing
v Allow you to alter a message, through a user-written exit program, when it has
been created but before it has been published
v Allow the synchronous processing of a published event without ″waiting″ for the
entire CICS region
v Create BEP internal trace entries to aid problem determination
v Create CICS user trace entries to aid problem determination.

The IMS event source connector
The BEP IMS event source connector monitors database events that are logged by
IMS/DB and applies the rules that you define to determine event eligibility for
publishing. The following information describes the architecture and function of the
IMS event source connector.
The IMS event source connector consists of three components. These components
work together to:
v Allow you to identify the IMS databases and segments that you would like to
capture event information for.
v Capture relevant log data in IMS regions and batch jobs that contain event
information
v Compare the properties of the logged events with the rules that you defined.
v Create a message, if an event matches a rule, from the data associated with the
event and pass the message to the BEP message server to write it to an
MQSeries message queue.
You can also ensure that IMS event connector messages are recoverable in the
event of some types of system failure. See Appendix C, “BEP recoverable
messages,” on page 349 for more information about message recovery.
The architecture behind the IMS connector components takes advantage of
numerous techniques to improve performance, reliability, and scalability. Most
processing occurs in the separate BEP IMS event source connector region, which
runs asynchronously to the activities of IMS. There is a small amount of BEP code
that runs as a DFSFLGX0 IMS logger exit routine.
The IMS event source connector depends on the contents of the IMS log to identify
and publish event messages. In order to use the IMS connector, first modify your
database descriptions to include the EXIT=* parameter. You can do this at the DBD
or segment (SEGM) level. When you include the EXIT=* parameter, IMS
asynchronously writes changed data log records whenever your application
changes, inserts, or deletes a specified segment. IMS also logs the concatenated
key of all the parent segments of the modified segment. In addition, you can choose
to log the complete segment information for all parents of the changed segment.
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The IMS event source connector extracts from the change-data log any record that
matches a rule and creates MQ messages.

IMS identification process
BEP supplies an ISPF-based facility that allows you to specify to BEP which
databases and segments you would like to create rules on. Before the process can
be run, you must first add EXIT=* parameters on your DBD or SEGM statements.
This turns on IMS change data capture logging on for the specified database or
segments within the database. You can use IMS change data capture for the
HISAM, SHISAM, HDAM, PHDAM, HIDAM, PHIDAM, and DEDB types of database,
and the BEP IMS facility can create event messages for any of these databases.
See the IMS Utilities Reference: System for more information about the EXIT=
parameter in the DBDGEN utility.

IMS logger exit routine, DFSFLGX0
The IMS logger exit routine is a standard IMS exit that BEP uses to capture images
of log blocks as they are written by IMS. The BEP exit copies the log blocks
temporarily into a BEP data space. When the block is copied, control returns
immediately to mainline IMS, thus avoiding any significant overhead to the IMS
region’s normal activity. The BEP logger exit routine is invoked in any IMS region
where you have included the BEP load library in front of your IMS RESLIB in your
IMS STEPLIB DD statement. However, you can control which IMS regions actually
create BEP messages through a BEP table that you can create (see step 2 under
“Preparing IMS for BEP” on page 82).

IMS event source connector (IEP) region
The IMS event source connector region is a long-running batch job or started task
that tracks log data from one or more IMS regions and batch jobs. Its function is to
accept log blocks copied from the IMS logger exit routines and to apply rules you
define to create event messages. When it creates a message, it passes it to the
BEP message server, which writes the message to an MQSeries queue.
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Figure 2. Conceptual view of IMS event source connector and its components

You can define parameters to configure your IEP region to process one or more
IMS regions and batch jobs. You can group your IMS regions into BEP IMS sets.
Each IMS set shares a data space in which to hold temporarily IMS log blocks that
are waiting to be processed. Messages from IMS regions that belong to the same
IMS set are passed to the BEP message server in commit time order.
The IEP region accumulates IMS change data log records based on unit of work.
When a unit of work is committed, the event source connector examines change
data records to see if they qualify for message creation. You can dynamically create
the rules for message creation using the BEP workstation administration client. You
can create messages based on IMSID, DBD, SEGM, and fields within an SEGM.
Messages can be created on the keys of the parents of changed segments or, if
PATH is specified on the EXIT= statement in the DBD, you can create messages on
any data field in any parent segment. Note that if you capture path data your
volume of IMS log data could increase.

IMS event source connector region architecture
The IMS event source connector region architecture consists of three components,
all of which are designed for high performance, scalability, availability, and reliability.
Main component: The main component consists of the IMS event source
connector jobstep task and the console operator interface. The jobstep task
performs functions associated with initialization, termination, and monitoring of the
IMS event source connector. The operator interface accepts and executes MVS
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MODIFY commands entered at the operator console. You define the main
component by parameters in the CBMPARM library member, IIEP.
ISET component: The IMS set component (ISET) consists of one or more
subtasks that you define to manage one or more IMS regions. The subtasks run in
the IMS event source connector region. You define ISETs in the CBMPARMS library
in the ISTS member. Each set that you define results in an instance of an ISET
subtask. ISET subtasks are responsible for:
v Allocating storage areas to hold temporarily messages that are destined for a
message server
v Attaching the ITASKs that process log records from each IMS region
v Merging messages from all the IMS regions in the IMS set based on the commit
timestamp.
Each IMS set subtask is defined by parameters stored in an optional parameter
member in the CBMPARMS library. You create this optional member name by
suffixing the letters ISET with the IMS set name defined in the ISTS parameter
member.
One or more IMS regions can belong to an IMS set. An IMS region becomes
associated with an IMS set through the ISTNAME parameter in the IMS region
parameter member. The name of the parameter member is the same as the IMS
region IMSID. Alternatively, you can allow the ISTNAME parameter to default. If you
let it default, the IMS set chosen is either the first set defined in ISTS or the set
definition designated in the ISTS member as the default. If the log volume from an
IMS region is expected to be high, you should define an IMS set for only that IMS
region. Conversely, you can define multiple low volume IMS region to the same set.
IMS batch jobs associated with an IMS region should be in the same IMS set.
ITASK component: The ITASK component consists of a number of MVS subtasks
that are attached during IMS event source connector initialization by each ISET
subtask. You define the number of ITASKs to be attached for each set using the
ITASKS parameter in the ISETxxxx member in the CBMPARMS library. ITASK
subtasks create messages from the log records captured from the IMS regions.
Each ITASK has a unique ITASK ID that is assigned when the task is attached.
For details on how to implement BEP IMS support, see Chapter 3, “Implementation
and customization,” on page 21.

The DB2 event source connector
The BEP DB2 event source connector monitors DB2 events and applies rules that
you define to determine their eligibility for publishing. The following sections
describe the architecture and function of the BEP DB2 event source connector.
The DB2 event source connector is a long-running MVS started task or batch job.
Its function is to create and maintain an environment in which DB2 event processor
components can retrieve, analyze, and publish events occurring in DB2
subsystems. You can have multiple DB2 event source connectors active and
connected to the same BEP message server at the same time. The event source
connector consists of three main components. See Figure 3 on page 13 for a
diagram showing an event source connector and its relationship with the other BEP
components that make up the BEP DB2 facility.
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DB2 command component
The command processor component of the DB2 event source connector is a
separate task within the address space. Its functions are to:
v Shut down the DB2 event source connector region
v Add and remove DB2 event processors.
v Display the status of DB2 event processors.

DB2 event processor component
A DB2 event processor is responsible for retrieving, analyzing, and publishing
events within a single DB2 subsystem. You have one DB2 event processor for each
DB2 subsystem you want to monitor. Each DB2 event processor runs under a
separate task within its event source connector region. A DB2 event processor uses
DB2 subsystem log records to determine whether an event it is interested in has
occurred.
During initialization, the DB2 event processor attempts to establish a connection
and open a thread to its DB2 subsystem. If successful, it begins processing log
records from a point determined as follows:
v If your DB2 event source connector messages are defined as recoverable and
you are running with recovery on, the DB2 event processor begins processing
log records at a restart point based on the recovery information kept by the
message server. For information about message recovery, see Appendix C, “BEP
recoverable messages,” on page 349.
v If your DB2 event source connector messages are not defined as recoverable or
you are running with recovery switched off, the DB2 event processor determines
the current RBA of the DB2 subsystem log and begins processing log records
from that point.
Any log records for units of work that are inflight at the restart point are skipped. If
its DB2 subsystem is not active when the DB2 event processor starts, the event
processor waits for the DB2 subsystem to become active and uses the log RBA of
the subsystem at the time the thread is established.
The DB2 event processor retrieves log records by using the DB2 instrumentation
facility interface (IFI). Using this technique, the DB2 event processor runs outside
the application program. This means that no changes are required to your DB2
applications, and hence there is no adverse effect or overhead in your applications.
However, using the IFI allows the DB2 event processor to retrieve the log
information only for tables that are enabled for expanded log records. You enable
tables for expanded log records by specifying DATA CAPTURE CHANGES when
you create or alter the table. When you add a DB2 table to a BEP rule, you must
ensure that DATA CAPTURE CHANGES is enabled for that table. If it is not, the
DB2 event processor is unable to publish events for that rule.
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Figure 3. Conceptual view of the main components of the BEP DB2 facility

The DB2 event processor takes each changed data log record and compares it with
the criteria specified in the currently active DB2 rules. If properties and contents of
the changed data log record match one or more rules, the DB2 event processor
publishes the event based on information specified within each matching rule.
When you shut down a DB2 subsystem, its associated DB2 event processor closes
its thread and terminates its connection with DB2. It retains the RBA of the last log
record processed, as well as the state of any inflight units of work. When the DB2
subsystem becomes active again, the DB2 event processor reestablishes its
connection and thread and begins processing log records at the point it left off. This
technique ensures that all log records are processed without any being skipped,
provided the DB2 event processor remains active during the DB2 outage. If the
DB2 event processor is stopped and restarted, it restarts either using the log RBA
of the DB2 subsystem at the time the DB2 event processor establishes the thread,
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or from a restart point based on the recovery information kept by the message
server, depending on whether you are operating with recoverable messages.

DB2 schema component
The DB2 schema component issues SQL requests against the DB2 subsystem. A
DB2 event processor starts this component to obtain the information its needs from
DB2. An event processor uses SQL requests to satisfy three different types of
request:
v The first type satisfies requests coming from the workstation administration client.
This helps you to build the rules by supplying you with candidate table names
and columns within those tables.
v The second type supplies information to the DB2 event processor regarding the
column definition of a table. The DB2 event processor needs this information to
enable it to understand the layout of a table’s log record.
v The third type provides the DB2 event processor with the information it needs to
map log records to its corresponding table. The BEP DB2 rules contain DB2
table names but the DB2 log records contain only the DBID and OBID (internal
identifiers) of the table. This request provides the event processor with the
mapping of a table name to its corresponding identifiers so that it can determine
whether or not a rule is applicable to a log record.
The DB2 schema component minimizes the number of DB2 requests it makes.
The majority of its requests occur shortly after the DB2 event processor first
begins scanning log records for a DB2 subsystem. Once it has the mapping of
the tables and the columns within those tables, the activity should diminish. The
schema component terminates its thread with DB2 after about two minutes
without any requests for DB2 information. If, after terminating a thread, the DB2
schema receives a request for more information, it reestablishes the DB2 thread
to satisfy the request.

Additional DB2 event source connector features and capabilities
In addition to the features described above, the DB2 event source connector
provides support to:
v Accumulate multiple messages within a single unit of work into one message to
reduce network overhead
v Delay the sending of messages until a COMMIT is reached
v Allow a user-written exit to exclude an event after the rule has determined that
the event is eligible for publishing
v Allow a user-written exit to alter a message when it has been created but before
it is published
v Use data comparison that is unique to DB2 (IS NULL, for example)
v Reacquire its table and column information using the BEP DB2 command,
RESETDDL. This is useful if you have created, dropped, or altered tables.
v Define DB2 event source connector messages as recoverable to ensure recovery
in the event of some types of system failure. See Appendix C, “BEP recoverable
messages,” on page 349 for more information about message recovery.
|

The batch VSAM event source connector
The BEP batch VSAM event source connector monitors changes to VSAM files
updated in batch jobs and applies rules that you define to determine if a VSAM
event is eligible for publishing as an MQSeries message. A typical case might be
where VSAM files are updated by an online CICS system, except during a batch
window, when the files are de-allocated from CICS and processed in one or more
batch job steps. In this case, the CICS event source connector monitors the VSAM

|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|

events in CICS and the batch VSAM event source connector monitors VSAM
events in the batch environment. Note that you do not need CICS in order to use
the BEP batch VSAM event source connector.

|
|
|
|

The batch VSAM event source connector consists of four components. These
components work together to allow you to:
v Identify which VSAM files you would like to monitor
v Intercept VSAM record management requests for the files you have identified

|
|
|
|

v Match VSAM requests to rules that you have defined using the BEP workstation
client
v Publish MQSeries messages and, optionally, call an LE user exit program to
process messages.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

The batch VSAM connector uses asynchronous processing whenever possible to
ensure that messages are published without significantly increasing the run time of
your batch VSAM jobs. See Figure 4 for a diagram showing a batch VSAM event
source connector and its relationship with the other BEP components that make up
the BEP batch VSAM facility.
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Batch VSAM
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messages
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Server

messages

MQSeries
Queue
Manager
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Events
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|
|
|
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|

Figure 4. Conceptual view of the main components of the BEP batch VSAM facility

The VSAM file identification process
To enable the BEP batch VSAM event source connector to monitor specified VSAM
files, you use the ISPF editor to create a list of VSAM file names in a PDS member
named VSAMLIST. You can create generic file names in VSAMLIST by using a
trailing asterisk as a generic character, thus specifying a group of file names that
begin with the same characters. You then control where (that is, in which job steps),
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|
|

you want the specified files to be monitored by including a CBMBVSAM DD
statement in the appropriate batch job step.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Intercepting VSAM file record management requests

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Matching VSAM requests with user-defined rules

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Publishing VSAM event messages

Each time a file is opened in a job step in which BEP is configured for batch VSAM
monitoring, and the file name matches an entry in the VSAMLIST member, BEP
begins monitoring VSAM events for that file. The batch VSAM event source
connector monitors VSAM events using a dynamic subsystem created by the BEP
dataspace server when it initializes and SVC screening of OPEN and CLOSE SVCs
in the job step.

To identify VSAM record management events for which you would like to create
event messages, you define appropriate rules using the BEP workstation
administration client. When a VSAM file event, a VSAM PUT for example, is issued
for a VSAM file that the batch VSAM event source connector is monitoring, the
event is matched to a virtual storage copy of a set of rules to determine if an event
message should be created. A rule can include logic that examines values in fields
in the VSAM record data to further qualify the event selection process. When a
VSAM event is selected, you can specify that the entire event data can form the
event message or that only selected fields are to be used.

When a VSAM event message is created and the message is not recoverable, it is
passed cross-memory for processing by the BEP message server. If message
recovery is enabled, the message server reads the messages for processing from
an MVS log stream. Then the message server checks to see if the relevant rule for
the message specifies an LE COBOL user exit program, which is called before the
server writes the message to an MQSeries queue. However, if an LE COBOL user
exit program is not enabled for the message, the message server writes the
message directly to an MQSeries queue.

BEP rules database
The BEP rules database component maintains and administers the rules you define
to be used in the selection and processing of business events. The rules database
consists of three components.

The rules database component
The rules database consists of a set of rules that you define. The rules database is
stored in a standard VSAM data set that is a permanent repository for the rules and
their associated objects (rule groups and group lists). All activity between the rules
database and the workstation administration client is reflected in the rules VSAM
file. That is, objects that are downloaded from, or uploaded to, the rules database
from the workstation administration client are downloaded from, or uploaded to, the
rules VSAM file.
During its initialization, the BEP message server reads the contents of rule groups
specified by a group list (defined in the MMAIN member in the CBMPARMS data
set) and builds a copy of the rules database in virtual storage. The virtual storage
rules database is held in a data space owned by the data space server to which the
message server is connected. All event monitoring and selection by the event
source connectors associated with the message server instance is based on the
contents of the data space copy of the rules database.
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You can dynamically refresh the data space rules database by a BEP operator
command. BEP maintains unit of work boundaries across the refresh request. That
is, an in-flight unit of work is not affected by changes in the rules database being
refreshed. BEP uses the refreshed database only for units of work that begin after
the refresh is complete.
In
v
v
v
v
v

addition to the refresh function, BEP provides operator commands to:
Browse the contents of the rules database VSAM file
Delete objects from the file
Unlock or ″hard lock″ objects on the file,
Query the lock status of an object on the file,
Enable or disable a rule, or the rules in a specified rule group, in the data space
rules database.

The workstation administration client
The workstation administration client provides an intuitive, easy-to-use
Windows-based tool for you to maintain the rules to be used by the message
servers and event source connectors. You arrange and maintain rules as elements
of rule groups, which makes administration and implementation of the rules easy.
Likewise, a message server uses group lists, comprising rule group names, to
identify which rule groups (and, therefore, which rules) to include when building its
data space copy of the rules database.
You use the workstation administration client to download objects from, and upload
objects to, the mainframe message server. The message server maintains locks on
the rules VSAM file to prevent multiple users having access to the same object
simultaneously and possibly corrupting data.

BEP TCP/IP listener
The BEP TCP/IP listener provides the functions you need to communicate between
the workstation administration client and the BEP message server. Each instance of
a message server contains its own listener. When you are using the workstation
administration client to upload and download objects, you identify the message
server by providing its TCP/IP address and port number prior to initiating the
request.
The message server listener is also responsible for enforcing security requirements
for workstation administration client requests. All users of the workstation client that
need to upload or download objects from a message server rules database must
have a user ID with the appropriate security authorizations.

Additional rules database features and capabilities
In addition to the features and functions previously described, the BEP rules
database components enable you to:
v Specify most MQSeries MQPUT options to be used on the MQPUT request, or
take default values as determined by the MQSeries Application Programming
Reference manual
v Designate that a published message is to contain all the data associated with an
event (that is, an entire VSAM record being added to a file), or specify up to 128
message fields to comprise the published message (a custom message)
v Specify data-related selection criteria and message creation fields as
offset/length pairs, or selections from a list of COBOL copybook variables
Chapter 1. Concepts and facilities
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v Specify message content that consists of any combination of offset/length pairs,
COBOL copybook variables, and literal values
v Resolve the properties of COBOL copybook variables within a rule during
message server startup, thus eliminating the need to change a rule if it contains
references to a COBOL copybook that is changed
v Convert COBOL copybooks to the internal format used by BEP via an
ISPF-based utility
Download from the message server to the workstation administration client COBOL
copybooks (in internal BEP format) for use in defining a rule.
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Chapter 2. BEP system requirements
This chapter details the minimum hardware and software requirements for installing
and using Business Event Publisher. Before beginning the installation process, you
should ensure that your environment contains the minimum requirements as listed
below.

Software requirements
v OS/390 Version 2 Release 10 or above, or z/OS Version 1 Release 1 or above
v CICS Transaction Server releases supported by the BEP CICS component are:
– CICS Transaction Server for OS/390 Version 1 Release 3

v
v
v
v
v
|
|
|

v

– CICS Transaction Server for z/OS Version 2, Release 2 and Release 3
– CICS Transaction Server for z/OS Version 3 Release 1
MQSeries for OS/390 Version 2 Release 1 or above, or Websphere MQ for
OS/390, or WebSphere® MQ for z/OS
DB2 Universal Database™ for OS/390 Version 6, or later, if you want to use the
BEP DB2 component.
IMS Version 7 or above, if you want to use the BEP IMS component.
ISPF Version 4 Release 5 or above to use the BEP COBOL copybook
conversion utility
TCP/IP for OS/390 Version 2 Release 6 or above, for communicating with the
BEP workstation administration client
COBOL 3.3 or above if you want to write LE exits that have an XML-generate
capability. Using a COBOL 3.3 LE exit, you can transform messages into XML
before they are published to MQSeries.

Hardware requirements
BEP has no specific mainframe hardware requirements, other than a system
capable of running the previously noted minimum levels of software.
You must also have TCP/IP connectivity from the host mainframe to any workstation
running the BEP workstation administration client.

Workstation requirements
v Intel-based PC (or compatible) with a minimum Pentium® III processor and 256
MB RAM
v 20 MB available disc storage
v Windows 2000 or Windows XP Operating System
v TCP/IP connectivity to the mainframe computer(s) running BEP

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2004, 2007; Copyright HLA Software Inc., 2004, 2007
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Chapter 3. Implementation and customization
This chapter describes how to implement and customize CICS Business Event
Publisher. This includes the following topics:
v “Preparing the BEP data space server”
v “Preparing the BEP message server” on page 25
v “Preparing the CICS event source connector” on page 52

|

v
v
v
v

“Preparing the DB2 event source connector” on page 61
“Preparing the IMS event source connector” on page 71
“Preparing the batch VSAM event source connector” on page 86
“Installing the BEP workstation administration client” on page 97.

Within each of these topics, the tasks should be completed in the order they are
presented. Before starting any of these tasks, ensure you complete all the
installation procedures detailed in the BEP Program Directory.
In Appendix A, “BEP installation verification procedure,” on page 329 there is a step
by step description of how to implement and configure BEP using the BEP
installation verification procedure (IVP) with the BEP sample data.

Preparing the BEP data space server
This topic provides sample JCL that you can use to start and run an instance of the
BEP data space server. It also provides information pertaining to the data sets and
parameters used by the data space server.
The data space server is a long running MVS started task or batch job. It is used to
provide a persistent storage mechanism for BEP resources that must last between
startups of a message server or an event source. An example of such a resource is
the data space copy of the rules database.
The CICS BEP data space server must be made non-cancelable, which requires an
entry in the MVS program properties table (PPT). A sample PPT entry is supplied in
SCBMSAMP member CBMPPT. Add this entry to the appropriate SCHEDxx
member in SYS1.PARMLIB. Making the data space server non-cancelable is
important to ensure BEP integrity.
Figure 5 on page 22 contains an example of the JCL used to submit the data space
server as an MVS started task.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2004, 2007; Copyright HLA Software Inc., 2004, 2007
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//CBMDSSVR PROC
//CBMDSSVR EXEC PGM=CBMDS,REGION=0M
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.SCBMAUTH
//CBMPARMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.parmlib
//SYSABEND DD SYSOUT=class-letter
//********************************************************************
//* The following DD statement is optional. If it is included, most of
//* the messages generated by the BEP data space server will be directed
//* to it. If it is not included, all messages will go to the system console.
//********************************************************************
//CBMMSGS DD SYSOUT=class-letter,
//
DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121)
//*********************************************************************
//* Un-comment the following DD statement if you need to add a SYSMDUMP
//* DD statement. You might need to modify this statement to meet your
//* own requirements.
//*********************************************************************
//*SYSMDUMP DD DISP=(,CATLG),DSN=your.sysmdump.data set,
//*
UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,25)),
//*
DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FBS,LRECL=4160,
//*
BLKSIZE=24960
Figure 5. Data space server sample JCL

Note: Modify the JCL shown in Figure 5 to suit your own needs as follows:
v REGION=0M is optimal. Ensure that your MVS region does not have a
JES exit that automatically sets 0M requests to too low a value. If it does,
consider setting this value to 32M.
v Change all the names and values in lower case italics to suit your own
standards.
v You can also run the BEP data space server as a batch job by making the
appropriate changes to the JCL.
v To help you get started, a copy of the JCL is provided in the BEP
SCBMSAMP data set in member CBMDSSVR.

BEP data space server file descriptions
The data space server uses the following files, all of which are required unless
otherwise noted.
STEPLIB
This file is required if you do not add the BEP authorized load library to
your LINKLIST. If it is not in your LINKLIST, it must be APF-authorized.
CBMPARMS
This partitioned data set (PDS) contains the parameters used to direct the
BEP data space server. BEP data space servers cannot share the
CBMPARMS data set. Sample JCL for allocating the data set is provided in
SCBMSAMP member CBMPARMS. See “BEP data space server
parameters” on page 23 for a description of each member in the data set,
together with descriptions of the parameters allowed in each member.
SYSABEND
This file should be directed to SYSOUT.
SYSMDUMP
This file should be uncommented (and SYSABEND commented out) to
capture dumps in IPCS format.
CBMMSGS
This optional file is used by the BEP data space server as a log of
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messages produced during the life of the server. This file can be a
SYSOUT file, a sequential data set, or a member of a partitioned data set.
Error- and warning-level messages originating from the data space server
are always directed to the JES job log and the system log, regardless of
whether or not the CBMMSGS DD statement is present.
If you define CBMMSGS to SYSOUT, specify the DD statement as follows:
//CBMMSGS DD SYSOUT=class-letter,
//
DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121)

BEP data space server parameters
The BEP data space server parameters are stored in a member in a standard MVS
partitioned data set. The parameter library DDNAME is CBMPARMS. There is only
one parameter member for the data space server.
Table 1. Data space server CBMPARMS member summary
Member Name

Description

MDSS (required)

The MDSS member contains the parameters
used by the BEP data space server address
space.

MDSS (required)
MDSS is the parameter member used for directing the BEP data space server. Of
the parameters shown in Table 2, DSSID is the only required parameter.
The BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains a sample MDSS member.
Table 2. MDSS parameter summary
MDSS Parameters

Description

|
|
|

BVSAMFLG(N|Y)

Specifies whether the data space server is to
initialize the BEP batch VSAM event source
connector.

|
|
|

BVSAMSSN(CBMV|value)

Specifies the name of the dynamic batch
VSAM subsystem that the data space server
creates when it starts

|
|
|

BVSAMSTR(AUTO|COLD)

Specifies whether the data space server is to
reload the batch VSAM subsystem and open
and close SVC screening programs.

DSSID(name)

Name assigned to an instance of the BEP
data space server. This is a required
parameter.

PUBLIC(N|Y)

Determines whether or not a data space
server is the PUBLIC data space server.

RETRYSEC(30|value)

Data space server resource scan frequency.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

BVSAMFLG(N|Y)
Specifies whether the data space server is to initialize a batch VSAM event
source connector environment. For more information about the batch VSAM
event source connector, see“Preparing the batch VSAM event source
connector” on page 86.
N

The data space server is not to initialize the batch VSAM event source
connector. This is the default.
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Y

|
|

The data space server is to initialize the batch VSAM event source
connector.

BVSAMSSN(CBMV|value)
Specifies the name of the batch VSAM dynamic subsystem that is initialized the
first time the data space server starts. This parameter is applicable only if you
have also specified BVSAMFLG(Y), oither wise it is ignored.

|
|
|
|
|

CBMV This is the default name of the batch VSAM dynamic subsystem.

|
|
|

|value Specifies the one to four-character name of the batch VSAM dynamic
subsystem to be created. The name must be made up from the national
language characters.
Note: Do not define the name you choose for the batch VSAM
subsystem in the MVS IEFSSNxx subsystem table member in
SYS1.PARMLIB.

|
|
|

BVSAMSTR(AUTO|COLD)
Specifies whether the data space server is to reload the batch VSAM
subsystem and SVC screening programs during its initialization.

|
|
|
|
|

AUTO The data space server is not to reload the subsystem and SVC
programs during initialization.

|
|

COLD The data space server is to reload the batch VSAM subsystems and
SVC screening programs during initialization
DSSID(name)
The name to be used for an instance of a BEP data space server. The name
must be unique within the MVS image. The parameter is required and there is
no default value'
name

A name comprising one to four national language characters.

PUBLIC(N | Y)
Specifies whether this data space server is to be the public data space server.
When you start a BEP message server, an optional message server MMAIN
parameter (DSSID) specifies the data space server to which it connects. If you
omit DSSID from the MMAIN parameters. the message server attempts to
connect to the public data space server, if one is present. Note that if you
specify the DSSID parameter, but the data space server specified is not
available, the message server does not attempt to connect to the public data
space server. The only way to connect a message server to the public data
space server is to omit the optional DSSID parameter when starting the BEP
message server.
You can designate only one data space server in an MVS image as public.
Specify Y if you want this data space server to be the public data space server.
N

Specifies that the data space server is not to be the public data space
server. This is the default.

Y

Specifies that the data space server is to be the public data space
server.

RETRYSEC(30 | value)
Specifies the frequency in seconds at which the data space server scans its
virtual storage usage during normal execution.
30
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value

Specifies the number of seconds in the range 0 through 99 that the
data space server is to wait before it checks its virtual storage usage.

Preparing the BEP message server
This topic provides sample JCL that you can use to start and run an instance of the
BEP message server. It also provides information pertaining to the data sets and
parameters used by the message server.
The BEP message server is a long running MVS started task or batch job. It
accepts message data from the BEP CICS connectors running in CICS regions and
writes these messages to designated MQSeries message queues. Figure 6 shows
an example of the JCL you can use to start the BEP message server an MVS
started task.

|

//CBMMSVR PROC
//CBMMSVR EXEC PGM=CBMMSX,REGION=0M
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.SCBMAUTH
//
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=mqm.SCSQAUTH
//
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=mqm.SCSQANLE
//CBMEXITS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.CBMEXITS
//DATAMAPS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.DATAMAPS
//RULEFILE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.RULEFILE
//CBMPARMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.CBMPARMS
//SYSABEND DD SYSOUT=*
//***************************************************
//* The following DD statement is optional. If it is
//* included, most of the messages generated by the
//* BEP data space server will be directed to it.
//* If it is not included, all messages will go to
//* the system console.
//***************************************************
//CBMMSGS DD SYSOUT=*,
//
DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121)
//***************************************************
//* Un-comment the following DD statement if you are
//* using IMS event source monitoring
//*CBMDBDM DD DISP=SHR, DSN=your.bep.CBMDBDM
//***************************************************
//* Un-comment the following DD statement if you need
//* to add a SYSMDUMP DD statement. You might need to
//* modify this statement to meet your installation’s
//* requirements.
//***************************************************
//*SYSMDUMP DD DISP=(,CATLG),DSN=your.sysmdump.data set,
//*
UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,25)),
//*
DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FBS,LRECL=4160,
//*
BLKSIZE=24960
Figure 6. Message server sample JCL

Note: Modify the JCL shown in Figure 6 to suit your own needs as follows:
v REGION=0M is optimal. Ensure that your MVS region does not have a
JES exit that automatically sets 0M requests to too low a value.
v Change all the names and values in lower case italics to suit your own
standards.
v You can also run the BEP message server as a batch job by making the
appropriate changes to the JCL.
v To help you get started, a copy of the JCL is provided in the BEP
SCBMSAMP data set in member CBMMSVR.
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v Include the CBMEXITS DD statement only if you are running the message
server with the LE exit enabled. Note that the load library specified on this
DD statement must not be an APF-authorized data set, otherwise MVS
will abend the message server.

|
|
|
|
|

Running a message server with the LE exit enabled

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

If you enable the LE exit in your message server parameters by specifying
LEEXITS=Y in the MMAIN parameter member, restart the message server to
activate LE exit support. At start up, the message server checks to see if
LEEXITS(Y) is specified in the MMAIN member. If it is, the message server builds
an exit table, the size of which is based on the maximum number of user exit
programs you specified on the LEMAXPGM parameter. If there is an active rule
group list, the message server scans the list looking for rules with an LE exit name
defined. The message server loads each unique exit name into message server
storage and stores the exit address in the exit table.

|
|

For more information about operating a message server with LE exit support
enabled, see “BEP Language Environment (LE) user exit” on page 169.

BEP message server file descriptions
The message server uses the following files, all of which are required unless
otherwise noted:
v STEPLIB
v CBMEXITS (required only if you are using message server LE exit support)
v DATAMAPS
v RULEFILE
v CBMPARMS
v CBMDBDM (required only if you are using IMS event source monitoring)

|

v SYSABEND
v SYSMDUMP
v CBMMSGS (optional)

STEPLIB
If any of the three STEPLIB data sets shown in the sample BEP message server
JCL are not in the LINKLIST, ensure they are included in the STEPLIB
concatenation. All data sets included in the STEPLIB concatenation must be
APF-authorized. The data sets mqm.SCSQAUTH and mqm.SCSQANLE are load
libraries distributed with MQSeries. The names of these libraries can be different
from the names used in the sample JCL. If so, the sample JCL should be modified
accordingly.

CBMEXITS

|
|
|
|
|
|

CBMEXITS is the DD name for the load library that you need for LE user exit
support. This is a standard PDS into which you link-edit your LE user exit programs.
This library must not be APF-authorised. There is an example of the CBMEXITS DD
statement in the CBMMSVR job provided in the BEP SCBMSAMP data set, and it is
also shown in Figure 6 on page 25.

DATAMAPS
The DATAMAPS data set contains members that represent COBOL copybook
layouts that are optionally used by rules during the selection of events and building
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of custom messages. The data set is a partitioned data set. You can find sample
JCL to allocate the DATAMAPS data set in member CBMDMAPS in the BEP
SCBMSAMP data set.
Data maps are created and stored in the DATAMAPS data set using the
ISPF-based BEP COBOL copybook conversion utility. This utility is described in
detail under “COBOL copybook conversion utility” on page 175.
The DATAMAPS data set can be shared among multiple BEP message servers. If it
is to be shared, it must be allocated with DISP=SHR. It must also be allocated with
DISP=SHR if you want to be able to add data maps to the data set while the
message server is running. The data set is only opened during message server
initialization (if a rule being loaded requires a data map) and to satisfy BEP operator
commands, COBOL copybook conversion requests from the BEP copybook
conversion utility, and workstation administration client commands that require
access to the data set.
BEP provides sample data maps on the BEP distribution tape, and are unloaded as
part of the installation process. For more information on the data maps and how
you can use them, see Appendix B, “BEP-supplied sample data,” on page 343.
Note: Data set concatenations are not allowed for the DATAMAPS DD statement.

RULEFILE
The RULEFILE is a VSAM KSDS data set that serves as the repository for data
structures related to BEP rules. This data set must be present to start up a
message server. The sample JCL to define a rules data set is supplied in the
SCBMSAMP data set in member CBMRULES. It is also shown in Figure 7.
//CBMRULES JOB (accounting informaton)
/*
/* Define the rules database VSAM file...
/*
//DEFINE
EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=0M
/*
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN
DD *
DEFINE CLUSTER(NAME(your.bep.rulefile)UNIQUE
INDEXED CYL(5 1) SHR(2)
RECORDSIZE(256 32700) KEYS(96 0)
FREESPACE(10 10) VOLUMES(volser)) DATA(NAME(your.bep.rulefile.data) CISZ(32768))
INDEX(NAME(your.bep.rulefile.index)NOIMBED NOREPLICATE)
Figure 7. Sample JCL to define a message server rules file.

Note: If you already have a rules file from CICS BEP Version 1 Release 1, the
VSAM data set record size has changed and you must redefine and migrate
your existing data set before you can use it with CICS BEP Release 2. See
“Rules file migration utility” on page 28 for more information.
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Multiple message servers can share the RULEFILE data set. If it is to be shared,
ensure it is allocated with DISP=SHR. Sharing is best accomplished by separating
the rules into manageable and logical rule groups (for example, a single rule group
per application). Then the GRPLIST initialization parameter can be used to
determine which rules each message server loads. A message server is not
required to load all the rules in the allocated RULEFILE.
The RULEFILE is only opened by the message server during the initialization
process (when it is loading the requested rules into a data space), and when
processing either a rules database operator command or workstation administration
client command that requires access to the data set. At all other times, the
RULEFILE is closed.
BEP provides sample RULEFILE objects on the BEP distribution tape, and are
unloaded as part of the installation process. For more information on the sample
objects and how you can use them, see Appendix B, “BEP-supplied sample data,”
on page 343.
Rules file migration utility: CICS BEP Release 2 cannot use a rules VSAM data
set created for CICS BEP Release 1. The message server checks that the data set
is correctly defined for use with Release 2, and if it is not, message server
initialization fails.
Before attempting to use your existing rules data set with a Release 2 message
server, first define a Release 2 rules data set using the CBMRULES job described
above, and then migrate your existing data set to the Release 2 data set using the
supplied migration utility program.
The migration utility program does not modify your Release 1 data set. The
CBMRDBUP utility program reads your rules data from the Release 1 VSAM data
set, converts it to the new Release 2 format, and stores it in the Release 2 file. The
utility is supplied in the SCBMLOAD data set. The JCL to run the migration utility is
supplied in member CBMRFMIG in the SCBMSAMP library, and this is shown in
Figure 8.
//CBMRFMIG
//UPGRADE
//STEPLIB
//OLDRULES
//NEWRULES
//SYSABEND

JOB (accounting information)
EXEC PGM=CBMRDBUP,REGION=0M
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.SCBMLOAD
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.old.rulefile
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.new.bep.rulefile
DD SYSOUT=*

Figure 8. Sample JCL to run the RULEFILE migration utility program

CBMPARMS
This partitioned data set contains the parameters used to direct the BEP message
server. BEP message servers cannot share the CBMPARMS data set. Sample JCL
for allocating the data set is provided in SCBMSAMP member CBMPARMS. See
“BEP message server parameters” on page 29 for a description of each member in
the CBMPARMS data set, together with descriptions of the parameters allowed in
each member.

CBMDBDM
The CBMDBDM is a VSAM KSDS data set that serves as the repository for
information about IMS databases and segments (DBDs) that you want BEP to track.
The BEP IMS DBD capture REXX EXEC saves information about your DBDs in the
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CBMDBDM data set. The message server reads this data set in response to
requests from the BEP administration client. You can find sample JCL for allocating
the CBMDBDM data set in the BEP SCBMSAMP data set in member CBMDBDK.
The CBMDBDM data set is required only if you want to create IMS messages.
Multiple BEP message servers can share the CBMDBDM data set. If you decide to
share CBMDBDM, ensure you allocate it with DISP=SHR. See “IMS DBD capture
utility” on page 176 for more information.

SYSABEND
This file should be directed to SYSOUT.

SYSMDUMP
This file should be uncommented, and SYSABEND commented out, to capture
DUMPs in IPCS format.

CBMMSGS
This optional file is used by the BEP message server as a log of messages
produced during the life of the server. This file can be a SYSOUT file, a sequential
data set, or a member of a partitioned data set. Error- and warning-level messages
originating from the message server are always directed to the JES job log and the
system log, regardless of whether or not the CBMMSGS DD statement is present.
If you define CBMMSGS to SYSOUT, specify the DD statement as follows:
//CBMMSGS DD SYSOUT=class-letter,
//
DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121)

BEP message server parameters
The BEP message server parameters are stored in members in a standard MVS
partitioned data set. The parameter library DDNAME is CBMPARMS. Table 3
contains a summary of the members that can be included in the CBMPARMS data
set. Required members are noted as such.
Table 3. Message server CBMPARMS member summary
Member Name

Description

MMAIN (required)

This member provides the basic parameters
for the BEP message server.

MSETS (required)

This member defines the event source sets
that the BEP message server processes. An
event source set is a way to group together
one or more event sources (CICS regions)
so that they share resources within the BEP
message server. A set can contain one or
many event sources.

MSETxxxx (optional)

The MSETxxxx member, where xxxx is the
name of an event source group, defines the
parameters used to control the BEP message
server task assigned to this group. There is
one MSETxxxx member per set listed in the
MSETS member. This member need only be
defined if a default parameter value in this
member must be changed.
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Table 3. Message server CBMPARMS member summary (continued)
Member Name

Description

MXTKxxxx (optional)

The MXTKxxxx member, where xxxx is the
name of an event source set defined in the
MSETS member, is used to define parameter
overrides to the message processing
subtasks. This member need only be defined
if a default parameter value in this member
must be changed.

MQMGR (required)

This member specifies which MQSeries
queue managers are to be connected to by
the BEP message server.

QMGRxxxx (optional)

The QMGRxxxx member, where xxxx is the
four byte MVS subsystem ID of the
MQSeries queue manager, is used to pass
queue manager specific parameters to the
BEP message server subtask assigned to
track the queue manager. This member need
only be defined if a default parameter value
must be changed.

QUESxxxx (optional)

The QUESxxxx member, where xxxx is the
four byte MVS Subsystem ID of the
MQSeries queue manager, specifies the
MQSeries queue manager queues you want
to use for putting messages. This member is
needed if you want to change a default
parameter value or you want BEP to create
recoverable messages.

CICSPARM (optional)

The CICSPARM member contains values for
CICS-based parameters that are to be used
for all CICS regions connected to the
message server unless explicitly overridden
when you start BEP in the CICS region. For
details of these BEP start parameters, see
“START” on page 133.

MLOGxxxx (optional)

The MLOGxxxx member, where xxxx is the
message server set-manager name
(SETNAME), defines the CICS regions that
your message server is to process
recoverable messages from.

MMAIN (required)
MMAIN is the primary parameter member you use for directing the BEP message
server. In the following table, only CMSID and GRPLIST are required.
The BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains a sample MMAIN member.
In Table 4, if a parameter has a default value, the default value is always shown
first in non-italicized text.
Table 4. MMAIN parameter summary
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MMAIN Parameters

Description

CMSID(name)

Name assigned to an instance of the BEP
message server. This is a required
parameter.
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Table 4. MMAIN parameter summary (continued)
MMAIN Parameters

Description

DSSID(name)

DSSID of the BEP data space server to
which this instance of the BEP message
server is connected.

GRPLIST(grouplistname)

Specifies the name of the rules database
group list to be used for loading the message
server’s rules database. This is a required
parameter.

INITWTOR(N|Y)

Specifies whether the message server is to
issue wite-to-operator-with-reply (WTOR)
messages if there is a recoverable error in
message server initialization that prevents
the message server from completely
initializing.

LATCHCNT(2048|value)

Number of MVS latches defined for the BEP
message server.

|
|
|
|

LEEXITS(N|Y)

Specifies whether the message server is to
pre-initialize a high-level languages (HLL)
environment at startup for use by LE COBOL
user exit programs.

|
|

LEMAXMSG(32768|value)

Specifies the maximum size of any message
created by the an LE exit program.

|
|
|

LEMAXPGM(128|value)

Specifies the maximum number of unique LE
user exit programs that can be used during
the life of the message server.

|
|
|

LERRSYNC(N|Y)

Specifies if the message server will use RRS
to commit and back out changes made in LE
exits.

MAXUOW(2048|value)

Maximum number of concurrent Units of
Work (UOWs) from all event sources
connected to the message server.

NODSS(WTOR|ABEND)

Indicates the action to be taken if the data
space server is not active when the message
server starts.

PUBLIC(N|Y)

Determines whether or not a message server
is the public instance.

PORTNO(51577|portnumber)

Indicates the TCP/IP port number to be used
by the message server when communicating
with a BEP workstation administration client.

|
|
|

REPDDMAX( 0|number)

Specifies the maximum number of audit
report DD statements that the message
server can use.

|
|
|
|
|

REPENABL(N|Y)

Specifies whether the message server is to
pre-initialize the audit report environment for
each message server subtask that is
available to put messages to MQSeries
queues.

|
|
|

REPLNMSG(1|number)

Specifies the number of report lines that your
audit report exit can write for each message
processed.

|
|
|
|
|
|
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Table 4. MMAIN parameter summary (continued)
MMAIN Parameters

Description

|
|
|

REPRCMAX(10000|number)

Specifies the number of report records that
the message server is to allocate to each
audit report data set.

|
|

REPTID(CBEPREPT|character-string)

Specifies the literal character string that your
audit report message is to begin with.

|
|
|

REPTPREF(CBEP.REPORT|dsnhlq)

Specifies the high-level qualifier that the
message server is to use when allocating
audit report data sets.

|

REPTRECL(133|length)

Specifies the length of each audit report line

|
|
|

REPTSTCL(spaces|class)

Specifies the DASD storage class in which
the message server is to allocate audit report
data sets.

|
|
|

REPTUNIT(spaces|name)

Specifies the DASD unit name that the
message server is to use when allocating
audit report data sets.

|
|
|

REPTVOLS( spaces|volser)

Specifies the DASD volume name that the
message server is to use when to allocating
audit report data sets.

RETRYSEC(30|value)

This parameter specifies the message server
resource scan frequency.

RULEEXIT(pgmname)

Specifies the host user rule exit to be used
by the message server for client
upload/download requests.

STARTTYP(AUTO|COLD)

Indicates the type of startup to be performed
by the message server.

TCPTIMEO(30|value)

Specifies the maximum amount of time to
allow a TCP/IP receive request to complete
when communicating with a BEP workstation
administration client.

TRACEOPT(C0|hex value)

This parameter is described under the CICS
connector START command (see “START”
on page 133).

TRACESIZ(1000|size)

This parameter is described under the CICS
connector START command (see “START”
on page 133).

CMSID(name)
Specifies the name to be used for an instance of the BEP message server. This
name must be unique within an MVS image. There is no default; this is a
required parameter.
name

Specify a unique name comprising one to four national language
characters.

DSSID(name)
Specifies the BEP data space to which the message server is connected. If you
omit DSSID, the message server uses the public (default) data space server.
name

Specify a unique name comprising one to four national language
characters.

GRPLIST(grouplistname)
Specifies the rules database group list the message server is to load at startup
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to determine the rule groups (and therefore, the rules) and used by the event
sources connected to it for event monitoring and publishing. There is no default;
this is a required parameter.
grouplistname
Specify a unique name comprising one to 32 national language
characters. Imbedded spaces are permitted. All alphabetic characters
must be upper case.
Note: For more information on group lists, rule groups, and rules, see “BEP
workstation administration client” on page 157, or the online help
provided with the workstation administration client.
|
|
|
|

INITWTOR(N|Y)
Specifies whether the message server is to issue a write-to-operator-with-reply
(WTOR) message if there is an error (potentially recoverable) that prevents the
message server from completely initializing. The values you can specify are:

|
|
|

N

Means the message server is to retry the error condition periodically
and issue an error message to the console if the error persists.
CBMxx305R messages are suppressed.

|
|
|
|

Y

Means the message server is to retry the error condition periodically
and issue an error message to the console if the error condition persists
and in addition issues CBMxx305R to the MVS console to alert the
operator that action is necessary.

LATCHCNT(2048 | number)
Specifies the number of MVS latches that are defined for the BEP message
server.
2048

The default is 2048 MVS latches.

number
Specifies a number in the range 1024 to 16384.
|
|
|

LEEXITS(N|Y)
Specifies whether the message server is to pre-initialize a high-level languages
(HLL) environment at startup for use by LE COBOL user exit programs.

|
|
|

N

The message server is not to pre-initialize an HLL environment. If you
specify N, LE user exit support is not available in the message server.
This is the default.

|
|
|
|

Y

Specifies that LE user exit support is required in the message server
and that an HLL environment is to be pre-initialized during message
server startup. Specify Y if you have message server user exit
programs written in a high-level language.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Note: If you specify LEEXITS(Y), ensure you include the required
CBMEXITS DD statement in the message server startup JCL,
otherwise message server initialization fails with message
CBMxx0922. See Figure 6 on page 25 for an example of
message server startup JCL.
LEMAXMSG(32768|number)
Specifies the length of the longest message that can be returned from an LE
user exit to the message server for publishing. If the exit changes the message
length (for example, by transforming it into XML format), the resulting message
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|
|
|

must not exceed this value. Note that each MQ task in the message server
acquires a buffer in extended (31 bit) storage of the size specified by
LEMAXMSG .

|

32768 The default is 32768 bytes.

|
|

number
Specifies a number of bytes between 1000 and 999,999
LEMAXPGM(128|number)
Specifies the number of unique LE exit names that can be used during the
execution of the message server.

|
|
|
|

128

|
|

number

The default is 128 LE user exit names.
Specifies a number of LE exit names between 32 and 4096

LERRSYNC(N|Y)
Specifies if the message server will use RRS to commit and back out changes
in the LE exit. If this option is chosen (Y), then the SRRCMIT and SRRBACK
RRS facilities are used to commit or back out changes made by the exit and
the message server to recoverable resources. This option must be selected if
DB2 RRSAF services are used in the exit. This parameter is ignored if
LEEXITS is set to N.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

N

The message server uses MQ to commit and back out MQ work only.
This is the default.

|

Y

The message server uses RRS to commit and back out work.

MAXUOW(2048 | number)
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent units of work (UOWs) from all
event sources connected to the message server. As each UOW requires a
minimum of 284 bytes, specify a value that is reasonable for your environment.
2048

The default is 2048 concurrent units of work.

number
Specifies a number in the range 1000 to 1000000.
NODSS(WTOR | ABEND)
Specifies the action the message server is to take if the specified data space
server is not active.
WTOR
Specifies that the message server is to issue message CBMxx0304R
and wait for a reply. This WTOR message allows you to either start the
data space server and reply RETRY, or reply CANCEL to terminate the
message server. This is the default.
ABEND
The message server is to terminate with a U0302 abend.
PORTNO(51577 | portnumber)
Specifies the TCP/IP port number for an instance of the message server. The
TCP/IP listener for the message server binds to the port number specified. To
issue workstation administration client requests to a message server (for
example, upload a group list), you must specify this port number in the host
connection list on the client. The value must be unique among all TCP/IP users
sharing the same TCP/IP address on the host.
Value range: 1 to 65535
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51577 This is the default port number.
portnumber
Specifies a number in the range 1 to 65535. The number that you
specify must be unique among all TCP/IP users sharing the same
TCP/IP address on the host.
PUBLIC(N | Y)
Specifies whether you want the message server to be the public message
server.
When BEP is started in an event source, an optional startup parameter
(CMSID) determines the message server to which it is connected. If the CMSID
parameter is not present, BEP attempts to connect to the public message
server, if one is present. Note that if the CMSID parameter is present, but the
message server specified is not available, BEP does not attempt to connect the
CICS region to the public message server. The only way to connect to the
public message server is to omit the optional CMSID parameter when starting
BEP in an event source environment.

|
|
|
|

N

The message server is not the public message server. This is the
default

Y

The message server is to be the public message server. Note you can
designate only one message server in an MVS image as public.

REPDDMAX(0|number)
Specifies the maximum number of audit report files, each with its own DD
statement, that the message server can have open concurrently for writing audit
reports by LE exit audit programs.

|

0

|
|
|

number

The message server is not to support audit report processing
Specifies the number, in the range 1 through 99, of audit report files
that the message server can have in use concurrently.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Note: This number does not limit the message server to this maximum
number of report files overall. This is because the message
server allocates report files as required (within the permitted
limit) and de-allocates them when they are full. Thus, during the
life of a message server, it could create many more audit report
files than the maximum specified, but only the number you
specify can be open concurrently.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

REPENABL(N|Y)
Specifies whether the message server is to pre-initialize the audit report
environment for each message server subtask that is available to put messages
to MQSeries queues. These are the subtasks defined by the MQTASKS
parameter that you define in the MSETSxxxx member (see “MSETxxxx
(optional)” on page 39 for details). Specify Y if your LE exit audit report
programs are not using the CBEPREPT custom audit message format.

|
|

N

The message server is not to pre-initialize the audit report environment
for subtask. This is the default.

|
|

Y

The message server is to pre-initialize the audit report environment for
each subtask.

|

If you also specify REPDDMAX(0), REPENABL is ignored.
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REPLNMSG(1|number)
Specifies the number of report line buffers to be allocated by the message
server for LE exit audit programs to use each time they are called to process a
message.

|
|
|
|
|

1

One report line buffer is the default.

|
|
|

number

|

If you also specify REPDDMAX(0), REPLNMSG is ignored.

Specifies the number of line buffers for audit reports, in the range 1
through 10.

REPRCMAX(10000|number)
Specifies the number of report line records that the message server is to use to
determine the size of an audit report file when allocating an audit report data
set. When the initial value is used up, the message server automatically
allocates a new report data set.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

10000 The message server is to allocate a report data set that can hold
10 000 records.

|
|
|

number

|

If you also specify REPDDMAX(0), REPRCMAX is ignored.

Specifies the audit report allocation size as a number of report line
records in the range 100 to 999 999.

REPTID(CBEPREPT|character-string)
Specifies the eight byte report ID that starts each message that is passed to an
audit exit program. This same literal value must start your custom message
layout in rules that are used for audit reporting. Note that the message server
uses the REPTID parameter only if you specify REPENABL(N). If you specify
REPENABL(Y), the eight byte report ID is not required for custom messages
and REPTID is ignored.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

For examples of the use of the REPTID parameter, see sample program
CBMCOAD, which uses custom messages that begin with the REPTID value
and assumes REPENABL(N); and sample programs CBMCOADD and
CBCOADI, which do not use custom messages to create reports and assume
REPENABL(Y).

|
|

CBEPREPT
This is the default eight-byte report ID

|
|
|

character-string
Specifies the report ID as one to eight bytes, from the characters A-Z
only, in uppercase, with trailing spaces if less than 8 characters.

|

If you also specify REPDDMAX(0), REPTID is ignored.
REPTPREF(CBEP.REPORT|dsnhlq)
Specifies the data set prefix that the message server uses to allocate an audit
report data set. After your prefix, the message server completes the data set
name with the report DD name from your message, the current date, and
current time. In the following two examples, the first uses a specified prefix, and
the other is the default:

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

dsnhlq.CBMDDNAM.D2006293.T1021595
CBEP.REPORT.MYDDNAME.D2006311.T1539478
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|
|
|

Given that the DD name, current date and time take up 27 characters (including
the periods) from the maximum allowed for a fully qualified data set name, the
value that you specify for the prefix cannot exceed 27, including periods,

|
|

CBEP.REPORT
The default prefix is a two part high-level qualifier.

|
|

dsnhlq Specifies the high-level data set qualifier, up to a maximum of 18
characters, using only characters permitted for MVS data set names.

|

If you also specify REPDDMAX(0), REPTPREF is ignored.

|
|
|

REPTRECL(133|length)
Specifies the report line length that the message server is to use to allocate
buffers and calculate space for the audit report data set.

|

133

|

length Specifies the report line length in the range 80 to 32 760 bytes.

|
|
|
|
|

The default line length is 133 bytes.

REPTSTCL(classname)
Specifies the DASD storage class, if you are using system managed storage
(SMS), that the message server is to use to allocate audit report data sets. If
you specify REPTSTCL, the message server ignores the REPTVOLS and
REPTUNIT parameters.

|
|
|

classname
Specifies a DASD storage class name, which can be from one to eight
valid characters for storage classes.

|
|
|

If you omit REPTSTCL, REPTUNIT, and REPTVOLS the message server uses
the installation default unit name and volume serial number on whcih to allocate
the report data sets.

|

If you also specify REPDDMAX(0), REPTSTCL is ignored.

|
|
|
|

REPTUNIT(name)
Specifies the DASD unit, if you are not using SMS, on which the message
server is to allocate audit report data sets. The message server ignores
REPTUNIT if you also specify REPTSTCL.

|
|

name

|

If you also specify REPDDMAX(0), REPTUNIT is ignored.

|
|
|
|

Specifies the DASD unit as one to eight valid characters of an available
DASD unit.

REPTVOLS( volser)
Specifies the DASD volume serial number (VOLSER) on which the message
server is to allocate audit report data sets. The message server ignores
REPTVOLS if you also specify REPTSTCL.

|
|

volser Specifies the volume serial number as one to six valid characters of an
available DASD unit.

|

If you also specify REPDDMAX(0), REPTVOLS is ignored.
RETRYSEC(30 | number)
Specifies the frequency in seconds at which the message server scans its
virtual storage usage during normal execution.
30

The default is that the message server scans its virtual storage usage
every 30 seconds,
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number
Specifies a number of seconds in the range 0 to 99. A zero value
means that the message server does not perform a scan.
RULEEXIT(pgmname)
Specifies the name of the user-supplied host rule user exit program. For more
information, see “BEP host rule user exit” on page 174.
pgmname
Specifies any valid program name.
There is no default value.
STARTTYP(AUTO | COLD)
Specifies the type of startup that you want the message server to perform.
AUTO The message server is to attempt a warm start. If a warm start is
successful, the message server reuses the in-memory copy of the rules
database (in the data space server) that existed for this instance of the
message server when it was last shut down. It does not attempt to
rebuild the rules database data space. For a warm start to be
successful, the following conditions must be met:
v A message server with the same message server name (CMSID)
must have been shut down.
v The previous message server must have been connected to the
same data space server as the one being started.
v The same data space server that was used by the previous instance
of the message server must be available, and must not have been
restarted since the message server was shut down.
If one or more of these conditions is not satisfied, the message server
performs a COLD start and a new in-storage rules database is created.
COLD The message server is to perform a cold start.
TCPTIMEO( 30 | number)
Specifies the maximum number of seconds the BEP TCP/IP listener is to wait
on a response from a workstation administration client while in conversation
with the client. If a response is not received from the client within the allotted
time interval, the client request is terminated and the message server issues
message CBMxx1554W to the system console. Note that this value does not
set the maximum time allowed for the request to complete. A single client
request can result in several data flows between the client and TCP/IP listener.
This parameter only limits the amount of time the BEP TCP/IP listener will wait
for a receive request to be satisfied.
30

The default is 30 seconds.

number
Specifies a number of seconds in the range 1 to 60.

MSETS (required)
The MSETS member is used to specify the names of the event source SETS that
the BEP message server communicates with. An event source set is a logical
grouping of one or more event sources for the purpose of sharing message server
resources, for example data space storage.
The BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains a sample MSETS member.
Parameters in member MSETS are entered using the following format:
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parameter1(value1),parameter2(value2)

Each line consists of a DEFSET command followed by two parameters that pertain
to a set.
Table 5. MSETS parameter summary
MSETS Parameters

Description

DEFSET

Keyword which starts the definition of a set.

SETNAME(name)

Specifies the name of the set of event
sources. This is a required parameter.

DEFAULT(Y)

Indicates which set name is the default set.

Example:
DEFSET SETNAME(name1),DEFAULT(Y)
DEFSET SETNAME(name2)

SETNAME(name)
This is a required parameter. This parameter specifies the name to be used
for a set of event sources within a BEP message server. This name must
be unique within the message server.
Value range: One to four national language characters.
Default value: None
DEFAULT(Y)
One set within a message server can be defined as the default set. This
means that event messages that are generated without a set name are
processed by this set.
Value range: Y
Default value: N/A

MSETxxxx (optional)
The MSETxxxx member, where xxxx is the event source set name, is used to enter
parameters for an event source set manager. The event source sets are defined in
the MSETS member. There can be one MSETxxxx member for each event source
set name. All parameters in MSETxxxx are optional.
The BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains a sample MSETxxxx member.
Parameters in member MSETxxxx are entered using the following format:
PARAMETER(value)
Table 6. MSETxxxx parameter summary
MSETxxxx Parameters

Description

DSPSIZE(16384|number)

The size of the data space used to
temporarily hold messages passed from the
event source connectors.

MAXDATA(32768|number)

The maximum message size that any event
source connector can create.

AVGDATA(4096|number)

The average size of the messages created
by the event source connector.

MSGINCL(512|number)

The amount to increase internal buffers if a
message is longer than AVGDATA.
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Table 6. MSETxxxx parameter summary (continued)
MSETxxxx Parameters

Description

THREADS(256|number)

The maximum number of event source
connectors that can concurrently connect to
an event source set.

MQTASKS(19|number)

The number of message server subtasks
available to put messages to MQSeries
queues.

RETRYSEC(300|number)

Denotes how often the event source set
manager scans its active event source chain
and report progress statistics.

ERRMSGCT(1000|number)

How often error messages are issued when
a queue does not exist or queue manager is
not started.

ERRMSGTM(2|number)

Works with ERRMSGCT to ensure that an
error message is issued at a defined
frequency when there is an error condition
and volume is low.

|
|
|
|
|

RRSAFSSN(value)

Specifies if the message server MQ tasks
that belong to this event source set manager
should establish DB2 RRSAF connections for
use by your LE exits. There is no default
value for this parameter.

|
|

LEWORKL(64|number)

Specifies the length, in bytes, of a persistent
work area passed to your LE exit.

|
|
|

DB2RECON(Y|N)

Specifies if the message server event source
set manager should automatically reconnect
to DB2 after DB2 is restarted.

DSPSIZE(16384|number)
Specifies the size of the data space used to temporarily hold messages
passed from the event source connectors before they are passed to
MQSeries. The value represents kilobytes.
Value range: 512 to 2000000
Default value: 16384
MAXDATA(32768|number)
Specifies the maximum size message that any event source connector can
create.
Value range: 1000 to 999999
Default value: 32768
AVGDATA(4096 | number)
Specifies the average length of the messages that the event source
connector can create. The purpose of this parameter is to optimize buffer
usage if most messages are less than MAXDATA.
Value range: 512 to 999999
Default value: 4096
MSGINCL(512 | number)
Specifies the amount to increase internal buffers if a message is longer
than AVGDATA. Value range: 512 to 999999 Default value: 512
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THREADS(256 | number)
Specifies is the maximum number of event source connectors that can be
concurrently connected to this event source set.
Value range: 1 to 9999
Default value: 256
Note: The value obtained by multiplying the value of THREADS by the
value of MAXDATA cannot exceed the size of the data space defined
by DSPSIZE.
MQTASKS(19 | number)
Specifies the number of message server subtasks that are available to put
messages to MQSeries queues. High volume environments might require
this parameter value to be increased.
Value range: 1 to 9999
Default value: 19
Note: The number of MQTASKS may affect the setting of the MQSeries
queue manager’s CSQ6SYSP parameters. In particular, the
parameters IDBACK and CTHREAD might need to be set higher to
accommodate a connection from each of the MQTASKS. See the
MQSeries System Management Guide for more information about
setting these parameters.
RETRYSEC(300 | number)
Specifies the number of seconds that the event source set manager waits
before scanning its active event source chain and report progress statistics.
Value range: 30 to 9999
Default value: 300
ERRMSGCT(1000 | number)
Specifies how often error messages are issued when messages cannot be
delivered because a queue does not exist or a QMGR is not started. The
purpose of this parameter is to avoid flooding the console with repeated
error messages. For example, if the default value is 1000, after BEP reports
an initial message, 1000 additional error messages of the same type will be
suppressed before issuing a new error message. If a new error reason is
encountered, a new message is issued and the count continues for that
error type. Value range: 1 to 9999 Default value: 1000
ERRMSGTM(2 | number)
This parameter works with ERRMSGCT to ensure that an error message is
issued at a defined frequency when there is an error condition and volume
is low. The value specified is in minutes.
Value range: 1 to 9
Default value: 2
|
|
|
|

RRSAFSSN(value)
Specifies if the message server MQ tasks belonging to this event source
set manager should establish DB2 RRSAF connections for use by the LE
exits.

|
|

Value: Event source set MQTasks connect to the DB2 region identified by
this one to four character value.
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No value: No connection is made to DB2.

|

LEWORKL(64 | number)
Specifies the length, in bytes, of a persistent work area passed to the LE
exit. There is one work area allocated in AMODE 31 storage by each
message server MQtask. The area is shared by all the LE exits called by
the MQtask. The area is set to hex zero (null values) before the first call to
the first LE exit called by the task. After that, the message server does not
change this area, so the area can be used by the exits to store information
between exit calls. The work area address is stored in the LE exit
parameter list, in the LEX-WORK-AREA pointer.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Value range: 0 to 32768 bytes.

|

Default value: 64 bytes.
DB2RECON(Y | N)
Specifies if the message server event source set manager should
automatically reconnect to DB2 after DB2 is restarted. This parameter is
ignored if RRSAFSSN is not entered.

|
|
|
|
|
|

Y: The message server set manager will automatically sign back on to DB2.
This is the default.

|
|

N: The message server set manager will only sign back on to DB2 after the
message server DB2RRSAF STARTDB2(ssid) command.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

RRSFxxxx (optional)

|
|

The BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains a sample RRSFxxxx member called
CBMRRSFP.

|
|

This member is only read by the message server if the MSETssss parameter,
RRSAFSSN(db2ssid), is entered.

|
|
|
|

Except for SIGNON and THREAD, all other parameters in this member are
documented in the DB2 UDB for OS/390 and z/OS Application Programming and
SQL Guide for your release of DB2 in the chapter on using the Recoverable
Resource Manager Services Attachment facility.

|
|

For more information on using the SIGNON and THREAD parameters, see “Using
DB2 RRSAF in your LE exit” on page 173.

|
|

Parameters in member RRSFxxxx are entered using the following format:

The RRSFxxxx member, where xxxx is the event source set name, is used to enter
parameters for an event source set manager's RRSAF connection with a DB2
system. The event source sets are defined in the MSETS member. There can be
one RRSFxxxx member for each event source set name. All parameters in
RRSFxxxx are optional. If you ask the message server to issue the RRSAF
SIGNON (SIGNON) or CREATE THREAD (THREAD), then some other parameters
are required for the RRSAF function. For information about these parameters, see
the description of the RRSAF SIGNON and RRSAF CREATE THREAD calls in the
DB2 UDB for OS/390 and z/OS Application Programming and SQL Guide for your
release of DB2 in the chapter on using the Recoverable Resource Manager
Services Attachment facility.

PARAMETER(value)
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|

Table 7. RRSFxxxx parameter summary

|

RRSFxxxx Parameters

Description

|
|
|
|

ACCTINT(value)

DB2 accounting interval used on the RRSAF
SIGNON call. This is described in the DB2
Application Programming and SQL Guide as
“accounting-interval”.

|
|
|
|

ACCTTKN(value)

DB2 accounting token used on the RRSAF
SIGNON call. This is described in the DB2
Application Programming and SQL Guide as
“accounting-token”.

|
|
|
|

APPLNAME(value)

DB2 user application name used on the
RRSAF SIGNON call. This is described in
the DB2 Application Programming and SQL
Guide as “appl”.

|
|
|
|

COLLID(value)

DB2 collection name on the RRSAF
CREATE THREAD call. This is described in
the DB2 Application Programming and SQL
Guide as “collection”.

|
|
|
|

CORRID(value)

DB2 correlation ID optionally used on the
RRSAF SIGNON call. This is described in
the DB2 Application Programming and SQL
Guide as “correlation-id”.

|
|
|
|

PLAN(value)

DB2 plan name on the RRSAF CREATE
THREAD call. This is described in the DB2
Application Programming and SQL Guide as
“plan”.

|
|
|
|

REUSE(value)

DB2 REUSE parameter on the RRSAF
CREATE THREAD call. This is described in
the DB2 Application Programming and SQL
Guide as “reuse”.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

SIGNON(N|Y)

Specifies if the message server MQ tasks
that belong to this event source set manager
should issue a DB2 RRSAF SIGNON call
after establishing a RRSAF connection to
DB2. If you specify Y then you can also
specify parameters CORRID, ACCTTKN,
ACCTINT, USERID, APPLNAME and
WSNAME and they will be used on the
RRSAF SIGNON call to DB2.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

THREAD(N|Y)

Specifies if the message server MQ tasks
that belong to this event source set manager
should issue a DB2 RRSAF CREATE
THREAD call after establishing an RRSAF
connection to DB2. If you specify Y then you
can also specify PLAN, COLLID, REUSE
and they will be used on the RRSAF
CREATE THREAD call to DB2. You should
not specify THREAD(Y) with SIGNON(N).

|
|
|

USERID(value)

DB2 userid used on the RRSAF SIGNON
call. This is described in the DB2 Application
Programming and SQL Guide as “user”.

|
|
|
|

WSNAME(value)

DB2 workstation name used on the RRSAF
SIGNON call. This is described in the DB2
Application Programming and SQL Guide as
“ws”.
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|
ACCTINT(value)
The DB2 accounting interval used on the RRSAF SIGNON call. This is
documented in the DB2 Application Programming and SQL Guide as
“accounting-interval” in the section on the RRSAF SIGNON call within the
chapter on the Resource Recovery Manager System Attachment facility.

|
|
|
|
|

Value: Six character accounting interval.

|

ACCTTKN(value)
The DB2 accounting token used on the RRSAF SIGNON call. This is
documented in the DB2 Application Programming and SQL Guide as
“accounting-token” in the section on the RRSAF SIGNON call within the
chapter on the Resource Recovery Manager System Attachment facility.

|
|
|
|
|

Value: Twenty-two character DB2 accounting token.

|

APPLNAME(value)
The DB2 user application name used on the RRSAF SIGNON call. This is
documented in the DB2 Application Programming and SQL Guide as “appl”
in the section on the RRSAF SIGNON call within the chapter on the
Resource Recovery Manager System Attachment facility.

|
|
|
|
|

Value: Thirty-two character DB2 end-user application name.

|

COLLID(value)
The DB2 collection name used on the RRSAF CREATE THREAD call. This
is documented in the DB2 Application Programming and SQL Guide as
“collection” in the section on the RRSAF CREATE THREAD call within the
chapter on the Resource Recovery Manager System Attachment facility.

|
|
|
|
|

Value: Eighteen character DB2 collection name.

|

CORRID(value)
The DB2 correlation ID used on the RRSAF SIGNON call. This is
documented in the DB2 Application Programming and SQL Guide as
“correlation-id” in the section on the RRSAF SIGNON call within the chapter
on the Resource Recovery Manager System Attachment facility.

|
|
|
|
|

Value: Twelve character DB2 correlation ID.

|

PLAN(value)
The DB2 plan name used on the RRSAF CREATE THREAD call. This is
documented in the DB2 Application Programming and SQL Guide as “plan”
in the section on the RRSAF CREATE THREAD call within the chapter on
the Resource Recovery Manager System Attachment facility.

|
|
|
|
|

Value: Eight character DB2 plan name.

|

REUSE(value)
The DB2 REUSE parameter used on the RRSAF CREATE THREAD call.
This is documented in the DB2 Application Programming and SQL Guide as
“reuse” in the section on the RRSAF CREATE THREAD call within the
chapter on the Resource Recovery Manager System Attachment facility.

|
|
|
|
|

Value: Eight character literal value "INITIAL" or "SIGNON".

|

SIGNON(N | Y)
Specifies if the message server MQ tasks that belong to this event source
set manager should issue a DB2 RRSAF SIGNON call after establishing a
RRSAF connection to DB2. If you specify Y then you can also specify
parameters CORRID, ACCTTKN, ACCTINT, USERID, APPLNAME,
WSNAME and they will be used on the RRSAF SIGNON call to DB2.

|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|

N: The MQTasks will not issue a RRSAF SIGNON call using the related
parameter. This is the default.

|
|

Y: The MQTasks will issue a RRSAF SIGNON call using the related
parameters.

|
|
|
|
|
|

THREAD(N | Y)
Specifies if the message server MQ tasks that belong to this event source
set manager should issue a DB2 RRSAF CREATE THREAD call after
establishing an RRSAF connection to DB2. If you specify Y then you can
also specify PLAN, COLLID, REUSE and they will be used on the RRSAF
CREATE THREAD call to DB2.

|
|

N: The MQTasks will not issue a RRSAF CREATE THREAD call using the
related parameter. This is the default.

|
|

Y: The MQTasks will issue a RRSAF CREATE THREAD call using the
related parameters. You should not specify THREAD(Y) with SIGNON(N).

|
|
|
|
|

USERID(value)
The DB2 userid used on the RRSAF SIGNON call. This is documented in
the DB2 Application Programming and SQL Guide as “user” in the section
on the RRSAF SIGNON call within the chapter on the Resource Recovery
Manager System Attachment facility.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Value: Sixteen character DB2 userid.
WSNAME(value)
The DB2 workstation name used on the RRSAF SIGNON call. This is
documented in the DB2 Application Programming and SQL Guide as “ws” in
the section on the RRSAF SIGNON call within the chapter on the Resource
Recovery Manager System Attachment facility.
Value: Eighteen character DB2 workstation name.

MXTKxxxx (optional)
The MXTKxxxx member, where xxxx is the event source set name, is used to
specify parameters for the queue subtasks that put messages onto designated
MQSeries queues.
The BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains a sample MXTKxxxx member.
Parameters in member MXTKxxxx are entered using the following format:
PARAMETER(value)
Table 8. MXTK parameter summary
MXTKxxxx Parameters

Description

PROCQSEC(300|number)

The approximate number of seconds the
tracking task waits before closing an inactive
MQSeries queue.

PROCQSEC(300|number)
Specifies the approximate number of seconds the tracking task waits before
closing an inactive MQSeries queue.
Value range: 30 to 9999
Default value: 300
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MQMGR (required)
The MQMGR member allows you to specify the MQSeries queue managers that the
BEP message server establishes a connection with. This member is required.
The BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains a sample MQMGR member.
Parameters in member MQMGR are entered using the following format:
parameter1(value1),parameter2(value2)

Each QMGR definition has up to three parameters after the DEFQMGR command.
Table 9. MQMGR parameter summary
MQMGR Parameters

Description

DEFQMGR

This parameter starts the definition of a
QMGR.

QMGR(name)

MQSeries queue manager’s MVS subsystem
ID (required).

QMNAME(name)

Name of MQSeries queue manager
(required).

DEFAULT(Y)

Optionally specifies that a queue manager is
the default queue manager for a BEP
message server.

Note: The QMGR and QMNAME names can be, and usually are, the same.

Example:
DEFQMGR QMGR(CSQ1),QMNAME(CSQ1),DEFAULT(Y) DEFQMGR QMGR(CSQ2),QMNAME(TEST.QMGR)

QMGR(name)
This is a required parameter. It specifies the MVS subsystem ID for the
MQSeries queue manager being specified.
Value range: One to four national language characters.
Default value: None
QMNAME(name)
This is a required parameter. It specifies the name of the MQSeries queue
manager being specified.
Value range: One to 48 national language characters.
Default value: None
DEFAULT(Y)
Specifies that the queue manager is the default used if a message does not
specify a queue manager.
Value range: Y
Note: If you define more than one MQSeries queue manager as the
default, the message server issues message CBMxx123W notifying
that you have defined a duplicate default queue. The message
server ignores the duplicate default attribute, but accepts the
definition as another (non-default) queue manager. Thus the second
(and subsequent) queue manager that you specify with the default
attribute is still a functional queue manager, but it is not used as the
default for rules without a queue manager defined. Rules without a
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queue manager are routed to the first default queue manager that
you define. However, rules that explicitly reference the duplicate are
routed to that queue manager.
If you define more than one queue manager as the default and
receive message CBMxx123W, you are recommended to redefine
the queue manager that caused the warning message without
DEFAULT(Y) specified.
Default value: None

QMGRxxxx (optional)
The QMGRxxxx member, where xxxx is the queue manager subsystem ID, allows
parameters to be passed to the queue manager subtask. There is one queue
manager subtask per MQSeries queue manager.
The BEP SCBMSAMP member contains a sample QMGRxxxx member in member
QMGRXXXX.
Parameters in member MQGRxxxx are entered using the following format:
PARAMETER(value)
Table 10. QMGRxxxx parameter summary

|
|
|

|
|
|
|

QMGRxxxx parameters

Description

CONNRET(10|number)

The number of seconds a task waits before retrying a failed
connection.

CONMSGCT(1000|number)

The number of failed MQCONN requests before a new error
message.

CONMSGTM(2|number)

Works with CONMSGCT to ensure that an error message is
issued at the defined frequency.

DISAINVQ(N|Y)

Specifies whether a message server MQ task is to disable a
queue name that does not exist when it is processing a rule
that references the invalid queue.

ERRRETCT(1|number)

The number of retries to attempt when an MQOPEN or
MQPUT request fails.

ERRRETTM(10|number)

The time (in hundredths of a second) to wait between error
retries.

MQERWTOR(N|Y)

Specifies whether a message server queue manager
subtask is to issue a write-to-operator-with-reply (WTOR) if
there is an MQSeries recoverable error and the queue
manager or queue is flagged by BEP as disabled

OPNMSGCT(1000|number)

The number of failed MQOPEN requests before a new error
message is issued.

OPNMSGTM(2|number)

Works with OPNMSGCT to ensure that an error message is
issued at the defined frequency.

PUTMSGCT(1|number)

The number of failed MQPUT requests before a new error
message is issued.

PUTMSGTM(2|number)

Works with PUTMSGCT to ensure that an error message is
issued at the defined frequency.

DISMSGTM(2|number)

The number of minutes to wait between warning messages
that a queue or queue manager is disabled.
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CONNRET(10 | number)
Specifies the number of seconds the BEP message server task waits
before retrying a failed MQCONN request to an MQSeries queue manager.
Specifying a value of zero means there is no retry. Value range: 0 to 999
Default value: 10
CONMSGCT(1000 | number)
Specifies the number of subsequent MQCONN request failures allowed
after an error message has been issued, before another error message
results. The purpose of this parameter is to avoid flooding the console with
repeated error messages.
Value range: 0 to 9999
Default value: 1000
CONMSGTM(2 | number)
Specifies the maximum number of minutes between failed MQCONN
request messages. This parameter works in conjunction with the
CONMSGCT parameter so that when there is a repeated MQCONN error,
and message volume is low, an error message is issued at least at the
defined frequency.
Value range: 1 to 9
Default value: 2
DISAINVQ(N|Y)
Specifies whether a message server MQ task is to disable an invalid queue.

|
|
|
|
|
|

N

A message server MQ task is not to disable a queue name that
does not exist. Instead, an MQ task that is processing a rule that
refers to an invalid queue name is to terminate with user abend
169.

|
|
|
|
|
|

Y

A message server MQ task is to disable a queue name that does
not exist. If an MQ task is processing a rule that refers to an invalid
queue name, the MQ task waits until the queue is defined in MQ
and you either issue the ENABLE message server command, or, if
MQERWTOR(Y) is also specified, you reply RETRY to message
CBMxx0306R.

ERRRETCT(1 | number)
Specifies the number of retries to attempt when an MQOPEN or MQPUT
request fails. This parameter is used in conjunction with the ERRRETM
parameter. Value range: 0 to 9 Default value: 1
ERRRETTM(10 | number)
Specifies the time in hundredths of a second to wait between error retries
(ERRETCT). A value of zero means there is no wait between retries.
Value range: 0 to 999
Default value: 10
MQERWTOR(N|Y)
Specifies whether a message server queue manager subtask is to issue a
write-to-operator-with-reply (WTOR) message if there is a recoverable error
that causes the MQSeries queue manager or a queue to be flagged as
disabled by the message server.

|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|

N

The queue manager subtask is to retry periodically the error
condition and issue an error message to the console if the error is
still not resolved.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Y

The queue manager subtask is to retry periodically the error
condition and issue an error message to the console if the error is
still not resolved. In addition, the subtask is also to issue message
CBMxx306R to the MVS console to alert the operator that action is
required. This WTOR message is not issued during initialization if
INITWTOR is also enabled. However, after initialization the queue
manager subtask issues the WTOR even if INITWTOR is also
enabled.

OPNMSGCT(1000 | number)
Specifies the number of subsequent MQOPEN request failures allowed
after an error message has been issued, before another error message
results. The purpose of this parameter is to avoid flooding the console with
repeated error messages. Value range: 0 to 9999 Default value: 1000
OPNMSGTM(2 | number)
Specifies the maximum number of minutes between MQOPEN request error
messages. This parameter works in conjunction with OPNMSGCT to ensure
that when there is a repeated MQOPEN error, and volume is low, an error
message is issued at the specified frequency.
Value range: 1 to 9
Default value: 2
PUTMSGCT(1 | number)
Specifies the number of subsequent MQPUT request failures allowed after
an error message has been issued, before another error message results.
The purpose of this parameter is to avoid flooding the console with
repeated error messages.
Value range: 0 to 9999
Default value: 1000
PUTMSGTM(2 | number)
Specifies the maximum number of minutes between MQPUT error
messages. This parameter works in conjunction with PUTMSGCT to ensure
that when there is a repeated MQPUT error, and message and volume is
low, an error message is issued at the specified frequency.
Value range: 1 to 9
Default value: 2
DISMSGTM(2 | number)
Specifies the number of minutes to wait between warning messages when
a queue or queue manager is disabled.
Value range: 1 to 9
Default value: 2

QUESxxxx (optional)
The QUESxxxx member, where xxxx is the MQSeries queue manager subsystem
ID, is used to define the MQSeries queues for the queue manager used by the BEP
message server. This member is only required if a dead letter queue is to be
defined to route messages that cannot be delivered to other queues in this queue
manager. If a queue is not defined in this member, the message server
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automatically defines it when the first message for that queue is received from one
of the event source connectors.You also need this member if you want BEP to
create recoverable messages. In this case, define this member to specify one or
more MQSeries queues to be used by the message server for recovery control
information. See Appendix C, “BEP recoverable messages,” on page 349 for more
information on recoverable messages. .
The BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains a sample QUESxxxx member.
Parameters in member QUESxxxx are entered in the following format:
parameter1(value1),parameter2(value2)

Each line consists of the DEFQUE command followed by up to four parameters.
Table 11. QUESxxxx parameter summary
QUESxxxx Parameters

Description

DEFQUE

Keyword that starts the definition of a queue.

QUEUE(name)

Name of a MQSeries queue. This parameter
is required.

QTYPE(O|D|C)

QTYPE(D) specifies that a queue is the
″dead letter” queue for the queue manager;
QTYPE(O) specifies a standard output
queue; and QTYPE(C) specifies a control
queue for recovery control.

SETNAME(setname)

Name of a message server set that will write
recoverable messages to the queue
manager that owns this queue. This is
required with QTYPE(C), and is ignored with
other queue types.

ESRC(eventsource)

Specifies that the control queue is to be used
to track recoverable messages from this
message server set and event source.

Examples:
DEFQUE
DEFQUE
DEFQUE
DEFQUE

QUEUE(QUEUE1),QTYPE(D)
QUEUE(QUEUE2),QTYPE(0)
QUEUE(QUEUE3) QTYPE(C) SETNAME(setname)
QUEUE(QUEUE3),QTYPE(C),SETNAME(setname),ESRC(eventsource)

QUEUE(name)
This is a required parameter. This parameter specifies the name of the
MQSeries queue that can receive event source messages.
Value range: One to 48 national language characters
Default value: None
QTYPE(O | D | C)
This parameter specifies the queue type. A queue can be designated as
either an output queue, a dead letter queue, or a recovery control queue. A
dead letter queue is used to save messages that cannot be delivered to
another queue in the same queue manager. You can specify only one
queue as the dead letter queue for a queue manager.
Recovery control queues are used by the message server to control
message recovery. There must be at least one queue for each message
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server set that will write messages to the queue manager that owns this
queue. For optimum performance, one control queue can be assigned for
each event source within a set.
Value range: D, O, or C
Default value: O
SETNAME(setname)
Specifies that this control queue is to be used to track recoverable
messages from this message server set written to the MQ Queue manager
than owns this queue. This parameter is required if you specify QTYPE(C).
Value range: A valid message server set name.
Default value: None
ESRC(eventsource)
Specifies that this control queue is to be used to track recoverable
messages from this message server set and event source. An asterisk as
the last character of the event source name causes the control queue to be
used by any event sources within the set that match the characters that
precede the asterisk. ESRC is ignored if the queue type is not QTYPE(C)
or if you omit the set name.
Value range: A valid event source name. You can specify a generic name
by making the last character an asterisk.
Default value: None

MLOGxxxx (optional)
The MLOGxxxx member, where xxxx is the message server set manager name
(SETNAME), is used to define the CICS regions and batch VSAM groups (batgrpid)
for which the message server is to process recoverable messages. See
Appendix C, “BEP recoverable messages,” on page 349 for more information about
recoverable messages.
The BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains a sample MLOGxxxx member, which is
named CBMMLOGS.
You enter parameters in member MLOGxxxx in the following format:
parameter1(value1),parameter2(value2)

Each line consists of the DEFLOG command followed by one APPLID parameter.
Table 12. MLOGxxxx parameter summary

|
|
|
|
|

MLOGxxxx Parameters

Description

DEFLOG

Keyword that starts the definition of a log.

APPLID(name)

Name of a CICS APPLID or, if
BVSMONLY(Y) is specified, the name of a
batch VSAM logical group ID (BATGRPID)

BVSMONLY(N|Y)

Batch VSAM only flag. Set this to Y only if
the APPLID parameter is the group name of
a group of one or more VSAM files (see the
BATGRPID parameter in the VSAMLIST
parameter member on page 88).

Example:
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DEFLOG APPLID(CICS23A)
DEFLOG APPLID(CICS310M)
DEFLOG APPLID(batgrpid),BVSMONLY(Y)

|

APPLID(name)
Specifies the name of a CICS applid or a batch VSAM group name (batgrpid)
for which recoverable messages are to be created. This is a required parameter
with no default.
If this parameter is the name of a batgrpid, set the BVSMONLY parameter to Y.
If your CICS applid and your batch VSAM batgrpid are logging recoverable
messages to the same MVS log stream defined in the RCOVLOG parameter,
specify the CICS applid as name .
BVSMONLY(N|Y)
Specifies whether the log reader is to process only batch VSAM recoverable
messages

|
|
|
|
|

N

Specifies that the log reader is to process both CICS and batch VSAM
or only CICS recoverable log records.

|
|

Y

Specifies that the log reader is to process only batch VSAM recoverable
log records.
Specify Y only if the APPLID parameter is the name of a batch VSAM
logical group ID (BATGRPID name). See “xxxxxxxx (optional group ID
member)” on page 91 for information about the batch VSAM xxxxxxxx
parameter member and its default BATGRPID name.

|
|
|
|

Preparing the CICS event source connector
This topic describes the steps necessary to imlement and customize the BEP CICS
event source connector so that it can monitor and publish events occurring within
your CICS regions. The steps must be completed for each region that is to contain
the BEP CICS event source connector.
The BEP CICS source connector consists of a single transaction ID, several control
programs, and CICS global user exit (GLUE) programs. You might also want to take
advantage of CICS TS features that allow you to activate the BEP CICS event
source connector automatically during CICS initialization and automatically
terminate it during CICS termination.

Adding BEP load modules to CICS
BEP load modules must be made available to the CICS region before you can
activate BEP in the region. The load modules were placed in a load library during
the BEP installation process. The BEP Program Directory provides information on
the location and name of the load library. To make the load modules available to
CICS, you can (1) add the load library data set to the DFHRPL concatenation for
the CICS region’s JCL, or (2) copy the members of the data set to another data set
that is already in the DFHRPL concatenation. Although option 1 is preferred, it
requires you to subsequently restart the CICS region. Option 2 allows the members
to be added and made available without restarting CICS, but it is usually preferred
to keep product load modules in their respective data sets rather than mix them.
Note that the BEP installation procedure creates two separate load libraries, named
your.bep.SCBMAUTH and your.bep.SCBMLOAD (where your.bep is user-defined).
The programs required for the CICS event source connector are in the
your.bep.SCBMLOAD library.
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CICS event source connector file description
The CICS event source connector uses the following file if you want to use
recoverable messages.
CBMPARMS
This partitioned data set (PDS) contains the parameters used to define the
recovery options for a CICS event source connector. Multiple CICS event
source connectors cannot share the same CBMPARMS data set. Sample
JCL for allocating the data set is provided in SCBMSAMP member
CBMPARMS. For a description of the CICS member of this partitioned data
set, and details of the parameters allowed in the member, see “CICS event
source connector parameters.”
Define the CBMPARMS data set as a PDS with a record format (RECFM)
of fixed block (FB) and a record length of 80.
CBMMSGS
The CICS event source connector uses this optional file as a log of
messages produced during the life of the connector. This file can be a
SYSOUT file, a sequential data set, or a member of a partitioned data set.
Error and warning level messages originating from the connector are
always directed to the JES job log and the system log, regardless of
whether or not the CBMMSGS DD statement is present.
If you define CBMMSGS to SYSOUT, specify the DD statement as follows:
//CBMMSGS DD SYSOUT=class-letter,
//
DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121)

CICS event source connector parameters
You define and store the CICS event source connector recovery parameters in a
member of a standard MVS partitioned data set. The parameter library DDNAME is
CBMPARMS, and there is only one parameter member for a CICS event source
connector, which is named with the applid of the CICS region to which the
parameter member applies. Note that, unlike the DB2 and IMS event source
connectors, CICS event source connectors can share the same CBMPARMS data
set. This is because each CICS recovery member in this data set is named with the
CICS region applid, making each member unique to a CICS region.
This member is described briefly in Table 13.
Table 13. CICS event source connector parameter member
Member name

Description

xxxxxxxx (required only for CICS message
recovery)

The xxxxxxxx member, where xxxxxxxx is
the applid of your CICS region, defines
recovery parameters for use by the CICS
event processor.

xxxxxxxx (required for CICS message recovery)
You use the xxxxxxxx member, where xxxxxxxx is the applid of the CICS region, to
define recovery parameters for use by a CICS event source connector. You need to
define this member if you want your CICS event messages to be completely
recoverable. The BEP SCBMSAMP data set member CBMCSRC contains a sample
applid member. For more information about recoverable messages, see
Appendix C, “BEP recoverable messages,” on page 349.
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In the summary of parameters shown in Table 14, default values, if any, are shown
first in underscored text. Note that, except for RCOVLOG, which is a required
parameter, all the others are optional. However, although the RECOVER parameter
is optional, the default value is NO; ensure you specify YES or RULE if you want
CICS messages to be recoverable.
Enter the parameters in the xxxxxxxx member using the following format:
PARAMETER(value)

You can enter the parameters in any order, with each parameter on a separate line,
or you can enter more than one parameter on a line separated by a comma. For
example, you can enter a complete xxxxxxxx definition on a single line like the
following:
RESTART(COLD),RECOVER(RULE),BEGTIME(2005.167.1145)
Table 14. xxxxxxxx (CICS applid) parameter summary
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xxxxxxxx applid parameters

Description

ADVCNT(5000|value)

Specifies the number of consecutive CICS messages
from other CICS regions that are read and skipped
before the message server takes a recovery checkpoint.

BEGTIME(value)

Specifies the point in time where the message server
CICS recovery log reader task is to begin reading CICS
messages when the message server is started. This
parameter is valid only with RESTART(OVER).

CELLCNT(30500|value)

Specifies the number of cells defined to the data space
for CICS event source message recovery.

CKPCNT(1000|value)

Specifies the frequency at which the message server is
to rebuild the recovery checkpoint information for the
CICS event processor. The value specifies the number
of units of work processed.

ENDTIME(0|value)

Specifies the point in time where the message server
CICS recovery log reader task is to stop reading CICS
messages.

ERRMSGTM(2|number)

Specifies the number of minutes between error
messages with the same return and reason code. Use
this parameter is to avoid flooding the MVS console with
repeated error messages.

INITINFL(BACK|CMIT)

Specifies the action the CICS BEP recovery log
manager is to take if CICS is preforming an initial start
and there are inflight units of work on the CICS BEP
recovery log.

INITPREP(BACK|CMIT)

Specifies the action the CICS BEP recovery log
manager is to take if CICS is preforming an initial start
and there are indoubt units of work on the CICS BEP
recovery log.

MAXPOLLW(5|value)

Specifies the maximum number of seconds the
message server CICS recovery log reader task is to
wait before attempting to read additional log records
from the CICS recovery MVS log stream.

RCOVLOG(logstreamname)

Specifies the name of a predefined MVS log stream, in
which the CICS event processor is to log messages.
This parameter is required.
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Table 14. xxxxxxxx (CICS applid) parameter summary (continued)
xxxxxxxx applid parameters

Description

RECOVER(NO|YES|RULE)

Specifies the type of recovery in effect for the CICS
event processor. RULE means that the rule contains the
message recovery specification; YES means that
message recovery is always to occur; and NO means
that message recovery is never to occur.

RESTART(AUTO|COLD|OVER)

Specifies the type of restart that the CICS event
processor is to perform. Valid values are AUTO for
automatic restart; COLD for a cold restart; and OVER
for a user-specified override restart.

RSYCTYPE(INFL|PREP)

Specifies log resynchronization options during CICS
restart, when the CICS BEP recovery log manager
attempts to resync UOWs with CICS regions that were
inflight and indoubt (INFL) or just indoubt (PREP).

RSYCUNKN(BACK|CMIT)

Specifies the action the CICS BEP recovery log
manager is to take if a UOW is unknown to CICS during
resync processing or the UOW is inflight and you have
specified RSYCTYPE(PREP).

TRIMTAIL(YES|NO)

Specifies the action the CICS BEP recovery log
manager is to take when messages for a UOW are
passed to MQSeries. YES specifies that the recovery
log manager is to delete all log blocks in the CBEP
recovery log stream before the current oldest UOW. NO
specifies that the log blocks are not deleted.

ADVCNT(5000|value)
Specifies the number of consecutive CICS messages from other CICS regions
that the message server CICS recovery log reader task is to bypass before it
signals the message server to advance the recovery restart point. This avoids
the CICS recovery log reader task from having to reprocess logged messages
from other CICS regions during a restart. You can specify a value in the range
1,000 through 99999; 5000 is the default.
BEGTIME(value)
Specifies the 22-byte date and time stamp at which the CICS recovery log
reader task is to begin processing. BEGTIME is valid only when you also
specify RESTART(OVER).
value

Specifies the date and time in the format
YYYY.DDD.HHMMSSTH.NNNN. The time component is expressed in
hours (HH) minutes (MM), seconds (SS) and tenths and hundredths of
a second (TH) followed by further fractions (NNNN), where NNNN
represents the decimal places for 1000th, 10000th, 100000th and
1000000th parts of a second.
Note that you can truncate the time by omitting trailing zeros. For
example, you can specify 2005.192.103 for a time that is exactly 10.30.

CELLCNT(30500|value)
Specifies the number of data space cells to be allocated to hold CICS
messages temporarily before they are logged. You can specify a value in the
range 1024 through 30500; 30500 is the default.
CKPCNT(1000|value)
Specifies the number of units of work that the message server is to process for
the event processor before it rebuilds the recovery checkpoint information.
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Rebuilding the recovery checkpoint information reduces the amount of time it
takes the message server to determine the appropriate point from which the
CICS recovery log reader task is to restart.
You can specify a value in the range 500 through 99999; 1000 is the default.
Be aware that specifying a lower number could result in more run-time
overhead.
ENDTIME(0|value)
Specifies the 22-byte date/time stamp at which the CICS recovery log reader
task is to stop processing.
value

Specifies the date and time in the format
YYYY.DDD.HHMMSSTH.NNNN. The time component is expressed in
hours (HH) minutes (MM), seconds (SS) and tenths and hundredths of
a second (TH) followed by further fractions (NNNN), where NNNN
represents the decimal places for 1000th, 10000th, 100000th and
1000000th parts of a second.
Note that you can truncate the time by omitting trailing zeros. For
example, you can specify 2005.192.103 for a time that is exactly 10.30.

ERRMSGTM(2|number)
Specifies the number of minutes to wait between error messages that have the
same return and reason code before CICS BEP is to issue another of the same
error message. Use this parameter is to avoid flooding the MVS console with
repeated error messages. You can specify a number of minutes in the range 1
to 9 minutes, where two minutes is the default.
INITINFL(BACK|CMIT)
Specifies the action that the CICS BEP recovery log manager is to take if a
UOW from the recovery log is inflight but CICS is doing an initial start and
therefore a resync with CICS is not possible.
BACK The recovery log manager is to back inflight UOWs found on the
recovery log. This is the default.
CMIT

The recovery log manager is to commit inflight UOWs found on the
recovery log.

INITPREP(BACK|CMIT)
Specifies the action that the CICS BEP recovery log manager is to take if a
UOW from the recovery log is indoubt but CICS is performing an initial start and
therefore a resync with CICS is not possible.
BACK The recovery log manager is to back indoubt UOWs found on the
recovery log. This is the default.
CMIT

The recovery log manager is to commit indoubt UOWs found on the
recovery log.

MAXPOLLW(5|value)
Specifies the maximum number of seconds the CICS recovery log reader task
is to wait before reading additional messages from the CICS recovery log
stream. Depending upon the number of messages processed the during the
previous request, the wait time might be less than the maximum specified. You
can specify a value in the range 1 through 60; 5 is the default.
RCOVLOG(logstreamname)
Specifies the name of the MVS log stream in which the CICS event processor
is to save messages. The log stream can be a DASD-only or coupling facility
log stream, but it must be predefined before you start the CICS event
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processor. You can model the log stream on a CICS forward recovery log but it
cannot be a log stream that is used by CICS. The log stream block size must
be 64K. There is no default log stream name—this parameter is required.
RECOVER(NO|YES|RULE)
Specifies the type of recovery in effect for this event processor.
NO

Means that recovery is not to occur for any messages generated by the
event processor, regardless of any rule specifications. This is the
default.

YES

Means that recovery is to be in effect for all messages generated by the
event processor, regardless of any rule specifications.

RULE Means that recovery is to be in effect based only upon the rule
definition. Recovery will be in effect only for those rules defined as
needing recovery.
RESTART(AUTO|COLD|OVER)
Specifies the type of restart that occurs for CICS event source messages when
the message server is restarted.
AUTO Means that the message server CICS recovery log reader task
automatically determines the type of restart needed, based on the
contents of the control queue for this event processor:
v If the control queue is empty, the message server performs a COLD
start.
v If the control queue is not empty, message server CICS recovery log
reader task examines the contents of the control queue to determine
the appropriate point from which to restart
This is the default.
COLD Means that the contents of the control queue are to be disregarded and
the CICS recovery log reader task is to restart from the current time in
the CICS recovery message log.
OVER This is equivalent to COLD but also allows you to use the BEGTIME
parameter to specify an override restart point and range.
RSYCTYPE(INFL|PREP)
Specifies the disposition of the UOWs on the CICS recovery log that the CICS
BEP recovery log manager is to attempt to resync with CICS. During CICS
restart, the recovery log manager attempts to resync UOWs with CICS regions
that were inflight and indoubt (INFL) or just indoubt (PREP).
INFL

The recovery log manager attempts to resync both inflight and indoubt
UOWs with CICS. This is the default.

PREP The recovery log manager resolves inflight UOWs by either committing
them, or backing them out, based on the option you specify on the
RSYCUNKN parameter.
RSYCUNKN(BACK|CMIT)
Specifies the action that the CICS BEP recovery manager is to take if a UOW
from the recovery log is unknown to CICS, or UOW is inflight and you have
specified the parameter RSYCTYPE(PREP).
BACK The recovery log manager is to back out unknown or inflight UOWs
found on the recovery log. This is the default.
CMIT

The recovery log manager is to commit unknown or inflight UOWs
found on the recovery log.
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TRIMTAIL(YES|NO)
Specifies the action you want BEP to take when there are CICS BEP recovery
log blocks older than the oldest UOW for which the BEP recovery log manager
is processing messages. The values you can specify are:
YES

The recovery manager is to delete all recovery log blocks that are older
than the oldest UOW. Be aware that specifying TRIMTAIL(YES) means
that you cannot opt to re-send messages that have already been sent
(that is, by performing a restart with the RESTART(OVER) and
BEGTIME(time) parameters). In normal circumstances you should not
need to replay messages because, once they are committed to MQ,
they are ″guaranteed once, and only once, delivery″.

NO

The recovery log manager is not to delete any recovery log blocks. Log
blocks are to be deleted based only on the retention period specified on
the MVS log stream definition.

CICS resource definitions
The following topics explain the CICS resource definitions required to implement the
BEP event source connector in a CICS region. Each topic gives a brief description
of the resource and the tasks it performs. Also in each topic is a CICS resource
definition online (RDO) CEDA command that you can use to define the resources in
an active CICS region. For more information on defining CICS resources using the
CEDA transaction, see the CICS Resource Definition Guide.
Alternatively, the BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains JCL and input statements that
you can customize and use to define the resources using the CICS DFHCSDUP
utility program. The SCBMSAMP members for the transaction, mapset, and
program definitions are CBMTRANS, CBMMAPS, and CBMPROGS, respectively.
For more information on defining CICS resources using the DFHCSDUP utility, see
the CICS Resource Definition Guide.
Regardless of which of the two methods you choose to define the BEP CICS
resources, you should allow any parameters not explicitly specified in the
commands to take their default values.
For ease of use, the same group name should be used for the transaction definition
and program definitions.

CICS transaction identifier definition
BEP requires you to define one transaction ID in CICS. This transaction ID is used
to activate and control BEP in the CICS region. Alternatively, you can start BEP by
adding a BEP program entry in the CICS region’s PLTPI table.
You can use the sample command shown in Figure 9 to define the BEP transaction
in an active CICS region.
CEDA DEF GROUP(BEPgroup) TRANS(bepm) PROG(CBMCMNDS)
TASKDATAL(ANY) TASKDATAK(CICS)
Figure 9. CEDA transaction definition command

In the command shown in Figure 9, replace the character strings in italics with any
strings allowed by the CEDA transaction that are consistent with your installation’s
standards.
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The BEP SCBMSAMP data set member CBMTRANS contains sample JCL to
perform the equivalent task using the CICS DFHCSDUP utility.

CICS program definitions
BEP requires several program definitions in CICS. You can use the sample
commands shown in Figure 10 to define the BEP programs in an active CICS
region.
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA
CEDA

DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF
DEF

GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)
GROUP(BEPgroup)

PROG(CBMCMNDS) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMCSTRT) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMCSHUT) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMCSTAT) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMHIMOD) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMSCTRN) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMTUXnn) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMFCXnn) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMTSXnn) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMTDXnn) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMICXnn) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMPCXnn) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMCMODA) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMCMODB) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMCMODC) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMCMODD) DA(ANY)
PROG(CBMCMODE) DA(ANY)
MAPSET(CBMMAP1)
MAPSET(CBMMAP2)
MAPSET(CBMMAP3)

LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)
LANG(A)

EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)
EXECK(CICS)

CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE)
CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE)
CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE)
CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE)
CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE)
CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE)

Figure 10. CEDA program definition commands

In the commands listed in Figure 10, replace BEPgroup with any character string
allowed by the CEDA transaction that meets your installation’s standards. Replace
the nn in the program name with:
v Release level 53 if you are installing BEP in a CICS TS 1.3 region
v Release level 62 if you are installing BEP in a CICS TS 2.2 region
v Release level 63 if you are installing BEP in a CICS TS 2.3 region
v Release level 64 if you are installing BEP in a CICS TS 3.1 region.
You can also define all the programs for CICS TS 1.3, CICS TS Version 2.2, CICS
TS Version 2.3, and CICS TS Version 3.1.
The BEP SCBMSAMP data set members CBMPROGS and CBMMAPS contain
sample JCL to perform the equivalent task using the CICS DFHCSD utility. Note
that CBMPROGS defines the release-dependent modules for all the supported
releases of CICS.

Installing the BEP resources
Once the BEP transactions and programs have been defined, you must install
them. You can do this using the CEDA transaction as follows:
CEDA INSTALL GROUP(BEPgroup)

In this command, replace BEPgroup with the group name used when defining the
BEP resources.
To cause the BEP resources to be installed automatically during CICS initialization,
add the group to a CICS startup list using the following command:
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CEDA ADD GROUP(BEPgroup) LIST(listname)

In this ADD GROUP command, replace BEPgroup with the group name used in the
resource definitions, and replace listname with the name of the startup list that you
want to contain the group name.

Starting BEP during CICS initialization
You can activate BEP automatically during CICS region initialization. You do this by
adding an entry to the region’s PLTPI table. Figure 11 shows a sample DFHPLTPI
entry.
DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=CBMCMNDS
Figure 11. DFHPLTPI entry for starting the CICS connector during CICS initialization

If you use the statement shown in Figure 11, ensure you include it in the third stage
of initialization (after the DFHDELIM entry). For information about the PLTPI table,
see the CICS Resource Definition Guide.
The BEP SCBMSAMP data set member CBMPLTPI contains a sample PLTPI
member.
Care should be taken in deciding where to place the BEP PLTPI program entry in
relationship to other program entries in the third stage. It must occur before any
programs that can generate events that you want to be monitored and possibly
published. However, because BEP uses the CICS global user exit and the
task-related user exit capabilities, your installation might be sensitive to its
placement with regard to other programs that enable the same exits.
If you choose to use the PLTPI to activate BEP, you might want to use the
INITPARM parameter to supply BEP startup parameters for the startup process.
Keywords are added to the INITPARM parameter in the same fashion that they are
used with the BEP CICS START command. Remember that when using this
method, no command is allowed in the INITPARM string. The START command is
used by default. See Figure 12 for an example of a BEP INITPARM input string.
INITPARM=(CBMCMNDS=’ID(CMS1),CS(SET1),TSIZ(1000)’,...)
Figure 12. INITPARM statement sample

In the example shown in Figure 12, BEP is connected to the BEP message server
named CMS1. Within that message server, it is a member of set SET1. BEP
allocates an internal trace table large enough to hold 1000 entries. All other
parameters take on default values, unless BEP CICS parameters have been
provided to the message server in the CICSPARM member. Any parameters
supplied by the CICSPARM member override the default parameters, and any
parameters supplied by the INITPARM statement override the CICSPARM
parameters.

Automatic BEP startup when CICS initialization is complete
You can also start BEP immediately after CICS has completed its startup process.
To do this, include the AFTERPLT parameter in the INITPARM string. For more
information, see “START” on page 133.
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The BEP SCBMSAMP data set member CBMINITP contains additional samples of
the CICS INITPARM statement in conjunction with the DFHPLTPI entry.

Shutting down BEP during CICS shutdown
You might want to have BEP shutdown automatically during CICS region
termination. You can do this by adding an entry to the region’s PLTSD table.
Figure 13 shows a sample DFHPLTSD entry.
DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=CBMCMNDS
Figure 13. DFHPLTSD entry for shutting down CICS connector during CICS termination

The BEP PLTSD program can reside either before or after the DFHDELIM
statement in the PLTSD. However, you should ensure that it is placed after all
programs that can generate an event that should be monitored and possibly
published. For information about the PLTSD table, see the CICS Resource
Definition Guide.

Preparing the DB2 event source connector
This topic provides some sample JCL that you can use to start and run a BEP DB2
event source connector. It also provides information relating to the data sets and
parameters required by the DB2 event source connector, and details on how you
add a DB2 event processor to the DB2 event source connector.
The BEP DB2 event source connector is a long running MVS started task or batch
job. It initiates the defined DB2 event processors that BEP uses to scan for
candidate events in a DB2 subsystem. Figure 14 on page 62 shows an example of
the JCL you can use to start the BEP DB2 event source connector as an MVS
started task.
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//CBMDESC
PROC
//CBMDESC
EXEC PGM=CBMDEP,REGION=0M,TIME=1440
//STEPLIB
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.SCBMAUTH
//CBMPARMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.parmlib
//SYSABEND DD SYSOUT=*
//*
//*********************************************************
//*
//* Comment out the following DD statement if you want all
//* log messages to go to the system console. If you leave
//* the DD statement as it is, only certain startup/shutdown
//* messages and error messages are routed to the console.
//*
//*********************************************************
//*
//CBMMSGS
DD SYSOUT=class-letter,DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121)
//*
//*********************************************************
//*
//* Un-comment the following DD statement if the DB2 call
//* attach requires a different set of libraries from the
//* default libraries. You can set up one for each different
//* set of DB2 libraries. Add the ddname you use to the BEP
//* DB2 event processor definition.
//*
//*********************************************************
//*
//*ddname
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.db2.SDSNEXIT
//*
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.db2.SDSNLOAD
//
PEND
Figure 14. DB2 event source connector sample JCL

Notes:
1. REGION=0M is optimal. Ensure that your installation does not have a JES exit
that automatically sets 0M requests to value lower than 4MB.
2. Change all names and values that are in lower case italics to suit your
installation’s standards.
3. You can also run the BEP DB2 event source connector as a batch job by
making the appropriate changes to the JCL.
4. A copy of this JCL is provided in the BEP SCBMSAMP data set in member
CBMDESC.

BEP DB2 event source connector file descriptions
The BEP DB2 event source connector uses the following files. The event source
connector requires all these unless otherwise stated:
STEPLIB
If the BEP authorized library is not in the LINKLIST, specify it in the
STEPLIB DDNAME statement. Also, the DB2 event processors require
access to the DB2 load libraries in order to connect to their respective DB2
subsystems. If these load libraries are not in the LINKLIST, specify these
also in the STEPLIB DDNAME concatenation.
CBMPARMS
This partitioned data set (PDS) contains the parameters used to direct the
BEP DB2 event source connector. Multiple BEP DB2 event source
connectors cannot share the same CBMPARMS data set. Sample JCL for
allocating the data set is provided in SCBMSAMP member CBMPARMS.
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For a description of each member of the data set, and details of the
parameters allowed in each member, see “BEP DB2 event source
connector parameters.”
SYSABEND
This file should be directed to SYSOUT.
CBMMSGS
The BEP DB2 event source connector uses this optional file as a log of
messages produced during the life of the connector. This file can be a
SYSOUT file, a sequential data set, or a member of a partitioned data set.
Error and warning level messages originating from the connector are
always directed to the JES job log and the system log, regardless of
whether or not the CBMMSGS DD statement is present.
DB2 load libraries
In some instances the default DB2 load libraries (specified in LINKLIST or
STEPLIB), might not be adequate for connecting to some DB2 subsystems.
For example, if the default DB2 load libraries are at version 6 and you have
specified a DB2 event processor to monitor a DB2 at version 7, the event
processor cannot connect to the DB2 version 7 system using the DB2
version 6 call attach libraries. In this case, you can add file definitions to the
DB2 event source connector. These additional file definitions should point to
the appropriate DB2 load libraries for a DB2 version or subsystem. You can
use any DDNAME for these additional definitions, although it is usually
useful to use a meaningful name, such as DB2V7 or DB2T. Then, when you
define the DB2 event processor for those subsystems, be sure to use the
DDNAME parameter to indicate the DDNAME in which the DB2 call attach
modules are to be located.

BEP DB2 event source connector parameters
The BEP DB2 event source connector parameters are stored in members in a
standard MVS partitioned data set. The parameter library DDNAME is CBMPARMS.
Table 15 summarizes the members that you must include in the CBMPARMS data
set.
Table 15. DB2 CBMPARMS members
Member Name

Description

MDEP

This member provides the basic parameters
for the BEP DB2 event source connector.

MDB2L

This member specifies the list of DB2 event
processors to be started. This, in turn,
indicates which DB2 subsystems are to be
monitored.

DSRCxxxx (required only for DB2 message
recovery)

This member or members define the
recovery parameters to be used by the DB2
event processor for each DB2 subsystem.

MDEP (Required)
MDEP is the primary parameter member used for directing the BEP DB2 event
source connector. The BEP SCBMSAMP data set member CBMMDEP contains a
sample MDEP member.
If a parameter shown in Table 16 on page 64 has a default value, the default value
is always shown first in underscored text. Note that DEPID is the only required
parameter.
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Table 16. MDEP member parameters
MDEP Parameters

Description

CMSID(name)

CMSID of the BEP message server
to which this instance of the BEP
DB2 event source connector is to
connect to.

DEPID(name)

Required: Name assigned to this
instance of the BEP DB2 message
server.

NOCMS(WTOR|ABEND)

Indicates the action to be taken if
the BEP message server specified
in CMSID is not active when the
event source connector starts.

LATCHCNT(2048|value)

Number of MVS latches defined for
the DB2 event source connector.

CMSID(name)
Designates the BEP message server to which the event source connector
is to connect to. If you don’t specify this parameter, the public (default)
message server is used.
Value range: One to four national language characters.
Default value: None (although the public message server is used if
omitted).
DEPID(name)
Specifies the name to be used for the instance of the BEP DB2 event
source connector. This is a required parameter. The name must be unique
within an MVS image.
Value range: One to four national language characters.
Default value: None.
NODSS(WTOR | ABEND)
Specifies the action that you want the event source connector to take if the
specified message server is not active. If you specify WTOR, the event
source connector issues message CBMxx3044R and waits for a reply. This
option allows you to start the message server and then reply RETRY in
response to the message. If you specify NODSS(ABEND), or reply
CANCEL to the WTOR, the event source connector terminates with a
U3046 abend.
Value range: WTOR or ABEND.
Default Value: WTOR.
LATCHCNT(2048 | value)
Specifies the number of MVS latches that are defined for the BEP DB2
event source connector. Change this parameter only at the direction of an
IBM technical support representative.
Value range: 1024 to 16384
Default value: 2048

MDB2L (Required)
The MDB2L member allows you to specify the DB2 event processors that you want
the BEP DB2 event source connector to start. Since there is a one-to-one
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relationship between an event processor and a DB2 subsystem, this is how you
specify the DB2 subsystems to be monitored.
BEP SCBMSAMP data set member CBMMDB2L contains a sample MDB2L
member.
You define parameters in member CBMMDB2L using the following format:
parameter1(value1),parameter2(value2),parametern(valuen)

Each DB2 event processor definition has up to four parameters after the DEFDB2
command. Specify all the parameters on the same line as the DEFDB2 command.
Table 17. MDB2L parameters
MDB2L Parameters

Description

DEFDB2

Starts the definition of a DB2 event
processor.

SSID(name)

Identifies the DB2 subsystem the DB2 event
processor is to monitor.
This parameter is required.

PLAN(name)

Specifies the DB2 plan name that the DB2
event processor is to use to obtain log
records and table SCHEMA information from
the DB2 subsystem.
This parameter is required.

SET(name)

Identifies the message server SET name in
which messages generated by this event
processor are grouped.
This parameter is optional.

DDNAME(name)

Specifies the DDNAME the event processor
is to use to load the DB2 call attach
modules.
This parameter is optional.

SSID(name)
Specifies the name of the DB2 subsystem that the BEP DB2 event
processor is to monitor. This parameter is required.
Value range: One to four national language characters.
Default value: None.
PLAN(name)
Specifies the name of the DB2 plan that the BEP DB2 event processor is to
use when connecting to the DB2 subsystem. The use of this plan allows the
event processor to request log records as well as table SCHEMA
information from the DB2 subsystem. This parameter is required. Value
range: One to eight alpha, numeric or underscore characters. The first must
be alpha. Default value: None.
SET(name)
Specifies the name of the BEP message server SET whose resources are
to be used for the generation of messages by this event processor. If
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omitted, the default message server SET is used. This parameter is
optional. Value range: One to four national language characters. Default
value: None.
DDNAME(name)
Specifies the DDNAME of the data sets from which the event processor is
to load the DB2 call attach modules. This is useful if the required programs
are not in a LINKLIST or STEPLIB library, or if special versions of the DB2
call attach modules are needed for establishing the connection to the DB2
subsystem. Value range: One to eight national language characters. Default
value: None.

DSRCxxxx (required for DB2 message recovery)
You can use the DSRCxxxx member, where xxxx is the DB2 subsystem ID, to
define the recovery parameters to be used by the DB2 event processor for the
specified DB2 subsystem. You need to define this member if you want your DB2
event messages to be completely recoverable. You can create multiple DSRCxxxx
members, one for each DB2 subsystem that requires it. The BEP SCBMSAMP data
set member CBMDSRC contains a sample DSRCxxxx member.
In Table 18, if a parameter has a default value, the default value is shown first and
the default value is underscored. Note that all parameters are optional. However,
although the RECOVER parameter is optional, the default value is NO; ensure you
specify YES or RULE if you want DB2 messages to be recoverable.
Table 18. DSRCxxxx parameters
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DSRCxxxx Parameters

Description

RESTART(AUTO|COLD|OVER)

Specifies the type of restart that the event
processor is to perform. Valid values are
AUTO for automatic restart; COLD for a cold
restart; and OVER for a user-specified
override restart.

RECOVER(NO|YES|RULE)

Specifies the type of recovery in effect for
this event processor. RULE specifies that the
rule contains the message recovery
specification; YES means that message
recovery is always to occur; and NO means
that message recovery is never to occur.

CKPCNT(1000|value)

Specifies the frequency at which the
message server is to rebuild the recovery
checkpoint information for this event
processor. The frequency is defined by the
number of units of work processed.

ADVCNT(5000|value)

Specifies the number of consecutive log
records processed without generating a
message that must be processed before the
restart point for this event processor is
updated.

MAXPOLLW(5|value)

Specifies the maximum number of seconds
the event processor is to wait before
requesting additional log records from the
DB2 subsystem.

BEGINRBA(value)

Specifies the DB2 log RBA at which the
event processor is to begin processing. This
parameter is valid only with
RESTART(OVER).
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Table 18. DSRCxxxx parameters (continued)
DSRCxxxx Parameters

Description

ENDRBA(value)

Specifies the DB2 log RBA at which the
event process is to stop processing.

RESTART(AUTO|COLD|OVER)
Specifies the type of restart that occurs when the event processor connects to
the message server.
AUTO Specifies that the message server is to determine automatically the type
of restart needed based upon the contents of the control queue for this
event processor. If the control queue is empty, a COLD start is
performed. Otherwise, the contents of the control queue are examined
to determine the appropriate point from which the event processor is to
restart.
COLD Specifies that the contents of the control queue are to be disregarded
and the event processor is to restart from the current location in the
DB2 log.
OVER OVER is equivalent to COLD but it also allows for the specification of a
restart point and range with the BEGINRBA parameter.
RECOVER(NO|YES|RULE)
Specifies the type of recovery in effect for this event processor.
NO

Specifies that recovery is not required for any messages generated by
the event processor named by the DSCRxxxx member, regardless of
any rule specifications.

YES

Specifies that recovery is required for all messages generated by the
event processor named by the DSCRxxxx member, except for those
defined with the Do not accumulate – send immediately message
delivery option.

RULE Specifies that recovery is to be in effect based only upon the rule
definition. Recovery is in effect only for those rules defined as needing
it.
CKPCNT(1000|value)
Specifies the number of units of work that the message server is to process for
the event processor before rebuilding the recovery checkpoint information.
Rebuilding the recovery checkpoint information reduces the amount of time it
takes the message server to determine the appropriate point for the event
processor to restart from.
1000

The default is 1000 units of work.

value

Specifies a number of units of work in the range 10 through 99999.

ADVCNT(5000|value)
Specifies the number of consecutive logs records that are processed without
generating a message before the event processor signals to the message
server to advance the recovery restart point. This can prevent the event
processor from having to reprocess log records unnecessarily during a restart.
5000

The default is 5000 consecutive logs records.

value

Specifies a number of consecutive logs records in the range 1000
through 99999.
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MAXPOLLW(5|value)
Specifies the maximum number of seconds the event processor is to wait
before requesting additional log records from the DB2 subsystem. Depending
upon the number of log records processed during the previous request, the wait
time might be less than the maximum specified.
5

The default is 5 seconds.

value

Specifies a number of seconds in the range 1 through 60.

BEGINRBA(value)
Specifies the 6-byte hexadecimal DB2 log relative byte address (RBA) at which
the event processor is to begin processing. This parameter is valid only when
you also specify RESTART(OVER). It allows you to specify, together with the
ENDRBA parameter, a DB2 log segment to be processed by the event
processor. However, you can also specify BEGINRBA without the ENDRBA
parameter.
value

Specifies a 6-byte hexadecimal value in the range X'000000000000'
through X'FFFFFFFFFFFF'.

ENDRBA(value)
Specifies the 6-byte hexadecimal DB2 log relative byte address (RBA) at which
the event processor is to end processing. It allows you to specify, together with
the BEGINRBA parameter, a DB2 log segment to be processed by the event
processor. However, you can also specify ENDRBA without the BEGINRBA
parameter.
value

Specifies a 6-byte hexadecimal value in the range X'000000000000'
through X'FFFFFFFFFFFF'.

Preparing the BEP DB2 event processor
BEP DB2 event processors run within the BEP DB2 event source connector. Each
DB2 event processor is responsible for monitoring events within a DB2 subsystem
and publishing those events according to the rules active at the time. This section
describes what you need to do to define a DB2 event processor to an existing
event source connector.
Note: For any DB2 table that you want BEP to use to create messages, ensure
you enable DATA CAPTURE CHANGES in that table. See SCBMSAMP
member CBMDIVP for an example of how to do this. See also the DB2
Adminstration Guide for your release of DB2 for further information about
altering a DB2 table for DATA CAPTURE CHANGES.

Binding the BEP DB2 event processor
The DB2 event processor has its own plan for obtaining the information it requires
from DB2. For each DB2 subsystem, a BIND must be performed against this plan
before the DB2 event processor can use it. Figure 15 on page 69 shows an
example of the JCL you need to perform this BIND.
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//CBMDBIND JOB (),’BEP’,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=x,NOTIFY=SYSUID
//***********************************************************
//BIND
EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=20
//STEPLIB
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.db2.SDSNEXIT
//
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.db2.SDSNLOAD
//DBRMLIB
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.SCBMDBRM
//SYSTSPRT
DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSPRINT
DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSTSIN
DD *
DSN SYSTEM(your.db2.ssid)
BIND PLAN(your.plan.name)
OWNER(your.owner.id)
MEMBER(CBMDSQLS)
ACQUIRE(USE)
ACTION(REPLACE) RETAIN
CURRENTDATA(NO)
ENABLE(DB2CALL)
EXPLAIN(NO)
FLAG(I)
ISOLATION(CS)
NOREOPT(VARS)
RELEASE(COMMIT)
SQLRULES(STD)
VALIDATE(BIND)
Figure 15. Sample JCL to BIND a DB2 plan

Note: About the JCL shown in Figure 15:
v Change all names and values in lower case italics to match your name
values.
v A copy of the JCL is provided in the BEP SCBMSAMP data set in member
CBMDBIND, and you can use this to create your own job.
v The owner ID you specify must have the authority required by the event
processor plan. Specifically, it must have SELECT authority on both
SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS and SYSIBM.SYSTABLES.

Authorizations required within DB2
When you have successfully completed the BIND for the DB2 event processor plan,
grant the required authorizations within the DB2 subsystem. These authorizations
allow the DB2 subsystem to permit the various requests issued by the plan to be
processed. Figure 16 on page 70 shows an example of the JCL you need to grant
these authorizations.
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//CBMDAUTH JOB (),’BEP’,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//************************************************
//AUTH
EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=20
//STEPLIB
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.db2.SDSNEXIT
//
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.db2.SDSNLOAD
//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSTSIN
DD *
DSN SYSTEM(your.db2.ssid)
RUN PROGRAM(DSNTIAD) PLAN(your.dsntiad) PARM(’RC0’) LIBRARY(’your.db2.runlib’)
//SYSIN
DD *
GRANT MONITOR2
TO userid;
GRANT TRACE
TO userid;
GRANT SELECT ON TABLE SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS TO userid;
GRANT SELECT ON TABLE SYSIBM.SYSTABLES TO userid;
GRANT SELECT ON TABLE SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES TO userid;
GRANT SELECT ON TABLE SYSIBM.SYSKEYS TO userid;
GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN bep.plan
TO userid;
Figure 16. Sample JCL to authorize a DB2 plan

Note: Edit and run the job shown in Figure 16 as follows:
1. Replace all the names and values shown in lower case italic with your own
names and values. In particular:
a. Change the string your.db2 to the high level qualifiers of your DB2 libraries
in STEPLIB.
b. Change the string your.db2.ssid to the name of the DB2 subsystem in which
you want to grant the authorizations.
c. Change the string your.dsntiad to the name of the plan for your DSNTIAD
program. It typically ends with the DB2 release number. For example, in a
DB2 V7.1 subsystem, the plan name is typically DSNTIA71.
d. Change the string your.db2.runlib to the name of the library containing your
DSNTIAD program for this DB2 subsystem.
e. Change the string userid to the name of the user ID associated with the
BEP DB2 event source connector address space. This is the userid that
needs the DB2 authorizations
f. Change the string bep.plan to the name of the BEP DB2 plan. This is the
plan you specified in the in the CBMDBIND job Figure 15 on page 69.
2. The user ID associated with the CBMDAUTH job must have the DB2 authority
required to grant these authorizations.
3. A copy of the JCL is provided in the BEP SCBMSAMP data set in member
CBMDAUTH.

Defining the BEP DB2 event processor
When the event processor’s plan has been bound to DB2 and the proper
authorizations granted to the appropriate user ID, define the BEP DB2 event
processor to the BEP DB2 event source connector. You can do this in one of two
ways. Both techniques require the specification of the DB2 subsystem id to be
monitored and the name of the plan specified in the BIND step.
Method 1: To permanently add the event processor to the event source connector,
add a DEFDB2 entry to the MDB2L member in the event source connector’s
parameter library. If the event source connector is already running, you need to stop
and restart it to enable the connector to read and implement the new definition.
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Method 2: You can add an event processor using the ADD command. This
command allows you to add an event processor to a running event source
connector without stopping and restarting the event source connector. Note that any
event processor defined and added in this way is not started automatically the next
time you restart the event source connector unless you also define it permanently in
to the MDB2L member (that is, as in method 1).

Preparing the IMS event source connector
This topic provides sample JCL that you can use to start and run an instance of a
BEP IMS event source connector. It also provides information about the data sets
and parameters that an IMS event source connector region uses.
The IMS event source connector (IEP) is a long running MVS started task or batch
job. It accepts log records from the BEP IMS logger exits running in your IMS
regions, applies your message rules to these log records, and passes the resultant
messages to its connected BEP message server for publishing to MQSeries.
Figure 17 shows an example of the JCL you can use to start an IMS event source
connector as an MVS started task.
//CBMIEPR PROC
//CBMIEPR EXEC PGM=CBMIEP,REGION=0M
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.SCMBAUTH
//CBMPARMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.parmlib
//SYSABEND DD SYSOUT=x
//***************************************************
//* The following DD statement is optional. If you
//* include it, most of the messages generated by the
//* BEP IMS event source connector are directed to
//* CBMMSGS. If you omit it, all messages go to the
//* system console.
//***************************************************
//CBMMSGS DD SYSOUT=x,
//
DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121)
//***************************************************
//* Un-comment the following DD statement if you want
//* to add a SYSMDUMP DD statement. You might want to
//* modify this statement to meet your installation
//* requirements.
//***************************************************
//*SYSMDUMP DD DISP=(,CATLG),DSN=your.sysmdump.data set,
//*
UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,25)),
//*
DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FBS,LRECL=4160,
//*
BLKSIZE=24960
Figure 17. IMS event source connector sample JCL

Note: REGION=0M is optimal. Ensure that your installation does not have a JES
exit that automatically sets 0M requests to a value lower than 4MB.
Change all names and values in lower case italics in Figure 17 to suit your
installation’s standards.
You can also run the IMS event source connector as a batch job by making
the appropriate changes to the JCL in Figure 17.
A copy of the JCL in Figure 16 is provided in the BEP SCBMSAMP data set
in member CBMIEPR.
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BEP IMS event source connector file descriptions
The BEP IMS event source connector uses the following files, all of which are
required unless otherwise noted.
STEPLIB
If your BEP APF-authorized library is not in the LINKLIST, include it in the
STEPLIB concatenation. All data sets included in the STEPLIB
concatenation must be APF-authorized.
SYSABEND
This file should be directed to SYSOUT.
SYSMDUMP
This file should be uncommented, and SYSABEND commented out, to
capture DUMPs in IPCS format.
CBMMSGS
This optional file is used by your BEP IMS event source connector as a log
of messages produced during the life of the connector. This file can be a
SYSOUT file, a sequential data set, or a member of a partitioned data set.
Error-level and warning-level messages originating from the IMS event
source connector are always directed to the JES job log and the system
log, regardless of whether or not the CBMMSGS DD statement is present.

BEP IMS event source connector parameters
You define and store BEP IMS event source connector parameters in members in a
standard MVS partitioned data set (PDS). The parameter library DDNAME is
CBMPARMS. See Table 19 below for a summary of the members that can be
included in the CBMPARMS data set. Those that are required members are
marked.
Table 19. IMS event source connector CBMPARMS member summary
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Member Name

Description

IIEP (required)

This member provides the basic parms for
the BEP IMS event source connector.

ISTS (required)

This member defines the sets of IMS event
sources that the BEP IMS event source
connector is to process. An IMS event
source set is a way to group together one or
more IMS regions so that they share
resources within the BEP IMS event source
connector region. A set can contain one or
many IMS regions.

ISETxxxx (optional)

The ISETxxxx member, where xxxx is the
name of an IMS event source set, defines
the parameters used to control the BEP IMS
event connector task assigned to this set.
There is one ISETxxxx member per set listed
in the ISTS member. You need to define this
member only if you want to define a
non-default parameter value.

ISRCxxxx (required only for IMS message
recovery)

The ISRCxxxx member, where xxxx is the
IMSID (IMS subsystem ID), that defines
recovery parameters for use by the IMS
event processor.
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Define the CBMPARMS data set as a PDS with a record format (RECFM) of fixed
block (FB) and a record length of 80.

IIEP (required)
IIEP is the primary parameter member that you use to define a BEP IMS event
source connector. Of the parameters shown in Table 20, only IEPID is required.
The BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains a sample IIEP member.
Enter the parameters in member IIEP using the following format:
PARAMETER(value)

You can enter the parameters in any order, with each parameter on a separate line,
or you can enter more than one parameter on a line separated by a comma. For
example, you can enter a complete IIEP definition on a single line like the following:
IEPID(IEP1),CMSID(CMS1),LATCHCNT(4096),MAXUOW(5000),RETRY(25)

You cannot split a parameter and its value over more than one line.
In Table 20, if a parameter has a default value, the default value is always shown
first in non-italicized and underscored text.
Table 20. IIEP parameter summary

|
|
|
|

IIEP Parameters

Parameter description

IEPID(name)

The name you are assigning to this BEP IMS
event source connector. Required parameter.

CMSID(name)

The name of the BEP message server to
which this BEP IMS event source connector
is to be connected.

FULLBFOR(N|Y)

Specifies whether the IMS event source
connector is to create a full BEFORE
segment image in a message. This option
does not apply to custom messages.

IMSUOW(2048| )

Maximum number of concurrent units of work
(UOWs) permitted from all IMS regions that
are concurrently connected to this IMS event
source connector.

LATCHCNT(2048|value)

The number of MVS latches for this BEP
IMS event source connector.

NOCMS(WTOR|ABEND)

The action you want the IMS event source
connector to take when it is starting if itsBEP
message server is not already active.

PUBLIC(N|Y)

Determines whether or not this IMS event
source connector is the public instance.

RCONLOTM(0|value)

Specifies the low time where the IMS event
source connector is to begin scanning the
IMS RECON report looking for IMS jobs to
track

RCONPRIS(100|number)

Specifies the primary allocation, in blocks, of
the DBRC RECON report SYSPRINT
temporary data set.

RCONSECS(50|number)

Specifies the secondary allocation, in blocks,
of the DBRC RECON report SYSPRINT
temporary data set.
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Table 20. IIEP parameter summary (continued)
IIEP Parameters

Parameter description

RCONUNIT(name)

Specifies the storage unit to be used to
allocate the DBRC RECON report
SYSPRINT temporary data set. This optional
parameter is ignored if you also specify the
SMS storage class (RCONSTCL).

RCONVOLS(name)

Specifies the volume serial ID to be used to
allocate the DBRC RECON report
SYSPRINT temporary data set. This optional
parameter is ignored if you also specify the
SMS storage class (RCONSTCL).

RCONSTCL(name)

Specifies the name of the SMS storage class
to be used to allocate the DBRC RECON
SYSPRINT temporary data set.

RETRYSEC(30|value)

The IMS event source connector resource
scan frequency in seconds.

IEPID(name)
Required: Specifies the name of the BEP IMS event source connector defined
by this IIEP parameter. The name must be unique within an MVS image.
Value range: One to four national language characters.
Default value: None
CMSID(name)
Specifies name of the BEP message server to which the IMS event source
connector is to use as its message server. If you omit this parameter, the IMS
event source connector uses the public (default) message server.
Value range: One to four national language characters.
Default value: None (but if you omit CMSID the IMS event source connector
uses public message server).
FULLBFOR(N|Y)
Specifies whether the IMS event source connector is to create a full BEFORE
segment image in a message. Note that this option does not apply to custom
messages. FULLBFOR applies only to REPLACE IMS events and takes effect
only if a non-custom message format rule caused the message to be created.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

N

Specifies that the BEFORE image is to appear in the message exactly
as IMS change data capture logged it; that is, it contains only the part
of the BEFORE segment image that was changed by the IMS REPL
operation. This the default.

|
|
|

Y

Specifies that the IMS event source connector is to create the full
before-image segment from the complete AFTER image and the partial
BEFORE image that is logged by IMS change data capture.

IMSUOW(2048 | value)
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent units of work (UOWs) permitted
from all IMS regions connected to the IMS event source connector. Because
each UOW requires a minimum of 284 bytes, ensure you specify a value that is
reasonable for your environment.
Value range: 1000 to 1000000
Default value: 2048
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LATCHCNT(2048 | value)
Specifies the number of MVS latches for the BEP IMS event source connector.
Value range: 1024 to 16384
Default value: 2048
NOCMS(WTOR | ABEND)
Specifies the action you want the IMS event source connector to take if its
specified message server is not active. If you specify WTOR, the IMS event
source connector issues message CBMxx6004R and waits for a reply. This
allows you to start the message server. If the reply to the WTOR message is
CANCEL or if you specify NOCMS(ABEND), the IMS event source connector
terminates with a U0702 ABEND.
Value range: WTOR or ABEND
Default value: WTOR
PUBLIC(N | Y)
Specifies whether you want you want this IMS event source connector to be the
public IMS event source connector. Specify Y for yes, or specify N for no. When
you start an IMS region, an optional BEP logger exit parameter, IEPID, specifies
the name of the IMS event source connector to which it will try to connect. If
you omit the IEPID parameter, the BEP IMS logger exit attempts to connect to
the public IMS event source connector, if one is available.
Note that if the IEPID parameter is present, but the IMS event source connector
that you specify is not available, BEP does not attempt to connect the IMS
region to the public IMS event source connector. The only way to connect to the
public IMS event source connector is to omit the optional IEPID parameter
when starting the BEP IMS event source environment. You can designate only
one IMS event source connector in an MVS image as public.
Value range: N or Y
Default value: N
RCONLOTM(0|value)
Specifies the 22 byte date and time stamp that defines the lowest point in the
IMS LIST.RECON report at which the IMS event source connector is to start
looking for IMS jobs to recover. If you specify a zero time (which is the default)
the IMS event source connector parses the entire LIST.RECON report.
value

Specifies the date and time in the format
YYYY.DDD.HHMMSSTH.NNNN. The time component is expressed in
hours (HH) minutes (MM), seconds (SS) and tenths and hundredths of
a second (TH) followed by further fractions (NNNN), where NNNN
represents the decimal places for 1000th, 10000th, 100000th and
1000000th parts of a second.
Note that you can truncate the time by omitting trailing zeros. For
example, you can specify 2005.192.103 for a time that is exactly 10.30.

RCONPRIS(100|number)
Specifies the number of blocks the IMS IEP region is to allocate for the primary
extent of the temporary DBRC RECON report SYSPRINT data set. The
SYSPRINT data set is allocated as needed by the IMS IEP region, which then
runs a DBRC LIST.RECON to determine if log recovery is needed.
Value range: 10 - 99999
Default value: 100
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RCONSECS(50|number
Specifies the number of blocks the IMS IEP region is to allocate for the
secondary extents of the temporary DBRC RECON report SYSPRINT data set.
The SYSPRINT data set is allocated as needed by the IMS IEP region, which
then runs a DBRC LIST.RECON to determine if log recovery is needed.
Value range: 10 - 99999
Default value: 50
RCONUNIT(name)
Specifies the name of the DASD unit on which the IMS IEP region is to allocate
the temporary DBRC RECON report SYSPRINT data set. The SYSPRINT data
set is allocated as needed by the IMS IEP region, which then runs a DBRC
LIST.RECON to determine if log recovery is needed. RCONVOLS is ignored if
you also specify RCONSTCL. If you omit both RCONUNIT and RCONSTCL,
the IMS IEP region uses the installation default unit name.
Value range: 1 – 8characters
Default value: None
RCONVOLS(name)
Specifies the name of the DASD volume serial ID (VOLSER) on which the IMS
IEP region is to allocate the temporary DBRC RECON report SYSPRINT data
set. The SYSPRINT data set is allocated as needed by the IMS IEP region,
which then runs a DBRC LIST.RECON to determine if log recovery is needed.
RCONVOLS is ignored if you also specify RCONSTCL. If you omit both
RCONVOLS and RCONSTCL, the IMS IEP region uses the installation default
VOLSER.
Value range: 1 – 6 characters
Default value: None
RCONSTCL(name)
Specifies the name of the SMS storage class in which the IMS IEP region is to
allocate the temporary DBRC RECON report SYSPRINT data set. The
SYSPRINT data set is allocated as needed by the IMS IEP region, which then
runs a DBRC LIST.RECON to determine if log recovery is needed. If you
specify RCONSTCL, the parameters RCONUNIT and RCONVOLS are ignored.
If you omit RCONSTCL, RCONUNIT, and RCONVOLS, the IMS IEP region
uses the installation default UNIT and VOLSER.
Value range: 1 – 8 characters
Default value: None
RETRYSEC(30 | value)
Specifies the frequency at which the IMS event source connector scans its
virtual storage usage during normal execution. The minimum value is zero (no
scan) and the maximum value is 99 seconds.
Value range: 0 to 99
Default value: 30

ISTS (required)
The BEP IMS event source connector requires the ISTS member to specify the
names of the sets of IMS regions that it communicates with. An IMS set is a logical
grouping of one or more IMS regions for the purpose of sharing IMS event source
connector resources, for example data space storage.
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The BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains a sample ISTS member.
You enter parameters in member ISTS using the following format:
DEFIST parameter1(value1),parameter2(value2)

Each line consists of a DEFIST command followed by two parameters that define a
set.
Table 21. ISTS parameter summary
ISTS Parameters

Description

DEFIST

Command that starts the definition of an IMS
set.

ISTNAME(name)

Specifies the name of the IMS set. This is a
required parameter.

DEFAULT(Y)

Specifies whether this set is the default IMS
set.

Examples:
DEFIST ISTNAME(name1),DEFAULT(Y)
DEFIST ISTNAME(name2)

ISTNAME(name) Required:
Specifies the name of a set of IMS regions within a BEP IMS event source
connector. The name must be unique within the IMS event source
connector.
Value range: One to four national language characters.
Default value: None
DEFAULT(Y)
You can define one IMS set within an IMS event source connector as the
default set. This means that IMS regions that do not sign on with a specific
set name will be processed by this set.
Value range: Y
Default value: None

ISETxxxx optional definitions
You define an ISETxxxx member, where xxxx is the 4-character ISTNAME of an
IMS set, to enter non-default parameter values for an IMS set manager. The IMS
sets, which are defined in the ISTS member, use all default values unless you
define an ISETxxxx member. There can be one ISETxxxx member for each IMS
region set name. All parameters in ISETxxxx are optional.
The BEP SCBMSAMP data set contains a sample ISETxxxx member.
You enter the parameters in member ISETxxxx using the following format:
PARAMETER(value)
Table 22. ISETxxxx parameter summary
ISETxxxx Parameters

Description

DSPSIZE(16384|number)

The size of the data space used to hold
temporarily messages passed from the IMS
region logger exits.
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Table 22. ISETxxxx parameter summary (continued)
ISETxxxx Parameters

Description

MAXDATA(32768number)

The maximum message size that this set can
create.

THREADS(256|number)

The maximum number of IMS region logger
exits that can connect concurrently to an IMS
region set.

IMSTASKS(5|number)

The number of IMS region connector
subtasks that the IMS event source
connector starts when the set is started

MMSSET(name)

The name of the message server set to
which messages from this IMS set are
directed.

RETRYSEC(300|number)

The frequency in seconds that the IMS
region set manager scans its active IMS
region chain and reports progress statistics.

LIMSRSEC(30|number)

The interval in seconds after which the IMS
region tasks wake up during periods of low
IMS log volume to check IMS activity.

ERRMSGCT(1000|number)

The interval, in number of messages ,
between error messages when a message
cannot be delivered to a message server.

ERRMSGTM(2|number)

The interval, in time, between error message
when there is an error condition and volume
is low

PCMSGTM(2 | number)

The number of minutes to wait to report error
messages if the IMS event source connector
cannot communicate with your BEP message
server.

DSPSIZE(16384 | number)
Specifies the size in kilobytes (KB) of the data spaces that are used to hold
temporarily messages passed from the IMS region logger exits before they
are transformed into output messages. An IMS event source connector
creates two data spaces for each IMS set. One data space is for blocks
held temporarily as they arrive from the IMS regions. The second data
space is to hold output messages destined for the message server.
Value range: 512 to 2000000
Default value: 16384
MAXDATA(32768 | number)
Specifies the maximum message size in bytes that any IMS region logger
exit can create.
Value range: 1000 to 999999
Default value: 32768
THREADS(256 | number)
Specifies is the maximum number of IMS region logger exits that can
connect concurrently to this IMS set.
Value range: 1 to 9999
Default value: 256
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Note: The result of multiplying the value of THREADS by the value of
MAXDATA cannot exceed the size of the data space defined by
DSPSIZE.
IMSTASKS(5 | number)
Specifies the number of IMS processor subtasks that are available to
process messages. This is the initial value; the IMS event source connector
attaches more tasks dynamically if more IMS regions sign on to this set
manager.
Value range: 1 to 9999
Default value: 5
MMSSET(name)
Specifies the name of the message server set that is to process the
messages created by this BEP IMS set manager (see the message server
sets (MSETS) parameters on page 38 for more information). If you omit the
MMSSET parameter, messages are routed to the message sever default
set. Value range: One to four national language characters. Default value:
None
RETRYSEC(300 | number)
Specifies the number of seconds that the IMS set manager waits before
scanning its active IMS region chain and reports progress statistics.
Value range: 30 to 9999
Default value: 300
LIMSRSEC(30 | number)
Specifies the number of seconds that an IMS region task is to wait, during
periods of low activity, before it checks the status of its IMS region.
Value range: 10 to 9999
Default value: 30
ERRMSGCT(1000 | number)
Specifies how often the IMS event source connector region is to issue error
messages when it cannot pass messages to its BEP message server. This
is to avoid flooding the console with repeated error messages. For example,
if the default value is 1000, then after BEP reports an initial message, 1000
additional error messages of the same type will be suppressed before
issuing a new error message. If a new error reason is encountered, the IMS
event source connector issues a new message and the count continues
from one for the new error type. If you omit this option, the default is that an
error message is issued every 1000 errors.
Value range: 1 to 9999
Default value: 1000
ERRMSGTM(2 | number)
Specifies how often, in minutes, the IMS event source connector region is
to issue error messages when it cannot pass messages to its BEP
message server. This parameter works with in conjunction with ERRMSGCT
to ensure that an error message is issued at a defined frequency when
there is an error condition and volume is low. The value specified is in
minutes.
Value range: 1 to 9
Default value: 2
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PCMSGTM(2 | number)
Specifies how often, in minutes, the IMS event source connector is to
repeat error messages relating to communication with the BEP message
server are issued. Each time a unique error condition is detected, it issues
a message. This value determines how many minutes to wait to re-issue
the same error message. The parameter enables you to control the volume
of error messages on the console under extended error conditions. The
value specified is in minutes. For an example of the kind of error message
controlled by this parameter, see message CBMxx6666. Value range: 1 to 9
Default value: 2

ISRCxxxx (required for IMS message recovery)
You use the ISRCxxxx member, where xxxx is the IMSID (IMS subsystem ID), to
define recovery parameters for use by an IMS event source connector. You need to
define this member if you want your IMS event messages to be completely
recoverable. The BEP SCBMSAMP data set member CBMISRC contains a sample
applid member. For more information about recoverable messages, see
Appendix C, “BEP recoverable messages,” on page 349.
Enter the parameters in the ISRCxxxx member using the following format:
PARAMETER(value)

You can enter the parameters in any order, with each parameter on a separate line,
or you can enter more than one parameter on a line separated by a comma. For
example, you can enter a complete ISRCxxxx definition on a single line like the
following:
RESTART(OVER),RECOVER(YES),CKPCNT(10000)

In the summary of parameters shown in Table 23, default values, if any, are always
shown first in underscored text. Note that all parameters are optional . However,
although the RECOVER parameter is optional, the default value is NO; ensure you
specify YES or RULE if you want IMS messages to be recoverable.
Table 23. ISRCxxxx IMS message recovery parameters summary
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xxxxxxxx applid parameters

Description

RESTART(AUTO|COLD|OVER)

Specifies the type of restart that the IMS event source
connector is to perform. Valid values are AUTO for
automatic restart; COLD for a cold restart; and OVER
for a user-specified override restart.

RECOVER(NO|YES|RULE)

Specifies the type of recovery in effect for the IMS event
source connector. RULE means that the rule contains
the message recovery specification; YES means that
message recovery is always to occur; and NO means
that message recovery is never to occur.

CKPCNT(1000|value)

Specifies the frequency at which the message server is
to rebuild the recovery checkpoint information for the
IMS event source connector. The frequency (value)
specifies the number of units of work processed.

ADVCNT(5000|value)

Specifies the number of consecutive log records
processed without generating a message that must be
processed before the restart point for this IMS event
source connector is updated.
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Table 23. ISRCxxxx IMS message recovery parameters summary (continued)
xxxxxxxx applid parameters

Description

BEGTIME(value)

Specifies a point in time where the IMS event source
connector is to begin reading the messages from the
IMS recovery log. This parameter is valid only with
RESTART(OVER).

ENDTIME(0|value)

Specifies a point in time where the IMS event source
connector is to stop reading IMS messages from the
IMS recovery log.

RESTART(AUTO|COLD|OVER)
Specifies the type of restart that occurs for IMS event source messages when
the message server is restarted.
AUTO Specifies that the message server is to determine automatically the type
of restart needed based upon the contents of the control queue for this
IMS event source connector.
v If the control queue is empty, the IMS event source connector
performs a COLD start.
v If the control queue is not empty, the IMS event source connector
examines the contents of the control queue to determine the
appropriate point from which to restart
This is the default.
COLD Means that the contents of the control queue are to be disregarded and
the IMS event source connector is to restart from the current time in the
IMS recovery log.
OVER This is equivalent to COLD but also allows you to use the BEGTIME
parameter to specify an override restart point and range.
RECOVER(NO|YES|RULE)
Specifies the type of recovery in effect for this event processor.
NO

Means that recovery is not to occur for any messages generated by the
event processor, regardless of any rule specifications. This is the
default.

YES

Means that recovery is to be in effect for all messages generated by the
event processor, except for those defined with the Do not accumulate –
send immediately message delivery option.

RULE Means that recovery is to be in effect based only upon the rule
definition. Recovery will be in effect only for those rules defined as
needing recovery.
CKPCNT(1000|value)
Specifies the number of units of work that the message server is to process for
the IMS event source connector before it rebuilds the recovery checkpoint
information. Rebuilding the recovery checkpoint information reduces the amount
of time it takes the message server to determine the appropriate point from
which the IMS event source connector is to restart.
You can specify a value in the range 500 through 99999; 1000 is the default.
Be aware that specifying a lower number could result in more run-time
overhead.
ADVCNT(5000|value)
Specifies the number of consecutive logs records that are to be processed
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without generating a message before the IMS event source connector notifies
the message server to advance the recovery restart point. This can prevent the
IMS event source connector from having to reprocess log records unnecessarily
during a restart.
5000

The default is 5000 consecutive logs records.

value

Specifies a number of consecutive logs records in the range 1000
through 99999.

BEGTIME(value)
Specifies the 22-byte date and time stamp at which the IMS event source
connector is to begin processing. BEGTIME is valid only when you also specify
RESTART(OVER).
value

Specifies the date and time in the format
YYYY.DDD.HHMMSSTH.NNNN. The time component is expressed in
hours (HH) minutes (MM), seconds (SS) and tenths and hundredths of
a second (TH) followed by further fractions (NNNN), where NNNN
represents the decimal places for 1000th, 10000th, 100000th and
1000000th parts of a second.
Note that you can truncate the time by omitting trailing zeros. For
example, you can specify 2005.192.103 for a time that is exactly 10.30.

ENDTIME(0|value)
Specifies the 22-byte date/time stamp at which the IMS event source connector
is to stop processing.
value

Specifies the date and time in the format
YYYY.DDD.HHMMSSTH.NNNN. The time component is expressed in
hours (HH) minutes (MM), seconds (SS) and tenths and hundredths of
a second (TH) followed by further fractions (NNNN), where NNNN
represents the decimal places for 1000th, 10000th, 100000th and
1000000th parts of a second.
Note that you can truncate the time by omitting trailing zeros. For
example, you can specify 2005.192.103 for a time that is exactly 10.30.

Preparing IMS for BEP
This topic describes the steps you need to follow to implement and customize the
BEP IMS logger exit so that it can capture your log records for message creation.
You can use IMS change data capture for the HISAM, SHISAM, HDAM, PHDAM,
HIDAM, PHIDAM, and DEDB types of database, and the BEP IMS facility can
create event messages for any of these databases.
Complete the following steps for each IMS region that is to contain the BEP IMS
logger exit.
Step 1: Select the IMS regions
Identify the DB/DC, DBCTL, and IMS batch jobs for which you want BEP to
monitor and create messages if their IMS log records match the rules you
have defined.
Step 2: Assemble the BEP IMS CBMIMST table
Edit then assemble and link the required BEP IMS table. BEP provides a
source table in SCBMSAMP called CBMIMST. Edit this source file to define
the job names of your IMS regions and their IMS IDs. If you omit an IMS
name from this table, BEP does not create messages for that IMS region.
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The source statements in CBMIMST include the BEP macro CBMIMSM that
is needed when you assemble and link-edit the table. The CBMIMSM
macro is in the BEP SCBMSAMP data set. You can use the wildcard
asterisk (*) as the last character in the job name for a batch job to indicate
that all batch jobs that match the significant part of the name are to be
included. In this case, the IMS ID is the subsystem name of the IMS control
region that owns the databases that your batch jobs process. By defining a
generic name with the wildcard, one entry can designate more than one
batch job. This does not work for IMS control regions. You must specify one
entry, job name and IMSID, for each IMS control region that you want to
create messages for.
The following is a sample CBMIMST table showing one DB/DC region
(DBDCRGN) and two entries for IMS batch jobs. The first batch entry
specifies a generic name that includes all batch jobs that start with ’the
letters AB, and the second a generic name that includes all batch jobs that
start with XY.
CBMIMSM TYPE=IMSTABLE,
CBMPARMS=your.bep.PARMLIB,
IMSLVL=810,
RCONLVL=810,
RESLIB=your.ims.SDFSRESL,
RECON1=your.RECON1,
ALTEXIT1=
CBMIMSM TYPE=IMS,
IMSJOB=DBDCRGN,
IMSID=IMSA
CBMIMSM TYPE=IMS,
IMSJOB=AB*,
IMSID=IMSA
IMSTYPE=O

Start the table
PDS used by IMS event source
710, 810 or 910
710, 810 or 910
Required. The IMS RESLIB that contains the
RECON dynamic allocation parameter lists and the
DBRC program, DSPURX00
Optional name of RECON1, required if you are not using
RECON dynamic allocation
optional alternate exit name
IMS control region

IMS batch jobs starting with AB
IMS subsystem name (DB/DC or DBCTL)

CBMIMSM TYPE=IMS,
IMSJOB=XY*,
IMSID=IMSA
IMSTYPE=B

IMS batch

CBMIMSM TYPE=FINISH

End of table.

IMS batch jobs starting with XY

Figure 18. Sample of a CBMIMST table

Notes:
1. If you have other software products that use the DFSFLGX0 exit, BEP
enables these to co-exist under a different name. You can rename the
DFSFLGX0 modules of other products and specify the new names in
the CBMIMST table on the ALTEXITn parameters. See member
CBMIMST in the BEP SCBMSAMP library for information on how you
can specify up to eight additional exit modules.
2. There is one CBMIMST table for each set of RECONs. Each IMS event
source connector can handle multiple IMS regions and IMS batch jobs
provided they are all tracked by IMS in the same set of RECON data
sets. If you have multiple RECON data sets, set up a separate
CBMIMST table and a separate IMS event source connector region for
each set of RECON data sets.
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Step 3: Make the BEP authorized library available to IMS regions
The BEP IMS logger exit, DFSFLGX0, is provided in the BEP authorized
library and must be present in your IMS regions to monitor events. To
ensure this exit is available to the IMS regions that you have selected for
monitoring, either include the BEP authorized library in each IMS STEPLIB
concatenation or add it to your MVS LINKLST.
Also, for each IMS job that you select to be monitored by BEP, add the
following DD statements to its startup JCL. There is an example of these
DD statements in the sample JCL supplied in member CBMIMSC in the
BEP SCBMSAMP library.
//CBMPARMS
//CBMMSGS

DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.parmlib
DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121)

Step 4: Identify databases and segments
Identify the databases and segments for which you want to create
messages for a message queue. To create the type of log records that
contain change-data-capture information, notify IMS that you want this type
of logging. Do this by adding the EXIT=* parameter to your DBD or SEGM
statements in the appropriate IMS DBDGENs and reassemble and link-edit
them. See the IMS Utilities Reference: System for your release of IMS for
more information on how to specify this DBDGEN parameter.
Step 5: Run the BEP CBMIMDBD REXX EXEC
When you have re-assembled and re-linked your DBDGENs, run the BEP
CBMIMDBD REXX EXEC. This REXX EXEC turns your DBDGEN
statements into information usable by the BEP workstation administration
client. See “IMS DBD capture utility” on page 176, for more information
about the BEP DBD capture REXX EXEC.
Step 6: Start the BEP data space server
Step 7: Start the BEP message server
Step 8: Create event rule
Use the BEP workstation administration client to define your IMS message
rules. See the BEP workstation administration client Getting Started manual
and the integrated online help for more information
Step 9: Upload rules to the message server
Upload your IMS message rules to your BEP message server. See
“LOADLST” on page 124 for information on how to refresh the message
rules data space.
Step 10: Start your IMS event source connector
Start the IMS event source connector region that is defined to the IMS
logger exit to collect and process messages.
Step 11: Start your IMS regions
Ensure that the BEP regions in steps 6, 7, and 10 are running and then
start your IMS regions. The important thing to remember is that if the BEP
regions are not active before you start your IMS regions, log records could
be missed that you might want to use to create messages.
Note that you can perform steps 8 and 9 as often as necessary after your
IMS regions and event source connector are started.
Note: If you normally exclude logging from your IMS batch jobs by defining
the primary IMS batch log IEFRDER as DD DUMMY, be aware that
the IMS loger exit routine is not driven. In this case, even if you have
performed all the steps described above, no messages are published
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for the IMS batch job. Remove DD DUMMY and fully define the
IEFRDER DD statement if you want to generate messages from your
IMS batch jobs.

IMS logger exit IMS ID parameter member (optional)
If you want to control which IMS event source connector region your DB/DC and
DBCTL IMS logger exit connects to, you can define an optional parameter member.
This optional parameter member also allows you to specify the name of the IMS set
manager that is to handle the log records of a DB/DC or DBCTL region. For each
DB/DC and DBCTL region that you want to control in this way, define a parameter
member in the BEP parameter file named the same as the IMS region ID.
Batch jobs use the IMS ID parameter member that is specified in the BEP IMS
table.
You enter parameters in the IMS ID member in the following format:
PARAMETER(value)

For an example of an IMS ID parameter, see the member CBMIMSID in the BEP
SCBMSAMP data set.
Table 24. imsid parameter summary
IMSID Parameters

Description

IEPID(name)

The name of the IMS event source connector
that you want this IMS region to connect to.

ISTNAME(name)

The name of the IMS set manager that is to
build your messages.

NOIEP(WTOR|CONT)

The action to be taken if the IMS event
source connector named by IEPID is not
active in the MVS image.

DSGROUP(name)

The name of the IMS datasharing group to
whch this IMS belongs.

EXMSGTM(number)

The number of minutes to wait before issuing
an error message that matches the previous
error message when trying to pass log
blocks to the IMS event source connector.

All IMS ID parameters are optional and can be omitted.
IEPID(name)
Specifies the name of the BEP IMS event source connector. The BEP IMS
logger exit uses this name to locate the specified IMS event source
connector. If you omit this parameter, the IMS logger exit connects with the
public IMS event source connector.
Value range: One to four national language characters.
Default value: None.
ISTNAME(name)
Specifies the name of the IMS set manager in the IMS event source
connector that the IMS logger exit is to connect to. The ISTNAME name
must be unique within the IMS event source connector. If you omit this
parameter, the IMS logger exit uses the default IMS set in the specified IMS
event source connector. Value range: One to four national language
characters. Default value: None
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NOIEP(WTOR | CONT)
Specifies the action you want the IMS logger exit is to take if the IMS event
source connector you have identified on the IEPID parameter is not active.
If you specify WTOR, the IMS logger exit routine issues message
CBMxx6904R and waits for a reply. This delay enables you to start the IMS
event source connector.
If you specify NOIEP(CONT) or if the operator reply to the message is
CONT, the IMS logger exit continues initialization. Note that in this case
messages are not created for the IMS region.
Value range: WTOR or CONT
Default value: WTOR
DSGROUP(name)
Specifies the name of the datasharing group to which the IMS region
belongs. Value range: One to four national language characters
EXMSGTM (2 | number)
Specifies the number of minutes the IMS logger exit is to wait before
issuing a repeated error message. This delay avoids flooding the operator
console during a persistent error condition.
Value range: 1 to 9 minutes.
Default value: 2 minutes.

IMS messages with full database request
The administration client gives you the ability either to create a custom message
from an IMS database request (recommended) or simply to pass the entire
database request in the message. If you decide not to customize messages and to
pass the entire request, the data is in the format described in the IMS
Customization Guide, in the Part that deals with ″Asynchronous Data Capture″. Be
aware that this captured data is complex, and as an aid to navigating it, BEP
provides a MACRO called @IMSCDC in the SCBMDMAC library. Note that, unlike
the description in the IMS Customization Guide, the segment data in BEP output
messages is decompressed.
|

Preparing the batch VSAM event source connector

|
|
|
|
|
|

This topic provides information about the data sets and parameters that a batch
VSAM event source connector uses to monitor batch VSAM events in a batch job
step. The batch VSAM event source connector executes in the BEP data space
server, BEP message server, and the batch job steps that you are monitoring. A
checklist of the steps you need to follow to configure the BEP batch VSAM event
source connector is shown under “Preparing batch VSAM for BEP” on page 96.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

The batch VSAM event source connector runs in those batch job steps in which you
include a special CBMBVSAM subsystem DD statement. The batch VSAM event
source connector monitors events for most types of VSAM file, which you define in
the VSAMLIST member in the CBMPARMS PDS. Batch VSAM events that match
BEP rules, which you define using the workstation administration client, are
transformed into event messages. Batch VSAM event messages are either passed
directly to a BEP message server or are written to an MVS log stream used for
BEP recovery logging. An MVS log stream is used only if recoverable messages
are defined to the batch VSAM event source connector, which is subsequently read
and processed by the message sever. In each case, when the message server
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|
|

receives a batch VSAM message, it publishes the message to the MQSeries queue
defined in the rule that caused the creation of the event message.

|
|
|
|

The batch VSAM event source connector operates only in standard batch jobs that
are submitted to MVS. The batch VSAM event source connector ignores VSAM
events that occur in started tasks and programs running under TSO. It also ignores
VSAM events that are occur outside the job step TCB.

|

The batch VSAM subsystem

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

The first time following an MVS IPL that you start a BEP data space server with
BVSAMFLG(Y) specified, the data space server defines dynamically an MVS
subsystem with the name you specify on the MDSS BVSAMSSN parameter. The
subsystem remains active, but does not process batch VSAM events, if you stop
the data space server, but this is not recommended. You also specify the
BVSAMSSN subsystem name on the CBMBVSAM DD statement to indicate that a
job step is to be monitored for events though SVC screening of OPEN and CLOSE
SVCs.

|
|
|
|
|

SVC screening of OPEN and CLOSE SVCs

|

The batch VSAM event source connector screens OPEN and CLOSE SVCs
whenever the CBMBVSAM subsystem DD is present in a job step. Because the
MVS SVC screening facility allows only one screening program, SVC screening in
the job step can be performed only by the batch VSAM event source connector.

Batch VSAM event source connector file descriptions

|
|
|

The batch VSAM event source connector executes in your batch job step. The only
DD statement you require is the CBMBVSAM statement to indicate that the job step
is to be monitored. The other files listed below are optional.

|
|
|

The DD statements for batch VSAM

|
|
|
|

CBMBVSAM
You must include the CBMBVSAM DD statement to enable batch VSAM event
monitoring. Code CBMBVSAM as follows:

|
|
|

In this DD statement, name can be either CBMV, the default subsystem name,
or a name that you have defined on the BVSAMSSN parameter in your data
space server MDSS parameter member.

|
|
|
|
|

Note that if you submit a batch job with the CBMBVSAM DD statement before
your BEP dataspace server has been started at least once since the last IPL,
the batch job ends with a JCL error. For this reason, ensure you have started
your BEP dataspace server before submitting a batch VSAM job that includes
the CBMBVSAM DD statement .

|
|
|
|

STEPLIB
If your BEP APF-authorized library is not in the LINKLST, included it in the job
step STEPLIB concatenation. For example:

The following DD statements can appear in your batch jobs when you are running
the jobs with the batch VSAM event source connector:

//CBMBVSAM

//STEPLIB

DD SUBSYS=name

DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.SCBMAUTH
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|
|
|
|

Note that all data sets included in the STEPLIB concatenation must be
APF-authorized. However, because most batch jobs do not execute with an
APF-authorized STEPLIB, you will probably need to put the BEP APF
authorized library in LINKLIST.

|
|
|

CBMMSGS
This optional DD statement defines a log of status messages written the by the
batch VSAM event source connector during the life of the connector.

|
|
|
|
|
|

The CBMMSGS data set can be a SYSOUT file, a sequential data set, or a
member of a partitioned data set. Error-level and warning-level messages
originating from the batch VSAM event source connector are always directed to
the JES job log and the system log in addition to the CBMMSGS DD statement.
Note that if you omit this DD statement, it is dynamically allocated when the
batch VSAM event connector starts in the job step.

|
|
|
|

If you define CBMMSGS to SYSOUT, define the DD statement in the following
form:

|

//CBMMSGS DD SYSOUT=class-letter,
//
DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121)

Batch VSAM event source connector parameters

|
|
|
|
|

You define and store batch VSAM event source connector parameters in members
in a standard MVS partitioned data set (PDS). The parameter library DDNAME is
CBMPARMS. See Table 25 below for a summary of the parameter members that
you can include in the CBMPARMS data set. Only one of these members,
VSAMLIST, is required as shown.

|

Table 25. Batch VSAM event source connector CBMPARMS member summary

|

Member name

Description

|
|

VSAMLIST (required)

Defines the batch VSAM files that you want
to monitor.

|
|

BATVSAM (optional)

Defines global batch VSAM parameters
common to all batch jobs.

|
|
|
|
|

xxxxxxsx (optional)

Defines parameters for a logical group of
VSAM files, where the member (xxxxxxxxx)
is named by the BATGRPID parameter in the
VSAMLIST parameter member

|
|
|
|

VSAMLIST (required parameter member)

|

Table 26. Batch VSAM event source connector VSAMLIST parameters

|

VSAMLIST parameters

Description

|
|

DEFBVSAM (required)

Command keyword that starts the definition
of a VSAM file.

|
|
|

DSN(ds_name) (required)

Specifies the name of a VSAM file or a
generic group of batch VSAM files. This is a
required parameter.

|
|
|

BATGRPID(group_name)

Specifies a user-defined name for a group of
logically grouped VSAM files. Multiple VSAM
files can belong to the same group id.

Unless otherwise stated, the VSAMLIST parameters summarized in Table 26 are
optional. There is a sample VSAMLIST parameter member, named CBMVSAML,
supplied in SCBMSAMP library.
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|

Table 26. Batch VSAM event source connector VSAMLIST parameters (continued)

|

VSAMLIST parameters

Description

|
|
|
|

CICSAPPL(applid)

Specifies the name of the CICS region
APPLID that also accesses the VSAM file
defined by this command.

|
|
|
|

Examples:

|
|
|

DSN(ds_name)
Specifies the full or generic VSAM dataset name that is to be monitored by the
batch VSAM event source connector. This is a required parameter.

DEFBVSM DSN(PROD.CICSA.FILEA) BATGRPID(BATCHA) CICSAPPL(CICSA)
DEFBVSM DSN(PROD.CICSB.FILEB) BATGRPID(BATCHB) CICSAPPL(CICSB)
DEFBVSM DSN(PROD.CICSB.FILEC) BATGRPID(BATCHB) CICSAPPL(CICSB)

|
|
|
|
|

You define a generic data set name using a trailing asterisk. If the DSN name
ends with an asterisk, any VSAM data set whose name, or the first part of its
name, matches the characters before the asterisk is monitored for events.
Without a trailing asterisk, only the VSAM file that exactly matches the DSN
value is monitored.

|
|
|

ds_name
Specify a 1 to 44 byte VSAM data set name or a 1 to 43 byte generic
VSAM data set name that ends with a trailing asterisk.

|
|
|
|
|

BATGRPID(group_name)
Specifies the user-defined group name that you use to logically group one or
more VSAM files. The specified name also becomes the name of a batch
VSAM parameter member that allows you to define parameters to the batch
VSAM event source connector for the whole group of VSAM files.

|
|
|
|

If all your batch VSAM files belong to the same logical group, you do not need
to specify this parameter. Instead you can create a PDS member in
CBMPARMS called BATGRPID to supply parameters to the batch VSAM event
source connector.

|
|

Note that the BATGRPID name must not match any CICS APPLID that BEP is
also monitoring.

|
|
|

group_name
Specify a 1- to 8-byte alpha numeric logical group name. The name you
specify must also be a valid PDS member name in CBMPARMS.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

CICSAPPL(applid)
Specifies the APPLID of a CICS region that also processes the VSAM file
specified on the DEFVSAM parameter. Specify this optional parameter if you
want recoverable batch VSAM messages to be logged to the same recovery log
stream that is defined in your CICS xxxxxxxx recovery parameter member on
the RECOVLOG parameter (see “xxxxxxxx (required for CICS message
recovery)” on page 53).

|
|
|

Do not specify this optional parameter if you are not using CICS message
recovery or the CICS region with this APPLID is not monitored by a CICS event
source connector.

|
|
|

applid Specify a valid 1- to 8-byte CICS APPLID. This APPLID should be that
of a CICS region that is monitored by a CICS event source connector
and which is using recoverable messages.
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|
|
|

BATVSAM (optional)

|
|

Enter the BATVSAM parameters in the following format:

|
|
|
|

You can enter the parameters in any order, with each parameter on a separate line,
or you can enter more than one parameter on a line separated by a comma. For
example, you can enter a several parameters on a single line the following:

|
|
|

You cannot split a parameter and its value over more than one line. In Table 27, if a
parameter has a default value, the default value is always shown first in
non-italicized and underscored text. Table nn. BATVSAM parameter summary.

|
|

There is a sample BATVSAM parameter member, named CBMBVSMP, supplied in
SCBMSAMP library.

|

Table 27. Batch VSAM event source connector BATVSAM parameters

|

BATVSAM parameters

Description

|
|

LATCHCNT(100 | number)

Specifies the number of MVS latches for the
VSAM event source connector.

|
|

RETRYSEC(30 | seconds)

Specifies the batch VSAM connector
resource scan frequency in seconds.

|
|

DSPSIZE(16384 | size)

Specifies the size of the data space used to
temporarily hold messages.

|
|
|

MAXDATA(32768 |number)

Specifies the maximum message size that
the batch VSAM event source connector can
create.

|
|
|
|
|
|

ERRMSGTM(2 |number)

Specifies the number of minutes between
error messages with the same return and
reason code. Use this parameter is to avoid
flooding the MVS console with repeated error
messages.

|
|
|

LATCHCNT(100 | number)
Specifies the number of MVS latches for the batch VSAM event source
connector.

You use the BATVSAM parameter member to provide global parameter values to
the batch VSAM event source connector.

PARAMETER(value)

LATCHCNT(100),RETRYSEC(30),DSPSIZE(16384)

|

100

|
|

number

This is the default number.
Specify a number in the range 30 to 999.

RETRYSEC(30 | seconds)
Specifies the frequency in seconds at which the batch VSAM event source
connector scans its resource usage during normal execution.

|
|
|
|

30

|
|
|

seconds
Specify the scan frequency as a number of seconds in the range 0 to
99, where 0 (zero) indicates no scanning.
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|
|
|
|

DSPSIZE(16384 | size)
Specifies the size in kilobytes (KB) of the data spaces that are used temporarily
to hold events in the batch VSAM event source connector before they are
transformed into output messages.

|

16384 The default size is 16384 KB.

|

size

|
|
|

Specify a data space size in the range 512 KB to 2000000 KB.

MAXDATA(32768 | msg_size)
Specifies the maximum message size in bytes that any batch VSAM batch job
can create.

|

32768 This is the default message size.

|
|

msg_size
Specify a message size in the range 4096 to 999999 bytes

|
|
|

ERRMSGTM(2 | number)
Specifies how often, in minutes, the batch VSAM event source connector is to
issue error messages when it cannot pass messages to its message server.

|

2

|
|

number

|The default interval is two minutes.
Specify a value in the range 1 to 9 minutes.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

xxxxxxxx (optional group ID member)

|
|
|

Enter the parameters in the xxxxxxxx or BATGRPID member using the following
format:

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

When coding parameters:
v You can enter the parameters in any order, with each parameter on a separate
line, or
v You can enter more than one parameter on a line separated by a comma. For
example, you can enter multiple parameters on a single line as in the following
example:

|
|

In Table 28 on page 92, if a parameter has a default value, the default value is
always shown first in non-italicized and underscored text.

|
|

There is a sample group ID parameter member, named CBMVGRP, supplied in
SCBMSAMP library.

You derive the name of the xxxxxxxx member from the name you specify on the
BATGRPID parameter in the VSAMLIST parameter member. You use this member
to provide parameters to a BEP batch VSAM event source connector. Thus, if you
have several logical groups of VSAM files for which you want to use the same
parameters for the batch VSAM event source connector, you can create several of
these parameter members, one for each group. However, if all your batch jobs
require the same parameters, you can create a single member named BATGRPID
and so avoid having to specify the BATGRPID parameter on a DEFVSAM
statement in the VSAMLIST member.

PARAMETER(value)

CMSID(MS01),NOCMS(WTOR),MAXPOLLW(5),RECOVLOG(logstreamname),RECOVER(YES)

v But you cannot split a parameter and its value over more than one line.
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|

Table 28. Batch VSAM event source connector xxxxxxxx or BATGRPID parameters

|

xxxxxxxx & BATGRPID parameters

Description

|
|
|
|
|

ADVCNT(5000 | number)

Specifies the number of consecutive CICS or
batch VSAM messages from other CICS
regions or batch jobs that are read and
skipped before the message server takes a
recovery checkpoint.

|
|
|
|
|

BACKRC(0 | value)

Specifies the minimum return code value
from your batch job that will cause the batch
VSAM event source connector to backout
any uncommitted messages created by your
batch job.

|
|
|
|
|
|

BEGTIME(value)

Specifies the point in time where the
message server batch VSAM recovery log
reader task is to begin reading batch VSAM
messages when the message server is
started. This parameter is valid only with
RESTART(OVER).

|
|
|

CMSID(value)

Specifies the name of the BEP message
server to which this batch VSAM event
source connector is to be connected.

|
|
|

ENDTIME(value)

Specifies the point in time where the
message server batch VSAM recovery log
reader task is to stop reading messages.

|
|
|
|

LOGERROR(WTOR | CANCEL | DISABLE)

Specifies the action you want the batch
VSAM event source connector to take if
there is an error and it cannot write to its
MVS recovery log.

|
|
|
|
|

MAXPOLLW(5 | number)

Specifies the maximum number of seconds
the message server batch VSAM recovery
log reader task is to wait before attempting to
read additional log records from the batch
VSAM recovery MVS log stream.

|
|
|
|

NOCMS(WTOR | CANCEL | DISABLE)

Specifies the action you want the batch
VSAM event source connector to take when
it is starting if its message server is not
already active.

|
|
|
|

RCOVLOG(logstreamname|NOLOG)

Specifies the name of a predefined MVS log
stream, in which the batch VSAM event
processor is to log messages. This
parameter is required.

|
|

RECOVER(NO | YES | RULE)

Specifies the type of recovery in effect for
the batch VSAM event processor.

|
|

RESTART(AUTO | COLD | OVER)

Specifies the type of restart that the batch
VSAM log reader is to perform.

|
|
|
|
|

TRIMTAIL(YES | NO)

Specifies the log tail action the CICS BEP
recovery log manager is to take when
messages for a UOW are passed to
MQSeries.

|
|
|
|

ADVCNT(5000 | number)
Specifies the number of consecutive batch VSAM messages from other CICS or
batch VSAM regions that the message server batch VSAM recovery log reader
task is to bypass before it signals the message server to advance the recovery
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|
|
|

restart point. This avoids the batch VSAM recovery log reader task from having
to reprocess logged messages from other CICS and batch regions during a
restart.

|

5000

|
|

number

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Specify a number of messages in the range 1000 to 9999.
BACKRC(0 | value)
Specifies the minimum value of the return code from your batch job that will
cause the batch VSAM event source connector to back out any uncommitted
messages at job step termination. For example, if a batch job step return code
of 8 or higher will cause your batch job step to be rerun, specify BACKRC(8) so
that the current messages are backed out. Then, when your batch job step is
rerun, your messages will be recreated and written only once. Note that backout
also occurs if the job step abends.

|
|
|

0

|
|

number

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

This is the default number of messages.

This is the default minimum return code and means that anything other
than RC 0 from your batch job will cause your batch VSAM messages
to be backed out
Specify a return code value in the range 0 to 4096.

BEGTIME(value
Specifies the 22-byte date and time stamp at which the batch VSAM recovery
log reader task is to begin processing. BEGTIME is valid only when you also
specify RESTART(OVER).
value

Specify the date and time in the format YYYY.DDD.HHMMSSTH.NNNN.
The time component is expressed in hours (HH), minutes (MM),
seconds (SS), and tenths and hundredths of a second (TH), followed by
further fractions (NNNN), where NNNN represents the decimal places
for 1000th, 10000th, 100000th and 1000000th parts of a second. Note
that you can truncate the time by omitting trailing zeros. For example,
you can specify 2005.192.103 for a time that is exactly 1030.

CMSID(name)
Specifies the 1- to 4-character name of the BEP message server to which the
batch VSAM event source connector is to be connected.
name Specify the one to four national language character name of the
message server. There is no default value, but if you omit this
parameter the batch VSAM event source connector uses the public
message server.
ENDTIME(value)
Specifies the 22-byte date and time stamp at which the batch VSAM recovery
log reader task is to stop processing.
value

Specify the date and time in the format YYYY.DDD.HHMMSSTH.NNNN.
The time component is expressed in hours (HH), minutes (MM),
seconds (SS), and tenths and hundredths of a second (TH), followed by
further fractions (NNNN), where NNNN represents the decimal places
for 1000th, 10000th, 100000th and 1000000th parts of a second. Note
that you can truncate the time by omitting trailing zeros. For example,
you can specify 2005.192.103 for a time that is exactly 1030.

LOGERROR(WTOR | CANCEL | DISABLE)
Specifies the action you want the batch VSAM event source connector to take if
there is an error and it cannot write to its MVS recovery log.
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WTOR

|
|
|
|

Specify this if you want the batch VSAM event source connector to
issue a write-to-operator with reply message (CBMxx85nn) that asks
the operator to reply RETRY, CANCEL, or DISABLE.
A RETRY reply causes the batch VSAM event source connector to retry
the MVS logger operation that caused the error. The actions of the
CANCEL and DISABLE operator replies are the same as if you
specified CANCEL or DISABLE on the NOCMS parameter (see
descriptions below).

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

CANCEL
Specifying CANCEL causes the batch VSAM event source connector
and the batch job to terminate with an 0851 user abend.

|
|
|
|
|

DISABLE
Specifying DISABLE causes the batch VSAM event source connector to
end the monitoring of VSAM events in the batch job but the batch job
continues execution. The next time the batch job is submitted it will try
again to write to the BEP recovery log stream.

|
|
|
|
|
|

MAXPOLLW(5 | number)
Specifies the maximum number of seconds the batch VSAM recovery log
reader task is to wait before reading additional messages from the batch VSAM
recovery log stream. Depending upon the number of messages processed the
during the previous request, the wait time might be less than the maximum
specified.

|

5

|
|

number

This is the default number of seconds.
Specify a number of seconds in the range 1 to 60.

NOCMS(WTOR | CANCEL | DISABLE)
Specifies the action you want the batch VSAM event source connector to take
when it is starting if its message server is not already active.

|
|
|

WTOR

|
|
|
|

Specify this if you want the batch VSAM event source connector to
issue a write-to-operator with reply message (CBMxx85nn) that asks
the operator to reply RETRY, CANCEL, or DISABLE.
The actions of the CANCEL and DISABLE operator replies are the
same as if you specified CANCEL or DISABLE on the NOCMS
parameter (see descriptions below). A RETRY reply causes the batch
VSAM event source connector to retry the message server to see if it is
now active.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

CANCEL
Specifying CANCEL causes the batch VSAM event source connector
and the batch job to terminate with an 0851 user abend.

|
|
|
|
|

DISABLE
Specifying DISABLE causes the batch VSAM event source connector to
end the monitoring of VSAM events in the batch job but the batch job
continues execution. The next time the batch job is submitted it will try
again to contact the message server.
RCOVLOG(logstreamname | NOLOG)
Specifies the name of the MVS log stream in which the batch VSAM event
processor is to save messages. The log stream can be a DASD-only or
coupling facility log stream, but it must be predefined before you start the batch

|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|

job. You can model the log stream on a CICS forward recovery log but it cannot
be a log stream that is used by CICS forward recovery. The log stream block
size must be 64K. There is no default log stream name—this parameter is
required.

|
|
|
|

logstreamname
Specify the name of an existing MVS log stream that you want to use
for batch VSAM recoverable messages. A log stream name is required
only if you have specified RECOVER(YES) or RECOVER(RULE)

|
|

NOLOG
Specify NOLOG if you also specify RECOVER(NO).

|
|
|

RECOVER(NO | YES | RULE)
Specifies the type of recovery in effect for this batch VSAM event source
processor.

|
|
|

NO

Specify NO if you do not want recovery for any messages generated by
the event processor, regardless of any rule specifications. This is the
default.

|
|

YES

Specify YES if you want recovery to be in effect for all messages
generated by the event processor, regardless of any rule specifications.

|
|
|

RULE Specify RULE if you want recovery to be based according to the rule
definition. Recovery is thus in effect only for those rules defined with the
recovery attribute.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

RESTART(AUTO | COLD | OVER)
Specifies the type of restart that occurs for Batch VSAM event source
messages when the message server is restarted.
AUTO Specify AUTO to have the message server batch VSAM recovery log
reader task automatically determine the type of restart needed, based
on the contents of the control queue for this event processor:
v If the control queue is empty, the message server performs a COLD
start.
v If the control queue is not empty, message server batch VSAM
recovery log reader task examines the contents of the control queue
to determine the appropriate point from which to restart
AUTO is the default.

|
|
|
|

COLD Specify COLD to have the contents of the control queue disregarded
and have the batch VSAM recovery log reader task restart from the
current time in the batch VSAM recovery message log.

|
|
|

OVER Specify OVER for the equivalent to COLD but which also allows you to
use the BEGTIME parameter to specify an override restart point and
range.

|
|
|
|

TRIMTAIL(YES | NO)
Specifies the action you want BEP to take when there are batch VSAM
recovery log blocks older than the oldest UOW for which the BEP recovery log
manager is processing messages. The values you can specify are:

|
|
|
|
|

YES

Specify YES to have the recovery manager delete all recovery log
blocks that are older than the oldest UOW. Be aware that specifying
TRIMTAIL(YES) means that you cannot opt to re-send messages that
have already been sent (that is, by performing a restart with the
RESTART(OVER) and BEGTIME(time) parameters). In normal
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circumstances you should not need to replay messages because, once
they are committed to MQ, they are “guaranteed once, and only once,
delivery”.

|
|
|
NO

|
|
|
|

Specify NO for the recovery log manager not to delete any recovery log
blocks. This means that log blocks are to be deleted based only on the
retention period specified on the MVS log stream definition.

Preparing batch VSAM for BEP

|
|
|

This topic describes the steps to follow to implement and customize the batch
VSAM event source connector so that it can capture your VSAM events in
messages sent to an MQSeries queue.

|
|
|
|
|

Step 1: Identify VSAM files
Identify the VSAM files that you would like to monitor. BEP batch VSAM
supports KSDS, RRDS, and ESDS VSAM files processed in batch mode.
You can, optionally, decide on the name of one or more logical group IDs to
group the identified VSAM files logically together.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Step 2: Build the VSAMLIST member
Build all the names of the VSAM files you want to monitor for events into a
VSAMLIST member in your BEP CBMPARMS library. See “VSAMLIST
(required parameter member)” on page 88 for information about defining the
VSAM files in a VSAMLIST. Consider assigning your VSAM files to one or
more BATGRPIDs and, if you are using the CICS event source connector
and message recovery for the same files, assign your VSAM files to a CICS
applid also.

|
|
|
|

Step 3: Define batch VSAM parameters to MDSS
Add the three batch VSAM parameters to the data space server parameters
in the MDSS member. See “BEP data space server parameters” on page
23 for details.

|
|
|
|

Step 4: Build the BATVSAM batch VSAM parameter member
Create the BATVSAM parameter member to provide global parameter
values to the batch VSAM event source connector. See “BATVSAM
(optional)” on page 90

|
|
|
|

Step 5: Build your xxxxxxxx (or default BATGRPID) parameter members
Create this member of members to provide runtime parameters to a batch
VSAM event source connector. See “xxxxxxxx (optional group ID member)”
on page 91 for details.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Step 6: Include the CBMBVSAM DD statement in required jobs
Include the CBMBVSAM DD statement in those job steps where you want
batch VSAM events to be captured. In order for BEP to monitor your
selected VSAM files, each job step to be monitored requires a CBMBVSAM
DD SUBSYS=bbbb DD statement to be included. Ensure the the subsystem
name is the same as the name you specify on the BVSAMSSN parameter
in your MDSS member.

|
|
|

Step 7: Start the BEP dataspace server
See “Preparing the BEP data space server” on page 21 for details for
setting up and running a BEP data space server.

|
|
|

Step 8: Start the BEP message server
See “Preparing the BEP message server” on page 25 for details for setting
up and running a BEP message server.
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Installing the BEP workstation administration client
At this point, you should consider downloading and installing the workstation
administration client. You can do this at any time, but this is a good point to do it.
To install the workstation administration client, use FTP or a similar retrieval method
to copy the workstation administration client from the host to your workstation.
Figure 19 shows a sample dialog using the Windows 2000 Professional FTP client
to download the workstation administration client setup.exe file to your workstation.
C:\>ftp
ftp> open your.host.ftpserver
220-FTPD1 IBM FTP CS V2R10 at S390, 12:00:00 on 2003-03-28.
220 Connection will close if idle for more than 5 minutes.
User (your.host.ftpserver:(none)): userid
331 Send password please.
Password: yourpswd
230 userid is logged on. Working directory is "userid.".
ftp> cd ..
250 "" is the working directory name prefix.
ftp> binary
200 Representation type is Image
ftp> get your.scbmdwld.data set(cbmsetup) c:\yourpath\setup.exe
200 Port request OK
125 Sending data set YOUR.SCBMDWLD.FILE(CBMSETUP) FIXrecfm 80
250 Transfer completed successfully.
ftp: 7459520 bytes received in 129.43Seconds 57.64Kbytes/sec.
ftp> close
221 Quit command received. Goodbye.
ftp> quit
C:\>
Figure 19. Figure 18 Sample dialog for downloading the workstation administration client:

In the example shown in Figure 19, all non-bold, non-italicized characters are
workstation prompts and responses from the FTP client or host FTP server. Words
shown as bold, non-italicized are FTP commands and should be entered as shown.
Characters, words, and phrases that you must enter according to your installation
requirements are shown as bold and italicized (for example, userid). All non-bold,
italicized characters are workstation FTP client or host FTP server responses (or
segments of responses) that will vary depending on your environment and the data
you enter.
For more information on downloading the client, as well as information on the client
installation process requirements on the workstation, see the BEP Getting Started
manual.

The installation verification procedure (IVP)
Now that you have successfully implemented and customized CICS Business
Event Publisher, you can run the IVP to verify that the product is installed
correctly and that you have a valid BEP system. For information about the IVP,
see Appendix A, “BEP installation verification procedure,” on page 329.
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Chapter 4. BEP commands
This chapter provides information on syntax and operation of the commands used
with BEP, including:
v “Syntax notation used for command parameters”
v “Data space server operator commands” on page 101
v “Message server operator commands” on page 103
v
v
v
v
v

“Rules database operator commands” on page 118
“TCP/IP listener operator commands” on page 127
“BEP CICS connector commands” on page 129
“BEP DB2 event source connector commands” on page 140
“BEP IMS event source connector operator commands” on page 149.

Syntax notation used for command parameters
The commands in this topic are presented using two methods. The first method,
commonly referred to as a railroad diagram, is described in the following table.
Syntax is interpreted by following the dashed lines and arrows from left to right, and
top to bottom.
Table 29. BEP command syntax notation for the railroad diagram method
Syntax

Meaning

>>>-----A----->

A required parameter must be provided.

>>>-----A-----><
+-B-+
+-C-+

A set of alternative parameters, one, and
only one, of which must be coded.

+-A-+
+-B-+
+-C-+

A set of optional parameters, where A is the
default. A maximum of one can be provided.

>>>-----------><
+-A-+
+-B-+<

A set of optional parameters. None are
required. There is no default. A maximum of
one can be provided.

>>>-- Name +-><

Used to denote the named section provided
elsewhere in the command syntax.

Name:
>>--A----B---->
Punctuation and upper case characters

Must be coded exactly as documented.

Lowercase, italicized characters

Requires you to code your own text to
replace these fields, as appropriate for your
characters installation.

The second syntax format method is known as the Backus Naur format, or BNF.
The following table describes the BNF syntax notation:
Table 30. Syntax notation using the Backus Naur (BNF) format.
Syntax

Meaning

{A|B|C}

A set of alternatives--one of which you must
code.
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Table 30. Syntax notation using the Backus Naur (BNF) format. (continued)
Syntax

Meaning

{ A | B | C } ...

A set of alternatives--one of which you must
code. You can code more than one of them,
in any sequence.

[A|B|C]

A set of alternatives--one of which you can
code.

[ A | B | C ] ...

A set of alternatives -- any number (including
none) of which you can code once, in any
sequence.

[ !A! | B ]

Alternatives where A is the default.

%Name%A [ B ]

Use with the named section in place of its
name.

Punctuation and upper case characters

Code exactly as shown.

Lowercase characters

Code your own text, as appropriate (for
example, name).

General format
The syntax for all commands other than CICS commands in this chapter is:
F jobname,COMMAND,parameter1(value1),parameter2(value2),...

where F is the OS/390 abbreviation for the MODIFY command, COMMAND is one
of the commands documented in this manual (other than CICS commands), and
parameter1(value1),parameter2(value2),... are required and/or optional parameters
supplied with the command as documented. If a value is italicized, it means that
you can enter a range of values. If the value is not italicized, only the stated values
are allowed.
The general format for CICS commands is:
BEPM COMMAND,parameter1(value1),parameter2(value2),...

where BEPM is the BEP CICS command processor transaction ID, COMMAND is
one of the commands documented under “BEP CICS connector commands” on
page 129 and parameter1(value1),parameter2(value2),... are required or optional
parameters supplied with the command as documented. If a value is italicized, it
means that a range of values can be entered. If the value is not italicized, only the
stated values are allowed.

Command requirements
v The command must be separated from the first parameter by a comma.
v After the beginning of the first parameter, spaces are only allowed in parameter
values, that is, between the parentheses following the parameter. Any spaces
outside the parentheses (other than after the last parameter) result in an
unknown parameter error.
v Comments are not allowed.
v You can enter parameters in any order. They do not have to be entered in the
order as documented.
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Data space server: STOP
v In many cases, you can abbreviate a parameter to its shortest unique value. In
these cases, in the description of the parameter, the parameter is shown with its
shortest unique value in uppercase, with the remainder of the parameter in lower
case. For example:
CMSId(cmsid)
STARTTyp(AUTO)

v Parameters can also have ″alias″ names. You can use an alias name in
situations where the shortest possible name is required to save space, for
example, in a CICS INITPARM input string. If an alias exists for a parameter, it is
shown immediately below the parameter. Aliases can also be abbreviated
according to the rules previously specified for full parameter names. For
example:
CMSSET(set)
CS(set)
TRACEOpt(flag)
TOpt(flag)

Data space server operator commands
This topic provides details on the syntax and purpose of operator commands for
use with the BEP data space server. All commands must be submitted from an
operator console using the MVS MODIFY command. The output destination for the
commands varies depending on the command and the existence of the CBMMSGS
DD statement in the data space server JCL.
You can display on the console a brief description of a command along with its
syntax by entering a question mark (″?″) as the only parameter for the command.
For example, to display a description and the syntax of the STOP command, enter
the following command:
F jobname,STOP ?
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Data space server: STOP

STOP
Function
To stop the data space server

Syntax

STOP
 STOP



Description
The STOP command terminates the BEP data space server.
Note: If you stop the data space server while there are active message server
regions, this could cause the message server or connected event sources to
terminate abnormally.

Parameters
The stop command has no parameters.
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Message server operator commands
This topic describes the syntax and purpose of operator commands you can use
with the BEP message server. All commands must be submitted from an operator
console using the MVS MODIFY command. The output destination for the
commands varies depending on the command and the existence of the CBMMSGS
DD statement in the message server JCL.
You can display on the console a brief description of a command along with its
syntax by entering a question mark (″?″) as the only parameter for the command.
For example, to display a description and the syntax of the STOP command, enter
the following command:
F jobname,ADD ?
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Message server command: ADD

ADD
Function
To add a queue manager.

Syntax

ADD
 ADD QMGR(qmgrssid) ,QMNAME(qmgrname)



Description
The ADD command adds an MQSeries queue manager to a running BEP message
server.
Note: This command adds a queue manager only for the life of a running BEP
message server. To permanently add a queue manager, you must add it to
the MQMGR parameter member in the BEP message server parameter
library.

Parameters
QMGR(qmgrssid)
Specifies the name of the queue manager subsystem ID to be added.
QMNAME(qmgrname)
Specifies the name of the queue manager subsystem ID to be added.
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Message server command: BVSAMTAB
|

BVSAMTAB

|
|

Function

|
|

Syntax

To update, enable, and disable the batch VSAM event source connector.

|

BVSAMTAB

|

 BVSAMTAB ,FUNC(

UPDATE
ENABLE
DISABLE

)



|
||
|
|
|

Description

|

Parameters

|
|

FUNC(UPDATE | ENABLE | DISABLE)
Specifies the function to be carried out in a batch VSAM environment.

The BVSAMTAB command updates, enables, or disables the batch VSAM event
source connector.

|
|
|
|
|
|

UPDATE
This parameter causes the message server to update the information
used to monitor VSAM files in batch jobs. The message server reads
the batch VSAM file list member, VSAMLIST, and stores the definitions
in a table in virtual storage so that the next time a batch VSAM file is
opened, the batch VSAM event source connector uses the new table.

|
|
|
|

ENABLE
This parameter enables the batch VSAM event source connector so
that the next time a batch VSAM file is opened it will be matched
against the files maintained by the message server.

|
|
|
|

DISABLE
This parameter disables the batch VSAM event source connector. If
there are any batch VSAM files that match files in the current
VSAMLIST in virtual storage, the tracking stops immediately.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Note: The effects of this command takes effect immediately, therefore it is
recommended that you issue it only when batch jobs with the
CBMBVSAM subsystem DD statement enabled are not executing. If, for
example, you issue the command with the DISABLE parameter when an
enabled job is executing, the batch VSAM event source connector stops
monitoring VSAM events immediately. The ENABLE parameter causes a
running batch job to begin monitoring events the next time a tracked
VSAM file is opened. The UPDATE parameter causes a running batch
job to use the updated VSAMLIST definitions the next time a VSAM file
is opened in the job.

|
|
|
|

Command syntax examples:
/F jobname,BVSAMTAB FUNC(UPDATE
/F jobname,BVSAMTAB FUNC(ENABLE)
/F jobname,BVSAMTAB FUNC(DISABLE)
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Message server command: DB2RRSAF
|

DB2RRSAF

|
|
|

Function

|
|

Syntax

To start, stop and display the status of the message server’s DB2 RRSAF
connections.

|

DB2RRSAF

|

 DB2RRSAF

STARTDB2(db2ssid)
STOPDB2(db2ssid)
STATUS(db2ssid)



|
||
|
|
|
|

Description

|

Parameters

|
|
|
|

STARTDB2(db2ssid)
This parameter will start the RRSAF connections with the specified DB2
system. This parameter should be used to start connections that have been
stopped using the DB2RRSAF STOPDB2() command.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

STOPDB2(db2ssid)
This parameter will stop the RRSAF connections with the specified DB2 system.
This parameter should only be used if you are shutting down the DB2 system
and would like to release your message server’s RRSAF connection to allow
the DB2 system to shutdown. Only use this parameter if you are bringing the
DB2 system down, otherwise it will cause any LE exits that are using the
RRSAF connections to fail.

|
|
|

STATUS(db2ssid)
This parameter will display the status of the RRSAF connections with the
specified DB2 system.

|
|
|
|

Command syntax examples:

The DB2RRSAF command starts, stops and reports on the status of the message
server RRSAF connections to a DB2 system. You can use an asterisk to process all
the connections in a message server or a trailing asterisk for a generic request.

/F jobname,DB2RRSAF STARTDB2(db2ssid)
/F jobname,DB2RRSAF STOPDB2(db2ssid)
/F jobname,DB2RRSAF STATUS(db2ssid)

|
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Message server command: DISABLE

DISABLE
Function
To disable a queue manager or queue.

Syntax

DISABLE
 DISABLE QMGR(qmgrssid)


,QUEUE(queuename)
,QUEID(queue_ID)

DISABLE QMGR(qmgrssid) [ ,QUEUE(queuename) ]
DISABLE QMGR(qmgrssid),QUEID(queue-ID)

Description
The DISABLE command disables MQSeries queue managers and queues within
the BEP message server. You can use an asterisk to disable all queue managers or
queues. You can disable a subset of queue managers or queues sharing a common
root name by suffixing the common part of the name with an asterisk.
Note: Entering this command while units of work are in progress can result in
abended transactions.
Note:

Parameters
QMGR(qmgrssid)
Specifies the name of the queue manager subsystem ID to be disabled.
QUEUE(queuename)
Specifies the name of the MQSeries queue to be disabled.
QUEID(queue_ID)
Specifies the four-byte identifier assigned to the MQSeries queue by the
message server at start up and correlated with the queue name in message
CBMxx0100. After message CBMxx0100, the message server includes the
QUEID with all the messages associated with that queue and you can use the
QUEID parameter in the DISABLE commands as a short cut to typing out the
full queue name.
Note: Recovery control queue IDs begin with the letter C, with the QUEID
format C000–C999 and data queue IDs begin with the letter Q, with the
format Q000–Q999.
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Message server command: DISPLAY

DISPLAY
Function
To display information about queue managers, queues, sets, event sources, and
tasks.

Syntax
For queue managers and queues:

DISPLAY
 DISPLAY QMGR(qmgrssid)


,QUEUE(queuename)
,QUEID(queue_ID)

DISPLAY QMGR(qmgrssid) [ ,QUEUE(queuename) ]
DISPLAY QMGR(qmgrssid),QUEID(queue-ID)

For event source sets:

DISPLAY
 DISPLAY SET(setname)


,ESRC ( sourcename )
,QTASK ( qtaskid )
,MLOG ( applid )

DISPLAY SET(setname) [ ,ESRC(sourcename) | ,QTASK(qtaskid) | MLOG(applid)]

Description
The DISPLAY command displays selected information about queue managers and
their queues, event source sets and their event sources, and queue tasks. The
displayed output appears in the message server message log. You can display all
instances of an object by using an asterisk (*) in place of the parameter value. You
can use generic object names by ending the name with an asterisk.
Note: Depending on the number of objects defined, this command could produce a
substantially large amount of output to the message server message log.

Parameters
The queue manager parameters:
QMGR(qmgrssid)
Specifies the subsystem ID of the queue manager to be displayed.
QUEUE(queuename)
Specifies the name of the MQSeries queue to be displayed.
QUEID(queue_ID)
Specifies the four-byte identifier assigned to the MQSeries queue by the
message server at start up and correlated with the queue name in message
CBMxx0100. After message CBMxx0100, the message server includes the
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Message server command: DISPLAY
QUEID with all the messages associated with that queue and you can use the
QUEID parameter in the DISABLE commands as a short cut to typing out the
full queue name.
Note: Recovery control queue IDs begin with the letter C, with the QUEID
format C000–C999 and data queue IDs begin with the letter Q, with the
format Q000–Q999.
The event source set parameters:
SET(setname)
Specifies the name of the event source set to be displayed.
ESRC(sourcename)
Specifies the name of the event source to be displayed.
QTASK(qtaskid)
Specifies the name of the queue task to be displayed.
MLOG(applid)
Specifies the applid of the CICS log reader task to be displayed.
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Message server command: DISPLAY
|

DISPRDB

|
|

Function

|

Syntax

|

DISPRDB

|
|

 DISPRDB

|
|
|
|
|

Description

|
|

Parameters

To display information about active message rules.

The DISPRDB command causes the message server to display information from
the current message rules. The information displayed includes the name, if any, of
an LE exit program to be called when the message server is creating a message
under the rule.

The DISPRDB command has no parameters.
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Message server command: ENABLE

ENABLE
Function
To enable a queue manager or queue.

Syntax

ENABLE
 ENABLE QMGR(qmgrssid)


,QUEUE(queuename)
,QUEID(queue_ID)

ENABLE QMGR(qmgrssid) [ ,QUEUE(queuename) ]
ENABLE QMGR(qmgrssid),QUEID(queue-ID)

Description
The ENABLE command (when used with the QMGR option) enables MQSeries
queue managers and queues. You can use an asterisk to enable all queue
managers or queues. You can disable a subset of queue managers or queues
sharing a common root name by suffixing the common part of the name with an
asterisk.
Note: This command works on queue managers and queues that have been
disabled. A queue manager or queue can become disabled because of an
unrecoverable error or through the DISABLE operator command.

Parameters
QMGR(qmgrssid)
Specifies the name of the queue manager subsystem ID to be enabled.
QUEUE(queuename)
Specifies the name of the MQSeries queue to be enabled.
QUEID(queue_ID)
Specifies the four-byte identifier assigned to the MQSeries queue by the
message server at start up and correlated with the queue name in message
CBMxx0100. After message CBMxx0100, the message server includes the
QUEID with all the messages associated with that queue and you can use the
QUEID parameter in the DISABLE commands as a short cut to typing out the
full queue name.
Note: Recovery control queue IDs begin with the letter C, with the QUEID
format C000–C999 and data queue IDs begin with the letter Q, with the
format Q000–Q999.
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Message server command: HELP

HELP
Function
To list the valid message server command names.

Syntax

HELP
 HELP

Description
The HELP command lists all the valid BEP message server operator commands.

Parameters
The HELP command has no parameters.
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Message server command: REFRESH
|

LEREFRSH

|
|

Function

|

Syntax

|

LEREFRSH

|
|

 LEREFRSH

|
|
|
|
|
|

Description

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Note: The LEREFRSH command prevents the creation of new messages while the
rebuild is in progress. If possible, you are recommended to perform an
LEREFRSH only when message volume is low. Note also that, if user exits
deleted from virtual storage are also deleted from the LE exit program load
library, you should ensure that deleted exit programs are no longer required.
The message server fails if it attempts to process a message under a rule
that refers to a user exit that is no longer available. In this case, the
message server issues message CBMxx0320E and terminates with a user
abend 901.

|
|

Parameters

To refresh the HLL environment for LE user exit programs.



In response to the LEREFRSH command, the message server rebuilds the LE user
exit environment. The message server removes existing LE user exit programs from
its virtual storage and scans the current rules data space for LE user exit program
names so that it can load the user exit programs into the new LE user exit
environment.

The LEREFRSH command has no parameters.
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Message server command: STOP

STOP
Function
To stop the message server.

Syntax

STOP
 STOP



Description
The STOP command is used to terminate the BEP message server when there are
no active event sources connected to it. This command is rejected if there are
active event sources. If the message server must be stopped while it has active
connectors, then use the FSTOP command

Parameters
The STOP command has no parameters.
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Message server command: FSTOP

FSTOP
Function
To stop the message server immediately

Syntax

FSTOP
 FSTOP



Description
You use the FSTOP command to end the BEP message server immediately. Any
active units of work are abended.

Parameters
The FSTOP command has no parameters.
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Message server command: SVCDUMP

SVCDUMP
Function
To create an SVCDUMP of the BEP message server address space.

Syntax

SVCDUMP
 SVCDUMP



Description
The SVCDUMP command causes an SVCDUMP to be taken of the BEP message
server address space.
Note: This command is provided to assist IBM technical support representatives in
diagnosing and solving customer problems.

Parameters
The SVCDUMP command has no parameters.
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Message server command: UPDATE

UPDATE
Function
To update a message server parameter.

Syntax

UPDATE
 UPDATE MEMBER(membername) ,parmname(value)



Description
The UPDATE command updates a specified parameter in the running BEP
message server. The following table provides a list of parameters that you can
change using this command:
Table 31. Table 17: Message server parameters eligible for UPDATE command
Member Name

Parameter Name (parmname)

MMAIN

TCPTIMEO
RETRYSEC

MSETsetname

RETRYSEC
ERRMSGCT
ERRMSGTM

QMTKsetname

RETRYSEC
PROCQSEC

QMGRqmgrssid

CONNRET
ERRRETCT
ERRRETTM
CONMSGCT
CONMSGTM
OPNMSGCT
OPNMSGTM
PUTMSGCT
PUTMSGTM
DISMSGTM

Parameters
MEMBER(membername)
Specifies the name of the BEP message server parameter library (CBMPARMS)
member that contains the parameter to be changed.
parmname(value)
Specifies the name of the parameter (parmname) to be changed and the value
(value) to change it to.
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Rules database operator commands
This topic describes the syntax and purpose of the operator commands you can
use with the rules database. You submit all these commands to a message server
from an operator console using the MVS MODIFY command. The output destination
for all command responses is the operator console (system log).
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BROWSE

BROWSE
Function
To display a list of rules database file objects.

Syntax

BROWSE
 BROWSE


LIST(

*
)
listname
GROUP( *
)
groupname

BROWSE { LIST(*) | LIST(listname) | GROUP(*) | GROUP(groupname) }

Description
The BROWSE command displays on the console a list of the rules database
objects matching the request.
Generic list and group names are allowed. To specify a generic name, enter the
generic portion of the name followed by an asterisk ″*″. An asterisk anywhere else
in the name is treated as a specific character in the name (not as a generic
character″). No other wildcard or generic characters are recognized. If a generic
name is entered, the lists (or groups) with matching names are displayed.
Note: The information for this command is collected from the rules database VSAM
file, not the active rules database held in the data space associated with the
message server to which you issue the command.

Parameters
LIST(*)
Specifies that the names of all the group lists in the rules database VSAM file
are displayed. If you specify a generic list name, the group lists with matching
names are displayed.
LIST(listname)
Specifies that the names of the rule groups in listname are to be displayed.
GROUP(*)
Specifies that the names of all of the rule groups are to be displayed without
regard to the group list or lists they are in. If you specify a generic group name,
the rule groups with matching names are displayed.
GROUP(groupname)
Specifies that the names of all of the rules in groupname are to displayed.
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DELETE

DELETE
Function
To delete a rule group or group list.

Syntax

DELETE
 DELETE

GROUP(groupname)
LIST(listname)



DELETE { GROUP(groupname) | LIST(listname) }

Description
You use the DELETE command to physically delete a rule group or group list from
the rules database VSAM file.
Note: The DELETE command does not affect an active BEP message server. The
rules in a deleted rule group continue to be eligible for processing unless you
disable the rule group (or rule) using the DISABLE command or you reload
the rules database using the LOADLST command. The DELETE command is
the only way to physically remove group lists or rule groups from the rules
database VSAM file.
Warning: Deleting a group list or rule group can adversely affect the ability of a
message server to be started.
Deleting a group list does not affect the rule groups that are specified in the group
list. The rule groups in the group list are not deleted.
Deleting a rule group deletes all the rules in the group.

Parameters
GROUP(groupname)
Specifies the name of the rule group to be deleted.
LIST(listname)
Specifies the name of the group list to be deleted.
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DUMPRDB

DUMPRDB
Function
To dump the copy of the rules database from the data space associated with the
message server.

Syntax

DUMPDRB
 DUMPDRB


CICS(cicsapplid)

DUMDRB [ CICS(cicsapplid) ]

Description
The DUMPRDB command dumps the contents of the rules database from the data
space associated with message server. You can optionally dump the CICS
connector data space for each CICS region connected to the message server. The
dump is directed to an SVCDUMP data set.
Note: This command is provided to assist IBM technical support representatives in
diagnosing and solving customer problems.

Parameters
CICS(cicsapplid)
If specified, the dump contains the CICS connector data spaces belonging to
the CICS regions connected to the instance of the BEP message server. The
CICS applid can contain wildcard characters and can be a generic name.
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DISABLE

DISABLE
Function
To disable rules.

Syntax

DISABLE
 DISABLE GROUP(groupname)


,RULE(rulename)

DISABLE GROUP(groupname) [ ,RULE(rulename) ]

Description
The DISABLE command (when used with the GROUP parameter) disables rules
that are currently enabled. If rulename is omitted, all the rules in groupname that
are currently enabled are disabled. If rulename is present, only the rule specified is
disabled.
The DISABLE command operates only on the data space copy of rules database
for the message server processing the command. It has no effect on the rules
VSAM KSDS. The ENABLE/DISABLE commands do not last beyond a COLD start
(whether the COLD start is forced or requested).
Note: The DISABLE command does not honor unit of work boundaries. That is, a
disabled rule becomes ineligible for processing immediately, even for units of
work already in progress.

Parameters
GROUP(groupname)
Specifies the name of the rule group to be disabled.
RULE(rulename)
If present, specifies the name of the single rule in the rule group to be disabled.
For more information on ENABLE/DISABLE (with the GROUP parameter), see
“ENABLE” on page 123.
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ENABLE
Function
To enable rules.

Syntax

ENABLE
 ENABLE GROUP(groupname)


,RULE(rulename)

ENABLE GROUP(groupname) [ ,RULE(rulename) ]

Description
The ENABLE command (when used with the GROUP parameter) enables rules that
have been previously disabled. If rulename is omitted, all the rules in groupname
that are currently disabled are enabled. If rulename is present, only the rule
specified is enabled.
The ENABLE command operates only on the data space copy of rules database for
the message server processing the command. It has no effect on the rules
database file. The ENABLE/DISABLE commands do not last beyond a COLD start,
whether the COLD start is forced or requested.
Note: The ENABLE command does not honor unit of work boundaries. That is, an
enabled rule becomes eligible for processing immediately, even by units of
work already in progress.

Parameters
GROUP(groupname)
Specifies the name of the rule group to be enabled.
RULE(rulename)
If present, specifies the name of a single rule in the rule group to be enabled.
For more information on ENABLE/DISABLE (with the GROUP parameter), see
“DISABLE” on page 122.
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LOADLST
Function
To load or refresh the rules database in the data space connected to the message
server.

Syntax

LOADLST
 LOADLST


LIST(listname)

LOADLST [ LIST(listname) ]

Description
The LOADLST command loads or reloads the active copy of the rules database.
This copy resides in a data space owned by the data space server connected to the
message server, and is used for all processing by an active BEP message server
and its associated event source connectors. The rules in the newly created rules
database are used immediately, except for any units of work that are already in
progress. Any unit of work in progress when the LOADLST command is issued
continues to use the rules database that was in effect at the time the unit of work
started.

Parameters
LIST(listname)
Specifies the name of the group list used to populate the active copy of the
rules database. If you omit listname, the BEP message server uses the group
list name it last used (whether supplied through an initialization parameter or on
a previous LOADLST command).
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LOCK
Function
To lock a rule group or group list in the rules database KSDS.

Syntax

LOCK
 LOCK

GROUP(groupname)
LIST(listname)



LOCK { GROUP(groupname) | LIST(listname) }

Description
The LOCK command locks the specified rule group or group list. You cannot update
a locked rule group or group list from a workstation unless you are the user that
owns the lock. Because locks created by the LOCK command are not owned by a
user, BEP denies all upload and download requests from all workstation users if an
object is locked by the LOCK command. You cannot upload or download the rule
group or group list until the entity is subsequently unlocked with an UNLOCK
command.
Note: Locks on rule groups and group lists do not affect a BEP message server.
The message server is able to start and process work regardless of any
locks that are held on its group list or rule groups.

Parameters
GROUP(groupname)
Specifies the name of the rule group to be locked.
LIST(listname)
Specifies the name of the group list to be locked.
For more information, see “UNLOCK” on page 126 and the BEP workstation
administration client online help.
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UNLOCK

UNLOCK
Function
To unlock a rule group or group list.

Syntax

UNLOCK
 UNLOCK

GROUP(groupname)
LIST(listname)



UNLOCK { GROUP(groupname) | LIST(listname) }

Description
The UNLOCK command unlocks the specified rule group or group list. A locked rule
group or group list cannot be updated from a workstation unless the update request
is from the user that owns the lock. Since locks created by the LOCK command are
not owned by a user, a lock created by this command causes all upload/download
requests for the locked object from all workstation users to be denied. The rule
group or group list cannot be uploaded or downloaded until the entity is
subsequently unlocked by using the UNLOCK command.
The UNLOCK command removes the lock regardless of how the lock was initially
created. That is, you can use UNLOCK to unlock a rule group or group list that was
implicitly locked by a workstation user download request. Unlocking the resource
allows anyone to subsequently download, update, and upload the resource.
However, when you download the resource following the UNLOCK command, the
resource is then locked to you until you complete the update.
Note: Locks on rule groups and group lists do not affect a BEP message server.
The message server is able to start and process work regardless of any
locks that are held on its group list or rule groups.

Parameters
GROUP(groupname)
Specifies the name of the rule group to be unlocked.
LIST(listname)
Specifies the name of the group list to be unlocked.
For more information, see “LOCK” on page 125 and the BEP workstation
administration client online help.
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TCP/IP listener operator commands
This topic describes the syntax and purpose of operator commands used with the
TCP/IP listener. You submit commands to a message server from an operator
console using the MVS modify command. The output destination for all commands
is the operator console (system log).
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TCPSVR
Function
To start, shutdown, or reset TCP/IP listener, or to display the listener status.

Syntax

TCPSVR
 TCPSVR

START
SHUTDOWN
RESET
STATUS



TCPSVR { START | SHUTDOWN | RESET | STATUS }

Description
You use the TCPSVR command to alter or display the status of the BEP TCP/IP
listener.
Note: Use of this command other than with the STATUS parameter can adversely
affect the ability of the TCP/IP listener to receive and process workstation
administration client requests. The commands are processed immediately,
without regard to any client requests that may be in progress.

Parameters
START
Starts the TCP/IP listener if it is currently shut down.
SHUTDOWN
Shuts down the TCP/IP listener if it is currently active. After this command has
successfully completed, you cannot communicate with the BEP message server
from the workstation administration client.
RESET
Resets the TCP/IP listener. This has the same effect as issuing a SHUTDOWN
command, immediately followed by a START command, without actually
terminating the listener subtask.
STATUS
Displays on the console the current status (ACTIVE or INACTIVE) of the BEP
message server.
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BEP CICS connector commands
This topic describes the syntax and purpose of operator commands used with BEP
within a CICS region. The availability of a command depends on the current status
of the BEP CICS connector. You submit these commands, using the BEPM
command processor transaction, from a 3270 terminal connected to the CICS
region in which the command is to run. The output destination for the commands
depends on the command. In all cases, a response is displayed on the originating
terminal. In some instances, a message is also displayed on the operator console
(system log).
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DUMP
Function
To dump BEP CICS connector data areas.

Syntax

DUMP
 DUMP



BEPM DUMP

Description
You use the DUMP command to dump BEP connector data areas that reside within
the CICS region address space. An example of such a data area is the BEP
optional trace. The dump is directed to the current CICS dump data set.

Parameters
The DUMP command has no parameters.
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RESUME
Function
To resume the BEP CICS connector following a suspend command.

Syntax

RESUME




 RESUME



BEPM RESUME

Description
You use the RESUME command following a SUSPEND command to notify BEP
within a CICS region to begin monitoring and publishing events again. Monitoring
and publishing begins with the start of the next unit of work. Units of work in flight at
the time the RESUME command is processed are not monitored. This command is
only available if the current status of the BEP connector is SUSPENDED.
Note: See “SUSPEND” on page 139 for more information about suspending BEP
in a CICS region.

Parameters
The RESUME command has no parameters.
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SHUTDOWN

SHUTDOWN
Function
To shut down BEP in the CICS region

Syntax

SHUTDOWN
 SHUTDOWN



BEPM SHUTDOWN

Description
The SHUTDOWN command causes all BEP monitoring and publishing within a
CICS region to cease. All resources are released, and the BEP CICS global user
exit programs and task-related user exit programs are disabled. CICS unit of work
integrity is maintained by allowing all in-flight units of work to continue to be
monitored (and have their events published) until they end. This command is only
available if the connector status of BEP is STARTED or SUSPENDED.
Note: The effect of the SHUTDOWN command is to leave the CICS region
essentially as if BEP had never been started in the region. In order for BEP
to begin monitoring and processing events again, BEP must be started
again. Attempting to use the RESUME command after a SHUTDOWN
command results in an invalid request.

Parameters
The SHUTDOWN command has no parameters.
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START
Function
To start the BEP CICS connector.

Syntax

START
 START


,CMSID(

cmsid

)

,STARTTYP( AUTO )

,CMSSET(

setname

)

,CICSEXITS(YYYYY)



,STARTTYP(

AUTO
COLD

)

,CICSEXITS(flags)

,CAUXTRID(O,E)


Trace options


,CAUXTRID(traceid,E)
,CAUXTRID(traceid,B)

,ERROROPTION( ABEND )

,ERRORABCODE(CBMZ)



,ERROROPTION(

ABEND
ERROR
IGNORE

)

,ERRORABCODE(abcode)

,ERRORRETCODE(0)



,ERRORRETCODE(errcode)

,AFTERPLT(

tran

)

,SKIPCTRAN( YES )



,SKIPCTRAN(

YES
NO

)

Trace options:
,TRACESIZ(1000)

,TRACEOPT(C0)

,TRACESIZ(size)

,TRACEOPT(flagbye)

BEPM START
[ ,CMSID(cmsid) ] [ ,CMSSET(setname) ] [ ,STARTTYP( { !AUTO! | COLD } ) ]
[ ,CICSEXITS( { !YYYYY! | flags } ) ] [ %trace options% ]
[ ,CAUXTRID( { !0! | traceid } { , !E! | B } ) ]
[ ,ERROROPTION( {!ABEND!| ERROR | IGNORE } )] [,ERRORABCODE( {!CBMZ!| abcode } ) ]
[ ,ERRORRETCODE( {!0!| errcode } ) ] [ ,AFTERPLT(tran) ] [,SKIPCTRN( {!YES!| NO })]
trace options
[ ,TRACESIZ( { !1000! | size } ) ] [ ,TRACEOPT( { !C0! | flagbyte } ) ]
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Description
You use the START command to activate BEP within a CICS region. Once active,
BEP is capable of monitoring and publishing events based on the rules associated
with the connected BEP message server.
Note: BEP can also be activated in a CICS region by including the appropriate
entry in the CICS region PLTPI table (and optionally, using the CICS system
initialization parameter (SIP) INITPARM to provide additional startup
parameters and values). For more information, see “Starting BEP during
CICS initialization” on page 60. Monitoring and publishing of events begin
with the start of the next unit of work. Any in-flight unit of work (at the time
the START command is processed) is not monitored.

Parameters
CMSId(cmsid)
ID Specifies the name of the BEP message server to which this CICS region is
connected. If not provided, BEP attempts to connect to the public message
server. For more information on defining a message server as public, see “BEP
message server parameters” on page 29.
CMSSet(setname)
CS
Specifies the name of the BEP message server set of which this CICS region
will be a part. For more information on message server sets, see “BEP
message server parameters” on page 29.
STARTTyp(AUTO | COLD)
Specifies the type of initialization process BEP should perform in this CICS
region. Using AUTO results in BEP reusing existing event patterns learned
since the last time BEP was cold started in the region. This improves BEP
performance, especially early in the lifetime of the CICS region. For COLD, BEP
clears all storage areas, in effect ″unlearning″ all event patterns learned since
the previous cold start. In most cases, AUTO should be used. Using COLD is
only beneficial if you feel that the event patterns have somehow become
corrupted, and therefore unusable. There could also be times when an IBM
technical support representative asks you to use COLD in order to eliminate a
potential problem.
CICSExits(YYYYY | flags)
CE
Specifies which BEP CICS global user exit programs are to be enabled and
started during BEP startup in the CICS region. The value of flags must be a
character string consisting only of the letters Y and N. It must be from one to
five bytes long. Each character position determines whether or not the
associated BEP global user exit program is enabled.
The default value of a flag is Y, and only trailing flags can be omitted, in which
case they default to Y. For example, if you specify CICSEXITS(YYN), this is
treated as CICSEXITS(YYNYY).
If a flag is set to Y, the BEP global user exit program corresponding to that
event type is enabled, started, and capable of monitoring and publishing events.
If set to N, the corresponding global user exit program is not enabled, therefore
no events of that type are monitored or published. The default value for all flags
is Y.
Table 32 on page 135 shows the BEP event types associated with each flag
position.
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Table 32. EXIT flag / event type association
Flag

Event Type

1

File control

2

Temporary storage

3

Transient data

4

Program control (LINK commands)

5

Interval control (START commands)

6

Reserved

7

Reserved

8

Reserved

Note: Message CBMCP7058I displays all the flags (including the reserved flags) as follows:
CICSEXITS(fffffYYY)
where the f f f f f values correspond to the flags specified on your CICSEXITS parameter,
and are either N or Y. The three reserved default values always display as YYY.

If you know that a particular type of event never results in a message being
published, it is best to use this parameter to keep the global user exit program
associated with that event type from being enabled. This results in improved
BEP performance because global user exit programs are not executed
needlessly.
ERROROption(ABEND | ERROR | IGNORE)
EO
ERRORAbcode(abcode)
EAC
ERRORRetcode(retcode)
ERC
These options determine the to be action taken, if any, if BEP detects and is
able to recover from an unknown error condition. ERROROPTION specifies the
action to be taken, as follows:
ABEND
Abend the transaction with the abend code specified by the
ERRORABCODE parameter.
ERROR
Discontinue processing for the single event occurrence, and return to
the application program the error code specified by the
ERRORRETCODE parameter. The error code is returned in the
EIBRESP field.
IGNORE
Treat the event as if BEP did not detect it.
If you specify ERROROPTION(ABEND), specify the abend code as follows:
ERRORABEND(abcode)
The abend code must be exactly four characters in length and can be
any value allowed by CICS for transaction abend codes.
If you specify ERROROPTION(ERROR ), specify the error code as follows:
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ERRORRETCODE(retcode)
is a three digit field with a value from 001 to 999. Note: These options
can be overridden by similar values specified in rules if the error occurs
while a rule is in effect.
AFTERPlt(tran)
AP
This parameter is only available from the CICS INITPARM statement used
during CICS PLTPI processing. It is ignored if used with any other START
command format. This parameter allows you to start automatically the BEP
connector when CICS has completed its initialization process; that is, when
application tasks are allowed to run. The value specified by tran must specify a
CICS transaction defined with program CBMCMNDS as its associated program.
Note: Using the AFTERPLT parameter to start the BEP connector could allow
other application tasks to run before BEP is fully started in the CICS
region. This implies that some transactions that you might want BEP to
publish could run before BEP can detect them.
SKIPCTrn(YES | NO)
SC
Specifies whether or not transaction identifiers that begin with the letter C are
automatically excluded from processing. Specifying YES causes BEP to exclude
automatically all transactions that have an identifier beginning with the letter C,
regardless of any event rules or include/exclude rules. Because most
transaction IDs beginning with C are CICS-supplied transactions, it is unlikely
that these transactions will match event rules and result in a message being
published. Specifying YES can result in improved overall performance for BEP.
Specifying NO results in BEP treating transaction ID’s beginning with C the
same as all other transaction IDs.
Note: The only exception to this parameter is the CICS-supplied transaction
CECI. CECI is always evaluated for possible rule matches, regardless of
the SKIPCTRN parameter value. This allows CECI to be used as a
testing tool for BEP.
CAUXTRid(traceid,traceflag)
CT
Specifies whether you want the BEP CICS connector to create CICS user trace
entries at various points during its processing. The value of traceid must be a
number between 0 and 199. The value of traceflag must be either E (the default
value) or B. Specifying E requests BEP to perform exception/error tracing only.
Specifying B requests BEP to perform exception/error and diagnostic tracing.
The destination of the trace entries is determined by the current status of the
CICS user trace. For more information, see the information regarding CICS user
trace entries and the CICS ENTER TRACEID API command in the CICS
Application Programming Reference.
TRACESiz(1000 | size)
TSiz
TRACEOpt(C0 | flagbyte)
TOpt
Specifies the trace options to control the BEP internal trace within the CICS
region. TRACESiz is a number between 1and 9999 that specifies the number of
trace entries to be allocated. The default is 1000. Each trace entry takes up 128
bytes of storage allocated above 16MB in the CICS address space. You use
TRACEOpt to determine which types of trace entries are to be created. There
are eight trace entry types, each controlled by a single bit in the TRACEOpt
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flag. The meaning of each bit position is shown in Table 33 (bits from left to
right):
Table 33. Trace table options bit values
Bit

Trace entry type

0

Module entry

1

Module exit

2

Module flow

3

Module loop

4

Module call

5

Reserved for future use

6

Reserved for future use

7

Reserved for future use

The value of the flag is specified as a single byte in hexadecimal format. For
example, the default value of C0 results in module entry and module exit trace
entries. A value of FF means that all trace entry types are created (even though
the last three are not currently used).
In a production environment, it is recommended that you use the default value
of C0 to allow for minimal diagnostic data to be captured in the case of an error.
In test regions, you should consider running with all trace entry types on (value
of FF). Running with more granular trace entries than the default can
significantly impact BEP performance and the performance of the CICS region.
This is especially true if running with module flow and module loop entries
turned on.
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STATUS
Function
To display the status of BEP in a CICS region.

Syntax

STATUS
 STATUS



Description
The STATUS command displays the current status of the BEP CICS connector in
the CICS region. Possible status values are STARTED, SHUTDOWN, and
SUSPENDED.

Parameters
There are no parameters on the STATUS command.
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SUSPEND
Function
To suspend the BEP connector in a CICS region.

Syntax

SUSPEND




Description
The SUSPEND command temporarily interrupts the monitoring and publishing of
events in a CICS region. The current state of the product within the region remains
the same, except that all events are ignored. That is, the BEP CICS global user exit
program and task-related user exit program remain enabled and started and no
storage areas are released. CICS unit of work integrity is maintained by allowing all
in-flight units of work to continue to be monitored (and their events published) until
they end.
The SUSPEND command purpose is to provide you with a way to temporarily
interrupt processing by BEP within a CICS region. Alternatively, you can consider
using the SHUTDOWN command.
Note: See “RESUME” on page 131 for information on how to resume BEP
processing in a CICS region after a SUSPEND command has been
processed.

Parameters
There are no parameters for the SUSPEND command.
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BEP DB2 event source connector commands
This topic describes the syntax and purpose of operator commands that you can
use with the BEP DB2 event source connector. You submit these commands from
an operator console using the MVS MODIFY command. The output destination for
the commands varies depending on the command and the existence of the
CBMMSGS DD statement in the DB2 event source connector JCL.
You can display on the console a brief description of a command together with its
syntax by entering a question mark (?) as the only parameter for the command. For
example, to display a description and the syntax of the ADD command, enter the
following command:
F jobname,ADD ?
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Function
To add a DB2 event processor.

Syntax

ADD
 ADD ,SSID(db2ssid) ,PLAN(planname)


,DDNAME(ddn)

,SET(name)

ADD,SSID(db2ssid),PLAN(planname) [,DDNAME(ddn)] [,SET(name)]

Description
Use the ADD command to start a DB2 event processor for the specified DB2
subsystem, db2ssid. You need a DB2 event processor for events within the DB2 to
be published. The event processor starts publishing events for any units of work
that begin after the event processor starts. The events to be published depend
upon the rules that are active and enabled.
Note: This command adds a DB2 event processor for the DB2 subsystem only for
the life of a running BEP DB2 event source connector. To permanently add a
DB2 subsystem, you must add it to the MDB2L parameter member in the
BEP DB2 event source connector parameter library.

Parameters
SSID(db2ssid)
Use this required parameter to specify the 1-4 character name of the DB2
subsystem you want to add.
PLAN(planname)
Use this required parameter to specify the 1-8 character name of the DB2 plan
that the DB2 event processor is to use when attaching to the DB2 subsystem.
This plan name must match the one used by the BIND job. For more
information, see “BEP DB2 event source connector commands” on page 140.
DDNAME(ddn)
Use this optional parameter to specify the DDNAME from which the DB2 call
attach programs are to be loaded. If omitted, the programs are found via the
standard STEPLIB/JOBLIB/LINKLIST search.
SET(name)
Use this optional parameter to indicate which SET name to assign events
published by this event processor. The SET name is defined in the BEP
message server. If omitted, the default SET within the BEP message server is
used.
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DISPLAY
Function
To display the status of DB2 event processors

Syntax

DISPLAY
 DISPLAY


,SSID(

DISPLAY [ ,SSID(

*
db2name

)

{ * | db2name } ]

Description
Use the DISPLAY command to display the status of one or more DB2 event
processors. The information displayed includes the number of DB2 units of work
processed, the number of log records processed, and the number of events
published. You use the SSID parameter to display information about a specific DB2
event processor. Omitting SSID or specifying SSID(*) displays information about all
active DB2 event processors.

Parameters
SSID(db2name|*)
Use this optional parameter to specify the name of the DB2 subsystem you
want to display information about. If you omit this parameter, or specify an
asterisk (*), the event source connector displays information about all active
DB2 event processors.
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FSTOP
Function
To stop the DB2 event source connector immediately.

Syntax

FSTOP
 FSTOP



Description
Use the FSTOP command to end the BEP DB2 event source connector
immediately. Any active units of work are abended.

Parameters
The FSTOP command has no parameters.
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HELP
Function
To list the valid DB2 event source connector command names.

Syntax

HELP
 HELP

Description
You use the HELP command to list the valid BEP DB2 event source connector
operator command names.

Parameters
The HELP command has no parameters.
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REMOVE

REMOVE
Function
To remove a DB2 event processor.

Syntax
REMOVE
 REMOVE


,SSID(db2name)

REMOVE,SSID(db2name)

Description
You use the REMOVE command to terminate a DB2 event processor for the
specified DB2 subsystem. Any units of work that the event processor is still
processing are discarded without publishing any more events.

Parameters
SSID(db2ssid)
Specifies the 1-4 character name of the DB2 subsystem whose event processor
is to be terminated.
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RESETDDL
Function
Syntax

RESETDDL
 RESETDDL


,SSID(db2name)

RESETDDL,SSID(db2name)

Description
The RESETDDL command causes the DB2 event processor for the indicated DB2
subsystem to discard all information it has cached regarding its tables and columns.
As the event processor reads this information to resolve rule references, it caches
the data in order to reduce the number of SQL requests to DB2. This command
should be issued whenever tables that match a rule are created or deleted or
whenever an existing, matching table is altered such that a column is added or
deleted.

Parameters
SSID(db2ssid)
Specifies the 1-4 character name of the DB2 subsystem whose DDL information
is to be reset.
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STOP
Function
To stop the DB2 event source connector.

Syntax

STOP
 STOP



Description
Use the STOP command to shut down the BEP DB2 event source connector in an
orderly manner. All DB2 threads are terminated but no additional messages are
generated for any units of work still being processed.

Parameters
The STOP command has no parameters.
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SVCDUMP
Function
To create an SVCDUMP of the DB2 event source connector.

Syntax

SVCDUMP
 SVCDUMP



Description
The SVCDUMP command causes an SVCDUMP to be taken of the DB2 event
source connector address space.
Note: This command is provided to assist IBM technical support representatives in
diagnosing and solving customer problems.

Parameters
The SVCDUMP command has no parameters.
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BEP IMS event source connector operator commands
This section provides details of the syntax and purpose of operator commands you
can use with the BEP IMS event source connecter. You submit these commands
from an operator console using the MVS MODIFY command (F for short). The
output destination for the commands varies depending on the command and the
existence of the CBMMSGS DD statement in the IMS event source connecter JCL.
You can display a brief description of a command on the console, together with its
syntax, by entering a question mark (?) as the only parameter for the command.
For example, to display a description and the syntax of the DISPLAY command,
enter the command as follows:
F jobname,DISPLAY ?
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DISPLAY
Function
To display information about IMS sets, IMS tracking tasks, and IMS event sources.

Syntax
For IMS sets:

DISPLAY
 DISPLAY ISET ( setname )


,IMS ( IMSname )
,ITASK ( qtaskid )

DISPLAY ISET(setname) [ ,IMS(IMS name) | ,ITASK(qtaskid) ]

Description
The DISPLAY command displays selected information about IMS event source sets,
IMS tracking tasks, and their IMS event sources. The displayed output appears in
the IMS event source connector region message log. You can display all instances
of an object by specifying an asterisk (*) in place of the parameter value. You can
also specify generic object names by ending the name with an asterisk.
Note: Depending on the number of objects defined, this command could produce a
substantially large amount of output to the IMS event source connector
region message log.

Parameters
ISET(setname)
Specifies the name of the IMS set for which you want information displayed.
IMS(IMS name)
Specifies the name of the IMS event source for which you want information
displayed.
ITASK(qtaskid)
Specifies the name of the IMS tracking task for which you want information
displayed.
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FSTOP
Function
To stop the IMS event source connector immediately.

Syntax

FSTOP
 FSTOP



Description
Use the FSTOP command to end the BEP IMS event source connector
immediately. The IMS event source connector discards any active units of work
when you issue the FSTOP command.

Parameters
The FSTOP command has no parameters.
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HELP
Function
To list the valid IMS event source connector command names.

Syntax

HELP
 HELP



Description
You can use the HELP command to list the valid BEP IMS event source connector
operator commands.

Parameters
The HELP command has no parameters.
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STOP

STOP
Function
To stop the IMS event source connector.

Syntax

STOP
 STOP



Description
Use the STOP command to terminate the BEP IMS event source connector when
there are no active IMS event sources connected to it. The IMS event source
connector rejects this command if there are any active IMS regions or if there is any
unprocessed message data in its queues. If you must stop the IMS event source
connector while it has active IMS log exits connected to it, or has unprocessed
messages, use the FSTOP command

Parameters
The stop command has no parameters.
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SVCDUMP

SVCDUMP
Function
To create an SVCDUMP of the IMS event source connector.

Syntax

SVCDUMP
 SVCDUMP



Description
The SVCDUMP command causes an SVCDUMP to be taken of the IMS event
source connector address space.
Note: This command is provided to assist IBM technical support representatives in
diagnosing and solving customer problems.

Parameters
The SVCDUMP command has no parameters.
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UPDATE

UPDATE
Function
To update IMS event source connector parameters.

Syntax

UPDATE
 UPDATE MEMBER(membername) parameter(value)



UPDATE MEMBER(membername),parm(value)

Description
Use the UPDATE command to change selected parameters in the BEP IMS event
source connector region while it is still running. Table 34 provides a list of
parameters that you can change with this command:
Table 34. IMS event source connector parameters eligible for UPDATE command
Member Name

Parameter Name

IIEP

RETRYSEC

ISETxxxx

RETRYSEC ERRMSGCT ERRMSGTM
LIMSRSEC PCMSGTM

Note: This command changes the parameter value in the active BEP IMS event
source connector only. It does not change the parameters stored in the IMS
event source connector parameter library. If you want to make a permanent
change, update the relevant IIEP or ISETxxxx member in the BEP IMS event
source connector parameter library.

Parameters
MEMBER(membername)
Specifies the name of the BEP IMS event source connector parameter library
(CBMPARMS) member that contains the parameter to be changed. You can
specify the member name as either IIEP or ISETxxxx (where xxxx is the
4-character name of the ISTS member that defines the IMS set.
parameter(value)
Specifies the name of the parameter you want to update and the new value you
want to set. You can specify parameter as one of the parameter names shown
in Table 34, with value as the corresponding value you want to set. You can
update only one parameter value on an UPDATE command.
Sample command:
F jobname,UPDATE MEMBER(IIEP),RETRYSEC(60)
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Chapter 5. Additional BEP features
This chapter describes the following BEP facilities:
v “BEP workstation administration client”

|

v
v
v
v
v
v
v

“BEP rules database file copy utility” on page 158
“BEP event user exit” on page 167
“BEP host rule user exit” on page 174
“BEP Language Environment (LE) user exit” on page 169
“COBOL copybook conversion utility” on page 175
“BEP standard message header” on page 176
“IMS DBD capture utility” on page 176.

BEP workstation administration client
The workstation administration client is an important part of BEP. The client is used
to create and maintain BEP rules and their associated data structures (rule groups
and group lists). The client is a Windows-based application. During the BEP
installation process, a data set is created that contains the workstation
administration client program module. The DDNAME for the data set is
SCBMDWLD. Before you can install the client, you must download the data set to
the workstation (using FTP or a similar download method) and perform the client
installation process. For more information on the client installation data set on the
host, see the BEP Program Directory. Once the client module has been
downloaded to the workstation, you can perform the client installation process. You
can find instructions for installing, implementing, and using the client in the
workstation administration client Getting Started manual and the online help feature
integrated into the client.

Client functions
The workstation administration client is responsible for almost all of the
maintenance functions for the BEP rules database file. It is the method used for
creating and modifying rules, rule groups, and group lists. The only maintenance
functions that cannot be performed from the client are deleting rule groups (and the
rules they contain) and group lists from the rules database file. These maintenance
functions are performed by BEP operator commands. For more information on
these operator commands, see the “Rules database operator commands” on page
118.

Security requirements
All client functions that require a host message server to perform an action (for
example, download a rule group, upload a group list, or download a list of BEP data
map members) require a host user ID and password to be provided. The user ID
must have update authority for the rules database file allocated to the message
server processing the request. If it does not, the request fails with a security
violation. The user ID does not require any other type of authority, that is, TSO or
CICS.
Client security checking is performed by the message server processing the request
using the standard OS/390 SAF facilities. Therefore, any security software that
accepts and responds to the SAF interface should work with no problems.
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Relationship to rules database file
The BEP rules database file on the host mainframe is the permanent storage
location for the rules database. Rules in the file are used to populate the in-storage
(data space) copy of the rules database during message server initialization.
The workstation administration client can upload and download rule groups
(containing rules) and group lists from the rules database file. The existence of
these objects on the workstation administration client should be considered
temporary. That is, the message server does not use them during any of its
processing, and they could be made obsolete by another user modifying the same
object from a different workstation.

Rules database locks
To ensure the integrity of the rules database file, exclusive locks are established
whenever a rule group or group list is downloaded to a client. The lock exists until
the same rule group (or group list) is successfully uploaded to the same rules
database file (on the same host mainframe). For the lifetime of a lock, no other
client user can download or upload the locked entity. Locks can also be released
(or created) by a rules database operator command. An attempt to upload an
unlocked entity from the client can succeed if the entity being uploaded does not
exist in the file. It can also occur after an entity has been successfully uploaded
(and therefore, the lock has been released), but the client user chose not to delete
the entity from the workstation.
It is highly recommended that you delete rule groups and group lists from your
workstation after you have uploaded them to all the hosts as appropriate. Not doing
so could cause changes made by another user to be subsequently overwritten by
your changes the next time you upload the entity.

Documentation available
For information on using the workstation administration client, see the BEP
workstation administration client Getting Started manual and the integrated online
help.

BEP rules database file copy utility
You can use the CICS BEP rules database file copy utility to copy rule groups and
group lists from one BEP rule data set to another BEP rule data set. You might
want to do this as part of the process of moving rule groups and group lists through
your testing environment. For example, when the rules in a rule group have been
sufficiently tested in your user acceptance environment, you can use the copy utility
to copy the rule group to your production environment.

Overview
The rules database file copy utility is logically very similar to the process of
downloading a rule group (or group list) from one BEP message server rules data
set to your BEP workstation administration client, and then uploading it to another
BEP message server rules data set. The copy utility first obtains exclusive control of
the rule data set from which you are copying a rule group, and then it reads the
entire rule group into main storage. After the copy utility has read the rule group, it
relinquishes its control of the source rule data set. The copy utility then obtains
exclusive control of the target rule data set. When it has obtained the required
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exclusive control, it writes the rule group to the target rule data set. Finally, after the
rule group has been successfully written, the copy utility releases control of the
target data set.
The utility has a number of parameters that give you the ability to control, for
example, what happens when a rule group exists (or doesn’t exist) on the target
data set, or when the rule group is locked on either the source or target data set.
Additional parameters give you the ability to change various properties of all of the
rules in the rule group, such as the message queue name.
You do not need a message server in order to run the rules database file copy
utility because there is no interaction between the copy utility and a message
server. Conversely, if a message server is running, you can still run the copy utility
where the source or target rules data set is associated with the active message
server.
Figure 20 shows a sample job that you can use to create your rules database file
copy utility job. This JCL is also supplied in the SCBMSAMP samples library, in
member CBMRCOPY.
//CBMRCOPY JOB (),’BEP’,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//COPY
EXEC PGM=CBMRMAIN
//STEPLIB
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.SCBMLOAD
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*
//CBMPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//CBMINPUT DD *
*
COPY GROUPNAME(AMNU SAMPLE RULES),
INPUTDATASET(CBM.TEST.RULES),
OUTPUTDATASET(CBM.PROD.RULES),
REPLACE(YES),
BYPASINPUTLOCK(YES),BYPASSOUTPUTLOCK(YES),OUTPUTLOCK(HARD),
CICSAPPLID(I,CICSPROD),
CUSERID()
*
Figure 20. Sample job to run the rules database file copy utility

Notes:
1. In the above example, BEP rule group AMNU SAMPLE RULES is copied from
rules data set CBM.TEST.RULES to rule data set CBM.PROD.RULES.
2. The REPLACE(YES) parameter ensures that even if the rule group already
exists on CBM.PROD.RULES, it is replaced with the rule group from the input
data set.
3. The copy is performed regardless of the rule group lock status on the input or
the output data set because of the BYPASSINPUTLOCK(YES) and
BYPASSOUTPUTLOCK(YES) parameters.
4. On completion of the copy, a hard lock is applied to the copied AMNU SAMPLE
RULES rule group in the output data set because of the OUTPUTLOCK(HARD)
parameter.
5. For all CICS-based event rules in the rule group being copied:
v The CICSAPPLID(I,CICSPROD) parameter changes the CICS APPLID
selection criteria field to INCLUDE CICSPROD
v The CUSERID() parameter clears the CICS USER ID selection criteria field.
6. You can find this sample
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Rules for coding COPY commands
Ensure your rules database file copy utility COPY commands conform to the
following rules:
v Specify only one COPY command in a copy utility job step. This means you can
copy only a single rule group or grouip list in a job step. To copy multiple rule
groups or group lists, include a separate copy utility job step in your JCL for each
rule group or group list you want to copy.
v Specify the COPY keyword as the first word on the first non-comment, non-blank
input record and ensure the COPY keyword is followed by a space or comma.
v Use only columns 1 through 71. The rules database file copy utility processes
characters from column one up through seventy-one only, and ignores any
characters from 72 onwards.
v Ensure an operand follows its parameter keyword and is enclosed in
parentheses. You can have one or more spaces, or none, between a parameter
keyword and the opening parenthesis enclosing the operand.
v Separate each parameter by a comma or by one or more spaces. You can also
separate them using a comma and a space or spaces.
In addition to the above coding rules, you can optionally do the following when
coding your COPY commands:
v Include comments in the command input stream by specifying an asterisk in
column one. The rules database file copy utility ignores comment lines and also
ignores all-blank input records.
v Code your COPY command parameters across multiple input records.
v Begin your COPY command data in any column up to and including column 71.
v Abbreviate parameter keywords to their shortest unique name (or alias name, if
an alias is provided in the syntax). However, there is no guarantee that a unique
abbreviation in one release will remain unique in a future release or maintenance
level.
v Abbreviate enumerated operands (except the DB2THREADTYPE enumerated
operands) to the shortest unique value. However, there is no guarantee that a
unique abbreviation in one release will remain unique in a future release or
maintenance level.
Note that the rules database file copy utility converts the COPY keyword and all
parameter keywords to upper case. The utility also converts parameter operands to
upper case where appropriate. For example, the data set names in
INPUTDATASET and OUTPUTDATASET parameters are translated to upper case,
whereas CICSTRANSID values are not. The rules database file copy utility also
converts all enumerated operands, such as YES, NO, and USER on the REPLACE
and BYPASSINPUTLOCK parameters. The utility also eliminates all insignificant
spaces and commas from input data records, but not spaces and commas that are
part of an operand; that is, that are inside parentheses.

COPY command parameters
The COPY command parameters are divided into two categories:
v Required parameters and
v Optional parameters
The required and optional parameters are described in the next two sections.
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Required parameters
The following parameters are required on a COPY command. Where the parameter
keyword has an alias, this is shown in parentheses:
INPUTDATASET(indatasetname)
(INDSN)
Specifies the fully-qualified data set name of the input data set from which the
rule group or group list is to be copied.
OUTPUTDATASET(outdatasetname)
(OUTDSN)
Specifies the fully-qualified data set name of the output data set to which the
rule group or group list is to be copied.
One only of the following parameters is required on a copy command:
GROUPNAME(groupname)
Specifies the name of the rule group to be copied. This parameter is mutually
exclusive with the LISTNAME parameter.
LISTNAME(listname)
Specifies the name of the group list to be copied. This parameter is mutually
exclusive with the GROUPNAME parameter.
Note: The rules database file copy utility issues an error message if you specify
both GROUPNAME and LISTNAME on the same COPY command.

Optional parameters
The optional parameters are described below. Where the parameter keyword has
an alias, this is shown in parentheses.
BYPASSINPUTLOCK(YES|NO|HARD|USER)
(BILOCK)
Specifies the action to be taken by the rules database file copy utility if the rule
group or group list being copied is locked in the input data set.
BYPASSINPUTLOCK is ignored if the group or list being copied is not locked in
the input data set. The values you can specify are as follows, where YES is the
default:
YES

Specifies that the group or list is to be copied regardless of the type of
lock that exists.

NO

Specifies that the group or list is not to be copied if a lock exists,
regardless of the type of lock.

HARD Specifies that the group or list is to be copied if it is subject to a hard
lock created by the message server LOCK console command. However,
the group or list is not copied if the lock is a user lock. See the
message server console commands “LOCK” on page 125 and
“UNLOCK” on page 126 for information about rules database locks.
USER Specifies that the group or list is to be copied if it is subject to a user
lock created when a rule group or group list is downloaded by a user
from a message server to a workstation administration client. However,
the list or group is not copied if the lock is a hard lock.
Note: A user lock is generally released when the group or list is
subsequently uploaded to the same message server by the
same user and the upload request specifies that the group or list
should be unlocked. A user lock can also be released by using
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the message server UNLOCK console command, or by the user
who holds the lock issuing a workstation administration client
request to unlock the group or list.
BYPASSOUTPUTLOCK(YES|NO|HARD|USER)
(BOLOCK)
Specifies the action to be taken by the rules database file copy utility if the rule
group or group list being copied is locked in the output data set.
BYPASSOUTPUTLOCK is ignored if the specified group or list is not locked in
the output data set. The values you can specify are as follows, where YES is
the default:
YES

Specifies that the group or list is to be copied regardless of the type of
lock that exists in the output data set.

NO

Specifies that the group or list is not to be copied if a lock exists in the
output data set, regardless of the type of lock.

HARD Specifies that the group or list is to be copied if it is subject to a hard
lock created by the message server LOCK console command on the
output data set. However, the group or list is not copied if the lock is a
user lock. See the message server console commands “LOCK” on page
125 and “UNLOCK” on page 126 for information about rules database
locks.
Note: You can release a hard lock by using the OUTPUTLOCK
parameter of the rules database file copy utility to change the
lock status in the output data set as part of a copy request.
USER Specifies that the group or list is to be copied if it is subject to a user
lock in the output data set, created when a rule group or group list is
downloaded by a user from a message server to a workstation
administration client. However, the list or group is not copied if the lock
in the output data set is a hard lock.
You can release a user lock by using the OUTPUTLOCK parameter of
the rules database file copy utility to change the lock status in the
output data set as part of a copy request.
Note: A user lock is generally released when the group or list is
subsequently uploaded to the same message server by the
same user and the upload request specifies that the group or list
should be unlocked. A user lock can also be released by using
the message server UNLOCK console command, or by the user
who holds the lock issuing a workstation administration client
request to unlock the group or list.
OUTPUTLOCK(COPY|NO|LEAVE|HARD)
(OLOCK)
Specifies the type of lock, if any, that you want the rules database file copy
utility to apply to the group or list in the output data set when the copy of the
group or list is complete. The lock status of the group or list in the input data
set is not changed. The values you can specify are as follows, where COPY is
the default:
COPY Specifies that the rules database file copy utility is to apply to the
copied group or list the same lock that is in effect for the group or list in
the input data set. If the input data set group or list is not locked, the
group or list in the output data set is left unlocked.
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NO

Specifies that the rules database file copy utility is to set the group or
list in the output data set to unlocked when the copy of the group or list
is complete.

LEAVE
Specifies that, if the group or list already exists in the output data set
and you specified REPLACE(YES), the rules database file copy utility is
to reset the same lock value when the copy process is complete. This
is done regardless of the lock status of the group or list in the source
data set.
HARD Specifies that the rules database file copy utility is to set a hard lock to
the group or list when the copy process is complete.
QUEUENAME(queuename)
Specifies the new queue name you want to apply to all the rules in the copied
rule group in the output data set. This parameter applies to the copy of a rule
group only.
If you omit this parameter, the queue name in the copied rule group is
unchanged and remains the same as that in the input data set.
The rules database file copy utility rejects the QUEUENAME parameter with an
error message and the copy request is not performed if any rule in the group
you are copying contains a dynamic queue name layout.
QUEUEMGR(qmgrname)
Specifies the new name of the queue manager you want to apply to all the
rules in the copied rule group in the output data set. This parameter applies to
the copy of a rule group only.
If you omit this parameter, the queue manager name in the copied rule group is
unchanged and remains the same as that in the input data set.
The rules database file copy utility rejects the QUEUEMGR parameter with an
error message and the copy request is not performed if any rule in the group
you are copying contains a dynamic queue manager name layout.
SELCRITERIA(ON|OFF)
SCRITERIA
Specifies the new value that you want to apply to the selection criteria flag in
the rules being copied. You can specify ON or OFF:
ON

The selection criteria flag for all rules copied is set to ON, regardless of
its original value.

OFF

The selection criteria flag for all rules copied is set to OFF, regardless
of its original value.

If you omit this parameter, the selection criteria flag in the copied rule group is
unchanged and remains the same as that in the input data set.
REPLACE(YES|NO)
Specifies that, if the group or list you are copying already exists in the target
data set, the rules database file copy utility is to replace the group or list in the
target data set.
YES

The group or list is replaced entirely by the group or list from the source
data set. This is the default if you omit the REPLACE parameter.

NO

The group or list is not replaced and the rules database file copy utility
job step terminates with a non-zero return code.
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Resource name field parameters
The rules database file copy utility enables you to change the resource name
associated with an IMS or DB2 rule.
You can use the following parameter to change the DB2 table name associated with
the DB2 rules in a rule group. The rules database file copy utility ignores this
parameter for CICS and IMS event rules:
DB2TABLENAME(tablename)
(DTABLENAME)
Specifies a new two-part DB2 table name that you want to be associated with
the copied rule group in the output data set.
If you omit this parameter, the DB2 table name in the copied rule group is
unchanged and remains the same as that in the input data set.
You can use the following parameters to change all or part of an IMS resource
name value for IMS event rules. The rules database file copy utility ignores this
parameter for CICS and DB2 event rules:
IMSDSGROUP(groupname)
(IDSGROUP)
Specifies a new the IMS data sharing group name that you want to be
associated with the copied rule group in the output data set.
If you omit this parameter, the IMS data sharing group in the copied rule group
is unchanged and remains the same as that in the input data set.
IMSID(imsid)
(IID)
Specifies the name of the IMS subsystem ID you want to apply to all the rules
in the copied rule group in the output data set. This parameter applies to the
copy of a rule group only.
If you omit this parameter, the IMS subsystem ID in the copied rule group is
unchanged and remains the same as that in the input data set.
IMSDBD(dbdname)
(IDBD)
Specifies the name of the IMS DBD name you want to apply to all the rules in
the copied rule group in the output data set. This parameter applies to the copy
of a rule group only.
If you omit this parameter, the IMS DBD name in the copied rule group is
unchanged and remains the same as that in the input data set.
IMSSEGM(segname )
(ISEGM)
Specifies the name of the IMS database segment you want to apply to all the
rules in the copied rule group in the output data set. This parameter applies to
the copy of a rule group only.
If you omit this parameter, the IMS database segment name in the copied rule
group is unchanged and remains the same as that in the input data set.

Selection criteria parameters
The rules database file copy utility allows you to change or clear the selection
criteria associated with the rules in the rule group you are copying. The format of
the statement you use to change selection criteria is as follows:
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parm(I|E,value)
parm specifies the parameter keyword for which you want to set a new value.
value

Specifies the new parameter value you want to apply.

I

Indicates that value is an include value.

E

Indicates that the value is an exclude value.

Alternatively, you can use the following format to clear a selection criterion property:
parm()
parm specifies the parameter keyword that you want to clear, and the empty
parentheses indicate that you want to clear that particular selection criterion.
For example, CICSTRANSID() removes the CICS transaction ID from all the rules
in the rule group you are copying to an output data set.
The following are the parameters for which you can change or clear selection
criteria values for CICS event rules. These parameters are ignored for DB2 and
IMS event rules.
CICSTRANSID
(CTRANSID)
Specifies whether or not the CICS transaction ID field and its associated include
or exclude flag in the selection criteria field for CICS rules in the rule group you
are copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or cleared using
the () format. Generic transaction IDs are allowed.
CICSTERMID
(CTERMID)
Specifies whether or not the CICS terminal ID field and its associated include or
exclude flag in the selection criteria field for CICS rules in the rule group you
are copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or cleared using
the () format. Generic terminal IDs are allowed.
CICSUSERID
(CUSERID)
Specifies whether or not the CICS user ID field and its associated include or
exclude flag in the selection criteria field for CICS rules in the rule group you
are copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or cleared using
the () format. Generic user IDs are allowed.
CICSAPPLID
(CAPPLID)
Specifies whether or not the CICS APPLID ID field and its associated include or
exclude flag in the selection criteria field for CICS rules in the rule group you
are copying is to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or cleared using the
() format. Generic APPLIDs are allowed.
The following are the parameters for which you can change or clear selection
criteria values for DB2 event rules. These parameters are ignored for CICS and
IMS event rules.
DB2CORRELID
(DCORRELID)
Specifies whether or not the DB2 correlation ID field and its associated include
or exclude flag in the selection criteria field for DB2 rules in the rule group you
are copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or cleared using
the () format. Generic correlation IDs are allowed.
DBSUSERID
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(DUSERID)
Specifies whether or not the DB2 user ID field and its associated include or
exclude flag in the selection criteria field for DB2 rules in the rule group you are
copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or cleared using the ()
format. Generic user IDs are allowed.
DB2PLANNAME
(DPLANNAME)
Specifies whether or not the DB2 plan name field and its associated include or
exclude flag in the selection criteria field for DB2 rules in the rule group you are
copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or cleared using the ()
format. Generic plan names are allowed.
DB2CONNNAME
(DCONNNAME)
Specifies whether or not the DB2 connection name field and its associated
include or exclude flag in the selection criteria field for DB2 rules in the rule
group you are copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or
cleared using the () format. Generic connection names are allowed.
DB2SUBSYS
(DSUBSYS)
Specifies whether or not the DB2 subsystem name field and its associated
include or exclude flag in the selection criteria field for DB2 rules in the rule
group you are copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or
cleared using the () format. Generic subsystem names are allowed.
DB2DSG
(DDSG)
Specifies whether or not the DB2 data sharing group name field and its
associated include or exclude flag in the selection criteria field for DB2 rules in
the rule group you are copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format,
or cleared using the () format. Generic data sharing group names are allowed.
DB2NETWORKID
(DNETWORKID)
Specifies whether or not the DB2 network ID field and its associated include or
exclude flag in the selection criteria field for DB2 rules in the rule group you are
copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or cleared using the ()
format. Generic network IDs are allowed.
DB2LUNAME
(DLUNAME)
Specifies whether or not the DB2 LU name field and its associated include or
exclude flag in the selection criteria field for DB2 rules in the rule group you are
copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or cleared using the ()
format. Generic LU names are allowed.
DB2THREADTYPE
(DTHREADTYPE)
Specifies whether or not the DB2 thread type field and its associated include or
exclude flag in the selection criteria field for DB2 rules in the rule group you are
copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or cleared using the ()
format. If you are changing the value, you can specify one of the following only:
v BATCH
v CICS
v DB2CALL
v DB2UTIL
v DIST
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v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

DRDA®
IMSBMP
IMSCTREG
IMSDLI
IMSMPP
IMSTBMP
RRSAF
TSO

Note: You cannot abbreviate any of these DB2THREADTYPE enumerated
values.
The following are the parameters for which you can change or clear selection
criteria values for IMS event rules. These parameters are ignored for CICS and
DB2 event rules:
IMSTRANNAME
(ITRANNAME)
Specifies whether or not the IMS transaction name field and its associated
include or exclude flag in the selection criteria field for IMS rules in the rule
group you are copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or
cleared using the () format. Generic transaction names are allowed.
IMSUSERID (IUSERID)
Specifies whether or not the IMS online transaction USERID field and its
associated include or exclude flag in the selection criteria field for IMS rules in
the rule group you are copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format,
or cleared using the () format. Generic USERID names are allowed.
IMSJOBNAME
(IJOBNAME)
Specifies whether or not the IMS job name field and its associated include or
exclude flag in the selection criteria field for IMS rules in the rule group you are
copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or cleared using the ()
format. Generic job names are allowed.
IMSPSBNAME
(IPSBNAME)
Specifies whether or not the IMS PSB name field and its associated include or
exclude flag in the selection criteria field for IMS rules in the rule group you are
copying are to be changed, using the (I|E,value) format, or cleared using the ()
format. Generic PSB names are allowed.

BEP event user exit
There may be some instances where the attributes of a BEP rule do not allow you
to apply the exact selection criteria you want for an event, or you need to publish a
message from an event that requires capabilities not available with the custom
message building capabilities. For these instances, BEP allows you to associate a
user-written exit program with a rule. It is important to understand that for a BEP
event user exit program to be driven, its associated rule must first determine that
the event being processed should, according to its selection criteria, be published. If
the event fails the rule’s selection criteria, its event user exit program is not driven.

BEP event user exit capabilities
A BEP event user exit program has extensive capabilities in determining what
events are published and what the published message consists of. By the time BEP
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passes control to the event user exit, it has determined, based on the rule being
processed, that the event should result in a published message. BEP also builds
the message based on the contents of the rule before calling the event user exit.
The event user exit can do the following:
v Instruct BEP to fail the event, that is, don’t publish the message even though the
event has passed the rule’s selection criteria
v Modify the message to be published ″in place″
v Save the message for processing in a future event
v Issue any CICS commands that are allowed at the global user exit point driving
the event (CICS only)
v Modify the contents of the MQSeries MQPUT Put Message Options (MQPMO)
area and Message Descriptor (MQMD) area used if the message is published
v Determine which MQSeries queue (and queue manager) is used as the
destination for the message
v Alter the BEP message delivery options for this instance of the event.

Specifying a BEP event user exit program to be used with a rule
A BEP event user exit program is associated with a rule at the time a rule is
created or modified. The BEP workstation administration client provides a field on
the Message Options tab of the rule panel that allows you to provide an event user
exit program name. Only one event user exit is allowed per rule. However, the
same event user exit program can be associated with more than one rule. If an
event user exit program is associated with multiple rules, it must be able to
determine at run time which rule is driving it. To aid in this determination, various
types of information, such as the rule and rule group name are provided as input
parameters to the event user exit program.
As with any other rule changes or additions, the rule group containing the rule must
be uploaded to the host mainframe and loaded by the message server before the
event user exit is active.

BEP event user exit program requirements
The following topics discuss the event user exit program requirements for the three
types of event source–CICS, DB2 and IMS.

CICS
BEP event user exit programs receive control through the standard CICS LINK
command. Since BEP global and task-related user exit programs link to them, they
must follow the documented requirements for the global user exit and task-related
user exit programs. They must also follow the rules and restrictions for the
particular exit being driven. For example, if your event user exit program is being
driven as a result of a temporary storage request event, it must follow the specific
rules for a CICS temporary storage global user exit program. The address of the
global user exit and task-related user exit parameters passed to the BEP exit
program is provided as one of the input parameters to your event user exit so that it
can determine programmatically at which global or task-related user exit point it is
being driven.
For more information on the requirements and restrictions of CICS global user exit
and task-related user exit programs along with information on the user exit
parameters provided by the exit points, see the CICS Customization Guide.
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DB2 and IMS
The DB2 and IMS user exit programs receive control in the BEP DB2 and IMS
event source connector address spaces respectively. Your exit program must follow
standard OS program linkage as defined in the MVS Assembler Services Guide for
your release of MVS. Your exit program must be linked RENT, REUS, and AMODE
31 and reside in an authorized library that is included in the BEP DB2 and IMS
event source connector address space STEPLIB concatenations, or in the LINKLST.
A 32-byte area at the end of the user exit parameter list (see “Input parameters to
your BEP event user exit program”) is available to your program to anchor program
storage and other data needed for your exit.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Batch VSAM
The batch VSAM user exit program receives control in your batch job step. Your
exit program must follow standard OS program linkage as defined in the MVS
Assembler Services Guide for your release of MVS. Ensure your exit program is
linked RENT, REUS, and AMODE 31 and resides in an authorized library that is
included in your batch job STEPLIB concatenation or in the LINKLIST. A 32-byte
area at the end of the user exit parameter list (see “Input parameters to your BEP
event user exit program”) is available to your program to anchor program storage
and other data needed for your exit.

Input parameters to your BEP event user exit program
BEP provides access to a substantial amount of the data and properties associated
with an event to allow you great flexibility in the processing capabilities of your
event user exit program. An assembler language DSECT that describes the layout
of the parameter area is provided in the SCBMSAMP member CBMUXP. The
various fields are documented in the SCBMSAMP member.
|

BEP Language Environment (LE) user exit

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

The BEP message server provides an LE exit facility that enables you to write an
LE COBOL user exit program that can be called at the message server LE exit
point. This LE exit facility enables you to access your messages before they are
published to an MQSeries-managed queue. To enable the BEP LE exit in a
message server, specify LEEXITS(Y) in the message server MMAIN parameter
member, together with other LE exit-related parameters as required. The MMAIN LE
exit-related parameters, which are described in “MMAIN (required)” on page 30,
are:
v LEEXITS, to enable the exit
v LEMAXMSG, for maximum message size
v LEMAXPGM, for the number of user exit programs
v REPDDMAX; REPENABL; REPLNMSG; REPRCMAX; REPTID; REPTRECL;
REPTSTCL; REPTUNIT; and REPTVOLS, to specify audit report options.

|
|
|

If you are creating BEP messages through an IMS event source connector, you can
also specify the FULLBFOR parameter in the IMS IIEP parameter member. See
“IIEP (required)” on page 73 for details.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

You can write an LE user exit program for use in a message server with BEP
messages that are created by the CICS, DB2, IMS, and batch VSAM event source
connectors. The most important requirement for creating a successful LE user exit
program is an understanding of your message data and the format in which it is
presented in the message. To assist you with understanding BEP messages, for
each event source connector type there are two samples provided in the BEP
SCBMSAMP library. These samples are described briefly in Table 35 on page 170.
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|

Table 35. Message server LE exit sample user programs

|
|

Name of sample

|
|
|
|
|
|

CBMCOEX

CICS

A sample XML translation program for CICS. This basic
sample exit shows how to address the input message and
the output buffer and execute the COBOL XML generate
verb to transform the input message into XML format. This
sample is not based on any particular file layout and you
can used it as the basis for any sample user exit function.

|
|
|
|

CBMCOEXD

DB2

A sample XML translation program for DB2. This sample is
based on the DB2 IVP employee sample table, EMP. In
particular, the sample shows how in COBOL you can handle
DB2 tables with variable length columns.

|
|
|
|
|
|

CBMCOEXI

IMS

A sample XML translation program for IMS. This sample is
based on the IMS IVP phone book application, although you
can use any IMS database and segment. The sample
shows how all parts of the IMS change data capture records
are presented in a message and can be used as the basis
for other exit functions.

|
|
|
|
|
|

CBMCOEXV

Batch
VSAM

A sample XML translation program for batch VSAM. An
audit report sample program using the CICS AMNU sample
transaction dataset FILEA. This basic sample exit shows
how to address the input message and the output buffer
and execute the COBOL XML generate verb to transform
the input message into XML format.

|
|
|
|
|
|

CBMCOAD

CICS

An audit report sample program using the CICS AMNU
sample transaction. This sample formats hypothetical report
lines for use with the AMNU sample application. Although
you can execute the sample program, its purpose is to
illustrate the process of formatting audit report lines in an
exit. It assumes a file control rule built on file name FILEA.

|
|
|
|

CBMCOADD

DB2

An audit report sample program using the DB2 IVP
employee sample table, EMP. You can execute the sample
program but its purpose is to demonstrate how an exit
program can format audit report lines for DB2.

|
|
|
|
|

CBMCOADI

IMS

An audit report sample program using the IMS IVP
telephone book application. It assumes a rule built on one
of the IVP databases root segment. This sample can be
executed but its purpose is to serve as an example of
formatting audit report lines in an exit.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

CBMCOADV

Batch
VSAM

|

Origin of
message

Brief description

An audit report sample program using the CICS AMNU
sample transaction dataset FILEA. This sample formats
hypothetical report lines for use with the AMNU sample
application. Although you can execute the sample program,
its purpose is to illustrate the process of formatting audit
report lines in an exit.

Configure LE user exit support
The following steps briefly list the steps you need to perform to use the LE exit
facility:
v Create a message server LE COBOL user exit program using the LE exit
parameter list
v Add your LE user exit program name to the rules that are to call and use the
program.

|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|

v Add the LE exit parameters to the message server parameter members (see
“MMAIN (required)” on page 30).
v Restart the message server and, if you are using IMS or DB2 event source
connectors, restart these event source connectors also.

|
|
|
|

Also, if you are using IMS with BEP, you can notify the IMS event source connector
to create full before-images of changed database segments. To do this, specify the
FULLBFOR parameter in the IIEP parameter member restart the IMS event source
connector region. For details, see “IIEP (required)” on page 73

|
|
|
|
|
|

Planning an LE user exit program

|
|
|

The message server calls an LE user exit program just before a message is
published to MQSeries. The following is a list of the things that a message server
LE user exit program can do:
v Modify a message.
v Release a message without any change.
v Request the message server to discard a message.
v Change the MQSeries queue manager name that is to be used to publish the
message.

|
|
|
|

Note: If you change the queue manager name in a user exit program, the new
queue manager name must be predefined in the MQMGR message server
parameter member.
v Change the name of the queue to which the message is to be published.

|

Note: If you change the queue name the new queue must already exist.

|
|
|
|
|

A COBOL LE user exit program can also write event audit reports to report data
sets managed by the message server, using your event messages as input. Your
user exit program can format report lines specifically for your data and reporting
needs, while the message server takes care of the allocation, opening the report
data set, and writing the reports.

|
|

When you have written a COBOL LE user exit program, use the workstation
administration client to associate the exit program name with one or more rules.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

LE exit parameter list

|
|
|
|
|

The LE exit parameter list is divided into several sections. The first part is common
to all the event sources: CICS, IMS, and DB2. The latter part of the parameter list
contains event source specific sections that should be used only for a message
generated by that event source type. The parameter list field LEX-TYPE contains
the event source type.

|
|

A listing of the parameter list member CBMCOLEX is shown in Appendix D, “Writing
an LE COBOL user exit program,” on page 361.

The message server and an LE user exit program communicate through a standard
parameter list. To help you develop your own LE user exit program, you can use
the LE exit COBOL parameter list defined in member CBMCOLEX of the
SCBMSAMP library. To address this parameter list, code the PROCEDURE division
in your COBOL program with the appropriate USING statement, such as in the
following example:
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING LEX-PARM-LIST.
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Handling accumulated messages in an LE exit

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Operating a message server with LE exit support

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

If you issue the rules database LOADLST operator command to reload the rules
data space, the message server scans the rules again and loads any new user exit
program defined in a rule. Note that any exit programs already in storage are not
reloaded, and previously loaded exit programs that are no longer defined in a rule
are not automatically deleted. To delete all the existing user exit programs from
message server storage and reload them from the current rules data space, use the
message server LEREFRSH operator command. Be aware that the LEREFRSH
command locks out all the message server subtasks while the command is
executing, therefore it is important that you try to issue the LEREFRSH command
only when message volume is low or has stopped. It is also important to ensure
that deleted exit programs are no longer required, particularly if user exit programs
deleted from storage are also deleted from the CBMEXITS load library. This is

You can specify through the workstation administration client that all individual
messages created in an event source unit-of-work are stored end-to-end as one
accumulated MQSeries message, using the message option accum to syncpoint. An
LE user exit program can be process messages created with this option, but it
requires more programming effort and an understanding of how the accumulated
message appear to the exit program when it is called. Note the following points
when writing an LE user exit program that might have to handle
accumulatedmessages:
v Each individual message in the accumulated message has its own BEP standard
message header and each individual message (including its standard message
header) follows immediately after the message before it.
v When your program is called, the LE exit parameter list variables LEX-IN-MSG
and LEX-1ST-STANDARD-MSG-HEADER both point to the standard message
header of the first accumulated message.
v The variable LEX-IN-DATA points to the message data after the first standard
message header.
v The variable LEX-IN-MSG-LEN is the total length of all accumulated messages.
v When your LE user exit program is called and given control, the variable
LEX-IN-MSG points you to the first accumulated message. You can find each
subsequent accumulated message by adding the numeric value of the current
pointer to the length of each individual message, which is stored in each
standard message header in the SMH-TOTAL-MSG-LEN variable.

If you specify message server LE exit parameters for the first time, or make
changes to existing parameters, restart the message server for the parameters to
take effect. When a message server subtask processes a message created by a
rule that is defined with an LE exit, the task checks to see if it has built an LE
enclave for the TCB. If the message server hasn’t built an LE enclave, it calls LE
preinitialization services to build one. When the LE enclave is built, the message
server calls the specified COBOL user exit program using the preloaded LE exit.
This enclave is reused by the message server subtask for the life of the message
server or until you issue the LERERSH command (see COMMANDS CHAPTER ) to
rebuild the enclave. Your LE user exit program can modify the input message,
change the queue manager or queue name, or suppress the message completely. It
can also choose not to change the message. If your exit program chooses to
change the message, it must move the modified message to the output buffer
passed to the exit program by the message server. The maximum length of the
output message buffer is defined by the LEMAXMSG parameter and your exit
program cannot exceed this.
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|
|
|

because the message server fails if it attempts to process a message under a rule
that refers to a user exit that is no longer available. See “LEREFRSH” on page 113
for more information.

|
|
|

You can use the message server DISPRDB operator command to display selected
information about your active rules. Included in the information displayed by the
DISPRDB command is the LE user exit program name defined in a rule.

|

Using Resource recovery services (RRS) with LE exits

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

If your LE exit makes changes to recoverable resources like DB2 tables or CICS
through EXCI, you will want to use RRS to coordinate these changes. The MMAIN
message server parameter LERRSYNC(Y) causes your message server to use the
RRS sync point services SRRCMIT and SRRBACK to make permanent or back out
the messages sent to MQSeries, based on the behavior of the original CICS, IMS
or DB2 transaction that created the message at the original sync point. Your LE
EXIT can make changes to RRS enabled resources, assuming that if the original
transaction committed then your exit’s changes will also commit.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

You should use RRS with BEP recovery enabled (see Appendix C, “BEP
recoverable messages,” on page 349) if you update other resources from your LE
exit. With BEP recovery and RRS enabled, your exit changes are made exactly
once. If MVS, MQSeries or the message server fails before sync point is reached,
your exit changes are backed out. Upon restart, your exit is called again for any
BEP events not completely processed to sync point before the failure. RRS is used
to coordinate the sync point, so the resources updated by your exit are restored by
the participating resource managers to a consistent state at the start of the unit of
work before the failure.

|
|
|
|
|
|

In some cases, you may be able to move business logic from your batch cycle into
an LE exit, so that batch processing is done within seconds of the originating
transaction instead of some time later. With BEP recovery on, and all resources
under RRS control, you are guaranteed that the work will be done exactly once.
The advantage is timeliness and integrity without increasing the processing of your
original core transaction.

|
|
|

Note: You should not attempt to commit or back out work in your LE exit using
SRRCMIT and SRRBACK. Doing so will cause errors when the message
server subsequently commits or backs out the unit of work with MQSeries.

|

Using DB2 RRSAF in your LE exit

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Your Language environment exit can use the Recoverable Resource Manager
Services attachment facility (RRSAF) to connect to and use DB2 to process SQL
statements, commands, or instrumentation facility interface (IFI) calls. RRSAF uses
OS/390 Transaction Management and Recoverable Resource Manager Services
(OS/390 RRS). With RRSAF, you can coordinate DB2 updates with updates made
by all other resource managers that also use OS/390 RRS in an MVS system.
RRSAF is documented in the DB2 UDB for OS/390 and z/OS Application
Programming and SQL Guide for your release of DB2, in the chapter on using the
Recoverable Resource Manager Services Attachment facility.

|
|
|
|

You must enable RRS in the message server with the LERRSYNC MMAIN
parameter to use DB2 RRSAF in your LE exit. Your exit can then issue the
IDENTIFY, SIGNON, CREATE THREAD, TERMINATE THREAD, TERMINATE
IDENTIFY and any other RRSAF calls that do not require APF authorization.
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Note: LE exits are always called key 8, problem state, with APF off.

|
|
|

Using the message server to set up the RRSAF environment for your
LE exit

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

The message server can set up the DB2 RRSAF environment before your LE exits
are called. This will improve performance because the connection to DB2 (RRSAF
IDENTIFY) is done once at start up or whenever DB2 is restarted. In order to have
the message server establish the connection to DB2, you must specify the DB2
subsystem ID in the RRSAFSSN parameter in your event source set manager’s
MSETssss member. All MQTasks belonging to the set will issue an RRSAF
IDENTIFY call to connect to the specified DB2 system. The message server
supports multiple set managers, so multiple sets can connect to different DB2
systems or all sets can connect to the same DB2 system.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

When the RRSAFSSN parameter is used, the set manager attempts to read the
parameters that allow you to configure the RRSAF connection. The name of this
parameter member is RRSFssss, where ssss is the set manager name. The
parameters in this optional member can be used to direct each MQTask to issue an
RRSAF SIGNON call and an RRSAF CREATE THREAD call, and pass the
appropriate parameter values such as PLAN name. If the SIGNON(Y) and
THREAD(Y) parameters are set, then each MQTask will set up a RRSAF
environment. The LE exit only needs to be concerned with issuing SQL calls to
achieve the business objectives.

|
|

An operator command, DB2RRSAF, can be used to start, stop or display the status
of your RRSAF connections in the message server to your DB2 systems.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

For some applications, an LE exit using DB2 RRSAF may provide a better
alternative than a DB2 trigger. The LE exit can update other DB2 tables, check
against other data in tables, and execute non-DB2 functions. LE exit changes will
only become permanent if the original event unit of work commits. Most importantly,
unlike the DB2 trigger, LE exit work is done without extending the elapsed time or
CPU of the original transaction because it runs asynchronously in the BEP
message server. Also, in contrast to a DB2 trigger, the event triggering an LE exit
does not have to be a DB2 INSERT, UPDATE or DELETE. Instead, the event
trigger can be a CICS or IMS event.

BEP host rule user exit
When BEP processes a workstation administration client upload group or download
group request, some of the fields are translated from the Unicode representation to
EBCDIC (or from EBCDIC to Unicode on download requests) by the client. In some
scenarios, this translation may not fulfill your requirements. For example, consider
bidirectional languages. These languages are such that some characters are
entered right to left, while others are entered left to right. Regardless of the order
the characters are entered (known as visual format), Microsoft Windows stores
them in logical format (left to right). When the group is transmitted to the host, the
fields are presented to the host in logical format. However, you may have a
requirement that the data in the fields are processed in visual format when applied
to an event. For these situations, BEP provides the host rule user exit to give you
the ability to alter some of the fields in a rule.
The host rule user exit is driven at two times. On a client upload group request, it is
driven immediately before the group and its rules are stored on the rules database
VSAM file. Any changes your exit program makes to the rule fields will be reflected
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in the rule as it is stored in the file. On a download group request, it is driven
immediately before the group and its rules are transmitted to the client, thus giving
you the opportunity to ″undo″ the actions your exit program had taken when the
group was uploaded.
Only one host rule user exit program is allowed for a BEP message server. It must
be loaded in the BEP message server STEPLIB concatenation. It is specified on the
RULEEXIT parameter in the CBMPARMS MMAIN parameter member (see the
MMAIN parameter member under “BEP message server parameters” on page 29,
for more information). If present, the exit program is driven for every upload and
download request received by the message server. The rule exit must determine
whether or not the request is for a rule group that should be processed by the exit.
The rule group name and rule name are passed to the exit program so that it can
make this determination. The rule exit is called once for each rule in the rule group.
It may be called one additional time to signify that no more rules exist. For
information on the layout of the data area passed to the exit program, along with
additional instructions and requirements for its use, see BEP SCBMSAMP member
CBMRXP.

COBOL copybook conversion utility
BEP includes an ISPF-based utility for converting COBOL copybooks containing
data layouts into an internal format used by the BEP workstation administration
client and the BEP message server.
When creating or modifying a BEP rule, you can reference the data associated with
an event. Event data can be referenced when building data-dependent selection
criteria fields and when describing a custom message layout. With both of these
functions, you are allowed to reference data fields by offset and length or data map
variable names.
Using data map variable names is preferable for two reasons:
v You only need to know the name of the variable being referenced. You do not
need to know its offset, length, or any other property.
v A data map variable’s properties are resolved during BEP message server
initialization (or when an in memory rules database is modified through an
operator command). At that time, rules referencing data map variables are
resolved with the data maps to determine the properties of the variable. This
means that if you change a property of a COBOL copybook variable (such as its
offset in the layout), all you need to do to synchronize this change with BEP is
run the conversion utility against the changed COBOL copybook to update the
BEP data map.
It is very important to understand that an active BEP message server does not
reflect changes to a data map until the rules database is reloaded, either by
restarting the message server or reloading the rules database via the LOADLST
operator command.

Using the conversion utility
The conversion utility is an ISPF-based application. Certain installation and
implementation steps must be performed before you can use the utility. As part of
the BEP installation process, several data sets were created and loaded containing
the various modules required to run the conversion utility. One of these data sets
contains the conversion utility REXX EXEC. For more information, see the BEP
Program Directory.
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Before you run the conversion utility, customize the CBMCCDMP REXX EXEC so
that it refers to the correct panel data set, message, data set, and skeleton JCL
data set. Detailed instructions on how to do this are included in the REXX EXEC
itself.
Once the installation and implementation steps are completed, the conversion utility
is ready for use. Since there are several ways to invoke the utility, you must find out
from the person who performed the installation and implementation what method
they chose to use. As an example, you may enter the following command on the
ISPF command line:
TSO EXEC ’your.BEP.exec(CBMCCDMP)’

In the above example, your.BEP.exec would be replaced with the data set name
containing the BEP COBOL conversion utility REXX EXEC.
When you invoke the conversion utility, you are presented with the utility’s main
panel. From this panel, you can provide the COBOL copybook member names that
are to be converted to BEP data maps. If you need help filling in the fields on the
panel, simply press the Help key. The utility contains online help panels that
describe the utility and all of the fields on the utility’s panel.

The BEP data map data set
The BEP data map data set (the output file for the conversion utility) is a standard
partitioned data set. Each data map is saved in a single member by the same
name. Each variable name within a data map is stored as a single record.
Concatenated data sets are not supported, and attempting to use concatenated
data sets for the data maps may cause unpredictable results. For more information,
see Chapter 3, “Implementation and customization,” on page 21.
The BEP message server must have security authorization to access the data map
data set. The message server only reads the data set. It does not update it.

BEP standard message header
BEP allows you to prefix all published messages with a standard message header.
The standard message header contains data items that are not part of the data
associated with the event being published, but may be important to the application
receiving the message. Examples of such data are the transaction identifier that
caused the event, the applid of the CICS region where the event took place, and
the name of the resource being processed by the event (for example, the CICS file
name).
The layout of the standard message header is fixed, which means that you cannot
specify what data elements are in the header. An assembler language DSECT
describing the standard message header layout is provided in the BEP SCBMSAMP
data set in member CBMSMH. The SCBMSAMP member also contains descriptions
of each of the data elements in the header.

IMS DBD capture utility
BEP includes an ISPF-based utility to enable you to convert IMS DBDGEN
statements into an internal format used by the BEP workstation administration client
and the BEP message server. Run the IMS DBD capture utility only after you have
modified the DBDGEN to add the EXIT=* statement. Without EXIT=* statement, the
utility does not create any output.
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Run this utility to generate the information required by the BEP workstation client
before you can create message rules for segments within an IMS database.
Note: An active BEP message server does not reflect changes you make to a data
map until you reload the rules database, either by restarting the message
server or by reloading the rules database using the LOADLST operator
command.

Using the DBD capture utility
The DBD capture utility is an ISPF-based application. There are some steps you
need to perform before you can use the utility. When you install BEP, several data
sets are created and loaded containing the various modules you need to run the
DBD capture utility. One of these data sets contains the DBD capture utility REXX
EXEC. For more information, see the BEP Program Directory.
Before you can run the DBD capture utility, customize the CBMIMDBD REXX EXEC
so that it refers to the correct panel data set, message data set, and skeleton JCL
data set. The instructions on how you do this are included in the REXX EXEC itself.
Note that the REXX EXEC can process a DBD source member that contains
DBDGEN statements for only one database.
When you have completed these installation and implementation steps, the DBD
capture utility is ready for use. Because there are several ways to invoke the utility,
document the method you selected so that everyone that wants to use it can do so.
For example, one method is to enter the following command on the ISPF command
line:
TSO EXEC ’your.BEP.exec(CBMIMDBD)’

Where your.BEP.exec is the data set name containing the BEP DBD capture utility
REXX EXEC.
When you invoke the DBD capture utility, you are presented with the utility main
panel. From this panel, you can provide the IMS DBDGEN member names that you
want to convert to BEP internal DBD format. If you need help filling in the fields on
the panel, press the Help key. The utility contains online help panels that describe
the utility and all the fields on the utility panels.

The BEP DBDGEN data set
The output file for the DBD capture utility, the BEP data map data set, is a standard
VSAM KSDS data set. Each DBDGEN is saved as multiple records within this data
set. You can find the IDCAMS statements that you need to define this data set in
the BEP SCBMSAMP member called CBMDBDK. It is also shown in Figure 21 on
page 178.
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//CBMDBDK JOB (accounting informaton)
/*
/* Define the DBDGEN data map data set ...
/*
//DEFINE
EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=0M
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN
DD *
DEFINE CLUSTER(NAME(your.bep.dbdm) UNIQUE INDEXED CYL(5 1) SHR(2) RECORDSIZE(256 32760) KEYS(64 8) FREESPACE(10 10) VOLUMES(volser) )
DATA(NAME(your.bep.dbdm.data) CISZ(32768) ) INDEX(NAME(your.bep.dbdm.index) NOIMBED NOREPLICATE )
Figure 21. Figure 19: Sample JCL to define a BEP data map data set

When you have created the DBDGEN data set, ensure that the BEP message
server has the required security authorization to access it. Also ensure that you
include the necessary DD statement in the message server startup JCL (see
“CBMDBDM” on page 28 and Figure 6 on page 25).
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Chapter 6. Messages
Overview
While BEP is running, it can produce two types of messages.
v Console messages advise the system operator of execution progress, or request
a decision.
v Certain CICS-supplied support programs communicate directly with terminal
operators.
This chapter provides information on the messages produced by BEP. The
messages are grouped based on the BEP component that produces the message.

Message identifier format
All BEP message identifiers are ten characters long. The first three characters are
always CBM, the product identifier for BEP. The next two characters identify the
program that generated the message. The program identifiers are not specified in
the message documentation, and are always represented in the documentation by
″xx″. The next four characters are a four digit number that identifies the message.
The last character in the message identifier is the message severity code, as
follows:
v I - Information message. No operator action is required.
v R - Response required message. An event has occurred that requires an
operator response to a previous BEP message displayed on the console.
Operator action is required to enable BEP to continue processing.
v W - Warning message. Unexpected results may have occurred. You should
closely examine any relevant output. Operator action may be required.
v E - Error message. An unexpected error has occurred. BEP processing may be
negatively impacted to the point that it can no longer perform its functions.
Operator action will most likely be required to correct the error and allow BEP to
function correctly.
v S - Severe error message. This message type is generated as a result of an
operator response to terminate a BEP message server or CICS region containing
a BEP event source connector due to an unrecoverable condition.

Message information format
Each BEP message in this chapter is presented in the following format:
v message identifier - in the format previously described
v message text - the words and inserts that make up the message as displayed by
BEP
v explanation - the events leading up to or following the production of the message
v system action - the action that has been or will be taken by BEP
v user response - the action recommended for the user (the console or terminal
operator or the system programmer)
v destination - the device or log to which the message is sent. This is one of the
following:
v console - the operating system master console
v message log - the message log for the BEP message server or data space
server that generated the message
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2004, 2007; Copyright HLA Software Inc., 2004, 2007
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v terminal - for BEP messages produced as a result of action taken by the BEP
CICS event source connector command transaction, the terminal from which the
command was entered.

Common BEP return codes and system action codes
A number of messages display a return code and a system action code issued by
module CBMPCB on behalf of a BEP component. These codes and their
descriptions are shown in the following tables and are referred to as required by the
various message explanations in this chapter. Table 36 shows the action codes and
Table 37 the return codes.
Table 36. CBMPCB system action codes
Action code

Description

X'0'

CALL WORKED – BEP internal use only and not displayed.

X'4'

RECOVERY – The event source connector should begin recovery or
resynchronization.

X'8'

ABEND – The event source connector or log reader should terminate
with an abend.

X'C'

RECONNECT – The event source connector should reconnect to the
message server.

X'10'

SHORT RETRY – The event source connector should do a sub-second
wait before retrying.

X'14'

LONG WAIT – The event source connector should do a long wait
before retry.

X'18'

MMS TERM - The message server is ending.

X'1C'

OPER STOP – Operator FSTOP command issued in the event
connector.

X'20'

CMIT/BACK – The event source connector should decide to commit or
backout the current UOW.

X'24'

NO MMS. The message server is not active.

Table 37. CBMPCB return codes
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Return Codes

Explanation

X'0'

Call worked – BEP internal use only and not displayed.

X'4'

No space available in the message server in-storage queue for the event
connector message.

X'8'

The message server set name that the event source connector is using is
not defined in the MSETS message server parameter member.

X'C'

The message server set name that the event source connector is using is
not active in the message server.

X'10'

MXDB NOT FOUND – Internal logic error.

X'14'

MXDB NOT ACTIVE – Internal logic error.

X'18'

The message server set is stopping because the message server is
terminating.

X'1C'

QUEUE FAILED. Internal logic error.

X'20'

The message server region is ending.
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Table 37. CBMPCB return codes (continued)
X'24'

The message the event source connector tried to pass to the message
server was longer than the value specified in the MAXDATA parameter in
the message server set MSETxxxx parameter member.

X'28'

POST FAILED – Internal logic error.

X'2C'

DATA LENGTH INVALID – Internal logic error.

X'30'

ALESERV ERROR – Internal logic error.

X'34'

ACCUM LENGTH INVALID – Internal logic error.

X'38'

ALESERV STOKEN ERROR – Internal logic error.

X'3C'

INVALID UR TOKEN - Internal logic error.

X'40'

NO UR CONTROL BLOCK - Internal logic error.

X'44'

INVALID MXSV - Internal logic error.

X'48'

ACCUM LEN INVALID 1- Internal logic error.

X'4C'

ACCUM LEN INVALID 2- Internal logic error.

X'50'

ACCUM LEN INVALID 3- Internal logic error

X'54'

UOW IN ERROR - Internal logic error.

X'58'

UOW DISABLED - Internal logic error.

X'5C'

PC RTN ABEND - Internal logic error.

X'60'

RESMSG ERROR - Internal logic error.

X'64'

The message server is not active.

X'68'

THS DSPSERV ERROR- Internal logic error.

X'6C'

THS ALESERV ERROR- Internal logic error.

X'70'

NO LATCH ERROR- Internal logic error.

X'74'

THS DSPSERV DELETE ERROR- Internal logic error.

X'78'

THS MXTS FAILED- Internal logic error.

X'7C'

NO MXSV

X'80'

Recovery feedback information is available. Informational only.

X'84'

The event source connector should wait for message server recovery.
Informational only.

X'88'

Recovery error. The event source connector or MVS log reader will abend.

X'8C'

NO MRCV SPACE - Internal logic error.

X'90'

RUOW ERROR- Internal logic error.

X'94'

ALESERV MRCV ERROR- Internal logic error.

X'98'

The message server has no restart information. The event source
connector will cold start.

X'9C'

No recovery queue defined for this event source or event source set in
message server parameter member QUESxxxx.

X'A0'

Event source connector recovery is terminated because the operator has
entered the FSTOP command.

X'A4'

The message server recovery routine is notifying the event source
connector to reconnect. Informational only.

X'A8'

WAIT_ERRS- Internal logic error.

X'AC'

The message server is notifying the event source connector to reconnect
so that recovery information can be returned. Informational only.
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Table 37. CBMPCB return codes (continued)
X'B0'

This CICS event source connector is not configured for recovery.
Informational only.

X'B4'

The message server is notifying the event source connector that it must
wait and retry the recovery. Informational only.

X'B8'

THS MXTS IS WRONG- Internal logic error.

The BEP component messages
The messages in this chapter are organized in sections by the main BEP
component that issues the message. They are grouped under the following topics:
v “BEP data space server and message server messages (CBMxx0001 CBMxx1499)” on page 183
“TCP/IP listener messages (CBMxx1500 - CBMxx1599)” on page 237
“Rules database messages (CBMxx1700 - CBMxx1899)” on page 241
“BEP DB2 messages (CBMxx3000 - CBMxx3100)” on page 247
“BEP IMS event source connector messages (CBMxx6001 - CBMxx6999)” on
page 257
v “BEP CICS connector messages (CBMxx7000 - CBMxx7499)” on page 286
v “BEP CICS connector command parser messages (CBMxx7500 - CBMxx7599)”
on page 295
v “Rules database file copy utility messages (CBMxx8000 - CBMxx8499)” on page
297
v
v
v
v

v “Batch VSAM messages” on page 301
v “General purpose messages (CBMxx9000 - CBMxx9999)” on page 317

|
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BEP data space server and message server messages (CBMxx0001 CBMxx1499)
CBMxx0001I taskid1 taskid2 Starting BEP message
server.

System action: None.
User response: None.

Explanation: The BEP message server is being
started.

Destination: Message log

System action: None.

CBMxx0006E taskid RPAR Invalid value invalidvalue
parm: parmname in member:
membername

User response: None.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx0002E

taskid1 taskid2 programname
Program error, Return code: retcd.

Explanation: An unrecoverable error has been
detected by a BEP message server routine.
System action: The BEP message server terminates
with abend code U0002.
User response: Review prior messages in the
message server job log and message log. Correct
problem as indicated in messages and restart the
message server. If you need further assistance to
resolve this problem, contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0003E

taskid1 taskid2 ddname I/O error:
Return code: retcd.

Explanation: The BEP message server issues this
message when an invalid parameter value is read.
System action: The message server terminates with
abend code U0009.
User response: Correct the parameter value and
resubmit the message server.
Destination: Console, message log
CBMxx0007I taskid1 INIT Locate BEP MAB
CB(address cmsid LX).
Explanation: The BEP message server has created
its main anchor block (MAB) at address X’address’. The
message server ID for this server is cmsid. It has
allocated the System LX designated by LX.
System action: None.
User response: None.

Explanation: An I/O error has occurred while reading
the file designated by ddname.

Destination: Message log

System action: The BEP message server terminates
with abend code U0002.

CBMxx0008E OCMP OPER Command: command
parm: parmnumber, error

User response: Review prior messages in the
message server JOBLOG and message log. Correct the
problem as indicated in messages and restart the
message server. If you need further assistance to
resolve this problem, contact your IBM representative.

Explanation: The BEP message server has detected
an error in the syntax of an operator command.
parmnumber specifies the relative position of the
parameter in error.

Destination: Console
CBMxx0004I taskid1 taskid2 Reading parms from
parm member: member.
Explanation: The BEP message server is reading
parameters from member in the CBMPARMS data set.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0005I taskid1 taskid2 inputparm
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message as it reads input parameters (inputparm).

System action: The operator command is not
processed.
User response: Correct the operator command
parameter in error and reissue the command.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0009E

taskid1 RLIN Line: linenum Parm:
position error

Explanation: The BEP message server has detected
an error in an input parm. linenum and position denote
the line number and relative location of the parameter in
error.
System action: CBMxx6208I is followed by Message
CBMxx0002E. The message server is then terminated
with abend code U0002.
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User response: Correct the parameter in error and
restart the message server.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0010E

taskid RPAR Parm: parmname:
{Ambiguous Keyword | Unknown
Keyword | Duplicate keyword | Parm
length is too short | Parm length is too
long | Invalid hex characters | Invalid
decimal digits | Value is too low | Value
is too high | Missing required parm}

Explanation: The BEP message server issues this
message when an invalid keyword or parameter is read.
System action: The message server is terminated
with abend code U0009.
User response: The name of the parameter member
with the invalid parameter is displayed in message log
by message CBMxx0004. Correct the parameter and
resubmit the message server.
Destination: Console, message log
CBMxx0011I cmsid OPER Modify commands
enabled
Explanation: This message is issued by the message
server when operator commands are enabled.

CBMxx0014W cmsid OPER MVS STOP command
entered - aborting message server.
Explanation: An MVS STOP command has been
issued to the BEP message server.
The message server is terminated with abend code
U0001.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0015E Number of parms on line exceeds
maximum.
Explanation: The BEP message server parameter
parser issues this message when more positional
parameters were entered into a parameter member than
are allowed.
System action: The message server issues message
CBMxx0002 and is terminated with abend code U2002.
User response: Refer to message CBMxx0004, which
precedes this message. Message CBMxx0004 contains
the name of the parameter member being read. Refer to
the parameter documentation for the Member displayed
in message CBMxx0004, correct the syntax error and
resubmit the message server.
Destination: Console

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0012I taskid1 taskid2 Command: command
{Module not found | Name missing |
Name too long | Name not found}
Explanation: The BEP message server operator
interface issues this message when an operator
command cannot be processed.
System action: The operator command is rejected.
User response: Correct the problem indicated in the
error description and retry the command.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0013I cmsid CMD: command
Explanation: The BEP message server issues this
message to echo an operator command command to
the message log
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
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CBMxx0016I cmsid taskid2 {Initializing | Terminating}
ESRC set: setname
Explanation: This message is issued when an event
source set setname is initializing or terminating.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0017I cmsid taskid {Add | Delete} ESRC:
eventsource in set: setname {Entry
reused | Entry already in use | Entry
added | Entry not found | Entry
removed | Duplicate DBMS}
Explanation: The BEP message server set manager
issues this message when building event source
eventsource control blocks.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

CBMxx0018I cmsid taskid {Add | Delete} QMGR:
qmgrssid {Entry reused | Entry already
in use | Entry added | Entry not found |
Entry removed | Duplicate QMGR}
Explanation: The BEP message server issues this
message when building queue manager qmgrssid
control blocks.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0024I action task-name task-desc.

User response: None.

Explanation: The message server is attaching or
detaching, as indicated by action, the task identified by
its task name task-name and the task description
task-desc.

Destination: Message log

System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.
CBMxx0019I {cmsid | setname} {setname | qmgrssid |
queueid} {set MGR | queue MGR |
queue Task} {Starting | Stopping}
address.
Explanation: The BEP message server is starting or
stopping an event source set setname, queue manager
qmgrssid or queue task qtaskid.

Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0025E cmsid setname MXTK Task: qtaskid
disabled after 10 failures address.

System action: None.

Explanation: A BEP message server set manager
issues this message when a Qtask fails 10 times. The
Qtask qtaskid is disabled and is not reattached.

User response: None.

System action: The failing task is not reattached.

Destination: Message log

User response: Review prior messages in the
message log, correct the problem indicated and restart
the BEP message server.

CBMxx0020W cmsid setname CBMSET No queue
tasks

Destination: Console

Explanation: A BEP message server set manager
setname issues this message if all of its queue subtasks
have terminated unexpectedly.

CBMxx0026I cmsid setname {Initializing |
Terminating} MQ task: qtaskid address.

System action: None.
User response: Review previous messages in the
system and message log for reasons why the subtasks
have terminated.
Destination: Console

Explanation: The BEP message server set manager
setname is initializing or terminating a queue task
qtaskid at the displayed storage address.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

CBMxx0021I cmsid setname {create | delete} qtaskid
{Entry not found | Entry removed | New
entry}
Explanation: The BEP message server set manager
setname issues this message when creating or deleting
control block entries for a queue task qtaskid.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0023I qmgrssid QMGI {Initializing |
Terminating} MQ SSID: qmgrssid
address.

Note: This is a trace message.
CBMxx0027E cmsid INIT a BEP message server
cmsid is already active.
Explanation: A BEP message server has been started
on an MVS image where there is already a BEP
message server with the same name cmsid.
System action: The second message server is
terminated with abend code U0027.
User response: The MMAIN parameter CMSID
names the message server. Create a unique message
server name for each instance of the message server.
Destination: Console

Explanation: The BEP message server queue
manager qmgrssid is being initialized or terminated. The
queue manager control block is at address address.
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CBMxx0028E cmsid INIT The BEP Public message
server cmsname is already active.

CBMxx0032I cmsid INIT Message server level
number: levelnumber.

Explanation: A Public BEP message server has been
started on an MVS image where there is already a
Public BEP message server. cmsname is the name of
the active public message server.

Explanation: A BEP message server is displaying its
level number (levelnumber). The level number is used
by a connecting event source to ensure compatibility.

System action: The second message server
terminates with abend code U0028.
User response: Only one message server can be the
public or default message server. A message server is
designated as public through the MMAIN parameter
PUBLIC (N|Y).
Destination: Console
CBMxx0029I cmsid INIT The BEP Public message
server is established.
Explanation: A BEP message server has established
itself as the public message server.
System action: None.
User response: None.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0033I taskid1 taskid2 Creating {MXCB | MXSB
| MXDB} for {setname | qmgrssid |
eventsourcename} address.
Explanation: The BEP message server is creating
control blocks for set, queue manager and event
sources.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This is a trace message.

Destination: Console.
CBMxx0030E taskid1 taskid2 MQ queue is disabled,
use ENABLE CMD to reenable.
Explanation: A BEP message server Qtask is
processing a queue that has been disabled by a prior
error or through the DISABLE operator command.

CBMxx0035I cmsid BLAT latchcnt latches created at:
address.
Explanation: The BEP message server has created
latchcnt MVS latches.
System action: None.

System action: No more MQPUTs are issued to this
queue until it is enabled using the BEP ENABLE
command.

User response: None.

User response: Review prior error messages for the
reason the queue was disabled. Once the problem has
been corrected, use the ENABLE command to enable
the queue.

CBMxx0036I cmsid OPER Parm: parmname: {1ST
parm must be QMGR() or SET() |
QMGR name not entered | QMGR SSID
is too long | SET name not entered |
SET name is too long | invalid
DISPLAY object | QMGR name must
precede queue | QMGR name must
precede QUEID | SET name required |
queue name not entered | DSP name is
too long | status value not entered |
invalid status | queue name is too long
| QUEID name not entered | QUEID
name is too long | QTASK name not
entered | QTASK name is too long |
ESRC name not entered | ESRC name
is too long | DSP name not entered}

Destination: Console
CBMxx0031E taskid1 taskid2 MQ queue manager
connection disabled, QMGR: qmgrssid.
Explanation: A BEP message server task’s queue
manager connection has been disabled either through
an error or the DISABLE operator command.
System action: A connection is not re-attempted until
the ENABLE command is used to enable queue
manager.
User response: Review prior error messages for the
reason the queue manager was disabled. Once the
problem has been corrected, use the ENABLE
command to enable the queue manager.
Destination: Console, message log
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Destination: Message log

Explanation: This message is issued if the DISPLAY
operator command contains an invalid parameter
parmname. The error message describes the error.
1ST parameter must be QMGR() or SET() - The display
command requires that either the queue manager
subsystem ID or the setname of objects you would like

to display must be specified as the first parm.

CBMxx0037I cmsid BCMS LX: LX PC0: address1
PC1: address2.

QMGR name not entered - A queue manager
subsystem ID or ″*″ must be specified within the
QMGR() parenthesis.

Explanation: The BEP message server has defined a
system linkage index of value LX, loaded program-call
routines, and stored them at address1 and address2.

QMGR SSID is too long - A queue manager subsystem
ID must not exceed four characters.

System action: None.

SET name not entered - An event source set name or
″*″ must be specified within the SET() parenthesis.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log

SET name is too long - An event source set name
cannot exceed four characters.

CBMxx0038E taskid1 taskid2 Macro: STORAGE 15:
R15 R0: R0.

Invalid DISPLAY object - Valid BEP message server
objects which can be displayed are QMGR(), SET(),
QUEUE(), QUEUEID(), QTASK() or DSP.

Explanation: The BEP message server issued an
MVS STORAGE macro and an error was detected.

QMGR name must precede queue - To display a queue,
a queue manager name (QMGR) must come before the
queue name in the Display command.

System action: The message server terminates.
User response: The STORAGE macro return and
reason codes are documented in MVS Programming:
Authorized Assembler Services Reference
(SETFRR-WTOR). If the return and reason codes
indicate insufficient virtual storage, try increasing the
message server region size.

QMGR name must precede QUEID - To display a
queue, a queue manager name (QMGR) must come
before the queue ID in the Display command.
SET name required - To display a queue task (QTASK)
or data space (DSP), the setname owning the object
must be specified first.

Destination: Console

queue name not entered - A queue name or ″*″ must be
specified within the QUEUE() parenthesis.

CBMxx0039W cmsid taskid2 Duplicate default event
source set name: setname.

Status value not entered - If the status keyword is
entered then ″enabled″ or ″disabled″ must be specified.

Explanation: The BEP message server issues this
message if more than one event source set manager
set has been specified as the default set.

Invalid status - Valid status values are Enabled or
Disabled.

System action: The duplicate set name is ignored.

queue name is too long - A queue name cannot exceed
48 characters.

User response: Remove the duplicate default set
manager name specification from the MSETS member.

QUEID name not entered - A queue ID or ″*″ must be
specified within the QUEID() parenthesis.
QUEID name is too long - A queue ID must not exceed
four characters.
QTASK name not entered - A queue task name or ″*″
must be specified within the QTASK() parenthesis.
QTASK name is too long - A queue task name must not
exceed four characters.
ESRC name not entered - An event source name or ″*″
must be specified within the ESRC() parenthesis.
ESRC name is too long - An event source name cannot
exceed eight characters.
System action: None.
User response: Correct the operator command and
reissue it.
Destination: Console

Destination: Console

| CBMxx0040I DDNAME: ddname not found or cannot
|
be opened.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP component cannot process the
file represented by DDNAME ddname either because
there is an error in OPEN processing or the DDNAME
itself is missing from your JCL. The BEP component
can issue this same message for a file that is optional
and also for a file that is required.

|
|
|
|

System action: The action of the BEP component
depends on the importance of the file to BEP
processing. If the file is required, the BEP component
becomes disabled or abends.

|
|
|
|
|
|

User response: If the file is required, supply the
missing DDNAME in the JCL and restart the job. If the
DDNAME is already in your JCL, review the MVS
system log messages issued by the OPEN SVC. If the
file is optional, the BEP component continues using the
default action specific for the file.
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| Destination: Console and message log.

queue manager is defined. A default queue manager
may also need to be defined.

CBMxx0048I MEST SYS CODE: systemcode USER
CODE: usercode.

Note: CBMxx0052E is followed by CBMxx0053E.
Destination: Console, message log

Explanation: The BEP message server has issued an
ABEND. The BEP recovery routine displays the system
or user ABEND code.

CBMxx0053E setname qtaskid Status: {is not
connected | QMGR not specified, no
default QMGR | QMGR not found}

System action: Depending on the ABEND, the BEP
message server may retry or allow the ABEND to
continue.

Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
cannot deliver a message to MQSeries because a
queue manager subtask is not connected, the queue
manager is not defined to the message server, or the
message does not specify a queue manager and there
is no default queue manager.

User response: Review the documentation for the
system or user ABEND code in the relevant
documentation. System abend codes are documented
in the IBM System Codes manual for your operating
system. User abend codes are documented in
Chapter 7, “Abend codes,” on page 319.

System action: The message is discarded.

Destination: Console

User response: Check the queue manager definitions
in the MQMGR parameter member to ensure that the
queue manager is defined. A default queue manager
may also need to be defined.

CBMxx0049I MEST PSW: programstatusword EPA:
entrypoint PGM: csectname LMOD:
modulename

Destination: Console

Explanation: The recovery routine for the BEP
message server is displaying the program status word,
entry point of the failing module, the CSECT name of
the failing program, and the load module name after an
abend.

CBMxx0054E Set: setname Esrc: eventsource
control queue not found.
Explanation: The control queue for set name
set-name and event source event-source is not defined
in the QUESxxxx member, where xxxx is the MQSeries
subsystem id.

System action: None.
User response: None.

System action: The message server terminates with
user abend 54.

Destination: Console

User response: Add a control queue to the
QUESxxxx member and restart the message server.

CBMxx0050I MEST GPR register-number
register-value AR: access-registernumber access-register-value.

Destination: Console

Explanation: The BEP message server recovery
routine is displaying the registers following a BEP
abend. The message is repeated for all registers.

CBMxx0055E cmsid OPER COMMAND:
commandname KEYWORD: keyword is
{invalid | duplicate}

System action: None.

Explanation: The operator command interface for the
BEP message server is reporting that an operator
keyword is either invalid or duplicate.

User response: None.
Destination: Console

System action: The operator command is rejected.
CBMxx0052E setname qtaskid QMGR: qmgrssid
qmgrname
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
cannot deliver a message to MQSeries because a
queue manager subtask is not connected, the queue
manager is not defined to the message server, or the
message does not specify a queue manager and there
is no default queue manager.
System action: The message is discarded.
User response: Check the queue manager definitions
in the MQMGR parameter member to ensure that the
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User response: Correct the invalid keyword and
reissue the command.
Destination: None

| CBMxx0056W MVS Log reader: applid has uow-cnt
|
active UOWS.
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received an
operator STOP command but an MVS log reader,
identified by applid, is still processing a number
(uow-cnt) of active UOWs.

|
|

System action: The message server STOP command
is rejected.

|
|
|
|

User response: If you need to stop the message
server immediately, use the FSTOP command.
Otherwise, wait and re-issue the command when CICS
has been quiesced

|

Destination: Console and message log.

CBMxx0061I setname qtaskid {start | stop} MXSV:
address1 address2 address3
Explanation: A BEP Message queue task qtaskid is
starting or stopping a UOW.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

CBMxx0057I setname qtaskid Create MXQM: entry
added address.
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
qtaskid is creating a control block to represent a queue
manager at address address.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0058I setname qtaskid checking queue status
address
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task is
checking the status of its open queues.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0059I setname qtaskid checking queues for
QMGR: address
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task is
checking the status of the queues owned by a specific
queue manager.
System action: None.

CBMxx0062I GETMAIN getmainaddress size:
getmainsize end: getmain-end-address
CB: control-block-address
Explanation: A BEP message server set manager has
obtained an event source in-memory queue. The
address of the start of the queue, the size of the
in-memory queue, the end address of the in-memory
queue, and the queue control block address are
displayed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0063I cmsid setname {DSPSERV | ALESERV}
Failed R15: R15 R0: R0
Explanation: A BEP message server set manager
encountered an error creating a data space or creating
an access list entry token.
System action: The message server is terminated
with abend code U0063.
User response: If you need assistance to resolve this
problem, contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console

User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0060I taskid1 taskid2 PC SAVEA: address1
DSTA SAVEA: address2

CBMxx0064I setname qtaskid {get | put} REC:
address1 MXSV: address2 SEQ: seqno
RC: retcde DSB: address3.

Explanation: The BEP message server event source
PC routine is displaying the address of its current save
area address1 with the address in the event source
connection control block address2.

Explanation: A BEP message server queue task is
processing a message. This message shows the
address of the message address1, the UOW address
address2, the message sequence number seqno, the
MQPUT return code retcde and the address of the data
space cell which holds the message.

System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.

User response: None.

Destination: Console

Destination: Message log
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CBMxx0065E taskid1 CDIN DDNAME: ddname
Member name: membername: {ddname
| membername} not found.

User response: Insert the required DDNAME and
restart the BEP job.
Destination: Console.

CBMxx0065I taskid1 CDIN DDNAME: ddname
Member name: membername: {ddname
| membername} not found.

CBMxx0070W WTO WARN {WTO Error: CBMMSGS
DDNAME not found | WTO Error |
CBMMSGS OPEN Error}

Explanation: The BEP component cannot read a
DDNAME or member name because it does not exist.

Explanation: The BEP message server message log
cannot be used because either the CBMMSGS DD
statement has not been supplied in the message server
JCL or the message server log cannot be opened.

System action: If the missing parameter member is
optional, the BEP component issues message
CBMxx0065 with an information (I) suffix and continues
processing using the default parameter values.

System action: The message server continues, but all
messages are routed to the console.

If the parameter member is required, or the
CBMPARMS DD is missing, the BEP component issues
message CBMxx0065 with an error (E) suffix and
terminates with abend code 0009, or, if the component
is the IMS event source connector, abend code 709.

User response: If you want messages routed to the
message log, the message server must be stopped, the
CBMMSGS DD statement added to the message server
JCL, and the message server restarted.

User response: If the parameter member is required,
or the CBMPARMS DD is missing, create the missing
parameter member or insert the CBMPARMS DD
statement and restart the BEP component.

DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121)

The CBMMSGS DD statement must have the following
DCB attributes:

Destination: Console

Destination: Message log
CBMxx0066I setname qtaskid MXSV: address {PCB
did prepare | PCB did commit | PCB
did backout }
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
qtaskid is reporting that the event message cross
memory routine PCB has prepared, committed, or
backed out a unit of work.
System action: None.

CBMxx0071W cmsid taskid2 Member: membername
name: {setname | eventsourcename}
duplicate: {setname | eventsource}
Explanation: The BEP message server has detected
that input parameter member membername that has
either a duplicate set defined setname or a duplicate
event source name eventsource.
System action: The BEP message server ignores the
duplicate parameter and continues initializing.

User response: None.

User response: Remove the duplicate definition to
eliminate the message.

Destination: Message log

Destination: Console

CBMxx0068I cmsid setname No event sources have
signed on to this set

CBMxx0072I taskid1 taskid2 membername:
parmname(parmvalue)

Explanation: This message is issued by the event
source set manager when no event sources have
signed on to the message server.
System action: None.

Explanation: The BEP message server is displaying a
parameter parmname and its value parmvalue from
parameter member membername. If the value of a
parameter is not entered, the default value is displayed.

User response: None.

System action: None.

Destination: Message log

User response: None.
Destination: Console

CBMxx0069E taskid1 taskid2 DDNAME ddname not
found.
Explanation: The DDNAME ddname is missing from
the job JCL for the BEP region taskid1.
System action: The job terminates.

CBMxx0074I setname qtaskid queue: queueid
queuename
Explanation: This message is issued by a queue task
when a queue has resumed receiving output.
System action: None.
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User response: None.

| Destination: Message log.

Destination: Message log
Note: CBMxx0074I is followed by CBMxx0075I.
CBMxx0075I setname qtaskid resuming output to
queue
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
qtaskid is resuming output to a queue which had a prior
error.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0078I taskid1 taskid2 pgmname Program not
found
Explanation: The BEP message server cannot load a
program pgmname.
System action: The message server terminates with
abend code U0078.
User response: Determine which load library contains
the missing module and include it in the message
server STEPLIB concatenation or LINKLIST.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0079I cmsid TERM Terminating BEP message
server.
Explanation: The CBM message server is terminating.
System action: The message server has entered the
termination phase.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0080I cmsid OPER operator command failed
Explanation: An error has occurred executing an
operator command.
System action: The command is aborted.
User response: Review prior messages on the BEP
message log. If you need further assistance to resolve
this problem, contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console, message log

|

CBMxx0081I Internal command: command.

|
|

Explanation: The message server is processing a
command command generated by one of its subtasks.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

CBMxx0085W OPER {setname | qmgrssid} {No
QMGRS selected | No QMGRS defined |
No queues selected | No queues
defined | No sets selected | No sets
defined| No QTASKS selected | No
QTASKS defined | No ESRC selected |
No ESRC defined}
Explanation: The BEP message server Display
operator command was not able to fulfill the command
for one the following reasons:
v No QMGRS selected - A DISPLAY QMGR command
failed because the selection criteria did not match
any queue manager.
v No QMGRS defined - A DISPLAY QMGR command
failed because there are no queue managers defined.
v No queues selected - A DISPLAY QUEUE command
failed because no queues match the selection
criteria.
v No queues defined - A DISPLAY QUEUE command
failed because there are no queues defined.
v No sets selected - A DISPLAY SET command failed
because no sets matched the selection criteria.
v No sets defined - A DISPLAY SET command failed
because no sets were defined.
v No QTASKS selected - DISPLAY QTASKS command
failed because no QTASKS matched the selection
criteria.
v No QTASKS defined - DISPLAY QTASKS command
failed because no QTASKS are defined.
v No ESRC selected - DISPLAY ESRC command failed
because no event sources matched the selection
criteria.
v No ESRC defined - DISPLAY ESRC command failed
because no event sources were defined.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console, message log
CBMxx0086I cmsid MAIN V.S. Below:
used-VS-below/available-VS-below
Above: used-VS-above/available-VSabove
Explanation: Changes in virtual storage above and
below the 16M line are displayed when there is an
absolute change of 10%. Also displayed is the amount
of available virtual storage above and below 16MB.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
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CBMxx0087I cmsid qmgrssid queue manager is
{Enabled | Disabled}
Explanation: A queue manager qmgrssid has been
enabled or disabled by the ENABLE/DISABLE BEP
message server operator command.

v No QMGRS selected - The selection criteria did not
match any queue manager.
v No QMGRS defined - There are no queue managers
defined.
v No queues selected - No queues match the selection
criteria.

System action: None.

v No queues defined - There are no queues defined.

User response: None.

System action: None.

Destination: Message log

User response: None.

CBMxx0088W cmsid qmgrssid queue manager is
already {Enabled | Disabled}.
Explanation: A BEP message server
ENABLE/DISABLE command is rejected because the
QMGR is already enabled or disabled.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

Destination: Console, message log
CBMxx0092I MAIN AWTO alternate messages
enabled.
Explanation: The BEP message server alternate
message interface has been enabled.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

| CBMxx0089I action at: address length: length CB:
cb-addr.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector is getting or releasing storage action in CSA
for use during the batch job. The batch VSAM event
source connector also displays the address address of
the request, the length length of the request, and the
address cb-addr of the owning control block.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0090W event-source disabled for messages
until MQ restarted.
Explanation: Messages from the event source
event-source cannot be created until your MQSeries
queue manager is restarted.
System action: The message server has stopped
accepting messages from the event connectors until the
MQSeries queue manager is restarted.
User response: Restart your MQSeries queue
manager.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0091W OPER qmgrssid {No QMGRS
selected | No QMGRS defined | No
queues selected | No queues defined}
Explanation: The BEP message server ENABLE or
DISABLE operator command was not able to fulfill the
command for one the following reasons:
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CBMxx0094E cmsid qmgrssid MQ QMGR: qmgrssid
qmgrname
Explanation: A BEP message server queue manager
qmgrssid has been disabled by an error or by the
DISABLE QMGR operator command.
System action: If the message server was connected
to the queue manager, it is disconnected. CBMxx0094E
is repeated until the queue manager is enabled through
the ENABLE QMGR operator command.
User response: The ENABLE QMGR command can
be used to enable a disabled queue manager.
Destination: Console, message log
Note: CBMxx0094E is followed by message
CBMxx0095.
CBMxx0095E cmsid qmgrssid queue manager is
disabled.
Explanation: A BEP queue manager, whose name
was displayed in message CBMxx0094, is disabled.
System action: If the message server was connected,
it is disconnected. CBMxx0095E is repeated until the
queue manager is enabled through the ENABLE QMGR
operator command.
User response: The ENABLE QMGR command can
be used to enable a disabled queue manager.
Destination: Console, message log
Note: CBMxx0095E follows message CBMxx0094.

CBMxx0096E cmsid qmgrssid queue: queueid
queuename

CBMxx0101I cmsid qmgrssid queue descriptor
defined, type: queuetype addr.

Explanation: A BEP message server queue queueid
queuename has been disabled by an error or by the
DISABLE QMGR(),QUEUE() operator command.

Explanation: The BEP message server is defining a
queue descriptor.

System action: This message is repeated until the
queue is enabled through the ENABLE
QMGR(),QUEUE() operator command.
User response: The ENABLE QMGR(),QUEUE()
command can be used to enable a disabled queue.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is issued after message
CBMxx0100I.

Destination: Console, message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0097.
CBMxx0097W cmsid taskid queue is disabled
Explanation: The QUEID/QUEUENAME is disabled by
an error or by the DISABLE QMGR(),QUEUE() operator
command.

CBMxx0102I cmsid qmgrssid queue descriptor is
deleted.
Explanation: The BEP message server is deleting a
queue descriptor.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

System action: This message is repeated until the
queue is enabled through the ENABLE
QMGR(),QUEUE() operator command.

Note: This message is issued after message
CBMxx0101I.

User response: The ENABLE QMGR(),QUEUE()
command can be used to enable a disabled queue.

CBMxx0103W cmsid qmgrssid queue: queuename

Destination: Console, message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0096.

Explanation: The BEP message server has found a
duplicate queue description, queuename.
System action: The duplicate entry is ignored.

CBMxx0099W MQSeries queue manager: mqssid
mqjob-name has terminated.

User response: Remove the duplicate queuename
from the CBMPARMS member for this qmgrssid.

Explanation: The message server has detected that
the MQSeries queue manager that it has been
communicating with has terminated. The queue
manager subsystem is identified as mqssid and queue
manager job name mqjob-name.

Destination: Console, message log
CBMxx0104W cmsid qmgrssid Duplicate queue
name in PDS member, membername

System action: The message server waits for the
MQSeries queue manager to be restarted.

Explanation: The BEP message server has found a
duplicate queue description in the CBMPARMS member
membername.

User response: Restart the MQSeries queue
manager.

System action: The duplicate entry is ignored.

Destination: Console

User response: Remove the duplicate queuename
from the CBMPARMS member membername.
Destination: Console, message log

CBMxx0100I cmsid qmgrssid queue: queid queuename
Explanation: The BEP message server is defining or
deleting a queue description for queid and queuename.

Note: This message follows message CBMxx0103.

System action: None.

CBMxx0105W cmsid qmgrssid queue: queuename

User response: None.

Explanation: The BEP message server could not
delete a queue descriptor because queuename was not
found.

Destination: Message log

System action: None.
User response: None.
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Destination: Console, message log
CBMxx0106W cmsid qmgrssid queue descriptor not
found.
Explanation: The BEP message server could not
delete a queue descriptor because the queuename was
not found.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console, message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0105.
CBMxx0107W cmsid qmgrssid queue: queuename
Explanation: The BEP message server has found a
second dead letter queue in message descriptor
CBMPARMS member for this qmgrssid.

CBMxx0110I cmsid MAIN BEP message server has
initialized
Explanation: The BEP message server has initialized
and is ready to accept event messages from its event
source connectors.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console, message log
CBMxx0111E taskid1 PPAR Parm in error: errorparm
Explanation: The BEP message server has detected
an error parsing an input parm. The input parameter
that contains the error is errorparm.
System action: Message CBMxx0112E is issued,
explaining the error, and then the BEP message server
is terminated with abend code U2002.

System action: The duplicate definition is ignored.

User response: Correct the parameter in error and
restart the message server.

User response: Remove the duplicate definition from
the CBMPARMS member.

Destination: Console

Destination: Console, message log

CBMxx0112E taskid1 PPAR {Keyword and parm do
not fit on line | Keyword exceeds eight
characters}

CBMxx0108W cmsid qmgrssid duplicate dead letter
queue in member membername
Explanation: The BEP message server has found a
second dead letter queue in message descriptor
CBMPARMS member for this qmgrssid.

Explanation: The BEP message server has detected
an error parsing an input parameter.
System action: The BEP message server is
terminated with abend code U2002.

System action: The duplicate dead letter type is
ignored.

User response: Correct the parameter in error and
restart the message server.

User response: Remove the duplicate queue type
from the CBMPARMS member member-name.

Destination: Console

Destination: Console, message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0107.

CBMxx0113I cmsid OPER COMMAND: commandname
valid KEYWORDS are: keyword1,
keyword2, keyword3

CBMxx0109W cmsid OPER Commands not allowed
during {initialization | termination}.

Explanation: The BEP message server operator
interface is displaying the valid keywords for the
operator command commandname.

Explanation: Commands are not allowed during BEP
message server initialization or termination.

System action: None.

System action: The command is ignored.
User response: If the BEP message server needs to
be terminated immediately during initialization or
termination, use the FSTOP command.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by CBMxx0114I if the
command has more than three keywords.

Destination: Console, message log
CBMxx0114I cmsid OPER keyword4, keyword5,
keyword6, keyword7, keyword8, keyword9
Explanation: The BEP message server operator
interface is displaying the valid keywords for an operator
command.
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System action: None.

Note: This message follows message CBMxx0122.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message follows CBMxx0113I.
CBMxx0120W cmsid taskid2 QMGR: qmgrssid
qmgrname
Explanation: The BEP message server has detected
a duplicate queue manager definition in the MQMGR
CBMPARMS member.
System action: The duplicate definition is ignored.
User response: Remove the duplicate definition.
Destination: Console
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0121.
CBMxx0121W cmsid taskid2 duplicate queue
manager name in PDS member
MQMGR.

CBMxx0132I setname BDSP data space size:
dataspacebytes Blocks:
dataspaceblocks.
Explanation: A BEP message server set manager
setname is building the event source data space. The
message shows the size of the data space
dataspacebytes and the number of 4K data space
blocks dataspaceblocks.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0133.
CBMxx0133I setnme BDSP Index cnt: indexcnt cell
len: dataspacecellen CB: address

Explanation: The BEP message server has found a
duplicate queue description in the CBMPARMS
member, MQMGR.

Explanation: A BEP message server set manager
setname is building the event source data space. The
message shows the number of data space indexes cells
indexcnt, the length of each data space cell
dataspacecellen and the data space control block
address address.

System action: The duplicate entry is ignored.

System action: None.

User response: Remove the duplicate definition.

User response: none.

Destination: Console, message log

Destination: Message log

Note: This message follows message CBMxx0120.

Note: This message follows message CBMxx0132.

CBMxx0122W cmsid taskid2 QMGR: qmgrssid
qmgrname.

CBMxx0140I cmsid setname ESRC: eventsource-name
JOBNAME: jobname jobnumber Status:
status

Explanation: The BEP message server has found a
duplicate default queue manager definition in the
CBMPARMS member MQMGR.
System action: The duplicate entry is ignored.
User response: Remove the duplicate definition.
Destination: Console, message log
Note: This message precedes message CBMxx0123.

Explanation: A BEP event source manager setname
is displaying the current status of the event sources
connected to this message server. The name of the
event source eventsource-name, its jobname
jobnumber, and status are displayed. The event source
status values are ACTIVE and INACTIVE″
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

CBMxx0123W cmsid taskid2 Duplicate default
queue manager name in MQMGR.
Explanation: The BEP message server has found a
duplicate default queue manager definition in the
CBMPARMS member MQMGR.

Note: This message is followed by messages
CBMxx0141 through CBMxx0144. These
messages are repeated periodically based on the
value of RETRYSEC in the CBMPARMS member
MSET setname.

System action: The duplicate entry is ignored.
User response: Remove the duplicate definition.
Destination: Console, message log
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CBMxx0141I cmsid setname ESRC Msgs in:
messages-in Msgs out: messages-out

CBMxx0144I cmsid setname ESRC Messages put to
Deadq: put-deadq-cnt

Explanation: A BEP event source manager setname
is displaying the current status of the event sources
ESRC connected to this message server. This message
shows the number of messages from the event source
messages-in and the number of messages processed
by the message server for this event source
messages-out.

Explanation: A BEP event source manager setname
is displaying the current status of the event sources
ESRC connected to this message server. This message
shows the number of messages which were put to a
dead letter queue put-deadq-cnt.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0140. The
messages are repeated periodically based on the
value of RETRYSEC in the CBMPARMS member
MSET setname.
CBMxx0142I cmsid setname ESRC Messages put
successfully: put-ok-cnt
Explanation: A BEP event source manager setname
is displaying the current status of the event sources
ESRC connected to this message server. This message
shows the number of messages put successfully
put-ok-cnt for the event source identified in
CBMxx0140I.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0142. The
messages are repeated periodically based on the
value of RETRYSEC in the CBMPARMS member
MSET setname.
CBMxx0143I cmsid setname ESRC Messages put
failed: put-error-cnt Backed out:
backedout
Explanation: A BEP event source manager setname
is displaying the current status of the event sources
ESRC connected to this message server. This message
shows the number of messages which were not
successfully put put-error-cnt and the number of
messages that were put successfully then backed out
backedout because of a subsequent back out request.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0144. The
messages are repeated periodically based on the
value of RETRYSEC in the CBMPARMS member
MSET setname.
CBMxx0145I cmsid setname ESRC Current messages
in queue: currmessage
Explanation: A BEP event source manager setname
is displaying the current status of the event sources
ESRC connected to this message server. This message
shows the number of messages from this event source
which are currently in the set data space currmessage.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0144. The
messages are repeated periodically based on the
value of RETRYSEC in the CBMPARMS member
MSET setname.
CBMxx0146I cmsid setname ESRC Maximum
concurrent messages in queue:
maxmessage
Explanation: A BEP event source manager setname
is displaying the current status of the event sources
ESRC connected to this message server. This message
shows the maximum number of messages from this
event source which were in the set data space at one
time maxmessage.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0143. The
messages are repeated periodically based on the
value of RETRYSEC in the CBMPARMS member
MSET setname.
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Note: This message follows message CBMxx0145. The
messages are repeated periodically based on the
value of RETRYSEC in the CBMPARMS member
MSET setname.

CBMxx0150I cmsid setname data space cells in use:
cellsinuse Max used: maxcellsused.
Explanation: A BEP message server set manager
setname is displaying the status of its event source data
space. The message shows the number of current cells
in use cellsinuse and maximum number of cells in use
over the life of the job maxcellsused.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

Destination: Message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0150.
CBMxx0162I setname qtaskid queue: queueid
queuename
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
qtaskid is displaying the status of its connection to an
MQSeries queue. The message shows the queue’s
queue ID queueid ssigned by the message server and
queue name queuename.
System action: None.

Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0151.

User response: none.
Destination: Message log

CBMxx0151I cmsid setname data space bytes in use:
bytesinuse Max used: maxbytesused.
Explanation: A BEP message server set manager
setname is displaying the status of its event source data
space. The message shows current bytes in use
bytesinuse and maximum number of bytes in use over
the life of the job maxbytesused.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

Note: This message precedes message CBMxx0163.
CBMxx0163I setname qtaskid queue status: {Opened
| closed} HOBJ: open-handleaddress.
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
qtaskid is displaying the status of its connection to an
MQSeries queue. The status is either opened or closed.
When the queue is open, a non-zero open handle
open-handle is displayed. Also displayed is the address
of queue control block address.
System action: None.

Note: This message follows message CBMxx0150.
CBMxx0160I setname qtaskid QMGR: qmgrssid
qmgrname
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
qtaskid is displaying the status of its connection to an
MQSeries queue manager. The message shows the
queue manager’s subsystem ID qmgrssid and name
qmgrname.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0162.
CBMxx0164E setname qtaskid queue: queueid
queuename
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
qtaskid has encountered an error processing a
MQSeries queue. The message shows the queue ID
queueid assigned by the message server and queue
name queuename.
System action: None.

Note: This message precedes message CBMxx0150.
CBMxx0161I setname qtaskid QMGR status: {New
Connection | Connected |
Disconnected} HCONN: connecthandle
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
qtaskid is displaying the status of its connection to an
MQSeries queue manager. For new and existing
connections, a non-zero connection handle
conecthandle is displayed.
System action: None.
User response: None.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message precedes message CBMxx0165.
CBMxx0165E setname qtaskid MQ Call: {MQOPEN |
MQPUT | MQCLOSE} {Error | Warning}
R15: R15 R0: R0 QMGR: qmgrssid.
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
qtaskid has encountered an error processing an
MQSeries queue. The message shows the name of the
MQSeries call that failed or encountered a warning
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condition. Displayed are the values of registers 15 R15
and 0 R0 returned from the MQSeries call. The queue
manager which owns the queue is also displayed
qmgrssid.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0164. The
meaning of values of registers R15 and R0 are
documented in the MQSeries Application
Programming Reference manual.
CBMxx0166E setname qtaskid error-description.
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
qtaskid has encountered an error processing an
MQSeries queue. The message shows the error
description which corresponds to the values of R15 and
R0, which were displayed in the preceding message
CBMxx0165E. See the MQSeries Application
Programming Reference for a complete description of
the message.
System action: None.
User response: None.

The queue manager subsystem ID qmgrssid is also
displayed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0167. The
meaning of the values of registers R15 and R0
are documented in the MQSeries Application
Programming Reference manual.
CBMxx0169E setname qtaskid error-description
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
setname, qtaskid or a queue manager subtask cmsid,
qmgrssid has encountered an error communicating with
an MQSeries queue manager. The message shows the
error description that corresponds to the values of R15
and R0 that are displayed in the prior message
CBMxx0167E. See the MQSeries Application
Programming Reference manual for a complete
description of the message.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

Destination: Message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0168.
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0165.
CBMxx0170I OPER QMGR qmgrssid qmgrname
CBMxx0167E {setname | cmsid} {qtaskid | qmgrssid}
QMGR: qmgrssid qmgrname
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
setname, qtaskid or a queue manager subtask cmsid,
qmgrssid has encountered an error communicating with
an MQSeries queue manager. The message shows the
queue manager’s subsystem ID qmgrssid and queue
manager name qmgrname.

Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY QMGR()
command. The MQSeries queue manager subsystem ID
and queue manager name are displayed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message precedes message CBMxx0168.
CBMxx0168E {setname | cmsid} {qtaskid | qmgrssid}
Q Call: {MQCONN | MQCMIT| MQBACK
| MQDISC} {Error | Warning} R15: R15
R0: R0 QMGR: qmgrssid
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
setname qtaskid or a queue manager subtask cmsid,
qmgrssid has encountered an error communicating with
an MQSeries queue manager. The message shows the
name of the MQSeries call that failed or that
encountered a warning condition. Displayed are the
values of R15 and R0 returned from the MQSeries call.
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Note: This message is followed by CBMxx0171I
CBMxx0171I OPER Status: {Enabled | Disabled | In
Error} Flags: flag1 flag2 address
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY QMGR()
command. The message shows the status of the queue
manager, task, and queue manager flags flag1, flag2
and the address of the queue manager control block
address.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by CBMxx0172I

CBMxx0172I OPER Connect Token: connecttoken
Conn Fail Cnt: failcnt
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY QMGR()
command. The message shows the MQSeries connect
token connecttoken and the number of times the
connection has been retried since the last successful
connection attempt failcnt.
System action: None.

CBMxx0166 and CBMxx0169. If you are unable to
determine a resolution strategy, save all job and
message logs and any dumps and contact technical
support.
Destination: Console message log.
CBMxx0180I OPER SET: setname Task Flags: flags
address
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the set name setname, task flags
flags and address of the set control block address.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by CBMxx0172I

System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx0173I OPER Connect RC:

1

Reason:

2

Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY QMGR()
command. The message shows the return conn-rc and
reason code conn-reason from the most recent
connection request.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by CBMxx0174I

Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0181.
CBMxx0181I OPER Units of work in: uow-in
Processed: uow-out
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the number of units of work in
uow-in to the set and the number of units of work
processed uow-out by the event source set.
System action: None.

CBMxx0174I OPER Prior RC: conn-rc Reason:
conn-reason

User response: None.
Destination: Message log

Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY QMGR()
command. The message shows the return conn-rc and
reason code conn-reason from the prior connection
request.

Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0182.

System action: None.

CBMxx0182I OPER UOW committed: uow-committed
Backed out: uow-backedout

User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0179E Rule associated with error: rule-name.
Explanation: A message server queue task is
displaying the rule name rule-name associated with an
MQ call that failed. CBMxx0179E follows either
CBMxx0166E or CBMxx0169E, which display the MQ
error text.
System action: The message server retries, disables
or abends, depending on the severity of the MQ error.
User response: Follow the recovery action indicated
by the MQ series message text displayed in messages

Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the number of units of work
committed uow-committed and the number of units of
work backed out uow-backedout by the event source
set.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0183.

1. conn-rc
2. conn-reason
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CBMxx0183I OPER Current UOW count: uow-curr
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the number of units-of-work
currently in the set’s data space queue uow-curr.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0184.

Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0187.
CBMxx0187I OPER Messages in error:
message-failed Backed out: backedout
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the number of messages that
could not be put message-failed to any MQSeries
queue and the number of messages that were put
successfully but then backed out backedout because of
a subsequent back out request.
System action: None.

CBMxx0184I OPER Maximum concurrent UOW:
uow-max
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the number of maximum in-flight
units of work at one time uow-max.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0185.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0188.
CBMxx0188I OPER Messages to DeadQ:
message-deadq
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the number of messages rerouted
to a designated dead letter queue message-deadq.
System action: None.

CBMxx0185I OPER Messages in: message-in
processed: message-out
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the number of messages input
messages-in and the number of messages processed
message-out by the event source set.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0186.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0189.
CBMxx0189I OPER Current Message count:
message-curr
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the number of messages which
are currently in the data space queue message-curr.
System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx0186I OPER Messages put successfully:
message-OK
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the number of messages put to
MQSeries queues successfully message-ok.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
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Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0190.
CBMxx0190I OPER Maximum concurrent Messages:
message-max
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the maximum number of in-flight
messages at any one time (message-max).

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0191.
CBMxx0191I OPER data space cells in use: inuse
max used: maxused
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the number of data space cells in
use inuse and the maximum in use at one time
maxused.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0191.

CBMxx0194I OPER Maximum bytes used: maxused
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the highest number of data space
bytes ever used (maxused).
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0195I OPER qmgrssid queid queuename.
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the commands DISPLAY
QMGR(),QUEUE() or DISPLAY QMGR(),QUEID(). The
message shows the MQSeries queue manager
subsystem ID qmgrssid, the message server assigned
queue ID queid and the MQSeries queue name
queuename.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

CBMxx0192I OPER Cells reused: reused Cells not
used: notused
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the number of data space cells
reused by an event source (reused) and the number of
cells which are not used because they are beyond the
index range (notused).
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0193.

Note: This message is followed by Message
CBMxx0196I
CBMxx0196I OPER Status: {Enabled | Disabled}
Flags: flag address
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the commands DISPLAY
QMGR(),QUEUE() or DISPLAY QMGR(),QUEID(). The
message shows the queue status {Enabled | Disabled},
queue flags flag, and the address of the queue control
block address).
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

CBMxx0193I OPER data space bytes currently in
use: dspused
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET() command.
The message shows the number of bytes of the data
space currently in use dspused.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0194.

Note: This message is followed by CBMxx0197I
CBMxx0197I OPER queue type: queuetype queue
index: address
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the commands DISPLAY
QMGR(),QUEUE() or DISPLAY QMGR(),QUEID(). The
message shows the queue type queuetype and the
queue index address address. Queue types are O for
output or D for dead letter queue.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
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Note: This message is followed by Message
CBMxx0198I
CBMxx0198I OPER Total messages put:
message-total
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the commands DISPLAY
QMGR(),QUEUE() or DISPLAY QMGR(),QUEID(). The
message shows the total number of messages put to
the queue message-total.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0199.
CBMxx0199I OPER Messages put successfully:
message-ok
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the commands DISPLAY
QMGR(),QUEUE() or DISPLAY QMGR(),QUEID(). The
message shows the number of messages put to the
queue successfully message-ok.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0200.
CBMxx0200I OPER Messages in error:
message-failed
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the commands DISPLAY
QMGR(),QUEUE() or DISPLAY QMGR(),QUEID(). The
message shows the number of messages that could not
be put to the queue because of an error
message-failed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0201I Control queue for setname eventsource
Explanation: The BEP message server is responding
to either a DISPLAY QMGR(),QUEUE() command or a
DISPLAY QMGR(),QUEID() command when the
specified queue is a recovery control queue. The set
name and event source that use this queue for recovery
are setname and eventsource , respectively.
System action: None.
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User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0205I OPER setname qtaskid Task Flags: flag1
flag2
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),QTASK(). Displayed are the event source set
name setname, the message server assigned queue
task ID qtaskid, and the task flags flag1 flag2.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by Message
CBMxx0206I
CBMxx0206I OPER Current UOW: uow control
block: address
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),QTASK(). Displayed are the current UOW
address uow and the queue task control block address
address.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by Message
CBMxx0207I
CBMxx0207I OPER Total messages put:
message-total
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),QTASK(). The message shows the total number
of messages processed by this queue task
message-total.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0208.
CBMxx0208I OPER Messages put successfully:
message-ok
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET(),QTASK()
command. The message shows the number of

messages put by the queue task successfully
message-ok.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log

System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx0213I OPER queue cache requests not
found: qcachenotfound.

Destination: Message log

Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),QTASK(). The message shows the number of
cache searches where the target queue was not found
qcachenotfound.

Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0209.
CBMxx0209I OPER Messages in error:
message-failed
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),QTASK(). The message shows the number of
messages that could not be put to a queue by the
queue task because of an error message-failed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0210I OPER Messages to DeadQ:
message-deadq
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),QTASK(). The message shows the number of
messages that could not be put to the target queue but
was put to a designated dead-letter queue
message-deadq.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0211I OPER Total queue cache requests:
qcachetotal
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),QTASK(). The message shows the number of
cache searches for a target queue qcachetotal.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0212I OPER queue cache requests found:
qcachefound
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),QTASK(). The message shows the number of
cache searches where the target queue was found
qcachefound.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

| CBMxx0214I LE Exit msgs changed: chg-cnt sent
|
asis: send-asis-cnt skip: skip-cnt.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPLAY SET QTASK operator command and responds
with statistics for LE exits called by the specified
QTASK. The message server displays the number
(chg-cnt) of messages changed by the LE exits, the
number (send-asis-cnt) of messages sent but not
changed, and the number (skip-cnt) of messages the LE
exits suppressed.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
| CBMxx0215I LE Exit QMGR changed: qmgr-changed
|
Queue changed: queue-changed.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPLAY SET QTASK operator command and responds
with statistics for LE exits called by the QTASK
specified. The message server displays the number
(qmgr-changed) of messages where the queue manager
name was changed and the number (queue-changed)
of messages where the queue name was changed.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0220I OPER setname ESRC: eventsource
JOBNAME: jobname jobnumber Status:
status
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),ESRC(). The message displays the name of the
event source eventsource, its jobname, jobnumber, and
status. The values for status are ″active″ and ″inactive″.
System action: None.

System action: None.
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User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0221.
CBMxx0221I OPER Task flags: flag1 flag2 address
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),ESRC(). The task flags flag1 flag2 and the
address of the event source control block address
address.
System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx0224I OPER Current UOW Count: uow-curr
Max UOW: uow-max
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the DISPLAY SET(),ESRC()
command. The message shows the current number of
units of work for this event source uow-curr and the
maximum concurrent in-flight units of work uow-max for
the event source.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0225.

Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0222.
CBMxx0222I OPER Units of work in: uow-in
Processed: uow-out
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),ESRC(). The message shows the number of units
of work in uow-in from the event source and the number
of units of work processed uow-out for the event source.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

CBMxx0225I OPER Messages in: message-in
processed: message-out
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),ESRC(). The message shows the number of
messages input messages-in from the event sources
and the number of messages processed message-out
for the event source.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0226.

Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0223.

CBMxx0226I OPER Messages put successfully:
message-ok

CBMxx0223I OPER UOW committed: uow-committed
Backed out: uow-backedout

Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),ESRC(). The message shows the number of
messages from the event source that has been put to
MQSeries queues successfully message-ok.

Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),ESRC(). The message shows the number of units
of work committed uow-committed and the number of
units of work backed out uow-backedout for the event
source.
System action: None.
User response: None.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0227.

Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0224.
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CBMxx0227I OPER Messages in error:
message-failed Backed out: backedout
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),ESRC(). The message shows the number of
messages that could not be put to any MQSeries queue
message-failed and the number of messages that were
put successfully then backed out backedout because of

a subsequent backout request.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0228.
CBMxx0228I OPER Messages to DeadQ:
message-deadq Ignore cnt: ignore-cnt
Explanation: The BEP message server is responding
to a DISPLAY SET(),ESRC() command. The message
shows the number of messages rerouted to a
designated dead letter queue message-deadq, and
ignore-cnt is the number of messages that have been
ignored during a resync because they were already
written before the failure.
System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx0241I cmsid qmgrssid queue is {Enabled |
Disabled}.
Explanation: The BEP message server
ENABLE/DISABLE operator command issues this
message after enabling or disabling a queue.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0242I cmsid qmgrssid queue: queueid
queuename
Explanation: The BEP message server
ENABLE/DISABLE operator command issues this
message when the queue that the user is trying to
enable or disable is already enabled or disabled.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0229.
CBMxx0229I OPER Current message count:
message-curr Max messages:
message-max
Explanation: The BEP message server displays this
message in response to the command DISPLAY
SET(),ESRC(). The message shows the current number
of messages from the event source which are currently
in the data space queue message-curr and the
maximum number of concurrent in-flight messages
message-max from the event source.
System action: None.

Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0243.
CBMxx0243I cmsid qmgrssid queue is already
{Enabled | Disabled}
Explanation: The BEP message server
ENABLE/DISABLE operator command issues this
message when the queue that the user is trying to
enable or disable is already enabled or disabled.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message follows message CBMxx0242.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log

CBMxx0250E cmsid OPER Command name not
entered

CBMxx0240I cmsid qmgrssid queue: queueid
queuename

Explanation: The BEP message server operator
interface issues this message when an operator
command name is not entered.

Explanation: The BEP message server
ENABLE/DISABLE operator command issues this
message after enabling or disabling a queue.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx0241.

System action: The operator command is ignored.
User response: Enter a valid operator command
name.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0251E

cmsid OPER Command: cmdname,
minimum parms required: mincnt

Explanation: The BEP message server operator
interface issues this message when an operator
command cmdname has been entered with less than
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the number of required parameters mincnt.
System action: The operator command is ignored.

MXTKxxxx and QMGRyyyy, where xxxx is the set
name and yyyy is the MQSeries queue manager
subsystem ID.

User response: Re-enter the command with the
required number of parameters.

v Member name not entered - The UPDATE command
requires a member name on the MEMBER keyword.

Destination: Message log

v Member name is too long - A member name cannot
exceed eight characters.

CBMxx0252E cmsid OPER Command: cmdname,
maximum parms allowed: maxcnt

v Unknown parameter name - See the UPDATE
operator command description for a list of valid
parameters.

Explanation: The BEP message server operator
interface issues this message when an operator
command cmdname has been entered with more than
the number of allowed parameters maxcnt.

v Parm cannot be updated - Only parameters
documented in the UPDATE operator command can
be updated.

System action: The operator command is ignored.
User response: Re-enter the command with the
required number of parameters.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0260E cmsid OPER Parm: parmname:
{Ambiguous Keyword|Unknown
Keyword|Parm length is too short|Parm
length is too long|Invalid hex
characters|Invalid decimal digits|Value
is too low|Value is too high}
Explanation: The BEP message server cmsid has
received an operator UPDATE command with an invalid
command keyword parmname or invalid value.
System action: The message server ignores the
operator command.

v Parm value not entered - a parameter value is
required
See “UPDATE” on page 117 for details of the message
server UPDATE operator command.
System action: The operator command is ignored.
User response: Correct the error and reissue the
UPDATE command.
Destination: Console, Message log.
CBMxx0262I cmsid OPER Parm: parmname changed
to: newvalue
Explanation: The BEP message server cmsid
confirms the result of the operator UPDATE command
successfully entered for parameter parmname, which is
changed to newvalue.
System action: None.

User response: Correct the keyword or value and
reissue the operator command.

User response: None.

Destination: Console, message log.

Destination: Message log.

CBMxx0261E cmsid OPER Parm: parmname: {Invalid
parm | No parms entered |
Unsupported or unknown member
name | Member name not entered |
Member name is too long | Unknown
parm name | Parm cannot be updated |
Parm cannot be updated | Parm value
not entered | Parm value is too long}

CBMxx0269I Event source: event-source jobname
jobnumber has initialized.

Explanation: The BEP message server operator
UPDATE command contains an invalid parameter
parmname. The error message text describes one of
the following errors:
v Invalid parameter- The valid parameters are
MEMBER() and parm().
v No parms entered - For the UPDATE command you
must enter MEMBER() and parm()
v Unsupported or unknown member name. - The
supported member names are MMAIN, MSETxxxx,

Explanation: A message server event source set
manager has detected an event source event-source.
Also displayed are the event source job name jobname
and event source job number jobnumber. The job name
and job number are displayed only if they are available
to the message server. If you are using recoverable
messages, this message is issued even if your event
source is no longer active.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx0270I cmsid setname event source:
eventsource jobname jesjobnumber has
terminated.
Explanation: The BEP message server set manager
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setname has detected that the attached event source
described by eventsource, jobname, jesjobnumber has
terminated.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx0271I cmsid setname Cleaning up for event
source: eventsourceaddress1 address2
Explanation: The BEP message server set manager
setname is cleaning up storage for an event source
eventsource that did not disconnect from the message
server prior to terminating. address1 is the control block
address, address2 is the event source work area.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0272I cmsid setname uow-cnt Units of work in
progress for: eventsource
Explanation: The BEP message server set manager
setname is reporting the number of outstanding units of
work uow-cnt at the termination of an event source
eventsource.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: message log
CBMxx0273I cmsid setname Termination complete
for event source: eventsource jobname
jesjobnumber
Explanation: The BEP message server set manager
setname has completed termination processing for the
event source described by eventsource, jobname,
jesjobnumber.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0274W setname qtaskid UOW backed out for:
eventsource address1 recovery uow:
uow-log-seq.
Explanation: A BEP message server queue task
qtaskid is canceling a unit of work because the event
source eventsource has terminated before commit.
address1 is the address of the unit of work control
block, and uow-log-seq is the log sequence number of
the start of the UOW that is being canceled.

User response: None.
Destination: message log
CBMxx0277I Event source: event-source job-name
job-number has transitioned.
Explanation: The CICS log reader task has
transitioned to processing a new CICS event source
identified by event-source; job name job-name; and job
number job-number.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: message log.
CBMxx0278W Inflight UOW count: inflight-cnt, MQ
QTASK count: MQtasks-cnt.
Explanation: The message server has detected that
the number of concurrent UOW inflight-cnt exceeds the
number of MQTASKS MQtasks-cnt that is defined in
your MSETxxxx parameter member.
System action: The message server attempts to
continue. However, it is possible that no UOW can
continue to syncpoint because there are no message
server subtasks tasks to process the workload.
User response: If your message server cannot
continue and this message is repeated without
processing new messages, you need to define more
MQ tasks on the MQTASKS parameter. Stop your
message server and increase the value of the
MQTASKS parameter in the MSETxxxx member. Note
that increasing the number of MQTASKS might require
that you change the values of IDBACK in your
MQSeries queue manager CSQ6SYSP system
parameters. See the description of the MQTASKS
parameter in Chapter 3, “Implementation and
customization,” on page 21 for more information.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx0280E cmsid OPER STOP command
rejected. event sources active:
eventcount
Explanation: The BEP message server operator
interface has rejected a STOP operator command
because event sources are still active or their messages
are still being processed.
System action: The command is rejected.
User response: If you must stop the message server
immediately, use the FSTOP command. Note that use
of the FSTOP command could result in abended event
source units of work.
Destination: message log

System action: None.
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CBMxx0281I Description of command cmdname
Explanation: The BEP message server operator
interface displays this message in response to the ″?″
parameter following a data space server or message
server operator command name. This message is
followed by message CBMxx0282I.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: message log
CBMxx0282I variable help text
Explanation: The BEP message server operator
interface displays this message in response to the ″?″
parameter following a data space or message server
operator command name. This message shows the
command description and syntax of the requested
command.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: console

User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0287W setname qtaskid Qtask is suspended
Explanation: The BEP qtask (qtaskid) has temporarily
suspended itself because it cannot connect to an
MQSeries queue manager. The suspension is due to
the lack of available MQSeries queue manager batch
connections. The qtask remains suspended until the
queue manager is restarted or the BEP ENABLE
QMGR command is issued. Assuming that either the
number of MQSeries batch connections has been
increased or other users of the available batch
connections have disconnected, the qtask will be able
to make a connection and will no longer be suspended.
System action: The qtask is suspended.
User response: There are two options: (1) increase
the IDBACK MQSeries queue manager parameter and
recycle the MQSeries queue manager, or (2) disconnect
other users of the batch connections. When more
connections are available, issue the BEP ENABLE
QMGR command for the affected message server.
Destination: Console

CBMxx0283E Help not available for cmdname.
Explanation: The BEP message server operator
interface displays this message in response to the ″?″
parameter following a data space or message server
operator command name if the command description is
not found.
System action: The command is rejected.
User response: Correct the command name and
re-issue the command.
Destination: console
CBMxx0285I variable help text.
Explanation: The BEP message server operator
interface displays this message in response to the
HELP command. Following this message, CBMxx0286
is displayed to list the valid command names available
for the message server.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0286I variable help text.
Explanation: The BEP message server operator
interface displays this message in response to the
HELP command. This message lists the valid command
names available for the message server.
System action: None.
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CBMxx0290E taskid1 taskid2 ddname
opencloserequest error, R15: returncode
ACBERFLG: errorflags
Explanation: The BEP region taskid1 is unable to
open or close opencloserequest the data set with
DDNAME ddname. The reason for the error is shown in
the return code Register 15 returncode and the ACB
error flags errorflags.
System action: The BEP job attempts to recover from
the error and continues processing.
User response: The ACBERFLG values are
documented in the DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data
Sets manual. Take action appropriate for the error flags
and restart the BEP region if required.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0291E taskid1 taskid2 ddname vsamrequest
Error: R15: returncode RPLFDBWD:
rplfdbwd
Explanation: The BEP region taskid1 has
encountered a VSAM error while processing VSAM
request vsamrequest. The reason for the error is shown
in the VSAM return code returncode and the RPL feed
back word rplfdbwd.
System action: The BEP job attempts to recover from
the error and continues processing.
User response: The RPL feed back values are
documented in the DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data
Sets manual. Take action appropriate for the error flag

and restart the BEP region if necessary.

CBMxx0302E cmsid INIT The data space server:
dssid is not active

Destination: Console

Explanation: The data space server specified by the
MMAIN dssid parameter is not active.

CBMxx0292I taskid1 taskid2 ddname vsamrequest
recordkey

System action: If the MMAIN parameter NODSS is
set to WTOR, the message server will wait for a
response message CBMxx0304R. If NODSS is set to
ABEND then the message server terminates with a user
abend U0302.

Explanation: The BEP region taskid1 issues this trace
message to show the DDNAME ddname of a BEP
VSAM file, the VSAM request vsamrequest, and record
key recordkey.

User response: None.

User response: If the MMAIN parameter NODSS is
set to WTOR, start the data space server and reply
RETRY to the message CBMxx304R.

Destination: Message log

Destination: Console

CBMxx0293I taskid1 taskid2 Command: command
dsgroup imsid dbdname segmentname

CBMxx0303I cmsid INIT Signed on to the BEP data
space server using entry: address1

Explanation: The BEP message server taskid1
TCP/IP listener is processing an IMS database
command from the workstation administration client.
The command name command is followed by the
command arguments: IMS data sharing group dsgroup,
imsid, database name dbdname, and database segment
name segmentname.

Explanation: The message server has signed on to
the data space server using the entry address1.

System action: None.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

System action: None.
CBMxx0304R cmsid DSS: dssid not active. Reply
RETRY or CANCEL.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

Explanation: The data space server dssid is not
active. The message server cmsid issues this WTOR
requesting a response of RETRY or CANCEL.

CBMxx0300E cmsid INIT The data space server:
dssid cannot be located

System action: The message server waits for the
user reply.

Explanation: The data space server specified by the
MMAIN dssid parameter cannot be located.
System action: If the MMAIN parameter NODSS is
set to WTOR, then the message server will wait for a
response to message CBMxx0304R. If NODSS is set to
ABEND, the message server terminates with a user
abend U0300.
User response: If the MMAIN parameter NODSS is
set to WTOR, start the data space server and reply
RETRY to message CBMxx0304R.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0301I cmsid INIT The data space server: dssid
has been located. address1
Explanation: The data space server specified by the
MMAIN dssid parameter has been located. address1 is
the address of the data space server control block.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

User response: Start the data space server and
respond RETRY to the outstanding WTOR.
Destination: Console

| CBMxx0305R cmsid BEP message server
|
initialization problem. Reply RETRY or
|
CANCEL.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server cmsid cannot
complete initialization because it has encountered an
error. CBMxx0305R is a write-to-operator-with-reply
(WTOR) message that can be issued if there is an error
that prevents the message server from completing
initialization. The issue of CBMxx0305R is controlled by
the MMAIN parameter INITWTOR. With or without
CBMxx0305R enabled, the message server continues
periodically to retry the error and issue error messages
to the system log.

|
|
|
|

System action: The message server job step task
waits for a reply. The queue manager subtasks in the
message server periodically retry the error condition but
message server initialization does not continue until it
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| receives a RETRY reply, or is terminated with a
| CANCEL.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

User response: Review and respond to the error
messages that the message server is issuing. When
you have resolved the error, use the message server
ENABLE QMGR() command to cause the message
server to immediately retry the request that failed. If
your problem is now resolved, reply RETRY to the
WTOR so that message server initialization can
continue. If you cannot resolve the error, issue the
message server SVCDUMP command and then reply
CANCEL to this WTOR. Save all job and message logs
and the SVC dump and contact technical support.

| Destination: Console and message log.
| CBMxx0306R cmsid mqssid BEP MQ QMGR ERROR.
Reply RETRY or CANCEL.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: An MQseries queue manager subtask in
message server cmsid has failed to communicate with
MQseries mqssid because of an error. Note that
CBMxx0306R is issued only if you specify
DISAWTOR(Y) in the relevant QMGRxxxx parameter
member. However, With or without CBMxx0306R
enabled, the MQseries queue manager task continues
periodically to retry the error and issue error messages
to the system log.

|
|
|
|
|

Note that CBMxx0306R is not issued during message
server initialization if message CBMxx0305R is issued.
However, if there is an MQSeries error after
initialization, this WTOR is issued even if CBMxx0305R
has been issued previously during initialization.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

System action: The queue manager subtask in the
message server periodically retries the function that
caused the error condition. If the error condition is
resolved before a reply is made to this WTOR, this
message is deleted from the console and processing
continues automatically. For example, if the error is
caused by the MQSeries queue manager being down,
when MQ is restarted the message server subtask will
detect the restart when it periodically tries to reconnect.
However, if the error caused the queue manager or a
queue to be disabled, the queue manager task does not
continue until a RETRY reply is issued to the WTOR, or
the ENABLE command for the queue or queue
manager is issued. A CANCEL reply causes the
message sever to terminate with a user abend 306, The
306 abend does not produce a dump.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

User response: Review and respond to the error
messages that the message server is issuing. When
you have resolved the error, reply RETRY to the WTOR
so that message server queue manager task can
continue. If you cannot resolve the error, issue the
message server SVCDUMP command and then reply
CANCEL to this WTOR. Save all job and message logs
and the SVC dump and contact technical support.

| Destination: Console. Message log.
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| CBMxx0307I WTOR CBMQG0306R reply: reply.
| Explanation: The message server has received the
| reply reply to message CBMQG0306R and this reply is
| being echoed to the message server message log.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0313E Queue: queuename
Explanation: The recovery control queue queuename
has a duplicate event source entry in the QUESxxx
member. This message is followed by message
CBMxx0314.
System action: The message server terminates with
user abend 313.
User response: Remove the duplicate entry from your
QUESxxxx member and restart the message server.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx0314E Duplicate set: setname or esrc:
eventsource in PDS member:
membername.
Explanation: There is a duplicate setname setname or
duplicate event source eventsource in the QUESxxx
member membername. You can define only one queue
entry to an MQSeries queue manager for each event
source. If you omit the event source name so that the
QUESxxxx entry applies to all event sources in the set,
there can be only one queue entry for a set name.
System action: The message server terminates with
user abend 313.
User response: Remove the duplicate entry from your
QUESxxxx member and restart your message server.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx0315E QUEUE: queue-name
Explanation: The MQSeries control queue
queue-name does not have a set name defined. This
message is followed by message CBMxx0316E
System action: The message server terminates with
user abend 314.
User response: Add the event source set name to
your control queue definition in the QUESxxxx member
and restart your message server.
Destination: Console.

CBMxx0316E Setname is required on a control
queue definition
Explanation: An MQSeries control queue does not
have a set name defined.
System action: The message server terminates with
user abend 314.
User response: Add the required event source set
name to the control queue definition in the QUESxxxx
member and restart the message server.
Destination: Console.

CBMxx0333I Cell cnt: cellcount cell len: cell_len .
Explanation: The message server displays more
recovery data space statistics, where cellcount is the
number of data cells and cell_len is the length of a cell.
This message follows CBMxx0332I.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0334I Cells in use: cells-inuse high cnt:
high-cnt free: free-cnt reused: reused-cnt
.

|
|

CBMxx0320E Error loading pgm-name from ddname,
RC: abend-code Reason: reason-code.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP component cannot load
program pgm-name from the library referenced by
DDNAME ddname. Also shown is the MVS abend code
abend-code and the reason code reason-code that
would have occurred if the abend not been trapped. The
most common reason for this message is that the
program is not in the library specified by the DDNAME,
in which case the RC value is X'806'.

|
|
|
|

System action: The system action depends on
whether the program that cannot be loaded is required.
In the case of an LE exit that cannot be loaded, the
BEP component terminates with user abend 901.

|
|
|
|
|

User response: If the RC is X'806', the program is not
in the library specified by the DDNAME. Link or copy
the missing module into the library and restart the BEP
component. For all other RC values see MVS System
Codes for your version and release of MVS.

Explanation: A BEP component indicates when all the
cells defined total-cnt are in use cells-inuse . The
component also displays the free queue count: free-cnt .

|

Destination: Console and message log.

User response: The all-cells-in-use condition usually
means there is a resource constraint somewhere in the
message creation path. Review prior messages in the
system and message logs. If you are unable to
determine where the constraint is, save all system and
message logs and contact technical support.

CBMxx0332I Data space size: dataspacebytes
Blocks: dataspaceblocks origin:
dataspace-origin TCBS: tcbs-flag .
Explanation: The message server, or another BEP
component, displays recovery data space statistics,
where dataspacebytes is the data space size in bytes;
dataspaceblocks is the number of data space blocks,
dataspace-origin is the data space origin address; and
tcbs-flag is the TCBS flag . The TCBS flag is Y if the
data space has an area for anchoring TCB related
control blocks. The message server follows message
CBMxx0332I with CBMxx0333.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

Explanation: A BEP component periodically displays
the number of data cells in use cells-inuse ; the highest
number of cells historically in use high-cnt ; the number
of cells on the free queue free-cnt ; and the number of
cells that were reused reused-cnt .
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log, console.
CBMxx0335W All cells in use, cnt: cells-inuse total:
total-cnt free: free-cnt .

System action: The BEP component that issues the
message waits for cells to be released.

Destination: Console.
CBMxx0350I ESRC: eventsource starting checkpoint.
Explanation: Recovery checkpoint processing is
starting for event source eventsource.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0351I ESRC: eventsource CKP:
checkpointtoken .
Explanation: The message server displays the
recovery checkpoint token checkpointtoken for event
source eventsource.
System action: None.
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User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0352I Cleaning queue: queuename
Explanation: The message server recovery task has
started to remove from recovery queue queuename old
recovery messages that are no longer needed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0353I ESRC: eventsource removing
checkpointtoken

CBMxx0357I ESRC: event-source recovering
error-type error.
Explanation: The message server is attempting to
recover from an MQSeries error. The value of error-type
can be either CONNECT or QUEUE. event-source is
the name of the event source connector whose
message first encountered the error.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0358I ESRC: event-source MQ errors
resolved, retrying.

Explanation: The message server recovery task is
removing the no longer needed checkpoint
checkpointtoken for event source eventsource.

Explanation: The MQSeries errors that caused
messages for event source event-source should be
resolved. The message server is beginning to process
messages again.

System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.

User response: None.

Destination: Message log.

Destination: Message log.

CBMxx0354I ESRC: eventsource inserting
checkpointtoken

CBMxx0359I MQSeries queue manager mqssid
job-name asid tracking tracking-status.

Explanation: The message server recovery task is
inserting a new checkpoint checkpointtoken for event
source eventsource.

User response: None.

Explanation: The message server is reporting the
tracking status tracking-status of the MQSeries queue
manager mqssid. The value of tracking-status is either
ENABLED or DISABLED. The message server also
displays the MQSeries job name job-name and the
address space ID asid.

Destination: Message log.

System action: None.

System action: None.

CBMxx0355I record-count records removed from
control queue.
Explanation: The message server has removed
record-count obsolete records from a control queue.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0360I ESRC: eventsource starting recovery.

User response: None.

Explanation: The message server recovery task is
determining the restart point for event source
eventsource to start recovery.

Destination: Message log.

System action: None.

System action: None.

CBMxx0356I Queing error-type error to QMGR:
mqssid.
Explanation: The message server is queuing an
MQSeries error until the queue manager is restarted or
the queue is re-enabled. The value of error-type can be
either CONNECT or QUEUE. The queue manager
subsystem id of the queue manager in error is mqssid.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0361I ESRC: eventsource begin initial
recovery.

System action: None.

Explanation: The message server recovery task is
starting to determine the initial restart point for event
source eventsource.

User response: None.

System action: None.

Destination: Message log.

User response: None.
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Destination: Message log.

CBMxx0367I ESRC: eventsource jobname jobnumber
restart is restartflag

CBMxx0362I Recovering queue: queuename .

Explanation: The event source eventsource wants to
perform a cold or time-override restart, as indicated by
restartflag . The values of restartflag are C for a cold
start or O for a manual override to the recovery time.
Also displayed are the event source jobname and event
source jobnumber.

Explanation: The message server recovery task is
processing the recovery messages in queue
queuename.
System action: None.
User response: None.

System action: The message server discards any
recovery information for this event source and accepts
the next message from the event source as the start of
the cold start (or time-override restart).

Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0363I Cold Start ESRC: eventsource TIME:
starttime

User response: None.

Explanation: The event source eventsource is
performing a cold start at: starttime .

Destination: Message log.

System action: None.

CBMxx0368I Browse ESRC: eventsource jobnumber
checkpointtoken.

User response: None.

Explanation: The message server recovery task
displays the event source name eventsource and job
number jobnumber and checkpoint token
checkpointtoken of a recovery message browsed from a
recovery queue.

Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0364I Prior normal term ESRC: eventsource
TIME: termtime
Explanation: The previous normal termination for
event source eventsource occurred at termtime.

System action: None.

System action: None.

Destination: Message log.

User response: None.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx0370E Set name setname from QUESxxxx
not found in MSETS member.

CBMxx0365I ESRC: eventsource jobnumber action
checkpointtoken.

Explanation: A control queue definition in your
QUESxxxx member, where xxxx is the MQSeries queue
manager name, specifies a set name setname that is
not defined in your MSETS member in the CBMPARM.

Explanation: The message server recovery task
shows the action action taken on behalf of event source
eventsource. Also displayed are jobnumber and
checkpointtoken values.

System action: The message server terminates with
user ABEND 370.

User response: None.

User response: Define the missing set name to the
MSETS parameter member in CBMPARM and restart
your message server.

Destination: Message log.

Destination: Console.

System action: None.

CBMxx0366I ESRC: eventsource checkpointtoken
RESE CB: recoverycontrolblock

| CBMxx0371E Invalid QMGR(mqssid) parameter in
|
MQMGR member

Explanation: The message server recovery task
indicates that it has built a recovery control block for
event source eventsource at address
recoverycontrolblock.

|
|
|
|

System action: None.

| System action: The message server terminates with
| user abend 0009.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

Explanation: The MQSeries queue manager
subsystem id mqssid specified in the QMGR parameter
in the message server MQMGR parameter member is
invalid.

| User response: Correct the QMGR parameter and
| restart the message server.
| Destination: Console and message log.
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| CBMxx0372W MQSeries queue manager job name:
jobname not found
|

CBMxx0383I No restart information found for this
event source

| Explanation: The message server cannot find the
| MQSeries queue manager, job name jobname, on the
| MVS system where the message server is running.

Explanation: The event source is performing a cold
start and therefore there is no restart information.
CBMxx0383I follows message CBMxx0380.

| System action: The message server waits for the
| MQSeries queue manager to be restarted.

System action: None.

| User response: Restart the MQSeries queue
| manager.
| Destination: Console and message log.
CBMxx0380I ESRC: eventsource job: jobname Jobno:
jobnumber start: eventsourcestarttime .
Explanation: An event source has connected to the
message server, which displays the restart values for
the event source. The information displayed is the event
source name eventsource, job name jobname, job
number jobnumber, and the event source start time
eventsourcestarttime. If the event source is performing a
cold start, the next message is CBMxx0383. Otherwise,
the messages that follow depend on event source type,
and show restart values in the following message
numbers:
v For IMS, the following messages are CBMxx0381
and 382
v For DB2, the following messages are CBMxx0384
and 385
v For CICS, the following messages are CBMxx0386
and 387.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message server.

User response: None.
Destination: Message server.
CBMxx0384I Low Restart: restarttoken .
Explanation: The message server displays the low
DB2 restart token restarttoken. CBMxx0384I follows
message CBMxx0380.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message server.
CBMxx0385I High Restart: restarttoken .
Explanation: The message server displays the high
DB2 restart token restarttoken. CBMxx0385I follows
message CBMxx0384.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message server.
CBMxx0386I Low Restart: restart-token.
Explanation: The message server is displaying the
low CICS restart token restart-token. This message
follows message CBMxx0380.
System action: None.

CBMxx0381I Low restart: restarttoken .
Explanation: The message server displays the low
IMS restart token restarttoken. CBMxx0381I follows
message CBMxx0380.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message server.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0387I High Restart: restart-token.
Explanation: The message server displays the high
CICS restart token restart-token following message
CBMxx0386.
System action: None.

CBMxx0382I High restart: restarttoken .
Explanation: The message server displays the the
high IMS restart token restarttoken . CBMxx0382I
follows message CBMxx0381.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message server.
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User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0390E ESRC: eventsource jobname jobnumber
control log not found
Explanation: The event source eventsource does not
have a control queue defined in your QUESxxxx

member, where xxxx is the queue manager subsystem
id.
System action: The message server terminates with
abend code 371.
User response: Add a control queue definition for this
event source to your QUESxxxx member and restart
both the message server and the event source.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx0395I cache-name cache reads: read-cnt
found: found-cnt misses: miss-cnt.
Explanation: The BEP component is terminating and
the BEP cache program displays statistics. These are
the cache name cache-name, the number of cache
reads read-cnt, the number of times the item was found
in cache found-cnt and the number of times it was not
found miss-cnt.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0396I event-source using control queue:
queue-name.
Explanation: The event source connector is initializing
and displays the MQSeries queue queue-name that it
will use as the recovery control queue for the event
source event-source.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

this problem, contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0407I taskid1 INIT Locate BEP DSS
CB(address dssid LX)
Explanation: The BEP data space server has created
its main anchor block (DSS) at address X’address’. The
data space server ID for this server is dssid. It has
allocated the System LX designated by LX.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0410I variable help text
Explanation: The BEP data space server operator
interface displays this message in response to the
HELP command. Following this message, CBMxx0411
is displayed to list the valid command names available
for the data space server.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx0411I variable help text
Explanation: The BEP data space server operator
interface displays these messages in response to the
HELP command. This message lists the valid command
names available for the data space server.
System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx0400I taskid1 taskid2 Starting BEP data space
server.

Destination: Console

Explanation: The BEP data space server is being
started.

CBMxx0427E dssid INIT a BEP data space server
dssid is already active.

System action: None.

Explanation: A BEP data space server has been
started on an MVS image where there is already a BEP
data space server with the same name dssid.

User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0402E taskid1 taskid2 programname Program
error, Return code: retcd
Explanation: An unrecoverable error has been
detected by a BEP data space server.
System action: The BEP data space server
terminates with abend code U0402.
User response: Review prior messages in the data
space server job log and message log. Correct the
problem as indicated in messages and restart the data
space server. If you need further assistance to resolve

System action: The second data space server is
terminated with abend code U0427.
User response: The MDSS parameter DSSID names
the data space server. Create a unique data space
server name for each instance of the data space server.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0428E dssid INIT The BEP Public data space
server dssname is already active
Explanation: A public BEP data space server has
been started on an MVS image where there is already a
public BEP data space server active. dssname is the
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name of the active public data space server.

CBMxx0480E cmsid OPER STOP command
rejected. Message servers active:
servercount

System action: The message server attempting to
initialize terminates with abend code U0428.

Explanation: The BEP data space server operator
interface has rejected a STOP operator command
because one or more active BEP message servers are
connected to the data space server. The number of
connected message servers is given by servercount.

User response: Only one data space server may be
the ″public″ or default data space server. A data space
server is designated as ″public″ through the MDSS
parameter ″PUBLIC (N|Y)″.
Destination: Console

System action: The command is rejected.

Explanation: A BEP data space server has
established itself as the public data space server.

User response: If the data space server must be
stopped immediately, use the FSTOP command. Note
that use of the FSTOP command may result in the
abnormal termination of any connected message
servers and their connected event sources..

System action: None.

Destination: Console

CBMxx0429I dssid INIT The BEP Public data space
server is established

User response: None.
CBMxx0486I dssid MAIN V.S. Below:
used-VS-below/available-VS-below
Above: used-VS-above/available-VSabove

Destination: Console
CBMxx0437I dssid BCMS LX: LX PC0: address1 PC1:
address2
Explanation: The BEP data space server has defined
a system linkage index of value LX, loaded program-call
routines, and stored them at address1 and address2.

Explanation: Changes in virtual storage above and
below the 16M line are displayed when there is an
absolute change of 10%. Also displayed is the amount
of available virtual storage above and below 16MB.

System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.

User response: None.

Destination: Message log

Destination: Message log

CBMxx0478I taskid1 taskid2 pgmname Program not
found

CBMxx0500I Display current group list: group-list
Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays the name of the active rule
group list group-list from which the following DISPRDB
messages display further information.

Explanation: The BEP data space server cannot load
a program pgmname.
System action: The data space server terminates with
abend code U0478.

System action: None.

User response: Determine which load library contains
the missing module and include it in the data space
server STEPLIB concatenation or LINKLIST.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

Destination: Console
CBMxx0479I dssid TERM Terminating BEP data
space server.
Explanation: The BEP data space server is
terminating.
System action: The data space server has entered
the termination phase.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

| CBMxx0501I Dataspace: data-space-name STOKEN:
|
stoken ALET: alet
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays the name of the active rule data
space data-space-name, the STOKEN stoken stored in
the MAB, and the ALET alet stored in the MAB.

| CBMxx0501I is one of a series of information messages
| that follows CBMxx0500I.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
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|
| CBMxx0512I RDB dataspace header fields.

|
|

CBMxx0502I Max blocks: data-space-blks Header:
rule-header-addr Rule count: rule-cnt .

|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays the maximum data space blocks
data-space-blks, the address of the rules header
rule-header-addr, and the number of rules rule-cnt all
stored in the MAB.

|
|

CBMxx0502I is one of a series of information messages
that follows CBMxx0500I.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|

CBMxx0503I Create time stamp: create-time.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays the time create-time that the
current rule data space was created .

|
|

CBMxx0503I is one of a series of information messages
that follows CBMxx0500I.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

| System action: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

| User response: None.

CBMxx0504I Requested group list name: group-list.
Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays the name of the group list
group-list that was last specified on a LOADLST
command.
CBMxx0504I is one of a series of information messages
that follows CBMxx0500I.
System action: None.

|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server indicates that the next series of
messages that follows display fields from the rules data
space header.

| CBMxx0512I is one of a series of information messages
| that follows CBMxx0500I.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0513I Flags: rule-flags users: user-cnt Rule
|
count: rule-cnt.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays the rule flags (rule-flags), the
number (user-cnt) of current users, and the number
(rule-cnt) of rules in the data space. If the first byte of
the rules flag is X'80', the rules data space is no longer
the active rules data space.

| CBMxx0513I is one of a series of information messages
| that follows CBMxx0500I.

| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0514I MAB time: mab-time Create time:
|
create-time.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays the create timestamp from the
MAB mab-time and the create time (create-time) from
the rules header.

User response: None.

| CBMxx0514I is one of a series of information messages
| that follows CBMxx0500I.

Destination: Message log.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.

CBMxx0510I dssid MAIN BEP data space server has
initialized

| Destination: Message log.

Explanation: The BEP data space server has
initialized.

|
| CBMxx0515I Current STOKEN: stoken next:
|
next-stoken.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console, message log

|

|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays the current rules data space
STOKEN stoken and the STOKEN (next-stoken) of the
next rules data space.

| CBMxx0515I is one of a series of information messages
| that follows CBMxx0500I.
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| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0520I Display rules for resource:
resource-type.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays the type of rules resource
resource-type to which the rules displayed in
subsequent messages belong. The value of
resource-type can be one of the following:
v TRAN ID INCLUDE RULES
v TRAN ID EXCLUDE RULES
v CICS VSAM FILE CONTROL RULES
v CICS TEMP STORAGE RULES
v CICS TRANSIENT DATA RULES
v CICS INTERVAL CONTROL RULES
v CICS PROGRAM CONTROL RULES
v DB2 DATABASE RULES
v IMS DATABASE RULES

| CBMxx0520I is one of a series of information messages
| that follows CBMxx0500I.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0521I No rules for resource: resource-type.
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
but there are no rules for the rule resource type
resource-type.

|
| CBMxx0523I LE exit: le-exit-name Event source exit:
|
event-source-exit.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays information about the rule
identified in CBMxx0522I, showing the name
(le-exit-name ) of the optional LE exit, and the event
source exit name event-source-exit.

| CBMxx0523I is one of a series of information messages
| that follows CBMxx0522I.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0524I Upd time: rule-upd-time Flags: rule-flags
|
Type: rule-type.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays information about the rule
identified in CBMxx0522I, showing the last time
(rule-upd-time) the rule was updated, the rule flags
rule-flags, and the rule type rule-type.

|
|
|
|
|

If the first byte of the rule flags string is X'80' it means
the rule is disabled. If the second flag byte is X'80', it
means the rule is in error. If the third flag byte is X'80',
the rule is recoverable but the CICS BEP applid
member specified RECOVER(NO).

| The value for rule-type is displayed as a 1 to 3 digit
| number, the meaning of which is shown in the following
| table
|

Table 38. Rule type values

|

Rule type value

|

1

CICS VSAM

|

2

Temporary storage

|

3

Transient data

| System action: None.

|

4

Interval control

| User response: None.

|

7

Program control

|

11

Transaction include

|

12

Transaction exclude

|

101

DB2

|
|

201

IMS

| CBMxx0521I is one of a series of information messages
| that follows CBMxx0500I.

| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0522I Group: rule-group-name RULE:
rule-name.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the message server begins a series of messages
that show information from a specific rule rule-name in
rule group rule-group-name.

Meaning

| CBMxx0524I is one of a series of information messages
| that follows CBMxx0522I.
| System action: None.

| System action: None.

| User response: None.

| User response: None.

| Destination: Message log.

| Destination: Message log.
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|
|

CBMxx0525I Resource: resource.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays information about the rule
identified in CBMxx0522I, showing the rule resource
value resource. For example, if the rule resource type is
CICS file control, the resource value will be the
8-character CICS file ID.

|
|

CBMxx0525I is one of a series of information messages
that follows CBMxx0522I.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx0526I QMGR: qmgr-name recovery-status
smh-status

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays information about the rule
identified in CBMxx0522I, showing the optional
MQSeries queue manager name qmgr-name in the rule.
If recovery is on for the rule, the message server also
displays recovery-status, and smh-status if a BEP
standard message header prefixes each message.

|
|

CBMxx0526I is one of a series of information messages
that follows CBMxx0522I.

| System action: The message server DISPRDB
| command ends.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|
|
|

|
|

CBMxx0527I Queue: queue-name.

|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
and the server displays information about the rule
identified in CBMxx0522I, showing the MQSeries queue
name queue-name in the rule.

|
|

CBMxx0527I is one of a series of information messages
that follows CBMxx0522I.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

| User response: You can use the LOADLST command
| to create an active rules data space.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0529E Current rules dataspace is not active.
|
Flags: rule-flags.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
requesting information about the rule identified in
CBMxx0522I, but the current rules data space is not
active. The message server displays the rule flags,
where the first byte of rule-flags is X'80'.

| System action: The message server DISPRDB
| command ends.
| User response: You can use the LOADLST command
| to create an active rules data space.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0530E Current rules dataspace ALET is
|
invalid. Alet: alet.
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
requesting information about the rule identified in
CBMxx0522I, but the rules ALET alet is invalid.

User response: Issue the DUMPRDB operator
command and the SVCDUMP operator command. Save
the dumps and all job and message logs and contact
technical support.

| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0535I Display current group list complete,
|
rule-cnt rules found.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
requesting information about the rule identified in
CBMxx0522I, and the message server indicates the end
of the DISPRDB command by showing the number of
rules rule-cnt processed.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx0528W No active rules dataspace. Display
rules command ending.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPRDB (display rules database) operator command
requesting information about the rule identified in
CBMxx0522I, but there is no active rules data space.

|
|

System action: The message server DISPRDB
command ends.

CBMxx0610I cmsid CMD: SDUMPX completed,
RC=value
Explanation: The system dump, requested by BEP
message server cmsid issuing an SVCDUMP command,
has completed.
System action: None.
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User response: If the return code value is not zero,
and you need further assistance to resolve this problem,
contact your IBM representative..
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0710I Event source: eventsource waiting for
message server recovery
Explanation: The event source eventsource is waiting
for the message server to indicate where to start new
message creation.

CBMxx0714I Event source: eventsource, advancing
recovery: logsequencenumber
restartposition .
Explanation: The event source eventsource is
restarting at or after restartposition log sequence
number logsequencenumber .
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0711I Event source: eventsource message
server restart RC: restartreturncode
Explanation: The event source eventsource displays
the restart return code restartreturncode set by the
message server. The possible values of the return code
are:
80

Warm start.

98

Cold start.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0712W Event source: eventsource stop
request received

CBMxx0715I A restart has been requested for event
source: eventsource.
Explanation: The message server has requested the
event source connector eventsource to perform a
restart.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0716I Ignored during restart: event-source
uow-log-seq.
Explanation: A UOW has been ignored during an
event source restart. The message shows the log
sequence number uow-log-seq of the beginning of the
UOW that is being ignored during the restart of event
source event-source. The UOW can be ignored
because it is confirmed as already having been sent to
MQ.
System action: None.

Explanation: The event source eventsource was
waiting for message server restart but has received an
FSTOP operator command and the wait has been
ended.

User response: None.

System action: The event source terminates.

CBMxx0717I event-source restart uow log seq:
uow-log-seq.

User response: None.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx0713W Event source: eventsource, message
server: messageserverid is no longer
active

Destination: Message log.

Explanation: The event source connector is
resynchronizing with the message server on behalf of
the event source event-source and displays the log
sequence number uow-log-seq of the first UOW after
resynchronization.
System action: None.

Explanation: The event source eventsource was
communicating with the message server
messageserverid, but the message server has
terminated.

User response: None.

System action: The event source waits for your
message server to be restarted.

CBMxx0750I Starting BEP event source: eventsource
logging.

User response: None.

Explanation: BEP recovery logging is initializing for
event source eventsource.

Destination: Console.

Destination: Message log.

System action: None.
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User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0751W BEP ESRC: eventsource error reading
parm member: member-name, RC:
return-code.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager for event
source connector eventsource is reading its parameters
and has found an error when reading parameter
member member-name. return-code indicates the type
of error, as follows:
v Return code 8 means that the CBMPARMS DD
statement is not found
v Return code 12 means that member member-name is
not found.
v Return code 16 means that an input/output error has
occurred.
System action: The recovery log manager is disabled.
Messages are passed to the message server if it is
active but no messages are logged.
User response: If you want BEP recovery logging,
ensure there is a DD statement for the BEP parameters
data set, CBMPARMS, in your CICS start up JCL. If the
member member-name is missing, add the member to
the CBMPARMS parameter library.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx0752I Connecting to recovery log:
logstream-name.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager is
connecting to its recovery log named logstream-name.
System action: None.

CBMxx0755I record-type BN: blkid CB: CB-ADDR
Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager issues
this trace message to show the flow of MVS log
records, showing record type record-type, block number
blkid and control block addresses cb-addr
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0756E action error in program: error-program
RC: return-code.
Explanation: A program error has occurred in the BEP
recovery log manager, indicated by the action being
attempted when the error occurred action, the program
in error error-program, and the return code return-code.
System action: The BEP recovery log manager is
disabled.
User response: If possible, correct the error as
indicated by action, error-program, and return-code.
Otherwise, save all job and message logs and contact
technical support.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx0757I Starting BEP task thread: tcb-addr.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager is
initializing a new task thread tcb-addr.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

User response: None.

CBMxx0758I Ending BEP task thread: tcb-addr.

Destination: Message log.

Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager is
terminating a task thread tcb-addr.

CBMxx0753E Error log-operation log, Retcode:
return-code Reason: reason-code.

System action: None.

Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager has
detected an error accessing the recovery log. The error
has occurred on log operation log-operation, and the
MVS system logger return and reasons codes are
shown as return-code and reason-code. The MVS
logger return and reason codes are documented in MVS
Programming: Assembler Services Reference IAR-XCT.
System action: If the error is defined as recoverable,
recovery is attempted. Otherwise, operations to the log
are disabled.
User response: Follow the action indicated for the
return and reason code. If operations to the log have
been disabled, correct the underlying reason and
resubmit the CICS job.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0759I BEP CICS recovery logging
deactivated.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager is
deactivating because recovery logging is not required.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

Destination: Console.
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CBMxx0760I BEP starting msg logging task for
applid.

CBMxx0765E BEP CICS EXIT HAS BEEN
DISABLED.

Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager is
attaching the logging subtask for CICS applid applid.

Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager is
disabling because of a previous error.

System action: None.

System action: Recovery logging stops.

User response: None.

User response: Review previous error messages in
the message log and console. Correct the problem as
indicated in the earlier messages. If you are unable to
correct the problem, save all job and message logs and
contact technical support.

Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0761I BEP ending msg logging task for
applid.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager is
detaching the logging subtask for CICS applid applid.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

Destination: Console.
CBMxx0766I Ending BEP event source: event-source
logging.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager is
beginning its termination process.
System action: None.

CBMxx0762I BEP Log records queued: recs-queued
written: recs-written skipped:
recs-skipped.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager is
displaying the following information about log records:
v Number of records queued to the log writer subtask
recs-queued
v Number of records written to the recovery log
recs-written
v Number of records skipped recs-skipped.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

User response: None.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx0767I BEP UOWs indoubt: indoubt-uows
inflight: inflight-uows resync needed:
resync-uows.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager is
restarting and reporting the status of its recovery log.
Displayed are the number of UOWs that are indoubt
indoubt-uows and the number of inflight UOWs
inflight-uows. The BEP recovery log manager also
displays the number of UOWs resync-uows that the
CICS event source connector will attempt to resync with
CICS.
System action: None.

CBMxx0763I BEP BUFSIZE Getmain failed,
getmain-rc.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager could
not obtain private storage for its buffer above 16M.
System action: The BEP recovery log manager
disables.
User response: Increase the amount of virtual storage
available above 16MB and resubmit the job.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx0764E BEP RESMGR status.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager
RESMGR is reporting termination status status.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
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User response: None.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx0768I BEP APPLID member applid specifies
cold start.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log manager is
restarting with RECOVER(COLD) specified in the CICS
applid parameter member. The recovery log manager
writes a null checkpoint to the recovery log. The BEP
log reader task in the message server ignores any
messages before its restart time. Note that for a cold
start the message server should be started before your
CICS regions to ensure that all messages after the cold
start are captured.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console.

CBMxx0769I applid first log seq after restart: log-seq
UOW: uow-log-seq.
Explanation: The CICS recovery log manager for
CICS applid is repositioning in the recovery log. The
recovery log manager displays the log sequence
number log-seq of the first block read and the log
sequence number uow-log-seq of the UOW to which the
log block belongs.

CBMxx0773I Starting browse using: start-value.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log reader task is
starting to browse its recovery log at start point
start-value.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx0774I record-type BN: blkid CB: cb-addr

Destination: Message log.

Explanation: Trace is active and this trace message
shows the flow of MVS log records input to the recovery
log reader subtask, displaying the record type
record-type, block number blkid, and control block
addresses cb-addr.

CBMxx0770I Connecting to recovery log:
logstream-name.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log reader task in the
message server is connecting to the recovery log
logstream-name.
System action: None.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

User response: None.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx0771E Error log-operation log, Retcode:
return-code Reason: reason-code.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log reader task has
detected an error accessing the recovery log. It displays
the log operation log-operation, followed by return-code
and reason-code. The MVS system logger return and
reason codes are documented in MVS Programming:
Assembler Services Reference IAR-XCT.
System action: If the error is defined as recoverable,
recovery is attempted. Otherwise, the message server
terminates with user abend 772.
User response: If abend 772 occurs, follow the action
indicated for the return and reason code, and restart the
message server.
Destination: Console.

CBMxx0775I Read: new-blkid, expecting:
expected-blkid. Last: last-blkid.
Explanation: The MVS system logger has returned an
unexpected log block new-blkid. The recovery log
reader task also displays the expected log block
expected-blkid and last log block number last-blkid. This
is a temporary problem, which is corrected by the
recovery log reader task re-reading the block it
expected.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0776I Deleting range before: uow-log-seq
Explanation: The CICS recovery log manager is
deleting recovery log data before the oldest outstanding
UOW uow-log-seq.
System action: None.

CBMxx0772E error-text.
Explanation: The BEP recovery log reader task has
detected an error accessing the recovery log. It displays
selected error message text error-text as documented in
MVS Programming: Assembler Services Reference
IAR-XCT.
System action: If the error is defined as recoverable,
recovery is attempted. Otherwise, the message server
terminates with user abend 772.
User response: If abend 772 occurs, follow the action
indicated for the return and reason code, and restart the
message server.
Destination: Console.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0777W Message dataspace is full.
Explanation: The CICS recovery data space has
become full. This can occur if the CICS log writer is
unable to write messages to the recovery log because
of an MVS logger error.
System action: The log writer continues to try to write
messages to the recovery log. When the MVS logger
error that is causing the write failure is resolved, the log
writer writes out any messages in its temporary
message data space that belong to complete UOWs.
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Any UOWs that had messages, but which could not fit
into the temporary data space while the write error was
occurring, are backed out on the recovery log
User response: To prevent loss of messages, avoid a
data-space-full condition. To do this ensure that your
CICS recovery log stream has enough resources to
handle the throughput of messages.
Destination: Message log, Console.
CBMxx0778W Message dataspace reopened. UOW
written: uow-written msgs: msgs-written.
Explanation: If your CICS log writer is unable to write
messages to the recovery log, the data space used to
temporarily hold messages becomes full. When the
reason messages could not be written is resolved, then
complete UOWs that were in the data space are written.
This message shows the number of UOWs written
uow-written and the number of messages written
msgs-written.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx0779W Partial UOW failed by writer:
writer-failed failed by exit: exit-failed.
Explanation: The CICS log writer is unable to write
messages to the recovery log, causing the data space
that temporarily holds messages to become full and
messages are being lost. The CICS log writer displays
the number of UOWs with messages that were failed by
the CICS log writer (writer-failed) because only some of
the messages in the UOW could be written. It also
displays the number of UOWs that failed because the
BEP CICS connector exit could not put a message into
the data space (exit-failed)
System action: None.

valid parameter definitions. Correct any errors and
restart the message server.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0801W CICS Applid applid does not have an
active CICS recovery log reader task in
SET name
Explanation: The request to remove the recovery log
reader task for CICSapplid is unsuccessful because it
has not been found in the specified SET.
System action: None.
User response: Issue the DISPLAY command to
determine the SET in which the required CICS recovery
log reader task resides. Reissue the command using
the correct SET name.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0802E applid CICS recovery log reader
subtask failure during initialization.
Explanation: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid failed during its initialization process.
System action: The CICS recovery log reader task
terminates.
User response: Check the log for any additional
messages regarding the failure. Correct the problem
that caused the failure and restart the message server.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0803E Failure attaching applid subtask,
RC=value.
Explanation: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid has not started because of a failure in the
process of attaching the task.

User response: None.

System action: The CICS recovery log reader task is
not started.

Destination: Message log, Console.

User response: Contact technical support.
Destination: Console

CBMxx0800E Error accessing the applid parm
member, RC=value.
Explanation: The CICS recovery log reader task is
unable to access the parameter member containing its
operating parameters. The CICS recovery log reader
task requires these parameters to run. The parameter
member named applid should be the APPLID of the
CICS for which this task is executing.
System action: The CICS recovery log reader task
terminates.
User response: Check the parameter data set to
ensure that the indicated member exists and contains
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CBMxx0804I CICS recovery log reader task is
terminating for Applid applid in SET
name.
Explanation: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid has begun its termination process.
System action: The CICS recovery log reader task
begins to terminate.
User response: If this termination was unexpected,
examine the log for additional messages regarding the
reason for the termination.
Destination: Console

CBMxx0805E applid is a duplicate Applid in SET
name.
Explanation: The request to add the recovery log
reader task for CICS applid failed because it already
exists in the SET.
System action: The CICS recovery log reader task is
not added.
User response: Remove the duplicate definition and
restart the message server.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0806W applid parm parameter is ignored with
RESTART(value).
Explanation: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid has detected an invalid combination of
parameters within its input parameters. The parameter
parm is valid only with RESTART(OVER).
System action: The indicated parameter is ignored.
User response: Remove the named parameter from
the input parameters or change the RECOVER
parameter to specify OVER. Then restart the message
server.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0807E applid Error in CICS recovery log
reader type request, RC=value.
Explanation: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid has encountered an error while reading the MVS
log stream containing the CICS recovery data.
System action: The CICS recovery log reader task
terminates.
User response: Examine the message log for
additional messages regarding the error.

the return code (RC=value) and the action code
(Action=action). For details of the return code and the
action code, see “Common BEP return codes and
system action codes” on page 180.
System action: The CICS recovery log reader task
abends with a U0809 abend.
User response: Contact technical support.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0810E applid Unable to locate UOW entry for
UOW: value.
Explanation: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid received a record from the MVS log stream for a
CICS unit of work (UOW) for which it had no prior
information.
System action: The record containing the unknown
UOW is skipped.
User response: Contact technical support.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0811I statusApplid task: applid addr.
Explanation: The SET manager has changed the
status of the recovery log reader task for CICS applid to
STOPPING. This is in response to a request to stop the
SET manager itself.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0812I applid CICS recovery log reader task
has initialized.

Destination: Console

Explanation: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid has completed its initialization process and is
now beginning to process CICS recovery records from
its MVS log stream.

CBMxx0808I applid CICS recovery log reader task is
terminating.

System action: None.

Explanation: The recovery log reader task for
CICSapplid has completed its termination process.

Destination: Console

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0809E applid Unrecoverable error from
message server, RC=value,
Action=action.
Explanation: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid has received an unrecoverable error from the
message server. The recovery log reader task shows

User response: None.

CBMxx0813W applid Recovery requested by
message server, repositioning within
the MVS log.
Explanation: The message server has determined
that one or more generated messages may have been
lost. It has requested that the recovery log reader task
for CICS applid reposition itself in order to regenerate
those messages.
System action: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid repositions itself within its MVS log stream to the
point requested by the message server.
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User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx08014I applid Current Block Id: current
Recovery Block Id:new.
Explanation: The message is issued following the
CBMxx0813I message. It indicates the position that the
CICS recovery log reader task held when it received the
recovery request as well as the point at which it will
reposition to in order to regenerate any lost messages.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0815I applid Cold start occurred: Starting
Block Id=value.
Explanation: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid has performed a cold start and positioned itself to
the indicated block in its MVS log stream.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0816I applid Message server forced a
disconnect, RC=value, Reason=reason.
Explanation: The message server disconnected the
recovery log reader task for CICS applid.
System action: The CICS recovery log reader task
halts the processing of log records until it successfully
reconnects with the message server.
User response: None. If the problem persists, contact
technical support.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0817W applid Message server is no longer
active, RC=value, Reason=reason.
Explanation: The message server used by the
recovery log reader task for CICS applid is no longer
active.

CBMxx0818E applid Error in type request, RC=value.
Explanation: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid received an error while communicating to the
message server. The message indicates the type of the
request that failed as well as the return code (value)
associated with the failure.
System action: The CICS recovery log reader task
terminates.
User response: Contact technical support.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0819I applid CICS recovery log reader task
terminating due to ending time
reached.
Explanation: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid is terminating because the ending time specified
in the ENDTIME parameter has been reached in its
MVS log stream.
System action: The CICS recovery log reader task
terminates.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0820E applid CICS recovery log reader task
terminating due to RECOVER(NO)
being specified.
Explanation: The recovery log reader task for CICS
applid is terminating because RECOVER(NO) is
specified in its parameters. The task is needed only if
recovery is requested.
System action: The CICS recovery log reader task
terminates.
User response: Either change the recovery parameter
to request recovery or remove the APPLID definition
from the MLOGxxxx parameter member. Then restart
the message server.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0821I Applid: applid Log: name.

User response: None.

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPLAY command with the MLOG keyword. applid is
the APPLID for the CICS recovery log reader task for
which information is being displayed. name is the name
of the MVS log stream being read by the CICS recovery
log reader task.

Destination: Console

System action: None.

System action: The CICS recovery log reader task
halts the processing of log records until it successfully
reconnects with the message server after it is restarted.

User response: None.
Destination: Console
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|

CBMxx0822I Flags: flag1 flag2 Last log seq: seq-cnt .

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPLAY command with the MLOG keyword. Message
CBMxx0821I has named the CICS recovery log reader
task for which information is being displayed, and
CBMxx0822I indicates the values of various flags (flag1
and flag2) used by the log reader task. The last MVS
log stream block-id (seq-cnt) read from the BEP CICS
recovery log by the CICS log reader task is also
displayed.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Console
CBMxx0823I Records read: num For Applid: num2.
Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPLAY command with the MLOG keyword. Message
CBMxx0821I has named the CICS recovery log reader
task for which information is being displayed.
CBMxx0823I displays num1, which is the number of
MVS log stream records read by the task, and num2,
which is the number of MVS log stream records read by
the task that relate to the CICS APPLID.

Destination: Console
CBMxx0826I UOW committed: num, backed out:
num2.
Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPLAY command with the MLOG keyword. Message
CBMxx0821I has named the CICS recovery log reader
task for which information is being displayed.
CBMxx0826I displays num1, which is the number of
units of work which completed with a commit, and
num2, which is the number of units of work that
completed by backing out its changes.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0827I applid type UOW: uow Inflight: count.
Explanation: The CICS recovery log reader task for
CICS region applid displays the beginning or ending
point of a unit of work. The type is denoted by type,
which have the value BEGIN, COMMIT or BACKOUT.
The number of in-flight units of work count includes the
processing of this unit of work.

System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.

User response: None.

Destination: Console

Destination: Console

CBMxx0824I Messages generated: num.

CBMxx0828I applid DATA UOW: uow Messages:
count.

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPLAY command with the MLOG keyword. Message
CBMxx0821I has named the CICS recovery log reader
task for which information is being displayed.
CBMxx0824I displays num, which is the number of
MQSeries messages generated by this task.
System action: None.
User response: None.

Explanation: Diagnostic trace is enabled and this
diagnostic message indicates the generation of a
message unit of work uow . The number of messages
count generated for the unit of work is also displayed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

Destination: Console
CBMxx0825I Units of work in: num, processed:
num2.
Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPLAY command with the MLOG keyword. Message
CBMxx0821I has named the CICS recovery log reader
task for which information is being displayed.
CBMxx0825I displays num1, which is the number of
begin-unit-of-work records encountered by the task.
num2 is the number of completed units of work
processed by this task.
System action: None.

CBMxx0829I applid Advancing recovery point to
block id: value.
Explanation: The recovery CICS log reader task for
CICS applid has reached the ADVCNT value value. The
recovery CICS log reader task requests the message
server to update the recovery point for this task. This
prevents the reprocessing of unneeded message should
recovery be needed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

User response: None.
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CBMxx0830I applid Checkpoint forced for control
queue.

CBMxx0834E The first keyword is mutually
exclusive with the second keyword.

Explanation: The CICS recovery log reader task for
applid has requested the message server to update the
checkpoint for this task and the message server has
successfully completed that request.

Explanation: The keyword first is mutually exclusive
with the keyword second . This typically indicates that
you have specified a block id keyword in conjunction
with a time keyword.

System action: None.

System action: The input statement is not processed.

User response: None.

User response: Correct the input statement to remove
one or other of the mutually exclusive keywords and
then resubmit the request.

Destination: Console
CBMxx0831I applid Skipping type Record.
Explanation: The CICS log reader task is skipping
over the type of record type. The record, while important
to the recovery process, is not needed by the task to
generate any MQ messages.
Note: This message is produced only when certain
diagnostic trace flags are set at the direction of
technical support.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0832I applid type record processing complete.
Explanation: The CICS recovery log reader task has
completed processing the type record type for CICS
region applid . type can have the value START or
SHUTDOWN:

Destination: Message log
CBMxx0835E Positioning to requested time failed,
RC= value.
Explanation: The request to position to the specified
BEGTIME time failed with the return code value.
System action: The request to print the specified
MVS log stream fails.
User response: Examine the message log for
additional messages that might indicate the cause of the
failure. Ensure that the BEGTIME specified is a valid
time for log records within the MVS log stream. Make
any necessary corrections and resubmit the request.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx0836E Positioning to requested block failed,
RC= value.

v START indicates the start up of the CICS region

Explanation: The request to position to the specified
BEGBLKID value failed with the return code value.

v SHUTDOWN indicates the normal termination of the
CICS region.

System action: The request to print the specified
MVS log stream fails.

System action: None.

User response: Examine the message log for
additional messages that could indicate the cause of the
failure. Ensure that the BEGBLKID specified is the
beginning block id for a log record within the MVS log
stream. Make any necessary corrections and resubmit
the request.

User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx0833I Block: blockid ,Time: timestamp.
Explanation: A dump is being taken by the MVS
SNAP macro and the information displayed provides the
title of the storage to be dumped. It indicates the MVS
log block being dumped and the time at which the block
was placed in the MVS log stream.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

Destination: Message log
CBMxx0837E Log record read failed, RC= value.
Explanation: The request to read a log record for the
MVS log stream failed with the return code value.
System action: The request to print the specified
MVS log stream fails.
User response: Examine the message log for
additional messages which may indicate the cause of
the failure. Make any necessary corrections and
resubmit the request.
Destination: Message log
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CBMxx0838I Log scan terminated due to requested
end point being reached.
Explanation: The print request has reached the
requested end point, specified by either the ENDTIME
or ENDBLKID parameter.
System action: The request to print the specified
MVS log stream terminates.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

|
|
|
|
|

User response: Determine the cause of the problem
by looking up the CEEPIPI return code in the Language
Environment Programming Guide. If you are unable to
correct the problem, save all job and message logs, and
the dump, and contact technical support.

| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0904I LE refresh done, exit-cnt exits loaded.
| Explanation: The message server has completed the
| LEREFRSH operator command. The message server
| displays the number (exit-cnt) of LE exits loaded.

|
|
|

CBMxx0900I LE environment initialized. CB: cb-addr
TOKEN: token.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server is initializing
Language Environment® for BEP LE exit support. The
server shows the address (cb-addr) of the primary
control block and the LE token token.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx0901I LE environment terminated. RC:
cb-addr TOKEN: token.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server is terminating
Language Environment for BEP LE exit support. The
server shows the address (cb-addr) of the primary
control block and the LE token token.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|

CBMxx0902I LE environment refresh has started.

|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received an
LEREFRSH operator command and is beginning to
refresh the LE exit environment.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|

System action: None.

| System action: None.

|

User response: None.

| User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

| Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx0903E CEEPIPI call-type error. Return code:
return-code.

|
| CBMxx0907I LE exit: exit-name found in rule:
|
rule-name.

|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server is processing an LE
CEEPIPI call call-type but an error has occurred. The
server also displays the return code return-code from
the call. For information about the CEEPIPI return
codes, see the Language Environment Programming
Guide, SA22-7561.

| Explanation: The message server is scanning the
| rules database and has found a rule rule-name with an
| LE exit exit-name defined.

|
|

System action: The message server terminates with
user abend 901.

| Destination: Message log.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0905I Scanning rules for exits after
|
LOADLST, prior exit cnt: exit-cnt.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message sever has completed a
LOADLST operator command and is now scanning the
new rules looking for LE exits to load. The message
sever displays the number (exit-cnt) of exits before the
scan.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0906I Scan after LOADLST complete, new
|
exit cnt: exit-cnt.
Explanation: The message sever has completed a
LOADLST operator command and has scanned the new
rules looking for LE exits to load. The message sever
displays the number (exit-cnt) of exits after the scan.
Note that exit-cnt gives the sum of exits before the
LOADLST and after the LOADLST. This is because LE
exits are deleted only when you issue an LEREFRSH
command.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.

||
|
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|
| CBMxx0908I Processing new exit requests.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: Message server subtasks have
encountered messages with LE exits that are not
loaded. This can happen if the LOADLST command is
issued while an event connector is creating messages
and before the rule scan can complete. The message
server subtasks that found new exits have queued them
to the task that loads the LE exits. The message server
subtasks resume when the exits are loaded.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0909I New exit requests complete, exits
added: exit-cnt.
|

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0913E LE exit exit-name error. Return code:
|
return-code reason: reason-code.
| Explanation: An LE exit program exit-name has
| returned a non-zero return code return-code and reason
| code reason-code.
| System action: The message server terminates with
| user abend 901.
| User response: Correct the LE exit program and
| restart the message server.
| Destination: Console and message log.

| Explanation: The message server has finished
| loading new LE exits exit-cnt queued by the message
| server subtasks.

|
| CBMxx0914W RULES dataspace is not active. Use
|
LOADLST to load rules.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.

| Explanation: The message server cannot process a
| request to build or refresh the LE environment because
| there is not an active rules file.

| Destination: Message log.

| System action: The request is ignored.

|
| CBMxx0910I LE exit: exit-name added EPA: epa
index: index entry: entry-addr.
|

| User response: Use the LOADLST command to
| create a rules data space.

|
|
|
|
|

|
| CBMxx0915W Access to rules failed. STOKEN:
|
stoken.

Explanation: The message server has added a new
LE exit exit-name to the LE exit table. The message
server also displays the exit program entry point
address (EPA) epa, the table index index, and its
address (entry-addr) in the LE exit table.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0911I LE exit: exit-name deleted EPA: epa
index: index entry: entry-addr.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has removed an LE
exit exit-name from the LE exit table. The message
server also displays the exit program entry point
address (EPA) epa, the table index index and its
address (entry-addr) in the LE exit table.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0912I LE exit load of exit-name requested by:
qtask-id.
|
| Explanation: The message server is loading an LE
| exit program exit-name on behalf of an MQtask
| (qtask-id).
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| Destination: Console and message log.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server cannot scan the
rules database looking for LE exits programs because
there was an error obtaining access to the rules data
space. The message server displays the STOKEN
stoken of the rules data space. CBMxx0915W is
followed by message CBMxx0063, which displays the
return code of the failed ALESERV request.

| System action: The scan of the rules database stops.
|
|
|
|

User response: Issue the DUMPRDB command.
Issue the LOADLST command. If the problem persists
save all job and message logs and dumps and contact
technical support.

| Destination: Console and message log.
|
| CBMxx0916W Rules dataspace is obsolete.
|
STOKEN: stoken RDBFLAGS: flags.
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server cannot scan the
rules database looking for LE exits programs because
the rules data space is flagged as obsolete. The
STOKEN stoken and rules flags flags are displayed.

| System action: The scan of the rules database stops.
| User response: Issue the DUMPRDB command.
| Issue the LOADLST command. If the problem persists

|
| CBMxx0921E LE error in: exit-name, R15: retcode
|
RC: sub-ret REA: sub-reason FDB:
|
sub-feedback.

|
|

save all job and message logs and dumps and contact
technical support.

|

Destination: Console and message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx0917E LE exit count: exit-cnt exceeds
maximum defined: table-max.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The new LE exit program cannot be
added because it will cause the exit count exit-cnt to
exceed the permitted maximum number (exit-max) of
entries in the LE exit table.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|

System action: The message server terminates with
user abend 901.

| System action: The message server terminates with
| user abend 901.

|
|
|

User response: Increase the value of the
LEMAXPGM parameter in the MMAIN parameter
member and restart the message server.

| User response: Correct the error as documented in
| the Language Environment Programming Guide and
| restart the message server.

|

Destination: Console and message log.

| Destination: Console and message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx0918I Scanning group list: list-name ALET:
alet use-cnt.

|
| CBMxx0922E LE exits support requires a
|
CBMEXITS DD statement.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server is scanning the
current rules group list list-name looking for rules with
LE exits. Also displayed is the rule ALET alet and the
number use-cnt of current users.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx0919W LEREFRSH command is not allowed
when LEEXITS(NO).

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received an
LEREFRSH command but you cannot use this
command when LEEXITS(NO) is specified in the
MMAIN parameters.

|

System action: The command is rejected.

|
|
|
|
|
|

User response: Specify the required LE exits
parameters if you want to use LE exits support. For
information about LE exits, see “BEP Language
Environment (LE) user exit” on page 169 and also the
LE exit-related parameters in the MMAIN member under
“BEP message server parameters” on page 29

|

Destination: Console and message log.

|
|

|
| CBMxx0924E Associated rule name: rule-name.

CBMxx0920I LE refresh started.

|
|

Explanation: The message server is beginning
LEREFRSH command processing.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|

Destination: Message log.

|

|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: Language environment has detected an
error in your exit program exit-name. The message
server displays register 15 retcode from the exit call, the
LE subroutine return code sub-ret and reason code
sub-reason and the LE feedback field sub-feedback.
These fields are documented in the Language
Environment Programming Guide in the section about
the CEEPIPI call function.

Explanation: The message server has found the
LEEXITS(YES) parameter in the MMAIN parameter
member but there is no corresponding CBMEXITS DD
statement in the message server JCL. LE exit support
requires that your user exit programs reside in a PDS
referenced by the CBMEXITS DD statement.

| System action: The message server terminates with
| user abend 901.
| User response: Add the CBMEXITS DD statement
| and restart the message server.
| Destination: Console and message log.
|
| CBMxx0923I Scanning Rule group: group-name
|
Rule: rule-name ADDR: rule-addr.
| Explanation: The message server is examining rule
| rule-name in rule group group-name at address
| rule-addr for an LE exit name.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.

Explanation: An error has occurred in the message
server while processing an LE request. The message
server hass issued CBMxx0924E after CBMxx0913,
CBMxx0921, and CBMxx0320 to provide the name
rule-name of the rule associated with the LE program
that is in error and which is reported in these earlier
messages.

| System action: See one of the earlier error messages
| indicated in the explanation above.
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| User response: See one of the earlier error messages
| indicated in the explanation above.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0925I LE Exit msgs changed: chg-cnt sent
asis: send-asis-cnt skip: skip-cnt.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPLAY SET(setname) ESRC(source) operator
command and responds with statistics for the LE exits
that are processing messages from the specified event
source. The server displays the number (chg-cnt) of
messages changed by the LE exits, the number
(send-asis-cnt) of messages sent but not changed, and
the number (skip-cnt) of messages the LE exits have
suppressed.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0926I LE Exit QMGR changed: qmgr-changed
Queue changed: queue-changed.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPLAY SET(setname) ESRC(source) operator
command and responds with statistics for LE exits that
are processing messages for the specified event
source. The server displays the number (qmgr-changed)
of messages where the queue manager name was
changed and the number (queue-changed) of messages
where the queue name was changed.

|
| CBMxx0928I LE Exit QMGR changed: qmgr-changed
|
Queue changed: queue-changed.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPLAY SET(setname) operator command and
responds with statistics for LE exits that are processing
messages for the specified event source set. The server
displays the number (qmgr-changed) of messages
where the queue manager name was changed and the
number (queue-changed) of messages where the queue
name was changed.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0929I Processing new report DD statement
|
requests.
| Explanation: The message server is preparing to
| allocate and open new report DD statements for LE exit
| audit reporting.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0930I New report DD statement requests
|
complete, DDs added: newdds.
| Explanation: The message server has finished adding
| newdds new DD statements for LE exit audit reporting.

| System action: None.

| System action: None.

| User response: None.

| User response: None.

| Destination: Message log.

| Destination: Message log.

|
| CBMxx0927I LE Exit msgs changed: chg-cnt sent
asis: send-asis-cnt skip: skip-cnt.
|

|
| CBMxx0931I DD statement ddstatement open
|
requested by: mqtask.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

| Explanation: The message server is opening a new
| report file, referenced by ddstatement, on behalf of the
| MQ subtask mqtask.

Explanation: The message server has received a
DISPLAY SET(setname) operator command and
responds with statistics for the LE exits that are
processing messages for the specified event source set.
The server displays the number (chg-cnt) of messages
changed by the LE exits, the number (send-asis-cnt) of
messages sent but not changed, and the number
(skip-cnt) of messages the LE exits have suppressed.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx0932I Report DD: ddstatement added entry:
|
addr.
| Explanation: The message server has added a new
| report file, referenced by ddstatement, to the report file
| DCB table at address addr.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
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|
|
|
|

CBMxx0933E Report DD statements requested:
request-cnt exceeds maximum:
table-max.

|
| CBMxx0950I db2ssid RRSAF function parm1 parm2
|
parm3

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server cannot add a new
report file because the new request would cause the
number of entries request-cnt to exceed the maximum
number of entries table-max defined for the DCB table.

|
|

System action: The message server terminates with
user abend 901.

|
|
|
|
|

User response: You control the number of report files
that can used by the message server concurrently by
specifying the REPDDMAX parameter in the MMAIN
member. Increase the value of this parameter and
restart the message server.

| function: CREATE THREAD
|
parm1: plan, parm2: collection, parm3: reuse

|

Destination: Console, message log.

|
|

CBMxx0934I New report: ddstatement dsname.

| function: SIGNON
|
parm1: correlation-id, parm2: accounting-token,
|
parm3: accounting-interval

|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has allocated a
new report data set (dsname) for the DD statement
ddstatement.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: Your message server is about to execute
a DB2 RRSAF function function to DB2 db2ssid. The
parameters displayed depend on the function. The
function and parameters are described in the DB2 UDB
for OS/390 and z/OS Application Programming and SQL
Guide for your release of DB2, in the chapter on
programming for Recoverable Resource manager
attachment facility.

| function: IDENTIFY
|
No parameters.

| function: TERMINATE IDENTIFY
|
No parameters.
| function: TERMINATE THREAD
|
No parameters.
|

System action: None.

| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.

|
|

CBMxx0935I Report DCB table initialized

|
|

Explanation: The message server has initialized the
report DCB table.

|

System action: None

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

|
| CBMxx0951E db2ssid RRSAF function error. RC:
|
returncode REASON: reason

CBMxx0936E Reportaction error. R15: r15
S99ERROR: svcerror S99INFO: svcinfo.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: Your message server has executed a
DB2 RRSAF function function to DB2 db2ssid. The
function has failed. The function return code returncode
and reason code reason are displayed. The RRSAF
functions are described in the DB2 UDB for OS/390 and
z/OS Application Programming and SQL Guide for your
release of DB2 in the chapter on programming for
Recoverable Resource manager attachment facility.

|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has encountered
an SVC99 allocation or deallocaton (action) error using
a report data set. The SVC99 return code (r15) and
SVC99 error (svcerror) and info codes (svcinfo) are all
described in the MVS Authorized Assembler Services
Reference ALE-DYN under the DYNALOC description.

|
|
|
|
|
|

System action: The message server will attempt to
retry the RRSAF function. If the error is during the
SIGNON or CREATE THREAD functions, retry may not
be possible and the message server will need to be
stopped while the underlying DB2 error condition is
fixed.

|
|

System action: The message server terminates with
user abend 901.

|
|
|

User response: Correct the problem indicated by the
SVC99 return, error, and info codes and restart the
message server.

|
|
|
|
|
|

User response: Some errors will be resolved when
the message server retries. For example, if your DB2
region is not active, restart your DB2 region. Errors
during SIGNON and CREATE THREAD functions will
probably require you to fix the underlying problem as
indicated in the DB2 return and reason codes.

|

Destination: Message log.

| Destination: Console and message log.

|

||
|
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|
| CBMxx0952I DB2 db2ssid has action.
| Explanation: The message server has detected that
| DB2 db2ssid has either ″started″ or ″terminated″ action.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console and message log.
|
| CBMxx0953I Beginning RRSAF disconnect for DB2:
db2ssid.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server is responding to the
DB2RRSAF STOPDB2 command for DB2 SSID db2ssid
by beginning the process of terminating each of its
RRSAF connections.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console and message log.
|
| CBMxx0954I RRSAF disconnect for DB2: db2ssid is
complete.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server, responding to the
DB2RRSAF STOPDB2 command for DB2 SSID
db2ssid, has disconnected all its DB2 RRSAF
connections.

| System action: None.

| User response: Change parameter to LERRSYNC(Y)
| and restart your message server.
| Destination: Console and message log.
|
| CBMxx0957I Found DB2: db2ssid Jobname: jobname
|
ASCB: ascb STOKEN: stoken
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server is displaying
information about:

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

This message is issued after the message server has
successfully connected to DB2, and again if DB2 is shut
down. During DB2 shutdown, the message may be
reissued periodically until DB2 shutdown is complete. At
this point, the ASCB and STOKEN values will be zero
and the message will not be re-issued until DB2 is
restarted and the message server reconnects.

1. The DB2 region db2ssid.
2. The DB2 jobname jobname.
3. The address space control block ascb.
4. The regions’ STOKEN stoken.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console and message log.
|
| CBMxx0959E DB2RRSAF command is not allowed
|
when LEEXITS(N).

| User response: None.

| Explanation: The message server command
| DB2RRSAF cannot be issued when LEEXITS(N).

| Destination: Console and message log.

| System action: The command is rejected.

|
| CBMxx0955R cmsid setname DB2: db2ssid not
active. Reply RETRY or CANCEL.
|

|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|

Explanation: A message server cmsid event source
set manager setname has issued this write to operator
with reply (WTOR) and is waiting for the DB2 db2ssid to
be restarted.

| System action: The event source set manager waits
| for your reply.
|
|
|
|
|

User response: If you restart your DB2, the message
server set manager will detect it automatically. You can
reply ″RETRY″ to the WTOR to attempt to connect to
your DB2 immediately. If you reply ″CANCEL″ then the
message server will shutdown.

User response: Review the documentation for “BEP
Language Environment (LE) user exit” on page 169
support to determine if this facility would be useful and
the steps needed to enable it.

| Destination: Console and message log.
|
| CBMxx0960I DB2RRSAF command RRSAF
|
connection for DB2: db2ssid
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has successfully
processed the DB2RRSAF command command for DB2
db2ssid. The command values are either STARTDB2 or
STOPDB2.

| System action: None.

| Destination: Console.

| User response: None.

|
| CBMxx0956E DB2 RRSAF requires MMAIN
parameter LERRSYNC(Y).
|

| Destination: Console and message log.

| Explanation: Your message server cannot run DB2
| RRSAF without also specifying LERRSYNC(Y) in
| parameter member MMAIN.
| System action: The message server terminates with a
| user ABEND 902.
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|
| CBMxx0961I DB2RRSAF Error reason DB2 SSID:
|
db2ssid.
| Explanation: The message server has encountered
| an error reason while processing a DB2RRSAF
| command for DB2 db2ssid. The possible reasons are:

|
|

DB2 has ended, STOPDB2 rejected
DB2 is shutdown.

| STOPDB2 in progress
|
An earlier STOPDB2 command is in progress.

|
|

DB2 is ending, STOPDB2 rejected
DB2 is shutting down.

|
|

DB2 SSID is too long
A DB2 SSID cannot exceed four characters.

| waiting for DB2 to start
|
The message server is waiting for the DB2
|
system to start.

|
|
|

DB2 SSID not matched
The specified DB2 is not defined in this
message server.

|
|
|

invalid keyword
Command keywords are STARTDB2,
STOPDB2 and STATUS.

|
|
|

no RRSAF enabled sets found
No message server sets had the
RRSAFSSN(db2ssid) parameter specified.

|
|

RRSAF already started
DB2 is already started

|
|
|

RRSAF not connected, STOPDB2 rejected
The message server is not connected to the
DB2 SSID specified.

|
|

RRSAF shutdown, STOPDB2 rejected
An earlier STOPDB2 command has completed.

|
|
|

RRSAF shutting down, STOPDB2 rejected
An earlier STOPDB2 command is already in
progress.

|
|

RRSAF waiting for DB2 to start
DB2 is not started.

| System action: The DB2RRSAF command is
| rejected.
|
|
|

User response: Reissue the DB2RRSAF command
after correcting the problem indicated in the error
message.

|

Destination: Console and message log.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console and message log.
CBMxx1001I cmsid BEP message server
post-initialization processing starting
Explanation: The BEP message server is beginning
the post-initialization process.
System action: Post-initialization processing
continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1002I dssid BEP data space server
Post-Initialization processing starting
Explanation: Post-initialization processing has begun
for the data space server designated by dssid.
System action: Processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1009I cmsid BEP message server
post-initialization processing
completed.
Explanation: The BEP message server has completed
the post-initialization process.
System action: Processing continues.

|
|
|

CBMxx0962I DB2 db2ssid RRSAF status: status Set:
setname

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server displays this
message in response to the DB2RRSAF STATUS
command for DB2 db2ssid. The possible status values
are:

|
|
|

connected
The message server is connected to the DB2
system.

|
|

DB2 has terminated
The DB2 system has terminated.

|
|

DB2 is terminating
The DB2 system is terminating.

|
|

STOPDB2 complete
An earlier STOPDB2 command has completed.

User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1010I dssid BEP data space server
Post-Initialization processing
completed.
Explanation: The BEP data space server designated
by dssid has successfully completed its
post-initialization processing.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
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CBMxx1011I cmsid BEP message server
pre-shutdown processing starting
Explanation: The BEP message server is beginning
the pre-shutdown process.
System action: Pre-shutdown processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

CBMxx10053W cmsid keyword keyword not allowed
as a default parameter from the BEP
message server
Explanation: A CICS parameter keyword was
encountered that is not valid as a default parameter.
System action: Processing continues. The total
number of parameter errors are displayed after all input
is processed.
User response: None.

CBMxx1019I cmsid BEP message server
pre-shutdown processing completed
Explanation: The BEP message server has completed
the pre-shutdown process.
System action: Shutdown processing continues.

Destination: Console
CBMxx1055W cmsid errcount User error(s) detected
in CICS parms. See prior message(s)
for error descriptions.

User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1020I cmsid BEP message server PLT
processing program: progname
Explanation: The BEP message server is processing
progname during either post-initialization processing or
pre-shutdown processing.
System action: Processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1050I cmsid Starting validation and setting of
default CICS parameters for this BEP
message server.

CBMxx1056R cmsid Reply GO to continue, or
CANCEL to end.
CBMxx1057W cmsid message server startup will
continue. CICS parms with errors will
be ignored.
CBMxx1058S cmsid message server startup will be
terminated with abend code U1004.
Explanation: One or more errors were detected in the
default CICS parameters supplied for this BEP message
server. The message server waits for a reply. After a
reply is received, either message CBMxx1057W or
CBMxx1058S is displayed.
System action: The appropriate action based on the
reply is taken.

Explanation: The BEP message server is validating
and storing the CICS parameters supplied to it. These
parameters are used as default parameters if they are
not supplied when BEP is started in CICS regions
connected to this message server.

User response: You must reply before the message
server can continue.

System action: Processing continues.

CBMxx1059I cmsid Validation and setting of default
CICS parameters for this BEP message
server ending

User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1052I cmsid No CICS default parameters
provided. BEP default parameters will
be used unless overridden in CICS.
Explanation: There are no valid CICS parameters
supplied for this BEP message server.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
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Destination: Console

Explanation: All default CICS parameters have been
processed, and all valid parameters have been stored
for subsequent BEP startup in a connected CICS
region.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

TCP/IP listener messages (CBMxx1500 - CBMxx1599)
The following messages are generated as a result of various events and actions
that affect the processing of the BEP message server TCP/IP listener. Included are
messages generated as a result of workstation administration client requests.
CBMxx1500I cmsid BEP message server TCP/IP
listener Initialization starting.
Explanation: The BEP message server TCP/IP
listener subtask initialization is starting. The listener
subtask is used to respond to BEP client workstation
requests.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1502I cmsid No TCP/IP listener port supplied.
Using default port.
Explanation: No TCP/IP listener port was supplied as
a startup parameter. The default port 51577 is used.
System action: listener initialization continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

CBMxx1520E cmsid Host rule exit program
(pgmname) load failed: Abend
code(X’abcode’) reason
code(X’rsncode’).
Explanation: During the processing of a client rule
group upload or download request, the load for a host
rule user exit failed. The name of the rule exit program
pgmname is specified in the message server
CBMPARMS MMAIN member via parameter RULEEXIT.
The abend code and reason code returned with the
load failure are also provided. For information on the
abend code and reason code, see the MVS System
Codes manual for your operating system.
System action: The client request fails and an error
message is returned to the client.
User response: Determine the cause of the load
failure. Ensure that the load module specified by the
RULEEXIT parameter exists and is available via the
STEPLIB concatenation for the BEP message server. If
you need further assistance to resolve this problem,
contact your IBM representative.

CBMxx1504I cmsid BEP message server TCP/IP
listener port: portnumber

Destination: Console

Explanation: When listener initialization is finished,
the BEP TCP/IP listener waits for client workstation
requests on the TCP/IP port portnumber.

CBMxx1521E cmsid {Upload | Download} request
aborted by host rule exit program
(pgmname) Host user ID(userid).

When listener initialization is finished, the BEP TCP/IP
listener waits for client workstation requests on the
TCP/IP port portnumber.

CBMxx1522E cmsid Reason code (x’rsncode’) error
message: errmsg

System action: listener initialization continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1507I cmsid BEP message server TCP/IP
listener initialization complete
Explanation: The BEP TCP/IP listener subtask has
completed the initialization process and is ready to
accept client workstation requests.
System action: The TCP/IP listener waits for client
requests.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

CBMxx1523E cmsid Rule group name(groupname)
rule name(rulename)
Explanation: During a client upload or download
group request, the host rule user exit has signaled to
abort the request. Messages CBMxx1521E,
CBMxx1522E, and CBMxx1523E display the type of
request, the user ID (userid) of the person issuing the
request, the reason code (rsncode) and error message
(errmsg) supplied by the host rule user exit program
pgmname, and the name of the rule and rule group
being processed at the time.
System action: The client request is terminated. A
message is returned to the client to inform the user that
the request was terminated.
User response: Determine why the request was
aborted, and if necessary, resolve the problem and retry
the request.
Destination: Console
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CBMxx1550E cmsid TCP/IP listener received an
invalid function code: functioncode
Explanation: The TCP/IP listener has received a
command that contains an invalid function code.
System action: The command is not processed.

CBMxx1553E cmsid TCP/IP listener received an
invalid client request: request
host-userid workstation-userid
Explanation: The BEP TCP/IP listener has received a
client workstation request, but the request type is not
valid.

User response: If you need further assistance to
resolve this problem, contact your IBM representative.

System action: The request is not processed.

Destination: Console

User response: If you need further assistance to
resolve this problem, contact your IBM representative.

CBMxx1551I cmsidTCP/IP listener client request
started: ’request’ host-userid
workstation-userid
Explanation: The BEP TCP/IP listener has received a
client workstation request and attempts to process it.
Within the message text, request can be one of the
following:
v UPLOAD LIST
v DOWNLOAD LIST
v UPLOAD GROUP
v DOWNLOAD GROUP
v DOWNLOAD DMAP
v LOCK LIST
v UNLOCK LIST
v QUERY LIST
v LOCK GROUP
v UNLOCK GROUP
v QUERY GROUP

Destination: Console
CBMxx1554W cmsid Timeout occurred on client
request connection: request host-userid
workstation-userid
Explanation: The TCP/IP listener wait time on a client
request connection has exceeded the maximum wait
time specified in the startup parameters.
System action: The client request is terminated.
Depending on the type of request, and at what point the
request timed out, the request may or may not have
been completed.
User response: Determine whether or not the request
was completed. If not, reissue the request. You might
need to increase the client request timeout value to
lessen the likelihood of this occurring. If you need
further assistance to resolve this problem, contact your
IBM representative.
Destination: Console

v BROWSE LISTS
v BROWSE GROUPS
v

BROWSE DATAMAPS

System action: BEP attempts to process the request.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1552I cmsid TCP/IP listener client request
completed: ’request’ host-userid
workstation-userid
Explanation: The BEP TCP/IP listener has processed
a client workstation request. For a list of the possible
client requests, see message CBMxx1552I.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

CBMxx1561I cmsid TCP/IP listener operator
command Processor starting.
Command: command
Explanation: A TCP/IP listener command request
command was received by the BEP operator command
interface. Processing of the request is starting.
System action: The TCP/IP operator command
processor attempts to process the request.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1562I cmsid TCP/IP operator command
processor ending. {START |
SHUTDOWN | RESET} request
complete. server will be {STARTED |
SHUTDOWN | RESET}.
Explanation: A TCP/IP listener operator command has
been received and is processed. The action to be taken
is given in the message text.
System action: The command is processed
asynchronously, therefore you should look for messages
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on the Console to make sure the command completed
successfully.

Destination: Console

User response: Check the Console for subsequent
messages showing the successful completion of the
command.

CBMxx1567W cmsid TCP/IP operator command
processor - listener is currently shut
down. It cannot be RESET.

Destination: Console

Explanation: The TCP/IP listener operator command
processor has received a RESET request. However, the
TCP/IP listener is currently shut down, so it cannot be
RESET.

CBMxx1563E cmsid TCP/IP operator command
processor invalid request type: reqtype.
Request terminated.
Explanation: An invalid/unknown request type has
been received by the TCP/IP listener operator command
processor.

System action: The request is not processed.
User response: Re-enter the appropriate command, if
necessary.
Destination: Console

System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct and re-enter the command.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1564E cmsid TCP/IP operator command
processor request value length invalid.
Request terminated.
Explanation: The TCP/IP listener operator command
processor has received a request. The length of the
request text exceeds the maximum length allowed.

CBMxx1568I cmsid TCP/IP operator command
processor - The TCP/IP listener’s
current status is {ACTIVE | INACTIVE}.
Explanation: The TCP/IP listener operator command
processor has received a STATUS request and
responded with the current status of the listener.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct and re-enter the command.
Destination: Console

CBMxx1569W cmsid Request to {UPLOAD |
DOWNLOAD} an empty {GROUP LIST |
RULE GROUP} received: objectname

CBMxx1565E cmsid TCP/IP operator command
processor number of input parms
incorrect. One and only one parm
allowed.

Explanation: The TCP/IP listener operator command
processor has received a client workstation request to
upload or download an empty object. The type of object
is displayed together with the object name
(objectname).

Explanation: The TCP/IP listener operator command
processor has received a request that contains more
than one parameter. Only one parameter is allowed.

System action: The request is processed, but no
object is uploaded or downloaded.

System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct and re-enter the command.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1566W cmsid TCP/IP operator command
processor - listener is currently
{STARTED | SHUTDOWN}. Request
terminated.
Explanation: The TCP/IP listener operator command
processor has received a request to start or shutdown
the TCP/IP listener, but the listener is already in the
requested state.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct and re-enter the command, if
necessary.

User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1580E cmsid TCP/IP listener will be reset
due to unrecoverable error.
Explanation: The TCP/IP listener has encountered an
unrecoverable error and forces an internal reset to
attempt to clear the error.
System action: The listener attempts to reset itself
and clear the error condition that caused the reset.
User response: Examine the console for error
messages associated with this message. Take the
necessary steps to resolve the problem.
Destination: Console
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CBMxx1581E cmsid TCP/IP listener exceeded
forced reset limit. message server
terminated with abend code U1012.

CBMxx1595E cmsid Error detected on TCP/IP
reqtype request. R0(xxxxxxxx)
R15(yyyyyyyy)

Explanation: Since it was last started, the listener has
performed an internal forced reset more times than
allowed. Since this may be a recursive error, the
message server address space is terminated with
abend code U1012.

CBMxx1596R cmsid Reply RESET, SHUTDOWN to
shut down the listener, or ABEND to
abend the message server.

System action: The message server address space is
terminated. A dump is produced.

CBMxx1597I cmsid RESET reply received. TCP/IP
listener will be reset

User response: Determine the nature of the problem
and take the necessary steps to resolve it. If you need
further assistance to resolve this problem, contact your
IBM representative.

CBMxx1598I cmsid SHUTDOWN reply received.
TCP/IP listener will be shut down

Destination: Console
CBMxx1591I cmsid BEP message server TCP/IP
listener SHUTDOWN complete.
Explanation: The BEP TCP/IP listener for this
message server has shutdown in response to a
SHUTDOWN request. No subsequent client workstation
requests are accepted.
System action: The listener no longer accepts client
requests. To begin accepting client requests, the listener
must be started again via the START command.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1593I cmsid TCP/IP listener RESET
requested.
Explanation: The BEP TCP/IP listener has received
an operator command request to RESET.
System action: The BEP TCP/IP listener is reset. Any
in-flight client requests are terminated. The listener goes
through startup processing again. The RESET
command is synonymous to a SHUTDOWN request
followed by a START request.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1594I cmsid TCP/IP listener SHUTDOWN
requested. LISTENER will no longer
accept TCP/IP requests
Explanation: The TCP/IP listener has received a
SHUTDOWN request. No subsequent client requests
are accepted. Shutdown processing for the listener is
initiated.
System action: The TCP/IP listener is shut down.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
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CBMxx1599S cmsid TCP/IP listener ABEND
requested. message server will be
abended with abend code U1011.
Explanation: The BEP TCP/IP listener detected an
error in response to a TCP/IP API request. The listener
waits for a reply to the message. Once a valid reply has
been received, the requested action is taken.
System action: The action requested by the operator
reply is taken. Results depend on the requested action.
User response: If you need further assistance to
resolve this problem, contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console

Rules database messages (CBMxx1700 - CBMxx1899)
The following messages are generated as a result of various events and actions
that affect the processing of the BEP rules database function. These messages
identify events that occur during BEP message server initialization and processing
of rules database commands. Messages that occur as a result of client workstation
requests made against a rules database are documented under “TCP/IP listener
messages (CBMxx1500 - CBMxx1599)” on page 237.
CBMxx1701I cmsid rules database load starting. list
name: listname

parameters. This message is immediately followed by
message CBMxx1705R. After a reply is received, either
message CBMxx1706W or CBMxx1707S follows.

Explanation: The BEP message server is starting the
rules database load process. The group list name to be
used for the load process is listname.

System action: The system takes the appropriate
action depending on the reply received.

System action: Processing continues.

User response: You must reply before the message
server can continue.

User response: None.

Destination: Console

Destination: Console
CBMxx1702I cmsid rules database load processing
group: groupname
Explanation: During the rules database load process,
the BEP message server is processing the rule group
groupname.
System action: Processing continues.
User response: None.

CBMxx1708I cmsid rules database AUTO start
requested.
Explanation: The STARTTYP parameter for a BEP
message server specified AUTO.
System action: Processing continues. An attempt to
warm start the rules database is made.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

Destination: Console
CBMxx1703I cmsid rules database load complete

CBMxx1709I cmsid rules database COLD start
requested

Explanation: The BEP message server has completed
the rules database load process.

Explanation: The STARTTYP parameter for a BEP
message server specified COLD.

System action: None.

System action: The ″in memory″ rules database data
space is loaded from the rules database file. Any
existing ″in memory″ rules database for the message
server is deleted.

User response: None.
Destination: Console

User response: None.
CBMxx1704W cmsid rules database load list not
found: listname
CBMxx1705R cmsid Reply GO to continue, or
CANCEL to end.
CBMxx1706W cmsid Startup continuing. No events
published until the rules database is
loaded via operator command.
CBMxx1707S cmsid CANCEL reply received.
Message server will be terminated with
abend code U1001.
Explanation: During the rules database load process,
the BEP message server was unable to locate the
group list specified by listname supplied in the startup

Destination: Console
CBMxx1710I cmsid Existing rules database located.
WARM start will be performed.
Explanation: During an AUTO start of a BEP
message server ″in memory″ rules database, an
existing ″in memory″ database was located. It is used
for processing.
System action: Processing continues. A WARM start
is done.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1711I cmsid rules database WARM start
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complete. Current group list: listname
Explanation: The BEP message server ″in memory″
rules database was successfully warm started. The
name of the group list from the existing database is
displayed.
System action: Processing continues.

group list specified could not be found in the rules
database file.
System action: The request is terminated.
User response: Correct and retry the request if
necessary.
Destination: Console

User response: None.
Destination: Console

CBMxx1734W cmsid elementtype Data map not
found: datamapname Rule: rulename

CBMxx1712I cmsid No rules database exists for this
message server. COLD start will be
performed.

CBMxx1735R cmsid Reply GO to continue, or
CANCEL to end

Explanation: An AUTO start for a BEP message
server ″in memory″ rules database was requested, but
no existing ″in memory″ rules database for the message
server could be located. A COLD start is performed.

CBMxx1736W cmsid GO reply received. Rule
rulename will not be processed. Rules
database load continuing.

System action: Processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1714W cmsid rules database load group not
found: groupname
CBMxx1715R cmsid Reply GO to continue, or
CANCEL to end.
CBMxx1716W cmsid GO reply received. Group
groupname will be ignored. Rules
database load continuing.
CBMxx1717S cmsid CANCEL reply received.
Message server will be terminated with
abend code U1002.
Explanation: During rules database load processing,
rule group groupname was specified in the startup
group list, but the rule group could not be found. This
message is immediately followed by message
CBMxx1715R. After an appropriate reply to message
CBMxx1715R, either message CBMxx1716W or
CBMxx1717S is displayed.
System action: The system takes the appropriate
action depending on the reply received.
User response: You must reply before the message
server can continue.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1720W cmsid rules database list not found.
Request terminated. list: listname
Explanation: A LOADLST command was requested
via the BEP message server operator Interface. The
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CBMxx1737S cmsid CANCEL reply received.
Message server will be terminated with
abend code U1004.
Explanation: During rules database load processing,
the message server cannot find the data map required
by a rule. The rule is identified by message
CBMxx1734R, which is followed by CBMxx1735R. After
the message server has received the appropriate reply
to message CBMxx1735R, it displays either message
CBMxx1736W or CBMxx1737S . The name of the rule
being processed is rulename. The type of rule element
being processed is elementtype, which can be one of
the following:
ASC

- Advanced selection criteria element

CML

- Custom message layout element

DQM

- Dynamic queue manager name element

DQN

- Dynamic queue name element

System action: The system takes the appropriate
action depending on the reply received.
User response: You must reply before the message
server can continue.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1744W cmsid elementtype rule variable not
found. Variable: varname rule: rulename
CBMxx1745R cmsid Reply GO to continue, or
CANCEL to end.
CBMxx1746W cmsid GO reply received. Rule
rulename will be not be processed.
Rules database load continuing.

CBMxx1747S cmsid CANCEL reply received.
Message server will be terminated with
abend code U1003.
Explanation: During rules database load processing,
the message server cannot find a data map variable
required by a rule. The rule is identified by rulename in
message CBMxx1744R, which is followed by
CBMxx1745R. After the message server has received
the appropriate reply to message CBMxx1745R, it
displays either message CBMxx1746W or
CBMxx1747S. The type of rule element being
processed is identified by elementtype, which can be
one of the following:
ASC

- Advanced selection criteria element

CML

- Custom message layout element

DQM

- Dynamic queue manager name element

DQN

- Dynamic queue name element

System action: The system takes the appropriate
action depending on the reply received.
User response: You must reply before the message
server can continue.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1748W cmsid Dynamic {queue | queue
manager} name too large. rule:
rulename.
CBMxx1749R cmsid Reply GO to continue, or
CANCEL to end.
CBMxx1750W cmsid GO reply received. Rule
rulename will be not be processed.
Rules database load continuing.
CBMxx1751S cmsid CANCEL reply received.
Message server will be terminated with
abend code U1005.
Explanation: During rules database load processing,
the message server has found that the length of a
dynamic queue or queue manager name resolves to
more than 48 bytes. The rule being processed is
rulename in CBMxx1748W, which is followed by
message CBMxx1749R. After an appropriate reply to
message CBMxx1749R, the message server displays
either message CBMxx1750W or CBMxx1751S.

CBMxx1752I cmsid Rules database version record
successfully added: Version(version)
Explanation: The message server has detected during
its initialization an empty rules database file. The
message server has added the version record to the file
and displays the version number version.
System action: Message server initialization
continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1753S cmsid Error encountered while adding
rules database version record: return
code(returncode) reason
code(reasoncode).
Explanation: The message server has detected an
error while attempting to add the version record to an
empty rules database file. The message server displays
the return code returncode and reason code
reasoncode it received from the add request.
System action: The message server is abended with
abend code U1501.
User response: If you need assistance to resolve this
problem, contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1755S cmsid Incompatible rules database
file: File(fileversion)
Product(productversion).
Explanation: The message server has detected during
its initialization an incompatible rules database file. The
message server displays the version number fileversion
for the file, and the message server version number
productversion.
System action: The message server abends with
abend code U1501.
User response: Ensure that the rules file is at the
correct version for the message server that is
attempting to process it, and then restart the message
server.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1757S cmsid Incorrect rules database file
attribute: attribute.

System action: The system takes the appropriate
action depending on the reply it receives to
CBMxx1749R.

Explanation: The message server has detected during
its initialization an incorrect rules database file attribute
attribute, which can be one of the following:

User response: Reply to CBMxx1749R before the
message server can continue.

Record length
- the record length must be 32700.

Destination: Console

Key length
- the key length must be 96.
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Key position
- the key position must be zero.

User response: Correct the command and retry, if
necessary.

System action: The message server abends with
abend code U1501.

Destination: Console

User response: Ensure the rules database file is
correctly defined for the message server that is
attempting to process it, and then restart the message
server.

CBMxx1764W cmsid The following {GROUP | LIST}
is already {ENABLED | DISABLED |
LOCKED | UNLOCKED}: objectname

Destination: Console
CBMxx1760I cmsid rules database {ENABLE |
DISABLE | DELETE | LOCK | UNLOCK}
command starting.
Explanation: The specified rules database operator
command is starting.
System action: BEP attempts to process the
command.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1761I cmsid The following {GROUP | LIST}
has been {ENABLED | DISABLED |
DELETED | LOCKED | UNLOCKED}:
objectname
Explanation: The action specified in the message was
taken on the object specified.

Explanation: A rules database operator command
could not be processed because the object is already in
the requested state.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct the command and retry, if
necessary.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1765E cmsid No {group | list/group} name
specified on {ENABLE | DISABLE |
LOCK | UNLOCK | DELETE} command.
Request terminated.
Explanation: A rules database operator command
could not be processed because no object name was
specified on the request.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct the command and retry, if
necessary.
Destination: Console

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

CBMxx1766W cmsid {ENABLE | DISABLE | LOCK |
UNLOCK | DELETE} command
terminated. Rules database has not
been loaded

CBMxx1762W cmsid {ENABLE | DISABLE | DELETE
| LOCK | UNLOCK} command
terminated. {GROUP | LIST} specified
not found: objectname

Explanation: A rules database operator command
could not be processed because the ″in memory″ rules
database has not been loaded.

Explanation: A rules database operator command
could not be completed because the object to be
processed could not be found.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct the command and retry, if
necessary.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1763E cmsid {GROUP | LIST} name too long.
{ENABLE | DISABLE | DELETE | LOCK
| UNLOCK} command terminated.
Explanation: The length of the object name specified
in a rules database operator command exceeded the
maximum length allowed.
System action: The command is not processed.
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System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct the command and retry, if
necessary.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1767I cmsid {group | list} objectname lock
status: {LOCKED | UNLOCKED} lock
holder: {hostuserid | HARD LOCKED |
N/A}.
Explanation: This message is displayed as a result of
an operator command request to display the lock status
of a rule group or group list. If the object is locked, the
host user ID of the user that holds the lock is displayed.
If the object is locked as a result of an operator
command to lock the object, the lock holder is shown as
HARD LOCKED. If the object is not locked, the lock
user is set to N/A.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1768E cmsid {group | list} name provided
has length of zero. {ENABLE |
DISABLE | LOCK | UNLOCK | DELETE |
QUERY command terminated.}
Explanation: The object name provided on an
operator command has a length of zero. For example,
DISABLE GROUP().
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct the command and retry, if
necessary.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1769E cmsid Invalid or too many
keyword/parm pairs for command
command
Explanation: During processing of a BEP operator
command, an error was detected due to invalid in.
Either one or more parameters were invalid, or there
were too many parameters for the command. The
command name is given by command.
System action: The command request is terminated.
User response: Correct and retry the command.
Destination: Console

CBMxx1801I cmsid The following {GROUPS | LISTS}
are in the rules database:
Explanation: A rules database command to display
the rule groups or group lists in the rules database
VSAM file is being processed.
System action: The names of the requested objects
are displayed, if any exist.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1802I cmsid The following {GROUPS |
RULES} are in {GROUP LIST | RULE
GROUP} objectname:
Explanation: A rules database command to display
the objects in a specified group list or rule group is
being processed.
System action: The names of the requested objects
are displayed, if any exist.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1803I cmsid There are no {GROUPS | RULES
| LISTS} that match the request.
Explanation: A rules database command to list the
specified objects in the rules database VSAM file was
processed, but no objects were found that match those
requested.
System action: None.

CBMxx1775I cmsid rules database DUMPRDB
command starting
Explanation: A DUMPRDB command has been
received.
System action: The DUMPRDB command is
processed.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1779I cmsid rules database DUMPRDB
command completed {successfully |
with errors}
Explanation: Processing for a DUMPRDB command
has completed. The success or failure of the command
is displayed.
System action: None.
User response: If the request failed, retry it. If it
continues to fail, contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console

User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1804I cmsid {GROUP | RULE | LIST}:
objectname.
Explanation: As a result of a rules database
BROWSE request, the matching objects are displayed.
System action: Processing continues until all such
objects are displayed.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1805I cmsid The requested {GROUP | LIST}
was not found: objectname
Explanation: A rules database BROWSE request has
been received to list the objects in a rule group or group
list, but the group or list specified does not exist.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct and retry the command, if
necessary.
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Destination: Console
CBMxx1810I cmsid BROWSE request complete.
Explanation: A rules database Browse request has
completed.
System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx1893E Invalid data set attribute for
{OLDRULES| NEWRULES} data set:
attribute
Explanation: The rules database data set migration
utility has detected an invalid data set attribute for the
data set with the DD name OLDRULES or NEWRULES.
The attribute in error is one of the following:

Destination: Console

Key length
- the key length for both data sets must be 96
bytes.

CBMxx1890I cmsid IBM CICS Business Event
Publisher rules database data set
migration starting.

Key position
- the key position for both data sets must be
zero.

Explanation: The rules database migration utility is
starting.

Record length
- the record length must be 16000 bytes for the
V1R1 data set and 32700 bytes for the V1R2
data set.

System action: The migration utility continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx1891E Error opening {OLDRULES|
NEWRULES} file. R15(returncode)
ACBERFLG(errorcode). Job step
terminating.
Explanation: The rules database data set migration
utility has detected an error while opening the data set
with the DD name OLDRULES or NEWRULES. The
utility displays the return code returncode and error
code errorcode from the open request.

File empty
- the V1R1 data set must contain at least one
record.
File not empty
- the V1R2 data set must be empty.
File type
- both data sets must be defined as VSAM
KSDS data sets.
CBMxx1899I cmsid IBM CICS Business Event
Publisher rules database data set
migration starting.

System action: The migration utility terminates with
abend code U1511.

Explanation: The rules database migration utility has
successfully completed.

User response: Correct the problem and resubmit the
migration utility job.

System action: None.

Destination: Console

User response: None.
Destination: Console

CBMxx1892E Error closing {OLDRULES|
NEWRULES} file. R15(returncode)
ACBERFLG(errorcode). Job step
terminating.
Explanation: The rules database data set migration
utility has detected an error while closing the data set
with the DD name OLDRULES or NEWRULES. The
utility displays the return code returncode and error
code errorcode from the close request.
System action: The migration utility terminates with
abend code U1511.
User response: Correct the problem and resubmit the
migration utility job.
Destination: Console
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BEP DB2 messages (CBMxx3000 - CBMxx3100)
CBMxx3000I IBM Business Event Publisher for
MQSeries(5655-J99) V2.01.00
Explanation: Identifies the IBM product name, product
number and version number of the DB2 event source
connector.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3001E depid taskid Unable to open the
MDB2L parm member, rc=value.
Explanation: The DB2 event source connector depid
is unable to open the MDB2L parameter member. The
event source connector requires this member in order to
start the DB2 event handler task.
System action: The DB2 event handler task
terminates.
User response: The MDB2L member should reside in
the PDS referenced by the CBMPARMS DDNAME
statement. Check the JCL to ensure that it refers to the
correct PDS. If necessary, change the JCL to refer to
the correct PDS or add the MDB2L member to the
current PDS.

attempts to monitor the requested DB2 subsystem
without using a DDNAME.
User response: Either correct the specification of the
DDNAME to that of a valid name or add the required
DDNAME to the DB2 event source connector JCL.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3004W depid taskid DB2 subsystem ssid is
not currently being monitored.
Explanation: You have issued a DISPLAY or
REMOVE command for DB2 subsystem ssid, which is
not being monitored by the DB2 event source
connector.
System action: The request is ignored.
User response: Correct the DB2 subsystem name to
that of a valid DB2 subsystem and reissue the
command.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3005I depid taskid Monitoring is terminating
for DB2 subsystem ssid.
Explanation: The DB2 event processor has begun to
terminate for DB2 subsystem ssid.

Destination: Console, message log

System action: None.

CBMxx3002E depid taskid ssid is a duplicate DB2
subsystem name.

User response: To determine the reason for the
termination of the DB2 event processor, check
previously issued messages. It is typically terminated
due to a REMOVE or STOP command.

Explanation: The DB2 event source connector depid
has received a request to monitor a DB2 subsystem
that it is already monitoring.
System action: The request is ignored.
User response: If the message is issued during
initialization of the DB2 event source connection, the
MDB2L member contains duplicate definitions for the
same subsystem. In this case, edit the MDB2L member
to remove the invalid, duplicate entry. If the message is
issued in response to an ADD command, use the
DISPLAY command to obtain a list of the DB2
subsystems already being monitored.
Destination: Console, message log

Destination: Message log.
CBMxx3006I depid db2id Monitoring is initiated for
DB2 subsystem ssid
Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id has
started for DB2 subsystem ssid. The DB2 event source
connector issues this for each DB2 event processor it
starts during its initialization, or after a successful ADD
command if you start a DB2 event processor by the
operator command.
System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx3003W depid taskid DDNAME ddname does
not exist - specification ignored.

Destination: Message log.

Explanation: The DB2 event source connector depid
has received a request to monitor a DB2 subsystem,
but it contains a specification for a DDNAME that does
not exist in the DB2 event source connector JCL.

CBMxx3007E depid taskid Failure attaching name
subtask, RC=value.

System action: The DB2 event source connector

System action: The DB2 event processor is not active
for the requested DB2 subsystem.

Explanation: The DB2 event source connector depid
is unable to attach subtask name.
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User response: If you need assistance to resolve this
problem, contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console, message log.

System action: The command is not executed.
User response: Correct the command syntax and
reissue the command.
Destination: Console, message log.

CBMxx3008E depid taskid name subtask failure
during initialization.
Explanation: The subtask name has failed to initialize.
System action: The subtask terminates.
User response: Check previous messages to
determine the cause of the initialization failure.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3009I depid db2id Monitoring active for ssid,
Start RBA: value
Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id is active
for DB2 subsystem ssid. The starting RBA indicates the
point at which the processor begins looking for events
to publish. Note that any units of work that are inflight at
that point will be ignored.

CBMxx3013E depid taskid Command: verb,
Keyword: keyword, Value is required for
this keyword.
Explanation: You have omitted a required value from
keyword keyword.
System action: The command is not executed.
User response: Correct the command syntax and
reissue the command.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3014I depid db2id Command: verb, Keyword:
keyword is not specified or contains no
value.

System action: The DB2 event processor begins
scanning the DB2 log for events to publish.

Explanation: You have omitted keyword keyword from
the command verb, or you have specified the required
keyword without a value.

User response: None.

System action: The command is not executed.

Destination: Console, message log.

User response: Correct the command syntax and
reissue the command.

CBMxx3010I depid taskid SDUMPX completed,
RC=value.

Destination: Console, message log.

Explanation: The system dump requested by the
SVCDUMP command has completed.

CBMxx3015I depid db2id DB2 ssid: ssid, Plan:
plan-name, DDNAME: ddname, Set:
set-name.

System action: None.
User response: If the return code value is not zero,
and you need assistance to resolve this problem,
contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx3011E depid taskid Command: verb,
Keyword: keyword is invalid.
Explanation: The keyword keyword is not a valid
keyword for the command you have issued.
System action: The command is not executed.
User response: Correct the command syntax and
reissue the command.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3012E depid taskid Command: verb,
Keyword: keyword, Value starting with
value is too long
Explanation: The value value is too long for the
keyword keyword.
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Explanation: You have issued a DISPLAY command
and the message identifies the DB2 subsystem ssid
whose information is being displayed: The DB2 event
processor is using plan plan-name to connect to DB2.
DDNAME ddname is the name of the library the DB2
event processor is using to load DB2 modules from. If
ddname is ’N/A’, the event processor is using standard
MVS conventions for locating load modules. The
set-name identifies the event source set manager, within
the BEP message server, that this DB2 event processor
is connected to. A value of ’N/A’ indicates that the
default set manager is being used. CBMxx3015I should
be followed by messages CBMxx3040I (optionally),
CBMxx3026I, CBMxx3027I and CBMxx3031I.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx3016E depid db2id There are no DB2
subsystems currently being monitored
Explanation: You have issued a DISPLAY command
but there are no DB2 subsystems currently being
monitored by a DB2 event source connector.

library containing the CAF load modules, and add the
DDNAME to the definition of the DB2 subsystem. You
can define DB2 subsystems in either the MDB2L
parameter library member or by using the ADD
command.
Destination: Console, message log.

System action: None.
User response: You can use the ADD command to
initiate the monitoring of a DB2 subsystem.

CBMxx3020I depid db2id Monitoring inactive for ssid,
Next RBA: value

Destination: Console, message log.

Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id has
accepted the request to terminate processing and has
stopped scanning for events to publish. The indicated
RBA values show the point at which the scan stopped.

CBMxx3017E depid db2id Error in CAF call, Type:
call type, RC=value, Reason=reason
Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id received
an unexpected return code from the DB2 CAF interface.
System action: Depending upon the reason code, the
DB2 event processor might or might not be able to
continue publishing events for this DB2 subsystem.
User response: Look up the reason code in the DB2
Messages and Codes manual and correct any problem
indicated. If the problem persists, contact your IBM
representative.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3018W depid db2id Monitoring suspended DB2 ssid is not up.
Explanation: The DB2 subsystem ssid has
terminated. The DB2 event processor db2id can no
longer publish events for this DB2. When you restart the
DB2 subsystem, event publishing resumes from the
point at which it was suspended.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3019E depid db2id Monitoring halted for DB2
ssid - unable to load the DB2 CAF load
modules
Explanation: During initialization processing, the DB2
event processor db2id is unable to load the necessary
DB2 call attachment facility (CAF) load modules. These
load modules are required to enable the DB2 event
processor to communicate with the DB2 subsystem
ssid.
System action: The DB2 event processor terminates.
User response: The required DB2 CAF load modules
are DSNALI, DSNWLI2 and DSNHLI2. If they reside in
the standard LINKLIST, JOBLIB, STEPLIB
concatenation, no DDNAME is needed for DB2 event
processor and should be removed from this DB2’s
definition. If it does not reside there, add a DDNAME to
the DB2 event source connector JCL that references a

System action: The DB2 event processor continue its
termination.
User response: None.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3021I depid db2id Monitoring is terminated for
DB2 subsystem ssid
Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id has
completed its termination process.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3022W depid db2id DB2 ssid RBA of value is
too old - skipping to current.
Explanation: While attempting to resume scanning for
events, the RBA that the DB2 event processor db2id
used to restart from is not contained in either the DB2
active or archive logs.
System action: The DB2 event processor restarts its
scan from the current point in the DB2 log.
User response: Check for other BEP messages that
might indicate the cause of the error. If necessary,
increase the size of the DB2 subsystem’s active or
archive logs in order to prevent this from happening in
the future.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3023E depid db2id Duplicate UOW
encountered, RBA: value
Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id has
encountered a begin unit of work request for a unit of
work that is already being processed.
System action: The begin unit of work request is
discarded.
User response: If you need assistance to resolve this
problem, contact your IBM representative.
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Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3024W depid db2id Command: text
Explanation: The DB2 event processor displays the
text text of the command it has issued to the DB2
subsystem. It follows this with one or more
CBMxx3025W messages that contain the response to
the command.
System action: None.
User response: Examine the command and its
response messages to ensure that the command
completed successfully.
Destination: Console, message log.

CBMxx3027I depid db2id Last RBA: value1, Next
RBA: value2
Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id
displays, in response to a DISPLAY command,
information regarding the position of the log scan. The
last RBA value1 indicates the last log RBA value
examined by the DB2 event processor. The next RBA
value2 indicates the next log RBA to be requested from
the DB2 subsystem. CBMxx3027I is accompanied by
messages CBMxx3015I, CBMxx3027I, CBMxx3031I
and, optionally, CBMxx3040I.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx3025W depid db2id Response: text
Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id displays
the text text of the DB2 message issued by DB2 in
response to the DB2 command issued by the DB2
event processor. There can be more than one
CBMxx3025W message, preceded by a CBMxx3024W
message that indicates which DB2 command was
issued.

CBMxx3028E depid db2id ssid is not a valid DB2
subsystem name
Explanation: BEP has received a request to monitor
DB2 subsystem ssid but the specified subsystem name
does not refer to a valid DB2 subsystem.
System action: The request is rejected.

System action: None.

User response: Correct the DB2 subsystem name to
one that is valid on this MVS subsystem.

User response: Examine the DB2 message to ensure
that the command completed successfully.

Destination: Console, message log.

Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3026I depid db2id Log Recs: num1, UOWs:
num2, MQ Msgs: num3, Inflight: num4
Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id, in
response to a DISPLAY command, displays the
following statistics:
v The number num1 of DB2 log records that it has
scanned

CBMxx3029E depid db2id Unable to obtain storage
for the UOW.
Explanation: While processing a DB2 unit of work, the
DB2 event processor db2id attempted to obtain some
storage from its data space. The request for storage
was denied because all available data space storage is
in use.
System action: The current log record is skipped.

v The number num2 of DB2 units of work scanned

User response: If you need assistance to resolve this
problem, contact your IBM representative.

v The number num3 of events it has published in MQ
messages

Destination: Console, message log.

v The number num4 of units of work whose scan state
are still inflight.
CBMxx3026I is accompanied by messages
CBMxx3015I, CBMxx3027I, CBMxx3031I and,
optionally, CBMxx3040I.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx3030W depid db2id Unable to locate UOW
entry for RBA: value
Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id has
encountered a log record for a unit of work but is unable
to locate the corresponding begin unit of work entry.
System action: The log record is skipped.
User response: If you need assistance to resolve this
problem, contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console, message log.
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CBMxx3031I depid db2id DB2 SQL Interface Status:
state
Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id issues
this message in response to a DISPLAY command. It
indicates the state state of the DB2 SQL interface. The
DB2 event processor uses this interface to extract table
and column information from DB2. The possible states
are:
ACTIVE
The interface is started and has an active
thread with DB2
INACTIVE
The interface is not started

System action: Formatting of the SQL error is not
completed.
User response: If you need assistance to resolve this
problem, contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3034W depid db2id text
Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id issues
this message after message CBMxx3032W and possibly
CBMxx3033E. The text provides detailed information
regarding the SQL error that occurred. If necessary, the
DB2 event processor issues multiple instances of this
message to provide all the error detail.

DORMANT
The interface is started but does not have an
active thread with DB2.

System action: None.

The interface switches from ACTIVE to DORMANT after
one to two minutes without a request for the DB2
subsystem. CBMxx3031I is accompanied by
CBMxx3015I, CBMxx3026I, CBMxx3027I and,
optionally, CBMxx3040I.

Destination: Console, message log.

System action: None.

Explanation: An error occurred when the DB2 event
processor db2id attempted to communicate with the
BEP message server. Valid values for the request type
type are CONNECT, DISCONN, ABORT, COMMIT and
DATA.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx3032W depid db2id SQL Error occurred
Explanation: A DB2 SQL request returned a negative
return code indicating that an error occurred while
processing the SQL request. This message is
accompanied by message CBMxx3033E and multiple
CBMxx3034W messages that give detailed information
regarding the SQL error.

User response: Examine the messages to determine
the cause of the SQL error.

CBMxx3035E depid db2id Error in DBMS type
request, RC=value

System action: The BEP message server is unable to
process the event.
User response: For CONNECT requests, ensure that
the DB2 event processor is configured with a valid SET
name. For all other types, examine the BEP message
log for any indications of the source of the problem. If
you need further assistance to resolve this problem,
contact your IBM representative.

System action: The SQL request failed to return the
requested information.

Destination: Console, message log.

User response: Examine the CBMxx3033E and/or
CBMxx3034W messages to determine the cause of the
SQL error.

CBMxx3036W depid db2id Data capture not enabled
for table owner.table

Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3033E depid db2id Error converting SQL
Error, DSNTIAR RC=value
Explanation: CBMxx3033E is preceded by message
CBMxx3032W, indicating an SQL error occurred. The
DB2 event processor db2id attempted to use DSNTIAR
to format the error code into readable text but
encountered an error in doing so. If the return code
value is 4, the required work area is too small to contain
all the formatted text. In this case, the portions of the
text that were formatted are placed in subsequent
CBMxx3034W messages.

Explanation: A rule is currently active that applies to
the table owner.table. However, the table does not have
data capture changes enabled. The DB2 event
processor db2id requires this in order to publish events
for the table.
System action: The DB2 event processor does not
publish events are for the table owner.table.
User response: Alter the table to enable data capture
changes on the table.
Destination: Console, message log.
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CBMxx3037W depid db2id Too many tables match
generic pattern in rule name.
Explanation: The rule contains a generic pattern for
its DB2 name. This pattern returned more than the 1000
table name maximum that the DB2 event processor
db2id permits.
System action: The DB2 event processor uses the
first 1000 table names returned for the rule.
User response: Examine the pattern to ensure that
the 1000+ names are valid. If so, break up the rule into
multiple rules, with each pattern returning less than the
1000 table names.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3038W depid db2id Record Evaluation
RC=value, Reason=reason
Explanation: The event evaluation logic of the DB2
event processor db2id encountered an error when
attempting to evaluate an event.
System action: The event is not published.
User response: If you need assistance to resolve this
problem, contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3039E depid db2id DB2 subsystem ssid is
already being monitored at message
server cmsid
Explanation: While initializing, the DB2 event
processor db2id has received a return code from the
BEP message server indicating that it has already
received a request to monitor the DB2 subsystem ssid
from a DB2 event processor running under a different
DB2 event source connector. The BEP message server
cmsid allows each DB2 subsystem to be monitored by
only one DB2 event processor at a time, regardless of
the DB2 event source connector region it comes from.

Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3042I depid taskid Starting BEP DB2 event
source
Explanation: The BEP DB2 event source connector
depid region is starting.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx3043E depid taskid progname program error,
return code: value
Explanation: The BEP DB2 event source connector
program progname has encountered an error.
System action: The DB2 event source connector
depid issues ABEND 3043.
User response: Review earlier messages in the BEP
DB2 event source job log and message log. Correct any
problems indicated in the messages and restart the
BEP DB2 event source connector.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3044R

depid CMS: cmsid not active. Reply
RETRY or CANCEL

Explanation: The BEP message server cmsid is not
active and the event source connector takes the action
specified on the NOCMS keyword of the MDEP
parameter member, which is to issue a write-to-operator
with reply message. The DB2 event source connector
depid requires operator intervention in response to the
specified WTOR message.
System action: The DB2 event source connector
waits for a reply.

System action: The DB2 event processor terminates.

User response: When you have successfully started
the BEP message server, reply RETRY to the
outstanding WTOR.

User response: None.

Destination: Console, message log.

Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3040I depid db2id Data Sharing Group name,
Member ID: id
Explanation: The DB2 event processor db2id issues
this message in response to a DISPLAY command. It
indicates that the monitored DB2 subsystem is enabled
for data sharing with the data sharing group name name
and member id id. This message is accompanied by
messages CBMxx3015I, CBMxx3026I, CBMxx3027I and
CBMxx3031I.
System action: None.
User response: None.
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CBMxx3045I depid taskid FOUND BEP MAB cmsid
Job jobname jobnumb at address
Explanation: The BEP DB2 event source connector
depid displays the address and name of the BEP MAB
control block that it is using.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx3046E depid taskid The BEP message server:
cmsid cannot be located.
Explanation: The BEP DB2 event source connector
depid is unable to locate the BEP message server
cmsid.
System action: The BEP DB2 event source connector
takes the action specified by the NOCMS keyword in
the MDEP parameter member. If set to ABEND, the
address space abends with a user 3046 abend.
Otherwise, the event source connector issues WTOR
message CBMxx3044R requesting operator
intervention.

terminates with a user 3049 abend.
User response: Either change the name of one of the
DB2 event source connectors or use the first one.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3050I depid taskid Message server level
number: level
Explanation: This identifies the version, release, and
maintenance level of the BEP message server.
System action: None.
User response: None.

User response: Ensure that the BEP message server
cmsid is completely initialized before you reply to
message CBMxx3044R.

Destination: Message log.

Destination: Console, message log.

CBMxx3051E depid taskid BEP CANNOT FIND
PROGRAM progname

CBMxx3047I depid taskid Found DSS: dssid Job
jobname jobnum at address

Explanation: The DB2 event source connector depid
cannot locate program progname. This program is
required for the BEP DB2 event source connector to
function properly.

Explanation: The DB2 event source connector depid
displays the address and name of the BEP data space
services control block that it is using.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

System action: The BEP DB2 event source connector
terminates with a user 3051 abend.
User response: Determine which library contains the
missing module and include it in the DB2 event source
connector STEPLIB concatenation.
Destination: Console, message log

CBMxx3048E depid taskid The message server:
cmsid is not active
Explanation: The BEP DB2 event source connector
depid has located the BEP message server cmsid but it
is not yet active.
System action: The event source connector takes the
action indicated by the NOCMS keyword in the MDEP
parameter member. If NOCMS is set to ABEND, the
address spaces abends with a user 3048 abend.
Otherwise, the event source connector issues WTOR
message WTOR CBMxx3044R requesting operator
intervention.
User response: Ensure that the indicated BEP
message server is completely initialized before you
reply to message CBMxx3044R.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx3049E depid taskid BEP DB2 event source:
depid is already active
Explanation: The DB2 event source connector depid
is already active on this MVS system. You must specify
a unique name in the DEPID keyword in the MDEP
parameter member for each DB2 event source
connector.

CBMxx3052I depid taskid Terminating DB2 event
source address space
Explanation: The BEP DB2 event source connector
depid has entered its termination phase.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx3053I depid taskid V.S. below: used1/avail1
above: used2/avail2
Explanation: The main task taskid of DB2 event
source connector depid issues this message when it
detects a +/-10% change in the available virtual storage.
The message shows the amount of virtual storage used
and available, below and above 16MB.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

System action: The DB2 event source connector
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CBMxx3054I depid taskid DB2 event source address
space has initialized.

CBMxx3058I depid db2id DBID=dbid, OBID=obid
Creator=ownerid, Table=name

Explanation: The main task taskid of the DB2 event
source connector depid is successfully initialized.

Explanation: The DB2 event processor depid displays
the internal identifiers used by DB2 for table name. The
DB2 event processor issues this message following
messages CBMxx3059I and CBMxx3057I, and issues it
once for each DB2 table that matches the specification
shown in CBMxx3059I.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

System action: None.
CBMxx3055E depid db2id Unable to start the
required MONITOR trace
Explanation: The DB2 event processor is unable to
start the required monitor trace in the db2id subsystem.
The DB2 event processor requires monitor trace to be
active to enable the DB2 subsystem to return log
records to it.
System action: The DB2 event processor terminates.
User response: See the preceding messages
CBMxx3024W and CBMxx3025W, which contain the
START TRACE command and the response from that
command. Examine these messages to determine the
reason that the required trace was not started.
Destination: Console, message log.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx3059I depid db2id Creator=ownerid,
Table=name
Explanation: The DB2 event processor depid has
encountered a rule that contains a new DB2 owner ID
and table name specification. The DB2 event processor
issues this message before messages CBMxx3057I and
CBMxx3058I. The subsequent CBMxx3058I messages
indicate the list of tables that match this specification.
System action: None.
User response: None
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx3056E depid db2id BEP is lacking the
required MONITOR2 authority
Explanation: The user ID associated with the DB2
event source connector region depid does not have
MONITOR2 authority within the db2id subsystem. The
user ID of the connector region must be authorized in
each DB2 subsystem being monitored by an event
processor. A DB2 event processor cannot obtain log
records from the DB2 subsystem through the IFI without
the required MONITOR2 authority.

CBMxx3060I Default values in effect for
DB2=DB2ssid
Explanation: The DB2 event processor did not find an
override parameter member DSRCxxxx for DB2 db2ssid
and therefore it is using the default parameter values.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

System action: The event processor terminates.
User response: Grant MONITOR2 authority to the
event source connector region user ID and restart the
DB2 event processor.

CBMxx3061I Monitoring terminating due to ending
RBA encountered.

Destination: Console, message log.

Explanation: The DB2 event processor has stopped
monitoring log data because it has reached the end
RBA value (ENDRBA) specified in member DSRCxxxx.

CBMxx3057I depid db2id Rule name=rname, Rule
group=gname

System action: The DB2 event processor terminates.

Explanation: The DB2 event processor depid displays
the rule in which the creator and table names shown in
CBMxx3059I were obtained.

Destination: Message log

System action: None

CBMxx3062E Ending RBA value is prior to
beginning RBA value.

User response: None
Destination: Message log.

User response: None.

Explanation: The BEGINRBA value in your DSRCxxxx
member is greater than the ENDRBA value.
System action: The event processor terminates.
User response: Correct your RBA override values and
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restart your DB2 event processor.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx3063W Current RBA: currentrba , Recovery
RBA: recoveryrba .
Explanation: After it has resynchronized with the
message server, the DB2 event processor, which was at
RBA currentrba is restarting at a new RBA recoveryrba
to recover missing messages.
System action: The DB2 event processor repositions
itself in the DB2 log in order to recover missing
messages.

CBMxx3067W Message server is no longer active,
RC=retcode, Reason=reason.
Explanation: The message server has terminated,
and displays the return code retcode and
actionactioncode for the termination. For an explanation
of the return code and the action code, see “Common
BEP return codes and system action codes” on page
180.
System action: The event processor waits for the
message server to restart.
User response: None.
Destination: Console.

User response: None.
Destination: Console.

CBMxx3068W errorparm parameter is ignored with
RESTART(restartparm).

CBMxx3064E Unrecoverable error from message
server, RC=returncode,
ACTION=actioncode

Explanation: The DB2 event processor has found a
parameter errorparm in the DSRCxxxx parameter
member that is incompatible with the RESTART
parameter restartparm.

Explanation: The DB2 event processor has
encountered an unrecoverable error communicating with
the message server. For an explanation of the return
code and the action code, see “Common BEP return
codes and system action codes” on page 180.
System action: The DB2 event processor terminates.
User response: Correct the error and restart your
event source.

System action: The event processor ignores the
parameter in error.
User response: Review the documentation for the
DSRCxxx parameters. Override parameters, such as
BEGRBA, are only allowed with RESTART(O). Specify
RESTART(O) or remove the override parameter.
Destination: Console.

Destination: Console.
CBMxx3065I Cold start occurred: Starting
RBA=startrba.
Explanation: The DB2 event processor is performing
a cold start. The first log RBA it will process is startrba.
If the starting RBA is 0, the event processor uses the
current position in the DB2 log.

CBMxx3069W Recovery requested by message
server, repositioning log RBA.
Explanation: The DB2 event processor is
repositioning to a new log RBA requested by the
message server. The message server has requested
this to ensure that all messages are generated properly.
System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.

User response: None.

Destination: Console.

Destination: Message log.
CBMxx3070I RBA=rba, UOW id=uow, Type=type.
CBMxx3066I Message server forced a disconnect,
RC=retcode, ACTION=actioncode.
Explanation: The message server has disconnected
from the DB2 event source. It displays the return code
retcode and action code actioncode for the
disconnection. For an explanation of the return code
and the action code, see “Common BEP return codes
and system action codes” on page 180.

Explanation: BEP has detected that a diagnostic trace
has been enabled. This is usually at the request of
product support personnel to enable them to diagnose
problems within the DB2 event source.
System action: Processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

System action: The event processor attempts to
reconnect.
User response: None.
Destination: Console.
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CBMxx3071I RBA=rba, UOW id=uow, DBID=dbid,
OBID=obid, Variation=num, Flags=value,
REUN=reun,.
Explanation: BEP has detected that a diagnostic trace
has been enabled. This is usually at the request of
product support personnel to enable them to diagnose
problems within the DB2 event source.
System action: Processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx3072I Function=func, Token=token, RC=value,
Action=action.
Explanation: BEP has detected that a diagnostic trace
has been enabled. This is usually at the request of
product support personnel to enable them to diagnose
problems within the DB2 event source. For an
explanation of the return code and the action code, see
“Common BEP return codes and system action codes”
on page 180.
System action: Processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx3073I Function=func, Token=token, RC=value.
Explanation: BEP has detected that a diagnostic trace
has been enabled. This is usually at the request of
product support personnel to enable them to diagnose
problems within the DB2 event source.
System action: Processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx3074W Data propagation requested for table
creator.table which does not have any
unique indexes defined.
Explanation: One or more rules for the table
creator.table has the data propagation option selected.
However, the table does not have any unique indexes
defined for it. A change in the value of column within
one or more unique indexes is the determining factor in
converting an update event into a delete event and an
insert event.
System action: All rules that have the data
propagation option selected cause all update events to
be converted into a delete event for the record image
before the update occurred, followed by an insert event
for the record image after the update occurred.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
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BEP IMS event source connector messages (CBMxx6001 - CBMxx6999)
CBMxx6001I iepid Starting BEP IMS event source
connector.
Explanation: BEP IMS event source connector iepid is
being started.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6002E taskid1 taskid2 programname Program
error, Return code: retcd.
Explanation: An unrecoverable error has been
detected by a BEP IMS event source connector routine.
System action: Your BEP IMS event source connector
terminates with abend code U0702.
User response: Review previous messages in the
IMS event source connector job log and message log.
Correct problem as indicated in messages and restart
the IMS event source connector. If you need further
assistance to resolve this problem, contact your IBM
representative.
Destination: Console

iepid cannot find the message server’s anchor block.
This could be because you have specified an incorrect
name on the CMSID parameter, and the connector is
looking for the wrong name.
System action: If the IIEP parameter NOCMS is set
to WTOR, the IMS event source connector waits for a
response message CBMxx6004R. If NOCMS is set to
ABEND the IMS event source connector terminates with
a user abend U0710.
User response: Check that you have specified the
correct name on the CMSID parameter. If necessary
correct it, and if the IIEP parameter NOCMS is set to
WTOR, start the BEP event message server and reply
RETRY to the message CBMxx6004R.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6011I iepid INIT Found DSS dssname jobname
jobnumber dssaddress.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid has found the BEP data space server dssname
main anchor block (DSS). The message also displays
the job name jobname, job number jobnumber , and the
address dssaddress of the DSS control block.
System action: None.

CBMxx6004I iepid CMS: cmsid not active. Reply
RETRY or GO to ignore.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid cannot sign on to BEP message server cmsid
because the message server is not active.
System action: The BEP IMS event source connector
waits for your reply to its outstanding WTOR. .
User response: Start your BEP message server and
then reply RETRY to the outstanding WTOR.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx6007I iepid INIT Found BEP MAB CB(address
cmsid LX).
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
has found the BEP message server main anchor block
(MAB) at address X’address’. The BEP message server
ID for your event source connector is cmsid. It has
allocated the system LX designated by LX.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6012E iepid The BEP message server: cmsid
is not active.
Explanation: The BEP message server IIEP cmsid,
specified by the IIEP CMSID parameter, is not active.
System action: If you have set the IIEP parameter
NOCMS to WTOR, the IMS event source connector
waits for a response to message CBMxx6004R. If you
have set NOCMS to ABEND, the IMS event source
connector terminates with a user abend U0710.
User response: If the IIEP parameter NOCMS is set
to WTOR, start the BEP message server and reply
RETRY to the message CBMxx6004R.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6020W iepid imsset No IMS tasks.
Explanation: All the IMS processing tasks of the BEP
IMS event source connector set manager imsset have
terminated unexpectedly.
System action: None.

CBMxx6010E iepid The BEP message server: cmsid
cannot be located.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector

User response: Review previous messages in the
system log and message log for reasons why the
subtasks have terminated.
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Destination: Console
CBMxx6024I iepid imsset {ATTACH|DETACH} itaskid
IMS log processing task.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
(iepid) set manager imsset is attaching or detaching an
IMS task (itaskid).
System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx6033I iepid imsset Creating MIMS for imsid
prilog-timeat address
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid has created a MIMS control block at address for
the active IMS region imsid.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

Destination: Console

Note: CBMxx6033I is a trace message.

CBMxx6025E iepid imsset IMS Log Task: itaskid
disabled after 10 failures address.

CBMxx6036I iepid OPER Parm: parmname {1ST parm
must be ISET() | ISET name not
entered | ISET name is too long |
invalid DISPLAY object | ISET name
required | DSP name is too long |
status value not entered | invalid
status | ITASKname not entered |
ITASKname is too long | IMS name not
entered | DSP name not entered}

Explanation: The IMS set manager imsset log task
itaskid has failed 10 times in BEP IMS event source
connector iepid. The log task itaskid is disabled and is
not reattached.
System action: The failing task is not reattached.
User response: Review previous messages in the
message log, correct the reported problem and restart
your BEP IMS event source connector.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6027E iepid INIT a BEP IMS event source
connector iepid is already active.
Explanation: You have started BEP IMS event source
connector iepid on an MVS image where there is
already a BEP IMS event source connector with the
same name iepid.
System action: The second IMS event source
connector is terminated with abend code U0727.
User response: The IIEP parameter IEPID names the
IMS event source connector. Create a unique IMS event
source connector name for each instance of the IMS
event source connector.

Explanation: You have entered an invalid parameter
parmname on a DISPLAY command. The error
message describes the error.
1ST parameter must be ISET() - Specify the IMS set
name of the objects you want to display as the first
parameter.
ISET name not entered - Specify an IMS set name or
asterisk (*) within the ISET() parenthesis.
ISET name is too long - The IMS set name exceeds
four characters.
Invalid DISPLAY object - Specify a BEP IMS event
source conector object that is one of ISET(), ITASK(),
IMS(), or DSP.
ISET name required - Specify name of the IMS set that
owns the object to display an IMS task (ITASK) or data
space (DSP).

Destination: Console

Status value not entered - Specify either ENABLED or
DISABLED on the status keyword.

CBMxx6032I iepid INIT IMS event source connector
level number: levelnumber.

Invalid status - Status value is not ENABLED or
DISABLED.

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid is at level number levelnumber. The connecting
event source uses the level number to ensure
compatibility.

ITASK name not entered - Specify the IMS task name
or asterisk (*) on the ITASK() parameter.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

ITASK name is too long - The IMS task name exceeds
four characters.
IMS name not entered - Specify the IMS event source
name or asterisk (*) on the IMS() parameter.
IMS name is too long - The IMS name exceeds eight
characters.
System action: None.
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User response: Correct the operator command and
reissue it.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6038W imsset itaskid Record Evaluation RC:
retcode, Reason: reasoncode.
Explanation: The BEP IMS task itaskid has
encountered an unexpected problem trying to create a
message.
System action: Message is ignored.
User response: Save the IMS event connector job log
and contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx6061I imsset itaskid Begin tracking IMS: imsid
jobname jobnumber prilog-time.
Explanation: The BEP IMS task itaskid has begun
tracking IMS region imsid running under job name
jobname and job number jobnumber.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6062I imsset itaskid End tracking IMS: imsid
jobname jobnumber prilog-time.
Explanation: The BEP IMS task itaskid has stopped
tracking IMS region imsid running under job name
jobname and job number jobnumber.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6071W iepid taskid2 Member: membername
name: {imsset | imsid} duplicate: {imsset
| imsid}
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid has detected that input parameter member
membername has either a duplicate IMS set imsset or a
duplicate IMS name imsid defined.
System action: The BEP IMS event source connector
ignores the duplicate parameter and continues
initializing.
User response: Remove the duplicate definition to
eliminate the message.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6078I taskid1 taskid2 pgmname Program not
found
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
cannot load program pgmname.
System action: The IMS event source connector
terminates with abend code U0778.
User response: Determine which load library contains
the missing module and include it in the LINKLIST or
the STEPLIB concatenation of the IMS event source
connector JCL.
Destination: Console

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6064I imsset itaskid TYPE rectype IUOW iuow
REC address
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
IMS task itaskid is processing a new UOW. The
message displays the IMS record type rectype, the
address iuow of the IMS UOW control block, and the
record address address.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)Note:
CBMxx6064I is a trace message.
CBMxx6068I iepid imsset No IMS regions have
signed on to this IMS set

CBMxx6079I iepid TERM Terminating BEP IMS event
source connector.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid is terminating.
System action: The IMS event source connector has
entered its termination phase.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6081I msg-textrecon-SSID prilog-time.
Explanation: An IMS log reader task is processing log
data on behalf of an IMS subsystem or batch job
recon-SSID whose prilog start time is prilog-time.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

Explanation: The IMS set manager has imsset no
IMS regions currently signed on to the IMS event
source connector set.
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CBMxx6082I log-dsn.
Explanation: An IMS log reader task is reading IMS
log data set log-dsn.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx6086I iepid MAIN V.S. Below:
used-VS-below/available-VS-below
Above: used-VS-above/available-VSabove
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid displays changes in virtual storage above and
below 16MB when there is an absolute change of 10%.
It also displays the amount virtual storage available
above and below 16MB.

CBMxx6083I First seq: log-seq time: log-time.

System action: None.

Explanation: An IMS log reader task is recovering
IMS log data starting at IMS log sequence log-seq and
time log-time.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6084I Last seq: log-seq time: log-time.
Explanation: An IMS log reader task is reading an
IMS log data set which ends with IMS log sequence
log-seq and time log-time.
System action: None.

CBMxx6107I iepid INIT Found BEP IEP iepid Job:
jobname jobnumber at address
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid has found its primary control block in ECSA. It
displays the IMS event source connector name (iepid),
jobname and jobnumber and control block address.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx6110I iepid MAIN BEP IMS event source
connector has initialized

CBMxx6085W OPER imsset {No IMS sets selected |
No IMS sets defined| No ITASKS
selected | No ITASKS defined | No IMS
selected | No IMS defined}

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid has initialized and is ready to accept IMS log data
from its BEP IMS logger exit.

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
cannot perform the DISPLAY command you have
entered for one the following reasons:

User response: None.

No sets selected - A DISPLAY ISET command failed
because no sets matched the selection criteria.
No sets defined - A DISPLAY ISET command failed
because no sets were defined.
No ITASKS selected - DISPLAY ITASKS command
failed because no ITASKS matched the selection
criteria.
No ITASKS defined - DISPLAY ITASKS command failed
because no ITASKS are defined.
No IMS selected - DISPLAY IMS command failed
because no IMS regions matched the selection criteria.
No IMS defined - DISPLAY IMS command failed
because no IMS regions are defined.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console, message log
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System action: None.

Destination: Console, message log
CBMxx6111I IMS SET: set-name has abended.
Explanation: An IMS set task set-name has abended.
System action: The IMS event connector region is
disabled.
User response: Review messages in the console and
IMS event source message log. Follow the action
indicated in the error messages. If unsure of the
recovery procedure, save all job logs and dumps and
contact technical support.
Destination: Console log.
CBMxx6140I iepid imsset IMS: imsname JOBNAME:
jobname jobnumber prilog-time Status:
status
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source manager
imsset displays the current status of the IMS regions
connected to the IMS event source connector iepid. It

displays the name imsname of the IMS region, its
jobname, jobnumber, and status, where status can be
ACTIVE or INACTIVE.
System action: None.
User response: None.

shows the number of IMS units of work uowcnt that
have been processed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6140I is followed by messages
CBMxx6141 through CBMxx6143. These
messages are repeated periodically based on the
value of RETRYSEC in the CBMPARMS member
ISETimsset.
CBMxx6141I iepid imsset IMS Recs in: recs-in READ:
read-cntMsgs out: messages-out
Explanation: The BEP event source manager imsset
displays the current status of the IMS region connected
to the IMS event source connector iepid. The message
shows the number of records recs-in from the event
source and the number of messages messages-out
created by the IMS event source connector.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6141I follows message CBMxx6140. The
messages are repeated periodically based on the
value of RETRYSEC in the CBMPARMS member
MSETimsset.
CBMxx6142I iepid imsset IMS type 99 records
processed: type99recs
Explanation: The BEP event source manager imsset
displays the current status of the IMS regions connected
to the IMS event source connector iepid. The message
shows the number type99recs of type 99 IMS log
records processed for the IMS identified in
CBMxx6140I.
System action: None.

Note: CBMxx6143I follows message CBMxx6142. The
messages are repeated periodically based on the
value of RETRYSEC in the CBMPARMS member
MSETimsset .
CBMxx6150I iepid imsset input cells in use: cellsinuse
Max used: maxcellsused
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid set manager imsset is displaying the status of its
IMS input record data space. The message shows the
number of current cells in use cellsinuse and maximum
number of cells in use maxcellsused over the life of the
job.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6150I is followed by message
CBMxx6151.
CBMxx6151I iepid imsset input bytes in use:
bytesinuse Max used: maxbytesused
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid set manager imsset displays the status of its IMS
input record event data space. It displays the current
bytes in use bytesinuse and maximum number of bytes
in use maxbytesused over the life of the job.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6151I follows message CBMxx6150.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

CBMxx6152I iepid imsset output cells in use:
cellsinuse Max used: maxcellsused

Note: CBMxx6142I follows message CBMxx6141. The
messages are repeated periodically based on the
value of RETRYSEC in the CBMPARMS member
MSETimsset.

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid set manager imsset displays the status of its IMS
output message data space. It displays the number of
current cells in use cellsinuse and maximum number of
cells in use over the life of the job maxcellsused.

CBMxx6143I iepid imsset IMS UOW processed:
uowcnt

System action: None.

Explanation: The BEP event source manager imsset
displays the current status of the IMS regions connected
to the IMS event source connector iepid. The message

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
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Note: CBMxx6152I is followed by message
CBMxx6151.
CBMxx6153I iepid imsset output bytes in use:
bytesinuse Max used: maxbytesused
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid set manager imsset displays the status of its IMS
output message data space. It displays the current
bytes in use bytesinuse and maximum number of bytes
in use maxbytesused over the life of the job.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6180I OPER SET: imsset Task Flags: flags
address
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the set name imsset , task
flags flags and address address of the set control block.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6180I is followed by message
CBMxx6181.
CBMxx6181I OPER Units of work in: uow-in
Processed: uow-out
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It showss the number of units of work
uow-in in to the set and the number of units of work
processed uow-out by the event source set.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6181I is followed by message
CBMxx6182.

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6182I is followed by message
CBMxx6183.
CBMxx6183I OPER Current UOW count: uow-curr
Active ITASKS: act-tasks.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the number of units-of-work
currently uow-curr in the IMS set data space queue and
the number of active tasks act-tasks.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6183I is followed by message
CBMxx6184.
CBMxx6184I OPER Maximum concurrent UOW:
uow-max.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the number of maximum
in-flight units of work uow-max at one time.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6184I is followed by message
CBMxx6185.
CBMxx6185I OPER IMS records in: recs-in messages
out: messages-out
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the number messages-in of
IMS records input from the IMS regions into the IMS
ISET and the number messages-out of messages
processed for the IMS regions in the IMS set.
System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx6182I OPER UOW committed: uow-committed
Backed out: uow-backedout.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the number of units of work
committed uow-committed and the number of units of
work backed out uow-backedout by the event source
set.
System action: None.
User response: None.
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Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6185I is followed by message
CBMxx6186.
CBMxx6186I OPER IMS blocks in: blkcnt.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the number of IMS log

blocks input blkcnt from the IMS regions in the IMS set.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6186I is followed by message
CBMxx6187.
CBMxx6187I OPER Type 99 records in: type99in
other records in: other-in
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command. It
shows the number of type 99 IMS change data capture
records input type99in and the number of records which
are not type 99 records other-in. The other-in count
does not include commit and backout records.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6187I is followed by message
CBMxx6188.
CBMxx6188I OPER Commit records in: cmit-in
backout records in: back-in
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the number cmit-in of
commit records and the number back-in of backout
records input from the IMS regions in the IMS set.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6188I is followed by message
CBMxx6189.

CBMxx6190I OPER Current input record count:
record-curr Max message: record-max
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the current number
record-curr of IMS records from the IMS regions that
are currently in the input data space queue, and the
maximum number record-max of concurrent messages
from the IMS region.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6191I OPER input data space cells in use:
inuse max used: maxused
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the number of input data
space cells in use inuse and the maximum in use at
one time maxused.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: CBMxx6191I is followed by message
CBMxx6191.
CBMxx6192I OPER Input Cells reused: reused Cells
not used: notused
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the number reused of input
data space cells reused by an event source and the
number notused of cells that are not used because they
are beyond the index range.
System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx6189I OPER Current input block count:
block-curr Max block: block-max

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the current number of IMS
log blocks block-curr from the IMS regions that are
currently in the input data space queue and the
maximum number of concurrent blocks block-max from
the IMS regions in the IMS set.

Note: CBMxx6192I is followed by message
CBMxx6193.
CBMxx6193I OPER input data space bytes currently
in use: dspused.

User response: None.

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the number of bytes
dspused of the input data space currently in use.

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.
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Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

Note: CBMxx6193I is followed by message
CBMxx6194.

Note: CBMxx6197I is followed by message
CBMxx6193.

CBMxx6194I OPER Maximum input bytes used:
maxused.

CBMxx6198I OPER Output data space bytes
currently in use: dspused

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the highest number
maxused of input data space bytes ever used.

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the number dspused of
bytes of the output data space currently in use.

System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.

User response: None.

Destination: Message log

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

CBMxx6195I OPER Current output message count:
message-curr Max message:
message-max
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the current number
message-curr of IMS messages from the IMS regions
that are currently in the output data space queue, and
the maximum number message-max of concurrent
messages from the IMS regions.
System action: None.
User response: None.

Note: CBMxx6198I is followed by message
CBMxx6194.
CBMxx6199I OPER input Maximum output bytes
used: maxused
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the highest number
maxused of output data space bytes ever used.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6196I OPER output data space cells in use:
inuse max used: maxused

CBMxx6205I OPER imsset itaskid Task Flags: flag1
flag2

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the number inuse of output
data space cells in use, and the maximum number
maxused in use at one time.

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),ITASK()
command that you have entered. It shows the event
source set name imsset, the IMS event source
connector-assigned IMS tracker task ID itaskid, and the
task flags flag1 flag2.

System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.

User response: None.

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

CBMxx6197I OPER Output Cells reused: reused
Cells not used: notused

Note: CBMxx6205I is followed by Message
CBMxx6206I

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET() command that
you have entered. It shows the number reused of output
data space cells reused by an IMS region, and the
number notused of cells that are not used because they
are beyond the index range.
System action: None.
User response: None.
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CBMxx6206I OPER Current IMS: imsname control
block: address
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),ITASK()
command that you have entered. It shows the current
IMS name imsname being processed and the IMS
control block address address.
System action: None.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: CBMxx6206I is followed by message
CBMxx6207I
CBMxx6207I OPER IMS blocks in: blksin blocks
processed: blksproc .
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns displays the results of a DISPLAY
ISET(),QTASK() command that you have entered. It
shows the total number of IMS log blocks input blksin
and the number of blocks blksproc processed by this
IMS tracker task.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6207I is followed by message
CBMxx6208.
CBMxx6208I OPER IMS records in: recsin records
processed: recsproc
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),QTASK()
command that you have entered. It shows the number
recsin of IMS log records input and the number
recsproc of log records processed.
System action: None.
User response: None.

command that you have entered. It shows the number
commit-in of IMS commit log records input and the
number commit-proc of commit records processed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6211I OPER backout records in: backout-in
backout records processed:
backout-proc.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),ITASK()
command that you have entered. It shows the number
backout-in of IMS backout log records input and the
number backout-proc of backout records processed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6212I OPER type 99 records matching rules:
99recs excluded 99ex
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),ITASK()
command that you have entered. It shows the type 99
records 99recs that matched rules, and the type 99
records 99ex that did not match rules.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6208I is followed by message
CBMxx6209.
CBMxx6209I OPER type 99 records in: 99recsin type
99 records processed: 99recsproc
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),ITASK()
command that you have entered. It shows the number
99recsin of type 99 change data capture records input
and the number 99recsproc of records processed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6210I OPER commit records in commit-in
commit records processed:
commit-proc.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),ITASK()

CBMxx6213I OPER Messages created: msg-cnt.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),ITASK()
command that you have entered. It shows the number
msg-cnt of messages created by this IMS tracker task.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6220I OPER imsset IMS imsname JOBNAME:
jobname jobnumber prilog-time Status:
status
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),IMS() command
that you have entered. It shows the name imsname of
the IMS region, its job name jobname, jobnumber
jobnumber, and its status where the value of status can
be ACTIVE or INACTIVE.
System action: None.
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User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6220I is followed by message
CBMxx6221.
CBMxx6221I OPER Task flags: flag1 flag2 address
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),IMS() command
that you have entered. It shows the task flags flag1
flag2 and the address address of the event source
control block.
System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx6224I OPER Current UOW Count: uow-curr
Max UOW: uow-max.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),IMS() command
that you have entered. It shows the current number
uow-curr of units of work for this event source and the
number uow-max of maximum concurrent in-flight units
of work for the event source.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6224I is followed by message
CBMxx6225.

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6221I is followed by message
CBMxx6222.
CBMxx6222I OPER Units of work in: uow-in
Processed: uow-out
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),IMS() command
that you have entered. It shows the number uow-in of
units of work in from the event source and the number
uow-out of units of work processed for the event source.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: This message is followed by message
CBMxx6223.
CBMxx6223I OPER UOW committed: uow-committed
Backed out: uow-backedout.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),IMS() command
that you have entered. It shows the number
uow-committed of units of work committed and the
number uow-backedout of units of work backed out for
the event source.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6223I is followed by message
CBMxx6224.
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CBMxx6225I OPER IMS records in: recs-in READ:
read-cnt messages out: message-out
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),IMS() command
that you have entered. It shows the number recs-in of
IMS records input from the IMS region and the number
message-out of messages processed for the IMS
region.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6225I is followed by message
CBMxx6226.
CBMxx6226I OPER IMS blocks in: blkcnt
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),IMS() command
that you have entered. It shows the number blkcnt of
IMS log blocks input from the IMS region.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6226I is followed by message
CBMxx6227.
CBMxx6227I OPER Type 99 records in: type99in
other records in: other-in
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),IMS() command
that you have entered. It shows the number type99in of
type 99 IMS change data capture records input and the
number other-in of records that are not type 99 records.
The other-in count does not include commit and backout
records.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
Note: CBMxx6227I is followed by message
CBMxx6228.
CBMxx6228I OPER Commit records in: cmit-in
backout records in: backout-in
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),IMS() command
that you have entered. It shows the number cmit-in of
commit and the number backout-in of backout records
input from the IMS region.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
Note: CBMxx6228I is followed by message
CBMxx6229.

CBMxx6231I Current seq: log-seq Time: log-time.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
received a DISPLAY ISET(*),IMS(*) command and
displays the last IMS sequence number log-seq and
time log-time.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6232I Current input queue cnt: blk-cnt
resequence cnt: resequence-cnt.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
received a DISPLAY ISET(*),IMS(*) command and
displays the current number blk-cnt of IMS log blocks in
the input data space waiting to be processed and the
number resequence-cnt of blocks on the resequence
queue.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx6229I OPER Current block count: block-curr
Max block: block-max.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),IMS() command
that you have entered. It shows the current number
block-curr of IMS log blocks from the IMS region that
are currently in the input data space queue and the
maximum number block-max of concurrent blocks from
the IMS region.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6230I OPER Current message count:
message-curr Max message:
message-max.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
returns the results of a DISPLAY ISET(),IMS() command
that you have entered. It shows the current number
message-curr of IMS messages from the IMS region
that are currently in the output data space queue and
the maximum number message-max of concurrent
messages from the IMS region.

CBMxx6233I Current recovery UOWs: uowq-cnt Read
queue cnt: readQ-cnt.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
received a DISPLAY ISET(*),IMS(*) command and
displays the current number of IMS UOWs uowq-cnt
under recovery control and the number of IMS log
records readq-cnt on the read queue.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6234I Current complete UOWs: uow-cnt
uncommitted msg cnt: msg-cnt.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
received a DISPLAY ISET(*),IMS(*) command and
displays the current number of committed
UOWsuow-cnt waiting to be processed by the message
server. Also shown are the number of messages
msg-cnt that are waiting to be processed by the
message server but have not yet been committed.
System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.

User response: None.

Destination: Message log.

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
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CBMxx6235I State: curr-state Scan time: scan-time
Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
received a DISPLAY ISET(*),IMS(*) command and
displays the current internal state curr-state of the tasks
tracking your IMS region. Also shown is scan-time, the
last time your IMS was scanned and no log data was
found to be available.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6236I Partial blocks: part-cnt Consecutive not
fnd: not-fnd.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
received a DISPLAY ISET(*),IMS(*) command and
displays the number of partially filled IMS log blocks
part-cnt that were processed as well as the current
number of times there was not a new partial block
available not-fnd.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6237I Missing range cnt: miss-cnt Cleanup
UOW cnt: uow-cnt.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
received a DISPLAY ISET(*),IMS(*) command and
displays the current number of ranges of missing log
data miss-cnt and the number of backed out UOWs
awaiting cleanup uow-cnt.
System action: None.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6260E iepid OPER Parm: parmname:
{Ambiguous Keyword|Unknown
Keyword|Parm length is too short|Parm
length is too long|Invalid hex
characters|Invalid decimal digits|Value
is too low|Value is too high}
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
has received an operator UPDATE command with an
invalid command keyword or value.
System action: The BEP IMS event source connector
ignores the operator command. User Response: Correct
the keyword or value and reissue the operator
command.
User response: Correct the keyword or value and
reissue the operator command.
Destination: Console, message log.
CBMxx6261E iepid OPER Parm: parmname: {Invalid
parm | No parms entered |
Unsupported or unknown member
name | Member name not entered |
Member name is too long | Unknown
parm name | Parm cannot be updated |
Parm cannot be updated | Parm value
not entered | Parm value is too long}
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
operator UPDATE command contains an invalid
parameter parmname. The error message text
describes one of the following errors:

User response: None.

v InvalidParameter- The valid parameters are
MEMBER() and parm().

Destination: Message log.

v No parms entered - The UPDATE command requires
MEMBER() and parm() to be entered.

CBMxx6238I High seq: log-seq high time: high-time.

v Unsupported or unknown member name. - The
supported members are IIEP and ISETxxxx, where
xxxx is the IMS set name.

Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
received a DISPLAY ISET(*),IMS(*) command and
displays the highest log sequence number log-seq IMS
has created so far and the highest time: high-time.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6239I SETS cnt: sets-cnt ROLS cnt: rols-cnt.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
received a DISPLAY ISET(*),IMS(*) command and
shows the number of IMS SETS commands sets-cnt
processed and the number of IMS ROLS commands
rols-cnt processed.
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v Member name not entered - The UPDATE command
requires a parameter member name.
v Member name is too long - The member name
cannot exceed eight characters.
v Unknown parameter name - See the UPDATE
operator command description for a list of valid
parameters.
v Parm cannot be updated - Only parameters
documented in the UPDATE operator command can
be updated.
v Parm value not entered - A parameter value is
required. See ″Error! Reference source not found.″
on page Error! Bookmark not defined. for details of
the message server UPDATE operator

command.System Action: The operator command is
ignored. User Response: Correct the operator
command and reissue it.
Destination: Console, Message log.
CBMxx6262I iepid OPER Parm: parmname changed
to: newvalue
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid confirms the result of the operator UPDATE
command successfully entered for parameter
parmname, which is changed to newvalue.

CBMxx6273I iepid imsset Termination complete for
IMS region: imsname jobname
jesjobnumber.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid set manager imsset has completed termination
processing for the IMS region imsname, jobname, and
jesjobnumber.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6270I IMS region: imsid job-name prilog-time
has terminated.
Explanation: An IMS subsystem or batch job has
disconnected from the IMS event source connector
region, which displays the IMS subsystem ID imsid, the
job name job-name and the prilog time prilog-time.
System action: None.

CBMxx6275I iepid imsset IMS region: imsname
jesjobnumber checking activity.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid set manager imsset is checking the status of
connected IMS region imsname. The event source
connector periodically performs this status check and
frees resources if an IMS region has not been used
recently.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6271I iepid imsset Cleaning up for IMS region:
imsname address1 address2
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid set manager imsset is cleaning up storage for the
IMS region imsname. This is because, before it
terminated, the IMS region did not disconnect from the
IMS event source connector. address1 is the control
block address, and address2 is the IMS region work
area.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

CBMxx6276I iepid imsset IMS region: imsname
jesjobnumber freeing cell: storageaddr
imscontrolblock
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid set manager imsset is freeing storage for the
inactive IMS region imsname jesjobnumber. The storage
address storageaddr and IMS control block address
imscontrolblock are also shown.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6280E iepid OPER STOP command rejected.
IMS regions active: imscnt

System action: None.

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid operator interface has rejected an operator STOP
command because of the number imscnt of IMS regions
that are still active, or because their messages are still
being processed. Note that, in the case of outstanding
messages that are still being processed, the IMS
regions that originated the messages could have
terminated. The imscnt value is non-zero if the event
source connector is still processing messages.

User response: None.

System action: The command is rejected.

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

User response: If the IMS event source connector
must be stopped immediately, use the FSTOP
command. However, be aware that use of the FSTOP
command could result in lost messages.

CBMxx6272I iepid imsset uow-cnt Units of work in
progress for: imsname
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid set manager imsset is reporting the number
uow-cnt of outstanding units of work at the termination
of the IMS region imsname.
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Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6300E iepid taskid2 CSRCESRV Error R15:
retcode r2 r3 r4 r5
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
has encountered an error while decompressing an IMS
log record. Displayed in this message is the return code
retcode from CSRCESRV and the registers r2, r3, r4
and r5 returned from the decompression services.

CBMxx6392I Parm: keyword(value).
Explanation: This diagnostic message is issued
multiple times to identify the parameters requested for a
RECON scan. Each message identifies a different field
whose criteria must be met in order for a record to be
returned.
System action: None.
User response: None.

System action: The record is ignored.

Destination: Message log

User response: The return codes from CSRCESRV
are documented in the MVS Assembler Services
Reference: ABE-HSP manual appropriate for your
operating system.

CBMxx6393I SYSPRINT already allocated, will be
reused.

Destination: Console
CBMxx6389I type record being skipped due to filter
check:
Explanation: A RECON record of the type type is not
being returned to the requestor because it did not meet
the criteria specified by filter. The value for this filter is
listed in a previous CBMxx6392I message. CBMxx6389I
message is followed by one or more CBMxx6390I
messages, which identify the specific record being
skipped.

Explanation: SYSPRINT DDNAME is already
allocated within the address space. The existing
allocation will be used instead of attempting to
dynamically allocate it.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx6394I SYSIN: text

System action: None.

Explanation: The input command text is passed from
SYSIN to the DSPURX00 utility. It is repeated for each
input line created.

User response: None.

System action: None.

Destination: Message log

User response: None.
Destination: Message log

CBMxx6390I keyword(value).
Explanation: This diagnostic message is issued
multiple times to identify a RECON record. Each
message identifies a different field in the RECON
record. CBMxx6390I follows a CBMxx6389I or
CBMxx6391I message to identify the RECON record
referenced by one of those messages.

CBMxx6395W DSPURX00 ended with non-zero
return code – RC: value.

System action: None.

System action: The requested RECON information is
unavailable for this request.

User response: None.

Explanation: The DSPURX00 utility ended with a
non-zero return code value. This usually means an
unexpected error occurred within the utility.

Destination: Message log

User response: Scan the message log for other
messages that indicate the source of the problem. If
none are found, contact Technical Support.

CBMxx6391I type record being returned:

Destination: Message log

Explanation: A RECON record of the type type is
being returned to the requestor because it met the
requested criteria CBMxx6391I is followed by one or
more CBMxx6390I messages, which identify the specific
record being returned.

CBMxx6396E Unsupported release of IMS.
Explanation: This message indicates that an
unsupported release of IMS is being requested.

User response: None.

System action: The request for RECON information is
rejected and the IEP region abends with a user 0730
abend code.

Destination: Message log

User response: Contact Technical Support to

System action: None.
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determine when support for the IMS release will be
available.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx6397E Error obtaining space RC=value.
Explanation: The RECON interface routine is unable
to obtain the storage needed to process the request.
System action: The IEP region abends with a user
0731 abend code.
User response: Check the REGION parameter for the
address space. If possible, increase the size to allow
the request to complete.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx6398E function I/O error: return code: value.
Explanation: An I/O error in function has occurred
attempting to retrieve the output from the DSPURX00
utility.
System action: The request for RECON information
fails and the IEP region abends with a user 0731 abend
code.
User response: Scan the message log for additional
messages that might indicate the source of the problem.
If none are found, contact Technical Support.
Destination: Message log

CBMxx6410I IMS: imsid job-name creating job block.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector
address spaces is creating a control block to track all
and order all instances of your IMS job imsid job-name
that are eligible for recovery.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6411I IMS: imsid job-name joining job block.
Explanation: The IMS job imsid job-name is
connecting to an existing job block created by the IMS
event source connector to track instances of your IMS
job.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6412I IMSID imsid tracked by IMS set:
set-name.
Explanation: The IMS job imsid is being tracked by
the IMS set task set-name. This message is issued by
the BEP IMS event source connector during
initialization.
System action: None.

CBMxx6399I text

User response: None.

Explanation: This is a diagnostic message issued to
assist Technical Support in troubleshooting problems.
The text of the message contains diagnostic information
for the technician.

Destination: Message log.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx6401I IMS: imsid job-name queing block:
log-seq log-time
Explanation: The IMS job imsid job-name displays the
log sequence number log-seq and time stamp log-time
of the first block it is passing to the IMS event connector
address space.

CBMxx6413I Low restart: recon-ssid prilog-time flags
term-txt restart-txt.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector is
displaying the restart values for IMS job recon-ssid
which started at time prilog-time. It also displays the
restart flags flags. CBMxx6413I precedes messages
CBMxx6414 and CBMxx6415, which show the low
restart IMS sequence and time stamps.
The message variable term-txt shows one of the
following values:
v If your IMS job has terminated, the text TERM
appears in the term-txt field (following the flag word).

User response: None.

v If the restart is to start at the values shown in
messages CBMxx6414 and CBMxx6415, the text
RESTART HERE appears in the restart-txt field.
Otherwise the text RESTART AFTER will appear.

Destination: Message log.

System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
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CBMxx6414I Low seq: low-seq time: low-time
Explanation: The IMS event source connector
displays the low restart values for your IMS job.
CBMxx6414I follows message CBMxx6413 and shows
the low IMS log sequence number low-seq and time
low-time. If message CBMxx6413 has the text
RESTART HERE, recovery begins with this sequence
number.
System action: None.
User response: None.

If the ACTION is ABEND the IMS event source
connector abends with a user 617 abend.
User response: Start your message server.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6418E Error reading RECON, R15: retcode
Parser RC: parcer-rc.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
encountered an error processing an IMS RECON report
listing. R15 retcode has a value of 4 or 8:

Destination: Message log.

v An R15 value of 4 means there was an
environmental error running the RECON report.

CBMxx6415I Low seq: high-seq time: high-time

v An R15 value of 8 means there was a problem
parsing the RECON report.

Explanation: The IMS event source connector
displays the restart values for your IMS job.
CBMxx6415I follows message CBMxx6414 and shows
the high IMS log sequence number high-seq and time
high-time. If message CBMxx6413 has the text
RESTART AFTER, recovery begins with the next
sequence number.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6416W Message server: cmsid is not active.
IMS recovery waiting.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector is
waiting for message server cmsid to be restarted so that
it can continue recovery.
System action: The IMS event source connector waits
for the message server to be restarted.
User response: Start your message server.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6417W IMS recovery error R15: retcode.
Event connector will action.

The value in the parser RC parcer-rc gives the reason
for the parsing error and is either 4 or 8. Parser RC 4
means that the RECON report was empty. Parser RC 8
means that there was an I/O error reading the RECON
report file.
System action: The IMS event source connector ends
with a user abend 666.
User response: Review any earlier messages in the
job and message log to determine why the RECON
report cannot be processed and take corrective action.
If unable to determine the cause of the failure, save all
job and message logs and the dump and contact
technical support.
Destination: Console and message log.
CBMxx6419I Restart after|At res-time (GMT).
Explanation: The IMS event source connector is
displaying the low time res-time that will be used to
parse the IMS RECON report during initial restart. The
IMS event source connector uses this value to
determine which IMS jobs were active before the IMS
event source connector was restarted, and may need to
be recovered.
System action: None.

Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
encountered an error trying to negotiate recovery values
with the message server. The reason for the error is in
R15 retcode. The action action taken is either ABEND
or RETRY. The R15 return code retcode values, their
meaning, and the action taken, are as follows.

User response: None.

v 04 = message server set not found = ABEND

Explanation: The IMS event source connector is
displaying the source SSID IMSID of the low prilog time
prilog-time used to parse the IMS RECON report during
restart of the IMS event source connector.

v 08 = message server set not active = RETRY
v 0C = message server set stopping = RETRY
v 10 = message server region termination = RETRY

Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6420I LOW DBRC RECON SSID: IMSID
PRILOG TIME: prilog-time.

v 14 = Recovery PC routine failed = ABEND

System action: None.

v 16 = message server region is not active = RETRY

User response: None.

System action: If the action is RETRY, the IMS event
source connector waits until the resource is active.

Destination: Message log.
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CBMxx6421I SSID: recon-ssid Start: prilog-start-time
Stop: prilog-stop-time.

CBMxx6425I dsn-cnt RECON log files found in
recovery range.

Explanation: The IMS event source connector
displays information about IMS jobs and log data sets it
has parsed from a LIST.RECON report and is
considering for recovery. The message includes the IMS
RECON SSID recon-ssid, PRILOG start time
prilog-start-time and PRILOG stop time prilog-stop-time.

Explanation: The IMS event source connector
displays the number dsn-cnt of IMS log data sets that
were found after a scan of the IMS recon report. The
number reflects the count of log data sets.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6422I DSN: log-dsn Status: status.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6426I task-name imsid job-name prilog-time
state: state.

Explanation: The IMS event source connector
displays information about IMS jobs and log data sets it
has parsed from a LIST.RECON report and is
considering for recovery. CBMxx6422I follows
CBMxx6421 and shows the name of the IMS log data
set log-dsn which may have un-recovered log records.
Following the log data set name is the log recovery
status status, which is INCLUDED if the log data set is
to be read or EXCLUDED if it is not.

Explanation: The IMS event source connector
displays the state of the current restart negotiations
between the sub task assigned to create messages
from an IMS job’s log data and the task assigned to
publish the messages to the message server. The sub
task name task-name is either LIMS (the message
creator) or ISTU (the message publisher. The IMS event
source connector also displays the IMS subsystem id
imsid, the IMS job name, job-name, the prilog time
prilog-time and the current state state.

System action: None.

The values of state for the ISTU subtask are:

User response: None.

NO STATE
Restart negotiations have not begun.

Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6423I Start Seq: log-seq time: log-time.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector
displays information about IMS jobs and log data sets it
has parsed from a LIST.RECON report and is
considering for recovery. CBMxx6423I follows
CBMxx6422 and shows the first sequence number
log-seq and time log-time of the first record in the IMS
log data set.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6424I Stop Seq: log-seq time: log-time.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector
displays information about IMS jobs and log data sets it
has parsed from a LIST.RECON report and is
considering for recovery. CBMxx6424I follows
CBMxx6423 and shows the last sequence number
log-seq and time log-time of the last record in the IMS
log data set.
System action: None.

BEGIN RECOVERY
Notify the LIMS task that recovery has begun.
REQUESTING RESYNC
Notify LIMS that restart values from the
message server are available and resync
should begin.
RESYNC DONE
Acknowledge successful resync with LIMS
The values of state for the LIMS subtask are:
NO STATE
restart negotiations have not begun.
BEGINNING RESYNC
Notify the ISTU task that resync has begun
RESYNC DONE
Notify the ISTU task resync done.
RESYNC FAILED
Notify ISTU resync failed.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
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CBMxx6427I IMS: recon-ssid prilog-time restart seq:
log-seq time: log-time.
Explanation: An IMS log processing task (LIMS)
displays the IMS log seqeuence number log-seq and
time log-time where it is to start creating messages for
an IMS job recon-ssid prilog time after resycronizing
with the the ISTU task and the message server.

region, or job name if an IMS batch job). The IMS event
source connector displays the IMS subsystem id imsid,
the RECON SSID recon-ssid, the IMS job number
job-number and prilog time prilog-time.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx6432I Low seq: log-seq time: log-time.

Destination: Message log.

Explanation: The IMS event source connector
address space has requested that the message server
return restart information for all prior IMS jobs it is
aware of. CBMxx6432I follows CBMxx6431 and shows
the low restart information for a specific RECON SSID
(IMS subsystem name for a control region, or job name
if an IMS batch job). The IMS event source connector
displays the IMS log sequence number log-seq and time
stamp log-time of the start of the last UOW processed.

CBMxx6428I SSID: recon-ssid PRITIME: prilog-time
TIME: log-time no logs in range.
Explanation: An IMS log reading task (IRLD) cannot
find an IMS log data set with log records in the
requested log range to recover. The task displays the
IMS subsystem id recon-ssid, the prilog time prilog-time
and the time where log the IRLD is looking for missing
log records log-time.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6429I Message server: cmsid has no IMS
restart information.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector reports
that the message server cmsid has no information about
IMS regions it has previously published messages for.
The IMS event source will begin tracking IMS log data
from the current time forward.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6430I No IMS log reader tasks.
Explanation: An IMS set task is reporting that there
are no IMS log reader tasks (IRLD) attached.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6431I Prior IMS: imsid recon-ssid job-number
prilog-time.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector
address space has requested that the message server
return restart information for all prior IMS jobs it is
aware of. CBMxx6431I, followed by CBMxx6432 and
CBMxx6433, shows restart information for a specific
RECON SSID (IMS subsystem name for a control
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System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6433I High seq: log-seq time: log-time.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector
address space has requested that the message server
return restart information for all prior IMS jobs it is
aware of. CBMxx6433I follows CBMxx6432 and shows
the high restart information for a specific RECON SSID
(IMS subsystem name for a control region or job name
if an IMS batch job). The IMS event source connector
displays the IMS log sequence number log-seq and time
stamp log-time of the last log record processed as a
message.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6435W IMS log reader task: task-name
disabled after fail-cnt failures.
Explanation: An IMS set manager has detected that
IMS log reader task task-name has failed and has been
disabled after fail-cnt restart attempts.
System action: Failing task is disabled. The IMS
event source connector attempts to continue but may
not be able to in all circumstances.
User response: Review any earlier messages and
abends in the job and message logs. If you are unable
to determine the reason for the errors, save all job logs
and dumps and contact technical support.
Destination: Console, Message log.

CBMxx6440I Read seq: read-seq expecting seq:
expected-seq.
Explanation: An IMS log reader task has read a
different IMS log sequence number read-seq than the
one that was expected expected-seq. This occurred
when the IMS log reader task was reading an IMS
OLDs log data set and older log blocks were at the end
of the file. The file is closed and processing continues
normally.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6441I Log DSN: log-dsn.

CBMxx6450E Log action error. R15: retcode
S99ERROR: SVC99-ERROR S99INFO:
svc99-info.
Explanation: An IMS log reader task has encountered
an SVC99 allocation/deallocation error attempting to
process an IMS log data set. The action action is
ALLOC or DEALOC. The return code values R15
retcode S99ERROR: SVC99-ERROR and S99INFO:
svc99-info are documented in the MVS Auth Assm
Services Reference ALE-DYN, under the DYNALLOC
macro description.
System action: Except where the data set is not
cataloged, an attempt is made to retry the request
periodically. If retry fails, the IMS event source
connector is terminated with a user 666 abend.

Explanation: After issuing CBMxx6440I, the IMS log
reader task displays the name of the IMS log data set
that had the unexpected log sequence number.

User response: If the allocation error cannot be
retried and the IMS event connector abends, save all
job and message logs and the dump and contact
technical support.

System action: None.

Destination: Console and message log.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx6451E Log in error: ddname dsn-name.

CBMxx6442E Read seq: read-seq expecting seq:
expected-seq.

Explanation: CBMxx6451E follows CBMxx6450 to
display the DDNAME ddname and data set name
dsn-name of the IMS log file with the SVC99
allocation/deallocation error.

Explanation: An IMS log reader task has read a
different IMS log sequence number read-seq than the
one that was expected expected-seq. This condition is
similar to that reported by message CBMxx6440, but in
this case the error is unrecoverable.
System action: If the data set being read is not an
IMS OLDS data set the IMS log reader task abends
with a 666 user abend.
User response: Save all job and message logs and
the dump and contact technical support.

System action: Except where the data set is not
cataloged, an attempt is made to retry the request
periodically. If retry fails, the IMS event connector is
terminated with a user 666 abend.
User response: If the allocation error cannot be
retried and the IMS event connector abends, sae all job
and message logs and the dump and contact technical
support.
Destination: Console and Message log.

Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6443E Log DSN: log-dsn.
Explanation: An IMS log reader task has read a
different IMS log sequence number than the one that
was expected. CBMxx6443E follows CBMxx6442 and
shows the IMS log data set log-dsn that was being read
when the error occurred.
System action: If the data set being read is not an
IMS OLDS data set, the IMS log reader task abends
with a 666 user abend.
User response: Save all job and message logs and
the dump and contact technical support.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx6455I action missing cb for: recon-ssid log-seq
log-time.
Explanation: A log processing task is creating or
freeing action a missing log range control block. The
missing log range control block is created to track a
range of IMS log records that were not captured
because the IMS event resource connector was not
active or its data space queues were full. The log
processing task displays the IMS subsystem ID or batch
job name recon-ssid of the IMS job whose log data is
missing, and also the first IMS log sequence number
log-seq and the time log-time of the log range that is
missing.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console and message log.
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CBMxx6456I Building range cb for: recon-ssid
log-seq log-time.

CBMxx6460I READ IMS: recon-ssid seq: read-seq
time: read-time.

Explanation: A log processing task is creating a
control block to track IMS log data sets that represent a
range of missing log data. The task displays the IMS
subsystem ID or batch job name recon-ssid, the first log
block log-seq and time log-time of the log data to be
read.

Explanation: An IMS log read task (IRLD) has read a
new IMS log record and issues trace message
CBMxx6460I. The task displays the IMS subsystem id
or batch job name recon-ssid, the sequence number
read-seq and time stamp read-time of the IMS log
record just read.

System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.

User response: None.

Destination: Console and message log.

Destination: Message log.

CBMxx6457I Freeing range cb for: recon-ssid log-seq
log-time.

CBMxx6461I IMS: imsid job-name job-number
prilog-time action.

Explanation: A log processing task is freeing a control
block used to track IMS log data sets that represent a
range of missing log data. The task displays the IMS
subsystem ID or batch job name recon-ssid, the first log
block log-seq and time log-time of the log data to be
read.

Explanation: The IMS set manager task is connecting
to, or disconnecting from, action the message server on
behalf of an IMS job. The set manager task dsiplays the
IMS subsystem ID imsid, the IMS job name job-name
the IMS job number job-number and the prilog start time
prilog-time.

System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.

User response: None.

Destination: Console and Message log.

Destination: Message log.

CBMxx6458I Last seq: last-seq read: read-seq
read-time.

CBMxx6462I Freeing: log-dsn.

Explanation: CBMxx6458I follows CBMxx6457 and
displays the last IMS sequence number in the range of
log data that was allocated last-seq, the last log record
sequence read-seq and time last-time actually
processed.

Explanation: The IMS log reader task has released
the IMS log data set identified by log-dsn.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx6463I Last seq: log-seq Last time: log-time.

Destination: Console and message log.

Explanation: log-seq and log-time indicate the last
IMS log sequence number, and its time, processed so
far by an IMS set manager task.

CBMxx6459E IMS: recon-ssid dequed seq: read-seq
expecting: next-seq last-seq read-cnt.
Explanation: An IMS log processing task has
removed a IMS log record from the queue between the
processor (LIMS) and reader (IRLD) tasks and the
sequence number is not what was expected read-seq.
The task displays the IMS subsystem id or batch job
name recon-ssid, the expected sequence number
next-seq, the last sequence number read last-seq and
the number of records read so far read-cnt.
System action: The IMS event connector terminates
with a user 766 abend.
User response: Save all job and message logs and
the dump and contact technical support.
Destination: Console and message log.
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System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6464I Reading CBMIMST table.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector
address space is starting, and during its startup reads
the CBMIMST table that defines the IMS subsystems
and jobs to be tracked. CBMxx6464I is followed by
CBMxx6465, which displays the table contents.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx6465I parm-name parm-value.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector
address space is starting, has read the CBMIMST table,
and displays the CBMIMST parameters and values.
CBMxx6465I follows message CBMxx6464.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6466I First IMS Seq: first-seq time: first-time.
Explanation: An IMS log processor task (LIMS) has
completed resynchronization and displays the first log
sequence number first-seq and time: first-time that the
IMS job has created. CBMxx6466I follows CBMxx6427.

CBMxx6470W imsid job-name prilog-time stopping at:
stop-time.
Explanation: An IMS log processor subtask (LIMS)
has reached the log sequence number whose
timestamp exceeds the value of the ENDTIME
parameter entered in the ISRCxxxx paremeter member,
where xxxx is the IMS ID.
System action: The IMS log processor task stops
processing records for the IMS JOB.
User response: If all IMS jobs have reached the time
specified by the ENDTIME parameter, use the STOP or
FSTOP command to terminate the IMS event source
connector.
Destination: Console and message log.

System action: None.

CBMxx6471I Current UOW CBs in use: uow-cnt.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
received the DISPLAY ISET(*),IMS(*) command and
displays the current UOW count uow-cnt for the IMS
job.

CBMxx6467I First seq queued: queued-seq time:
queued-time.

System action: None.

Explanation: An IMS log processor task (LIMS) has
completed resynchronization and displays the first log
sequence number first-seq and time: first-time that the
IMS job has queued to the IMS event source connector.
CBMxx6467I follows CBMxx6466.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6469W imsid job-name! job-number prilog-time
is active.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector
address space has received a BEP STOP operator
command and there are active IMS jobs. An IMS job is
considered active if there are IMS log records that
remain unprocessed by the IMS event source
connector. Therefore, the IMS event source connector
issues CBMxx6469W if the IMS job is currently running
or the job is not active but the event source connector
has not finished processing its log records.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6472I imsid job-name prilog-time Backout
Uows freed: free-cnt.
Explanation: An IMS set manager task is processing
the backed-out UOW queue during message
resynchronization. The task displays the number of
UOWs on the backed-out queue free-cnt that are to be
freed. It also displays the IMS subsystem ID imsid, the
IMS job name job-name, and prilog start time
prilog-time.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6473I imsid job-name prilog-time committed
Uows freed: free-cnt.

User response: If the IMS job is running the STOP
command will continue to be rejected. If you must
shutdown the IMS event source connector before the
IMS job, use the FSTOP command.

Explanation: An IMS set manager task is processing
the committed UOW queue during message
resynchronization. The task displays the number of
UOWs on the committed queue free-cnt that are to be
freed. It also displays the IMS subsystem ID imsid, the
IMS job name job-name, and prilog start time
prilog-time.

Destination: Console and message log.

System action: None.

System action: The STOP command is rejected.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
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CBMxx6474I Expecting seq: expected-seq
de-queued: dequed-seq.
Explanation: An IMS message processing task has
removed an IMS log record that is out of the expected
sequence. The task displays the expected sequence
number expected-seq and the sequence that was
actually removed from the queue dequed-seq. This
situation can occur if the queue becomes full and there
is a range of missing log records. The IMS message
processing task attaches an IMS log reader task to read
the missing IMS log records from the IMS log data sets.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6475I Waiting on input dataspace: wait-input
output: wait-output.
Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
received the DISPLAY ISET(*),IMS(*) command and
displays the number of IMS processing tasks waiting for
space in the input data space wait-input and waiting for
space in the output data space wait-output.

Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6478E imsid job-name prilog-time seq: 1st-seq
exceeds last: last-seq.
Explanation: An IMS set manager task has detected
an error. The first message sequence number 1st-seq
exceeds the last sequence number last-seq processed
by the the IMS message processing task. The IMS set
manager task also displays the IMS subsystem id imsid,
IMS job name job-name and prilog time prilog-time of
the IMS job that owns the message.
System action: The IMS event source connector
issues a user abend 0666.
User response: Save all job and message logs and
contact technical support.
Destination: Console and Message log.
CBMxx6480I imsid job-name prilog-time terminating
log read at: read-seq

User response: None.

Explanation: An IMS message processing task has
stopped reading IMS log data at log sequence number
read-seq. The message processing task also displays
the IMS subsystem id imsid, IMS job name job-name
and prilog time prilog-time of the IMS job that owns the
log file.

Destination: Message log.

System action: None.

System action: None.

User response: None.
CBMxx6476I imsid job-name prilog-time 1st seq:
1st-seq 1st-time.
Explanation: An IMS set manager task has passed
the first message to the message server after
resynchronization and displays the IMS log sequence
number 1st-seq and time 1st-time of the message. The
IMS set manager task also displays the IMS subsystem
id imsid, IMS job name job-name and prilog time
prilog-time of the IMS job that owns the message.

Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6519I imsset itaskid Starting IMS log task
Explanation: The IMS tracking task itaskid is starting.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

System action: None.
User response: None.

CBMxx6520I imsset itaskid Terminating IMS log task

Destination: Message log.

Explanation: The IMS tracking task itaskid is
terminating.

CBMxx6477I imsid job-name prilog-time restart seq:
res-seq restart at: at-seq.

System action: None.

Explanation: An IMS set manager task displays the
resynchronization IMS log sequence number res-seq
and the actual sequence number at which messages
will resume at-seq. The IMS set manager task also
displays the IMS subsystem id imsid, IMS job name
job-name and prilog time prilog-time of the IMS job that
owns the message.
System action: None.
User response: None.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6529I Starting IMS log reader task
Explanation: An IMS set manager task is attaching an
IMS log reader task to read IMS log data for an IMS
message processing task.
System action: The
User response: None.
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Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6530I Terminating IMS log reader task
Explanation: An IMS set manager task is detaching
an IMS log reader task.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx6664I MMS cold start: imsid job-name
job-number at: cold-time
Explanation: An IMS set manager task displays the
time used to perform a cold start for an IMS job
identified by IMS subsystem id imsid jobname job-name
job number job-number.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx6610I iepid CMD: SDUMPX completed,
RC=value
Explanation: The system dump, requested by the
BEP IMS event source connector iepid issuing an
SVCDUMP command, has completed.
System action: None.
User response: If the return code value is not zero,
contact your IBM representative..
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx6665I MMS requests warm start: imsid
job-name job-number prilog-time.
Explanation: An IMS set manager task is about to
perform a warm start for an IMS job identified by IMS
subsystem id imsid jobname job-name job number
job-number and prilog start time prilog-time.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

CBMxx6619I iepid imsset Starting IMS set task
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid is starting the IMS set task imsset.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6620I iepid imsset Terminating IMS set task
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid is terminating IMS tracking task imsset.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6626I iepid imsset stopping IMS log task
itaskid
Explanation: In BEP IMS event source connector
iepid the IMS set task immset is stopping the IMS log
tracking task itaskid.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

CBMxx6666E iepid imsset MMS connect PC error:
action retcode
Explanation: The IMS set task imsset in BEP IMS
event source connector iepid has failed to connect to its
message server with error code retcode and action
code action. For an explanation of the return code and
the action code, see “Common BEP return codes and
system action codes” on page 180.
System action: The IMS set task imsset retries the
connect operation based on the IMS data volume, and
issues this message after the interval defined by the
ISETimsset parameter PCMSGTM.
User response: Below is a subset of possible return
codes. If the return code is not in the list, contact your
IBM representative. Otherwise, correct or ignore the
problem depending on the definition of the action and
return codes received. See Table 36 on page 180 for
details of the action code and Table 37 on page 180 for
details of the return code.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6667E iepid imsset MMS data PC error: action
retcode
Explanation: An error has occurred in BEP IMS event
source connector iepid when IMS set task imsset was
passing data to its message server.
System action: The IMS set task imsset retries the
operation based on the IMS data volume, and issues
this message after the interval defined by the ISET
imsset parameter PCMSGTM.
User response: Below is a subset of possible return
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codes. If your return code is not in the list, contact your
IBM representative. Otherwise, correct or ignore the
problem depending on the definition of the action and
return codes received. See Table 36 on page 180 for
details of the action code and Table 37 on page 180 for
details of the return code.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6668E iepid imsset MMS commit PC error:
action retcode

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx6671W text.
Explanation: An IMS set manager task has
encountered an error communicating with the message
server and the message variable text indicates the
nature of the problem. Values for text are:

Explanation: An error has occurred in BEP IMS event
source connector iepid when IMS set task imsset was
committing messages to its message server.

v Message server is terminating

System action: The IMS set task imsset retries the
operation based on the IMS data volume, and issues
this message after the interval defined by the
ISETimsset parameter PCMSGTM.

v Message server message data space is full

User response: Below is a subset of possible return
codes. If you get a return code not on the list, contact
your IBM representative. Otherwise correct or ignore the
problem depending on the definition of the action and
return codes received. See Table 36 on page 180 for
details of the action code and Table 37 on page 180 for
details of the return code.

v IMS event source connector is stopping
v Message server is not active

System action: The set manager periodically retries
the request that fails.
User response: If the message server has been
shutdown, it needs to be restarted to continue. If the
message data space is full check the message server
job log for the reason.
Destination: Message log.

Destination: Console

CBMxx6704R iepid cmsid Rules dataspace not
defined. Reply RETRY or CANCEL.

CBMxx6669E iepid imsset MMS backout PC error:
action retcode

Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid cannot access the rules data space owned by the
message server cmsid because it is not defined.

Explanation: An error has occurred in BEP IMS event
source connector iepid when IMS set task imsset was
backing out messages to its message server.

System action: The BEP IMS event source connector
waits for your reply to its outstanding WTOR. .

System action: The IMS set task imsset retries the
operation based on the IMS data volume, and issues
this message after the interval defined by the
ISETimsset parameter PCMSGTM.
User response: Below is a subset of possible return
codes. If your return code is not in the list, contact your
IBM representative. Otherwise, correct or ignore the
problem depending on the definition of the action and
return codes received. See Table 36 on page 180 for
details of the action code and Table 37 on page 180 for
details of the return code.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6670I imsset itaskid Rules DB STOKEN: stoken
Time: dbtime ALET: alet
Explanation: A BEP IMS event source connector set
manager imsset displays the rules database STOKEN
stoken, the timestamp dbtime, and the ALET alet when
one of the following events occurs:
v An IMS tracking task itaskid starts
v The message server is restarted;
v The message server LOADLST command is entered.
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User response: Use the BEP message server
LOADLST command to activate the rules data space
and then reply RETRY to the outstanding WTOR.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx6705W iepid imsset Input log record data
space is full.
Explanation: The input data space for IMS log records
is full.
System action: The BEP IMS event source connector
stops accepting log records from its IMS regions.
User response: This situation can occur for a number
of reasons. Check to see that your BEP message
server is active and is able to accept messages and
publish them to MQSeries. If there is a problem
publishing messages, eventually the input data space
fills up. If your message server is functioning properly,
your data space size might be too small for your IMS
log volume. You can increase the data space size using
the DSPSIZE parameter in your ISETxxxx member.
After changing this parameter, stop the IMS event
source connector using the FSTOP commend and then
restart it.

Destination: Console.
CBMxx6706W iepid imsset Output message data
space is full.
Explanation: Your output data space for messages is
full.
System action: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid cannot accept any new IMS messages for IMS set
imsset.
User response: This situation can occur for a variety
of reasons. Check to see that your BEP message
server is active and is able to accept messages and
publish them to MQSeries. If there is a problem
publishing messages, eventually the output message
data space fills up. If your message server is functioning
properly, your data space size might be too small for
your IMS log volume. You can increase the data space
size using the DSPSIZE parameter in your ISETxxxx
member. After changing this parameter, stop the IMS
event source connector using the FSTOP commend and
then restart it.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx6707E taskid1 taskid2 Length error. Parm
parmname is set to low. exceedvalue
Explanation: The parameter parmname value is loo
low to process the data you have requested. Also
displayed is the data value exceedvalue that exceeded
the parameter value.

CBMxx6718I iepid taskid Add IST: imsset Entry
reused.
Explanation: The BEP event source connector iepid is
reusing the IMS set imsset control block.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6719I iepid taskid Add IST: imsset Entry
already in use.
Explanation: The BEP event source connector iepid
has found that a control block of the IMS set imsset is
already in use.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6720I iepid taskid Add IST: imsset Entry
added.
Explanation: The BEP event source connector iepid
has added a control block for IMS set imsset.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

System action: The BEP IMS event source connector
abends with a user ABEND 766.

CBMxx6721I iepid taskid Delete IST: imsset Entry not
found.

User response: Increase the parameter value as
indicated to exceed the data value you are actually
processing. Restart the IMS event connector.

Explanation: The BEP event source connector iepid
has tried to delete a control block for IMS set imsset but
it had already been deleted.

Destination: Console.

System action: None.

CBMxx6716I iepid taskid2 Initializing IMS set: imsset.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid is initializing IMS set imsset.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

User response: None.
Destination: Message log
CBMxx6722I iepid taskid Delete IST: imsset Entry
removed.
Explanation: The BEP event source connector iepid
has removed a control block for IMS set imsset.
System action: None.

CBMxx6717I iepid taskid2 Terminating IMS set:
imsset.
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
iepid is terminating IMS set imsset.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

System action: None.

CBMxx6726I iepid imsset Initializing IMS log task:
itaskid.

User response: None.

Explanation: The IMS set imsset is attaching an IMS

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
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tracking task itaskid in BEP IMS event source connector
iepid
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

CBMxx6741I iepid imsset Delete LIM: itaskid Entry
removed.
Explanation: In BEP event source connector iepid, an
IMS set imsset IMS tracking task itaskid control block is
removed.
System action: None.

CBMxx6727I iepid imsset Terminating IMS log task:
itaskid.
Explanation: The IMS set imsset is detaching an IMS
tracking task itaskid in BEP IMS event source connector
iepid
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6742I iepid imsset Add LIM: itaskid Entry
added.
Explanation: In BEP event source connector iepid, an
IMS set imsset IMS tracking task itaskid control block is
added.
System action: None.

CBMxx6737I iepid BICM LX: linkage-index PC0:
pcnumber
Explanation: The IMS event source connector iepid
has established itself as a cross memory resource
owner, with linkage index (LX) linkage-index and PC
number pcnumber.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6739W iepid taskid Duplicate default IMS set
name: imsset.
Explanation: BEP IMS event source connector iepid
has detected that the IMS set imsset has been specified
more than once in the BEP parameter member ISTS.
System action: The duplicate default set name is
ignored.
User response: Remove the duplicate entry to avoid
the warning message.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6746I Initializing IMS log reader task:
reader-id.
Explanation: An IMS log reader task reader-id is
initializing.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.
CBMxx6747I Terminating IMS log reader task:
reader-id.
Explanation: An IMS log reader task reader-id is
terminating.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

Destination: Console.
CBMxx6752I Build IRLD: reader-id entry added.
CBMxx6740I iepid imsset Delete LIM: itaskid Entry not
found.
Explanation: The BEP event source connector iepid
has detected that an IMS set imsset IMS tracking task
itaskid control block has already been deleted.
System action: None.

Explanation: An IMS log reader task reader-id control
block is being built.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log.

User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

CBMxx6771W iepid taskid Member: ISTS name:
imsset duplicate IMS SET name.
Explanation: The BEP event source connector iepid
has detected that IMS set name imsset has been
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specified more than once in the BEP parameter
member ISTS.
System action: The duplicate set name is ignored.
User response: Remove the duplicate entries to avoid
the warning message.
Destination: Console.
CBMxx6817I iepid imsset Add IMS: imsjobname in
IMS SET: imsset, entry reused.
Explanation: The IMS region imsjobname is added to
IMS set imsset, in BEP event source connector iepid,
and has reused an existing event source control block.
System action: None.

the BEP event source connector iepid.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6900I imsid taskid Initializing BEP IMS logging
exit
Explanation: IMS region imsid is initializing the IMS
logger exit, DFSFLGX0.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

User response: None.
Destination: Message log

CBMxx6904I taskid1 IEP: iepid not active. Reply
RETRY or GO to ignore.

CBMxx6818I iepid taskid Add IMSID: imsjobname in
IMS SET: imsset, entry already inuse

Explanation: The BEP IMS logger exit cannot sign on
to the BEP IMS event source connector iepid because it
is not active.

Explanation: The BEP event source connector iepid
has detected that the IMS set imsset IMS event source
imsjobname control block is already in use.

System action: The IMS region waits for your reply to
its outstanding WTOR. .

User response: None.

User response: Start the BEP IMS event source
connector and then reply RETRY to the outstanding
WTOR.

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

Destination: Console.

CBMxx6819I iepid taskid Add IMSID: imsjobname in
IMS SET: imsset, entry added.

CBMxx6907I imsid INIT Found BEP IEP iepid jobname
jobnumber at address

Explanation: In BEP event source connector iepid,
IMS set imsset IMS event source imsjobname control
block is added.

Explanation: The BEP IMS logger exit in IMS region
imsid has found the BEP IMS event source connector
iepid for job name jobname, job number jobnumber at
address address.

System action: None.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

CBMxx6820I iepid taskid Delete IMSID: imsjobname in
IMS SET: imsset, entry not found.
Explanation: In BEP event source connector iepid, an
IMS set imsset IMS event source imsjobname control
block is not found.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6821I iepid imsset Delete IMSID: imsjobname
in IMS SET: imsset, entry removed.
Explanation: The IMS event source imsjobname
control block has been removed from IMS set imsset in

CBMxx6910E imsid INIT The IMS event connector:
iepid cannot be located.
Explanation: The BEP event source connector iepid,
specified by the IEPID parameter in the IMSID
parameter member is not active. This might be because
you specified an incorrect name on the IEPID parameter
and the IMS logger exit is trying to connect to the wrong
region.
System action: If you specified the NOIEP(WTOR)
option in the IMSID parameter member, the BEP IMS
logger exit waits for a response message to message
CBMxx6904R. If you specified NOIEP(CONT), the BEP
IMS logger exit continues without waiting for the IEP
region.
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User response: If you specified NOIEP(WTOR), start
the IEP IMS event source connector and reply RETRY
to the message CBMxx6904R. Destination: Console
CBMxx6912E imsid The BEP IMS event processor:
iepid is not active.
Explanation: The BEP event source connector iepid,
specified by the IEPID parameter in the IMSID
parameter member is not active.
System action: If you specified the NOIEP(WTOR)
option in the IMSID parameter member, the BEP IMS
logger exit waits for a response message to message
CBMxx6904R. If you specified NOIEP(CONT), the BEP
IMS logger exit continues without waiting for the IEP
region.

CBMxx6922E iepid request IMS log exit PC error:
retcode
Explanation: An error has occurred transmitting log
data to the BEP IMS event source connector iepid,
where request can be CONN, DATA, or TERM.
System action: The BEP logger exit returns to IMS.
User response: Below is a subset of possible return
codes. If you get a return code that is not in the list,
contact your IBM representative. Otherwise, correct or
ignore the problem depending on the definition of the
return code received:
Retcode
Explanation
04

No queue space

08

IMS set not found

0C

IMS set not active

10

IMS control block not found

14

IMS control block not active

18

IMS set is stopping

Explanation: The BEP IMS logger exit is being
disabled.

20

IMS event source region is terminating

64

IMS event source connector is not active

System action: The IMS logger exit is disabled. IMS
continues but no log records can be processed until
IMS is restarted.

Destination: Console

User response: If you specified NOIEP(WTOR), start
the IEP IMS event source connector and reply RETRY
to the message CBMxx6904R.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6913E taskid1 taskid2 Disabling the BEP IMS
log exit.

User response: Review earlier messages in the IMS
region job log for the reason the exit was disabled.
Correct the problem and restart your IMS region.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6920I imsid taskid IMS IEP Log Exit
Initialization startdate starttime
prilog-time
Explanation: The BEP IMS logger exit creates a new
IMS PRILOG for start date startdate and start time
starttime and PRILOG time prilog-time.
System action: None.

CBMxx6932I imsid taskid IMS Event source level
number: levelnumber
Explanation: The BEP IMS logger exit is starting in
IMS region imsid and is at exit maintenance level
levelnumber
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6978E taskid1 taskid2 pgmname Program not
found

User response: None.

Explanation: The BEP IMS logger exit cannot load
program pgmname

Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)

System action: The IMS logger exit is disabled.

CBMxx6921I imsid taskid IMS IEP Log Exit
termination startdate starttime prilog-time
Explanation: The BEP IMS logger exit closes an IMS
PRILOG with start date startdate start time starttime and
PRILOG time prilog-time.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
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User response: Determine which load library contains
the missing module and include it in you IMS STEPLIB
concatenation or LINKLIST. You must then shut down
and restart your IMS region to enable the IMS logger
exit.
Destination: Console

CBMxx6979I imsid taskid Terminating BEP IMS
logging exit
Explanation: The BEP IMS logger exit, DFSFLGX0, is
terminating.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6990E imsid INIT BEP IMS table CBMIMST
not found.
Explanation: The IMS logger exit, DFSFLGX0, cannot
load the BEP IMS table CBMIMST.
System action: The exit is disabled.
User response: The job to create the BEP IMS table
is in the BEP SCBMSAMP data set. The member name
is CBMIMST. Edit, assemble, and link-edit this table and
restart your IMS region.
Destination: Console
CBMxx6991I imsid INIT IMS JOB: imsjobname imsid
found in table.
Explanation: The IMS logger exit, DFSFLGX0, has
found a matching entry in the BEP IMS table for IMS ID
imsid and IMS job name imsjobname.
System action: The IMS region will be tracked by
BEP.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6992I imsid INIT Loading alternate exit:
altexitname
Explanation: The IMS logger exit, DFSFLGX0, is
loading the alternate DFSFLGX0 exit altexitname, which
is specified in its CBMIMST table.
System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
CBMxx6993W imsid INIT Alternate exit load failed.
Explanation: The IMS logger exit, DFSFLGX0, cannot
load an alternate DFSFLGX0 exit.
System action: The alternate exit cannot be called.
User response: Correct the alternate logger exit name
in your BEP IMS table CBMIMST and restart your IMS
region.
Destination: Message log (CBMMSGS)
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BEP CICS connector messages (CBMxx7000 - CBMxx7499)
The following messages are generated as a result of various events and actions
taking place within a CICS region that affect the processing of BEP within the CICS
region.
CBMxx7001I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
for MQSeries started: CCB(address)
CMSID (cmsid) term/user(termid/userid |
PLTPI | PLTPI-delay)

from which the command was entered is denoted by
termid.
System action: CBMxx7005I follows message
CBMxx7004I to log the SHUTDOWN command.

Explanation: BEP has been successfully started for
the CICS region specified by applid. The main product
control block (CCB) is located at address X'address'.
The region is connected to the BEP message server
address space identified by cmsid. If the START
command was issued by a user from a terminal (instead
of via a PLTPI entry), the ID of the terminal is given by
termid and userid of the user logged on to the terminal
at the time of the START command is given by userid. If
the connector was started by a PLTPI entry using the
AFTERPLT keyword, the terminal is shown as
PLTPI-delay.

User response: None.

System action: BEP begins monitoring events
occurring on this CICS region.

User response: None.

User response: None.

Destination: Console
CBMxx7006I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
SHUTDOWN via PLTSD.
Explanation: BEP has been successfully shut down in
this CICS region during the termination of the CICS
region. The termination was initiated by a CICS
shutdown PLT entry
System action: None.

Destination: Console

Destination: Console

CBMxx7007I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
SUSPEND completed.

CBMxx7002I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
for MQSeries startup in progress via
PLTPI entry.

Explanation: BEP has been successfully suspended
in this CICS region as a result of a SUSPEND
command.

Explanation: BEP is being started in this CICS region
due to the presence of the CBMCMNDS program in the
CICS initialization Program Load Table (PLT).

System action: BEP does not monitor any events
beyond any in-flight units of work that existed at the
time of the SUSPEND request. However, the BEP CICS
global user exit programs remain active, and all existing
resources used by BEP in this region remain allocated
(storage, control blocks, and so on). Message
CBMxx7008I is displayed on the console to show that
BEP has been suspended in this CICS region.

System action: None.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7003I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
status: {started | shutdown |
suspended}.

User response: The SUSPEND command is provided
to allow a user to temporarily suspend BEP processing
without affecting the existing environment. When ready,
use the RESUME command to resume BEP processing.

Explanation: This message is displayed as a result of
the STATUS command, and is displayed on the console
after a START request.

Destination: Terminal from which the SUSPEND
command was issued.

System action: None.

Destination: Console and terminal

Note: For more information on the SUSPEND
command, see the ″Error! Reference source not
found.″ topic (page Error! Bookmark not defined.)
in this manual.

CBMxx7005I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
SHUTDOWN from terminal(termid).

CBMxx7008I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
suspended from terminal (termid)

Explanation: BEP has shut down in this CICS region
as a result of a SHUTDOWN command. The terminal

Explanation: BEP has been successfully suspended
in this CICS region as a result of a SUSPEND

User response: None.
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command. The SUSPEND command was issued from
terminal termid.
System action: This message is displayed on the
console to create a record of the SUSPEND request.
See message CBMxx7007I for more information on the
effect of the SUSPEND command.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

CBMxx7012W applid PUBLIC BEP message server
requested, but PUBLIC BEP message
server {is initializing | is shut down | is
terminating | was not found}.
CBMxx7013R applid Reply RETRY to retry, GO to
continue without BEP, or ABEND to
abend CICS region.

CBMxx7009I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
resumed for this region.

CBMxx7014I applid RETRY requested. Another
attempt will be made to locate PUBLIC
BEP message server.

Explanation: BEP has been successfully resumed in
this CICS region as a result of a RESUME command.
BEP had been previously suspended in this region.

CBMxx7015W applid GO requested. BEP will not be
started in this CICS region.

System action: BEP resumes processing in this CICS
region. Message CBMxx7010I is displayed on the
console to show that BEP has been resumed in this
CICS region.

CBMxx7016S applid ABEND requested. BEP will
abend this CICS region with abend
code U1004.

User response: None.
Destination: Terminal from where the RESUME
command was issued.
Note: For more information, see “RESUME” on page
131.
CBMxx7010I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
resumed from terminal (termid).
Explanation: BEP has been successfully resumed in
this CICS region as a result of a RESUME command.
The RESUME command was issued from terminal
termid. BEP had been previously stopped in this region.

Explanation: During startup processing in this CICS
region, BEP was unable to connect to the public
message server for the reason given in message
CBMxx7012W. Message CBMxx7013R is issued.
Depending on the reply, message CBMxx7014I,
CBMxx7015W, or CBMxx7016S follows.
System action: The system waits for a response to
message CBMxx7013R. When a valid response is
received, message CBMxx7014I, CBMxx7015W, or
CBMxx7016S is displayed depending on the user
response and the corresponding action is taken.
User response: Reply to message CBMxx7013R
based on the course of action you wish to take.

System action: CBMxx7010I is displayed on the
console to create a record of the RESUME request. See
message CBMxx7009I for more information on the
effect of the RESUME command.

Destination: Console

User response: None.

Explanation: During BEP CICS connector start
processing, the connection attempt to the BEP message
server failed. The reason (reason) for the failure is
displayed.

Destination: Console
CBMxx7011W applid CICS Business Event
Publisher is already started.
Explanation: An attempt was made to start BEP using
the START command. BEP was already started in the
CICS region, therefore the command was terminated.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: None.
Destination: Terminal from which the START
command was issued.

CBMxx70017W applid Connect to BEP message
server cmsid failed: reason

System action: The cause of the failure might be the
result of an incorrect parameter value. The BEP
connector is not started in the CICS region. No events
are published.
User response: If the failure was caused by a
determinable error, correct the error and try the start
request. If you cannot determine the failure reason, and
need further assistance to resolve this problem, contact
your IBM representative.
Destination: Console or terminal
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CBMxx7022W applid BEP PRIVATE message
server(cmsid) requested, but BEP
message server {is initializing | is shut
down | is terminating | was not found}.
CBMxx7023R applid Reply RETRY to retry, GO to
continue without BEP, or ABEND to
abend CICS region.
CBMxx7024I applid RETRY requested. Another
attempt will be made to locate BEP
message server cmsid.
CBMxx7025W applid GO requested. BEP will not be
started in this CICS region.
CBMxx7026S applid ABEND requested. BEP will
abend this CICS region with abend
code U1004.
Explanation: During startup processing in this CICS
region, BEP was unable to connect to the private
message server requested for the reason given in
message CBMxx7022W. Message CBMxx7023R is
issued. Depending on the reply, message CBMxx7024I,
CBMxx7025W, or CBMxx7026S follows.
System action: The system waits for a response to
message CBMxx7023R. When a valid response is
received, the appropriate message is displayed and the
requested action is taken.
User response: Reply to message CBMxx7023R
based on the course of action you wish to take.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7028W applid Recoverable messages will be
created but delivery will be delayed
until message server is active.

CBMxx7033S applid ABEND requested. BEP will
abend this CICS region with abend
code abendcode
Explanation: The BEP CICS event source connector
is going through startup processing and has detected
that the requested message server is not active and
RECOVERY(YES) or RECOVERY(YES) is specified for
the CICS region. Messages CBMxx7028 and
CBMxx7029 describe what will happen to messages if
you respond GO to message CBMxx7030. One of the
messages CBMxx7031, CBMxx7032, or CBMxx7033 is
displayed depending on your response.
The messages CBMxx7028 to CBMxx7033 are
displayed, and an operator response is required, only
when BEP is being started during CICS region
initialization through a DFHPLTPI entry and
RECOVERY(YES) or RECOVERY(YES) is specified.
System action: The BEP CICS event source
connector waits for a response to message
CBMxx7030.
User response: Respond to message CBMxx7030 to
notify the BEP CICS event source connector how it
should continue.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7039I applid RECOVERY({NO|YES|RULE})
specified for this CICS region.
Explanation: The BEP CICS event source connector
for CICS region applid is going through startup
processing, and displays the recovery option in
operation for this CICS region.
See Appendix C, “BEP recoverable messages,” on page
349 for more information about the BEP recovery
facility.
System action: The BEP CICS event source
connector startup continues.
User response: None.

CBMxx7029W applid Nonrecoverable messages will
not be created until message server is
active.
CBMxx7030R applid Reply RETRY to retry, GO to
continue, or ABEND to abend CICS
region.
CBMxx7031I applid GO requested. BEP will continue
as described in previous messages.
CBMxx7032I applid RETRY requested. BEP will
check message server cmsid status
again.

Destination: Console
CBMxx7040I applid Delayed startup of CICS
Business Event Publisher requested.
START request will continue after
PLTPI.
Explanation: The CICS INITPARM statement
associated with the BEP startup PLTPI program
specified a delayed start.
System action: The BEP connector startup for the
CICS region continues after the CICS region has
completed its initialization processing.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
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CBMxx7041E applid Invalid transid value for
AFTERPLT parm. Delayed BEP startup
terminated.
Explanation: The AFTERPLT parameter specified in
the INITPARM for the CICS PLTPI startup program
specified an invalid transaction ID.
System action: The BEP CICS connector is not
started in this CICS region.
User response: Correct the AFTERPLT parameter
value and retry.

CBMxx7047I applid Dump request complete.
Dumpcode: dumpcode
Explanation: A BEP CICS connector DUMP request
has successfully completed. The dumpcode identifying
the dump is displayed. The dumpcode consists of the
transaction ID used for the BEP CICS command
processor suffixed with the number ″1″. The dump is
written in the active CICS dump data set.
System action: None.
User response: None.

Destination: Console

Destination: Terminal

CBMxx7045E applid message server cmsid does not
have a rules database. START request
terminated.

CBMxx7050I applid CICS AUTO start requested.

Explanation: The BEP CICS connector attempted to
connect to a message server that did not have an ″in
memory″ rules database.
System action: The start request is terminated. No
events are published.
User response: Make sure the message server has a
rules database by restarting the message server or
issuing the LOADLST command. If you need further
assistance to resolve this problem, contact your IBM
representative.

Explanation: A request was made to start the BEP
CICS connector specifying the AUTO start keyword.
System action: An attempt is made to warm start the
BEP CICS connector.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7051I applid CICS COLD start requested.
Explanation: A request was made to start the BEP
CICS connector specifying COLD start.

Destination: Console or terminal

System action: The BEP CICS connector is COLD
started in the CICS region.

CBMxx7046W applid No CICS Global User Exits
enabled. CICSEXITS parm flags all N.
No resource events will be published.

User response: None.

Explanation: BEP was started in the region, but the
CICSEXITS parameter had all of its flags set so that no
CICS global user exits were enabled. Since the global
user exits are used to monitor events, no events can be
monitored or published. The CICSEXITS parameter
flags are used to reduce overhead by not starting global
user exits that you know are not used. For more
information about the CICSEXITS parameter, see
theSTART command on page 133.

CBMxx7052I applid Previous instance located.
WARM start will be performed.

System action: Processing continues, but no events
are monitored or published.
User response: If you want to enable one or more
global user exits, you must shut down BEP in the CICS
region, change the CICSEXITS parameter flags to
reflect the type(s) of events you want to monitor, and
start BEP in the CICS region.
Destination: Console

Destination: Console

Explanation: During AUTO start processing, a
previous instance of the BEP CICS connector was
located. A WARM start is performed.
System action: Processing continues. A WARM start
is performed.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7053I applid CICS WARM start phase one
complete
Explanation: The BEP CICS connector has been
successfully WARM started.
System action: None. The BEP CICS connector
begins monitoring and publishing events.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
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CBMxx7054I applid No previous instance exists for
this CICS Region. COLD start will be
performed.

CBMxx7061I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
SHUTDOWN requested from
terminal(termid): Task count(activetasks)

Explanation: A request to AUTO start the BEP CICS
connector was made, but no previous instance of the
connector for the CICS region could be located. A
COLD start is performed.

Explanation: A request was received to SHUTDOWN
the BEP CICS connector. The terminal (termid) from
which the request originated is displayed, along with the
number of in-flight tasks (activetasks) being monitored
by BEP at the time of the request.

System action: COLD start processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console

System action: When all tasks currently being
monitored by BEP have ended, the BEP CICS
connector is SHUTDOWN.
User response: None.

CBMxx7057I applid The following BEP parameters
will be used for this CICS connector
startup.
Explanation: This message precedes the display of
the BEP parameters that will be used for the specified
CICS connector.
System action: Start processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7058I applid keyword(value) CICS | CMS |
Default
Explanation: This message displays a single CICS
connector keyword and the value to be used for the
keyword. The message also displays the method used
to determine the value. If keyword/value was entered on
the CICS INITPARM statement or with the BEP CICS
connector start command, the message will display
CICS. If the keyword/vaue was supplied via the BEP
message server’s CICSPARM data set, the message
will display CMS. If neither were used, Default will be
displayed.
System action: Start processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7060I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
SHUTDOWN request accepted: Task
count(taskcount).
Explanation: A request has been made to
SHUTDOWN the BEP CICS connector in a CICS
region. The number of tasks currently in flight and being
monitored by BEP is given by taskcount.
System action: When all in-flight tasks have ended,
the BEP CICS connector is shut down.
User response: None.
Destination: Terminal
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Destination: Console
CBMxx7062I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
SHUTDOWN complete.
Explanation: The BEP CICS connector has been
successfully shut down.
System action: No more events are monitored from
the CICS region.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7063I applid CICS Business Event Publisher
SHUTDOWN via PLTSD started: Task
count(taskcount).
Explanation: The BEP CICS connector is being shut
down via an entry in the CICS PLTSD.
System action: Shutdown processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7070E applid BEP CICS connector version
mismatch: connector (connectorversion)
message server(msgserverversion).
CBMxx7071R applid Reply GO to continue without
BEP, or ABEND to abend this CICS
region.
CBMxx7072W applid GO requested. BEP will not be
started in this CICS region.
CBMxx7073S applid ABEND requested. BEP will
abend this CICS region with abend
code U1035.
Explanation: During PLTPI startup processing for the
BEP CICS connector in this CICS region, BEP detected
a mismatch in version numbers between the CICS
connector and the message server. The message

contains both version numbers. Message CBMxx7071R
is issued. Depending on the reply, message
CBMxx7072W or CBMxx7073S follows.
System action: The system waits for a response to
message CBMxx7071R. When a valid response is
received, the appropriate message is displayed and the
requested action is taken.
User response: Reply to message CBMxx7071R
based on the course of action you wish to take. Ensure
that you are running a version of the CICS BEP
connector code that is compatible with the message
server it is attempting to connect to. If you need further
assistance to resolve this problem, contact your IBM
representative.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7074E applid Connector version mismatch:
connector(connectorversion)
CMS(cmsversion). START request
terminated.
Explanation: An attempt was made to start the BEP
CICS connector in this CICS region via the START
command from a terminal. While processing the
request, a version mismatch was detected by the CICS
connector. The version for the connector and the
message server are given.
System action: The START request is terminated.
The BEP CICS connector is not started in this CICS
region.
User response: Ensure that the BEP CICS connector
code is at a level that is compatible with the message
server it is attempting to connect to. If they are
incompatible, that is, a new version of the message
server has been installed and the corresponding
connector code was not installed, correct the version
mismatch and retry the START command. If you find the
versions are compatible, and need further assistance to
resolve this problem, contact your IBM representative.

specified, and RECOVERY(YES) or
RECOVERY(RULE)is specified.
System action: The BEP CICS event source
connector startup terminates. BEP is not active in the
CICS region.
User response: You must restart the requested
message server before starting BEP in the CICS region.
Destination: Console and terminal
CBMxx7081W applid BEP Data space server
associated with message server cmsid
{has not been started | is terminating |
is initializing | is not active | started
after message server}.
CBMxx7082R applid Reply RETRY to retry, GO to
continue without BEP, or ABEND to
abend CICS region.
CBMxx7083I applid RETRY requested. Another
attempt will be made to locate BEP
data space server associated with
cmsid.
CBMxx7084S applid ABEND requested. BEP will
abend this CICS region with abend
code abendcode.
CBMxx7085W applid GO requested. BEP will not be
started in this CICS region
Explanation: The BEP CICS event source connector
is going through startup processing. It has detected that
it cannot continue because the data space server
associated with the requested message server is in the
state described by message CBMxx7081.

Destination: Console

This message is displayed only when BEP starting
during CICS region initialization through a DFHPLTPI
entry and RECOVERY(YES) or RECOVERY(RULE) is
specified for the CICS region.

CBMxx7080E applid Data space server started after
associated message server cmsid.
START request terminated.

System action: The BEP CICS event source
connector waits for a reply to message CBMxx7082R to
determine the action to take.

Explanation: The BEP CICS event source connector
is going through startup processing and has detected
that the data space server associated with the
requested message server was started after the last
time the message server was started. Because a
message server’s rules database data space is lost
when its associated data space server is restarted, you
must also restart the message server after restarting the
data space server. See “Operational considerations” on
page 357 for more information.

User response: Reply to message CBMxx7082R as
appropriate. The subsequent action by BEP depends on
the reply.

This message is displayed only when you are starting
BEP from a terminal, or with the AFTERPLT parameter

Destination: Console
CBMxx7086E applid Data space server for message
server cmsid not available. START
request terminated.
Explanation: The BEP CICS event source connector
is going through startup processing and has detected
that the data space server associated with the
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requested message server is not available. This is
because the data space server might be going through
its initialization or termination processing, or has not
been started.
This message is displayed only when BEP is starting
from a terminal or through the AFTERPLT parameter
and RECOVERY(YES) or RECOVERY(RULE) is
specified.

System action: The command is not processed.
User response: None.
Destination: Terminal from which the RESUME
command was issued.
CBMxx7093E applid Input data is too long.
Maximum 71 characters allowed.

System action: The BEP CICS event source
connector startup terminates. BEP is not active in the
CICS region.

Explanation: A BEP command (and its associated
parameters) entered from a terminal contained more
than maximum number of characters allowed.

User response: Start the data space server
associated with the requested message server, and
subsequently restart the requested message server
before starting BEP in the CICS region. See
“Operational considerations” on page 357 for more
information.

System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct the command/parameter
string and re-enter.
Destination: Terminal from which the command was
issued.

Destination: Console and terminal
CBMxx7090E applid CICS Program ID error.
Program(progname) Code1(eibresp)
Code2(eibresp2).
Explanation: The BEP CICS connector has received a
program ID error while trying to load or link to
progname. Additional diagnostic data is displayed by
eibresp and eibresp2.
System action: The request being processed is
terminated.
User response: Attempt to correct the error. If no
cause for the error is apparent or the problem persists,
and you need further assistance to resolve this problem,
contact your IBM representative..

CBMxx7094E applid Unknown or non-unique
command. Request terminated.
Explanation: An unknown or non-unique command (or
abbreviated command) was entered.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct and re-enter the command.
Destination: Terminal from which the command was
issued.
CBMxx7095E applid CICS Business Event Publisher
will not run on this version of CICS.
START terminated.

Destination: Console

Explanation: An attempt was made (either by the
START command or by a PLTPI entry) to start BEP on
a CICS region which is running a version of CICS which
is not supported by BEP.

CBMxx7091I applid CICS Unable to SUSPEND in this
region because CICS Business Event
Publisher is not started.

System action: BEP is not started.

Explanation: A request to SUSPEND the BEP CICS
connector was received, but the connector is not
currently started.
System action: The request is terminated.
User response: None.

User response: Make sure you are starting BEP on a
version of CICS that BEP supports. If it is, and you
need further assistance to resolve this problem, contact
your IBM representative.
Destination: Terminal from which the START
command was issued, or the Console if START request
was via a PLTPI entry.

Destination: Terminal
CBMxx7092W applid Unable to RESUME in this
region because CICS Business Event
Publisher is not suspended.
Explanation: An attempt was made to resume BEP
using the RESUME command. However, BEP was not
currently suspended in the CICS region. This command
is only used to resume BEP in a CICS region where it
has been previously suspended.
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CBMxx7097E applid Unable to process command.
CICS Business Event Publisher is
SHUTDOWN in this region.
Explanation: Because BEP is SHUTDOWN in this
CICS region, it can only process the START or STATUS
command.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Issue the correct command, if
necessary.

Destination: Terminal from which the command was
issued.

nonrecoverable messages can be created and
delivered.
Destination: Console and terminal

CBMxx7098E applid PUBLIC message server
terminated during BEP startup in CICS
region. START request terminated.
Explanation: During BEP startup in the CICS region, it
connected to the PUBLIC BEP message server.
However, the PUBLIC message server terminated
before startup processing finished, possibly due to a
message server operator STOP command.
System action: BEP is not started.
User response: Restart the BEP PUBLIC message
server, then START BEP in the CICS region.
Destination: If the START command was issued as a
result of the BEP PLTPI program, the message is
displayed on the Console. Otherwise, it is displayed on
the terminal from which the command was issued.
CBMxx7099E applid message server cmsid
terminated during BEP startup in CICS
region. START request terminated.
Explanation: During BEP startup in the CICS region, it
connected to the requested BEP message server.
However, the message server terminated before startup
processing finished, possibly due to a message server
operator STOP command.
System action: BEP is not started.
User response: Restart the requested message
server, then START BEP in the CICS region.
Destination: If the START command was issued as a
result of the BEP PLTPI program, the message is
displayed on the Console. Otherwise, it is displayed on
the terminal from which the command was issued.
CBMxx7101W applid BEP delivery of recoverable
messages delayed because message
server cmsid is not active.
CBMxx7102W applid BEP nonrecoverable messages
not being created because message
server cmsid is not active.
Explanation: The BEP CICS event source connector
is starting but the requested message server is not
active. Startup can continue, but because
RECOVERY(YES) or RECOVERY(RULE) is specified,
event messages will be affected in the way described
by messages CBMxx7101 and CBMxx7102.
System action: The BEP CICS event source
connector startup continues.
User response: Consider starting the requested
message server as soon as possible so that
recoverable messages can be delivered and

CBMxx7111W applid Message published by the
following rule is not recoverable
because BEP recovery not active in
this region.
CBMxx7112W applid Recoverable rule name:
rulename rule group: groupname.
Explanation: A CICS event matches a BEP rule and a
message is being created and delivered. However, the
recovery option for the rule is on, but RECOVERY(NO)
is specified for the CICS region, and therefore the
message is not recoverable. The name of the rule is
rulename and the rule group is groupname.
System action: None. Processing continues. This
message is displayed the first time each recoverable
rule is matched for the lifetime of the associated BEP
rules database.
User response: Determine whether or not you require
recoverability for the rule. If you do require
recoverability, specify RECOVERY(YES) or
RECOVERY(RULE) in the CBMPARMS parameter
member for the CICS region and restart BEP in the
CICS region.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7131I applid uowcount inflight/indoubt units of
work detected. CICS RESYNC will be
performed.
Explanation: The BEP CICS event source connector
is performing startup processing. It has been signaled
by the requested message server that it needs to
resynchronize uowcount units of work because the final
disposition for these units of work is unknown to the
message server.
System action: The BEP CICS event source
connector startup continues. A CICS RESYNC
command is issued for each of the units of work whose
disposition is unknown to the message server.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7141I applid No inflight/indoubt units of work
detected. CICS RESYNC not necessary.
Explanation: The BEP CICS event source connector
is performing startup processing. It has been signaled
by the requested message server that there are no
inflight or indoubt units of work that need to be
synchronized.
System action: The BEP CICS event source
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connector startup continues and a CICS RESYNC
command is not issued.
User response: None.
Destination: Console
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BEP CICS connector command parser messages (CBMxx7500 CBMxx7599)
The following messages are generated as a result of parsing actions used to parse
and validate BEP CICS commands and their keywords/operands. This parsing takes
place on three occasions:
v During the post-initialization processing of a BEP message server, if the startup
parameters for the message server include the CICSPARM data set member.
v During the PLTPI phase of a CICS region startup if the PLTPI contains the BEP
PLTPI program.
v Whenever a BEP CICS command is entered from a terminal.
For more information on BEP CICS commands and their keywords/operands, see
the ″Error! Reference source not found.″ topic on page Error! Bookmark not
defined.
CBMxx7590E Unknown or non-unique command
beginning at offset X’offset’.
Explanation: A command has been encountered that
is either unknown or non-unique. The offset of the
command within the input string is given by offset. An
offset of X'00' signifies the first character in the input
string.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct the command and retry.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7591E Invalid end of keyword string.
Keyword string must end with a ’)’.
Explanation: The last non-blank character in a
keyword string is not a ’)’.
System action: The command is not processed.

end of a keyword in an input string. The relative offset
of the keyword in question is given by offset. The first
character in the input string is at offset X'00'.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct the input string and retry.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7594E Unknown or non-unique keyword
beginning at offset X’offset’.
Explanation: An unknown or non-unique keyword has
been encountered. The location of the keyword is given
by offset. The first character of the input string is at
offset X'00'.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct and retry.
Destination: Console

User response: Correct the input string and retry.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7592E Keyword at offset X’offset’ too long.
Maximum keyword length is twelve
characters.
Explanation: An input string contains a command that
is longer than the maximum of 12 characters. The offset
of the keyword within the input string is given by offset.
The first character in the keyword string is at offset
X'00'.
System action: The command is not processed.

CBMxx7595E Length of operand beginning at offset
X’offset’ is incorrect for associated
keyword.
Explanation: An operand exceeds the maximum
length allowed for the keyword with which it is
associated. The location of the operand is given by
offset. The first character of the input string is at offset
X'00'.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct the operand and retry.
Destination: Console

User response: Correct the input string and retry.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7593E Unable to locate end of keyword
beginning at offset X’offset’.
Explanation: The command processor cannot find the

CBMxx7596E Expecting separator character ’,’ at
offset X’offset’. Not found.
Explanation: While parsing an input string, the parser
was expecting a separator character (comma), but it
found a different character. The offset of the unexpected
character is given by offset. The first character of the
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input string is at offset X'00'.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct the input string and retry.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7597E Invalid character in operand at offset
X’offset’.
Explanation: An invalid character in an operand field
was encountered in an input string. The location of the
invalid character is given by offset. The first character of
the input string is at offset X'00'.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct the operand and retry.
Destination: Console
CBMxx7599E Invalid numeric value (possibly too
high) at offset X’offset’.
Explanation: An invalid numeric operand has been
encountered in an input string. For example, the
operand value may be too high, too low, or contain
non-numeric characters. The location of the operand is
given by offset The first character of the input string is
at offset X'00'.
System action: The command is not processed.
User response: Correct the numeric operand and
retry.
Destination: Console
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Rules database file copy utility messages (CBMxx8000 - CBMxx8499)
The following messages are generated by the rules database file copy utility.
CBMxx8001I Rules database version record
successfully added:
Version(versionnumber).
Explanation: The output rules database file is empty.
CICS BEP has successfully added a version record to
the empty file. The version number for the record is
versionnumber.
System action: Processing continues.
User response: None.
Destination: Job log.

CBMxx8005E COPY request terminated due to
input error: CC=conditioncode.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility has
detected an error in the CBMINPUT input statement
System action: The rules database file copy utility job
step terminates with condition code conditioncode.
User response: One or more additional error
messages describing the input error should precede this
message. Correct the input error and rerun the copy
request job step.
Destination: Job log.

CBMxx8002E Error {opening | closing} {input |
output} data set: R15(retcode). Job step
abending.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility has
detected an error while opening or closing the specified
rules data set. The open or close return code is given
by retcode.
System action: The rules database file copy utility job
step abends with user abend code 2001.
User response: Correct the cause of the open/close
error and rerun the job step. If you need assistance
resolving this problem, contact technical support.

CBMxx8006E COPY command not located.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility input
statements read from CBMINPUT do not contain the
COPY command. COPY must be the first word on the
first non-comment command in the input stream.
System action: The copy request job step terminates.
User response: Correct the input commands and
rerun the rules database file copy utility job step.
Destination: Job log.

Destination: Job log.

CBMxx8007E Required parm parmname not
located.

CBMxx8003I Copy request completed successfully.

Explanation: The required parameter parmname is
not present in the CBMINPUT statements.

Explanation: The rules database file copy utility job
step has successfully completed the copy request. The
specified list or rule group has been copied to the
output data set.
System action: None.
User response: None.

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the input statements by
providing the required parameter and rerun the copy
request job step.
Destination: Job log.

Destination: Job log.
CBMxx8004E Error {opening | closing} {CBMPRINT
| CBMINPUT}: R15(retcode). Job step
abending.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility has
detected an error while opening or closing CBMPRINT
or INPUT. The open or close return code is retcode.
System action: The copy request job step abends
with user abend code 2001.
User response: Correct cause of the open/close error
and rerun the job step. If you need assistance resolving
this problem, contact technical support.

CBMxx8008E Mutually exclusive parms parmname1
and parmname2 detected.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility has
found that mutually exclusive parameters specified by
parmname1 and parmname2 are both present in the
input statements read from CBMINPUT.
System action: The rules database file copy utility job
step terminates with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the CBMINPUT statements
by removing one of the mutually exclusive parameters
and rerun the copy request job step.
Destination: Job log.

Destination: Job log.
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CBMxx8009E One or more parms not allowed for
COPY LIST detected.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility has
found in the CBMINPUT statements for a COPY LIST
request one or more parameters that are valid only for
COPY GROUP requests .
System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the CBMINPUT statements
by removing the invalid parameters and rerun the copy
request job step.
Destination: Job log.
CBMxx8010E DYNALLOC error detected. Job step
terminated. errcode rsncode
datasetname.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility has
detected an error while trying dynamically to allocate
either the input rules data set or the output rules data
set. The dynamic allocation request error code and
reason code are errcode rsncode. The name of the
dynamic allocation request target data set is
datasetname.
System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.

Destination: Job log.
CBMxx8013E Input length exceeds 32,700
character limit.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility has
removed all unnecessary spaces and commas but the
total size of the CBMINPUT input still exceeds 32,700
characters.
System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Reduce the size of the contracted
CBMINPUT statements to 32,700 characters or less and
rerun the copy request job step.
Destination: Job log.
CBMxx8014W {User | Hard} lock on {input | output}
{group | list} bypassed. Processing
continuing.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility has
detected a user lock or a hard lock on the rule group or
list being copied. However, a BYPASSINPUTLOCK or
BYPASSOUTPUTLOCK parameter on the COPY
command parameter specifies that the lock can be
bypassed, allowing processing to continue.
System action: Processing continues.

User response: Correct the error described by the
error message and rerun the rules database file copy
utility job step. If you need assistance resolving this
problem, contact technical support.

User response: None.

Destination: Job log.

CBMxx8015E {User | Hard} lock on {input | output}
{group | list} not bypassed.

CBMxx8011W Empty input {group | list} detected.
Processing continuing.

Explanation: The rules database file copy utility has
detected a user lock or a hard lock on the rule group or
list being copied and the COPY command does not
include a bypass parameter to allow the utility to
override the lock

Explanation: The rules database file copy utility copy
request specified an empty group or list. The utility
copies the empty group or list to the output rules data
set.
System action: Processing continues.

Destination: Job log.

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.

User response: None.

User response: Unlock the object using one of the
following methods:

Destination: Job log.

v Issue the CICS BEP message server UNLOCK
command

CBMxx8012E Unbalanced parentheses detected in
input.

v Use the CICS BEP workstation administration client
unlock function

Explanation: The rules database file copy utility has
detected unbalanced parentheses in the CBMINPUT
parameters.

v Specify the appropriate parameter,
BYPASSINPUTLOCK or BYPASSOUTPUTLOCK, on
the CBMINPUT COPY command to allow the lock to
be bypassed.

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.

Destination: Job log.

User response: Correct the CBMINPUT parameters
and rerun the copy request job step.
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CBMxx8016E Unknown or non-unique command at
column columnnumber.

CBMxx8020E Unknown parm starting in column
columnnumber.

Explanation: The rules database file copy utility does
not recognize the command beginning at column
columnnumber in the CBMINPUT input statement. It is
either an unknown command or is specified using a
non-unique abbreviation. The only valid command is
COPY.

Explanation: The rules database file copy utility does
not recognize the parameter starting in column
columnnumber.

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the input statement and rerun
the copy request job step.

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the CBMINPUT input and
rerun the copy request job step.
Destination: Job log.

Destination: Job log.

CBMxx8021E Non-unique parm starting in column
columnnumber.

CBMxx8017E Incorrect command length. COPY
command must be one to four bytes.

Explanation: The rules database file copy utility
parameter abbreviation starting in column
columnnumber is not a unique abbreviation.

Explanation: The rules database file copy utility
COPY command is incorrect, or there is not a space or
comma following the COPY command.

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.

User response: Correct the CBMINPUT input
statement, ensure parameter abbreviations are unique,
and rerun the copy request job step.

User response: Correct the CBMINPUT input
statement and rerun the copy request job step.

Destination: Job log.

Destination: Job log.
CBMxx8018E Invalid end of parm string. Parm
string must end with a ’)’.
Explanation: The last character of the rules database
file copy utility CBMINPUT input statement is not a right
parenthesis as required.
System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the CBMINPUT input
statement and rerun the copy request job step.
Destination: Job log.
CBMxx8019E Parm starting in column
columnnumber is longer than sixteen
bytes.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility
parameter starting in column columnnumber is longer
than the maximum sixteen bytes, or is not immediately
followed by one or more spaces, or a left parenthesis
denoting the beginning of the parameter operand
System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.

CBMxx8022E parmname parm value length
incorrect.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility
parameter value for parmname exceeds the maximum
length allowed.
System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the CBMINPUT parameter
that is in error and rerun the copy request job step.
Destination: Job log.
CBMxx8023E Expected separator character ’,’ at
column columnnumber not found.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility has
not found the expected comma at column
columnnumber.but
System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the CBMINPUT input
statement that is in error and rerun the copy request job
step.
Destination: Job log.

User response: Correct the input statement and rerun
the copy request job step.
Destination: Job log.
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CBMxx8024E Value for parmname parm starting in
column columnnumber invalid.

CBMxx8028E Invalid BYPASSOUTPUTLOCK value.
Must be YES, NO, HARD, or USER.

Explanation: The rules database file copy utility has
found an invalid parameter value starting at column
columnnumber for the parameter parmname.

Explanation: The rules database file copy utility
BYPASSOUTPUTLOCK parameter value is invalid.
BYPASSOUTPUTLOCK can only be YES, NO, HARD,
or USER (or a valid abbreviation).

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the CBMINPUT input
parameter value that is in error and rerun the copy
request job step.

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the BYPASSOUTPUTLOCK
parameter value and rerun the copy request job step.

Destination: Job log.

Destination: Job log.

CBMxx8025E Invalid REPLACE parm value. Must
be YES or NO.

CBMxx8029E Invalid OUTPUTLOCK value. Must be
LEAVE, COPY, HARD, or NO.

Explanation: The rules database file copy utility
REPLACE parameter value is invalid. REPLACE can
specify only YES or NO (or Y or N abbreviations).

Explanation: The rules database file copy utility
OUTPUTLOCKparameter value is invalid.
OUTPUTLOCK can only be LEAVE, COPY, HARD, or
NO (or a valid abbreviation).

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the REPLACE parameter
value and rerun the copy request job step.
Destination: Job log.

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the OUTPUTLOCK parameter
value and rerun the copy request job step.
Destination: Job log.

CBMxx8026E Invalid SELCRITERIA parameter
value. Must be ON or OFF.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility
SELCRITERIA parameter value is invalid.
SELCRITERIA can specify only ON or OFF (or OF
abbreviation).

CBMxx8030E COPY request terminated due to
error: CC=conditioncode.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility job
step has detected an error, which is described by an
earlier error message.

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.

System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code conditioncode.

User response: Correct the SELCRITERIA parameter
value and rerun the copy request job step.

User response: If you need assistance resolving this
problem, contact technical support.

Destination: Job log.

Destination: Job log.

CBMxx8027E Invalid BYPASSINPUTLOCK value.
Must be YES, NO, HARD, or USER.
Explanation: The rules database file copy utility
BYPASSINPUTLOCK parameter value is invalid.
BYPASSINPUTLOCK can only be YES, NO, HARD, or
USER (or a valid abbreviation).
System action: The copy request job step terminates
with condition code 8.
User response: Correct the BYPASSINPUTLOCK
parameter value and rerun the copy request job step.
Destination: Job log.
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Batch VSAM messages
The following messages are generated by the batch VSAM facility:
CBMxx8500I Subsystem ssn action
Explanation: The BEP data space server is initializing
the batch VSAM subsystem named ssn. The actions
indicated by the variable action can be one of the
following
v FOUND
v CREATE
v UPDATED

| System action: None.
|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8505E SSN: ssn is invalid. DATA1: addr1
|
DATA2: addr2.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server is initializing
the batch VSAM connector environment and has found
an error with the subsystem ssn that you have specified
on the BVSAMSSN parameter in the MDSS member.
The server also displays the values of the subsystem
user words, addr1 and addr2.

| System action: The data space server terminates with
| an 850 user abend.

|
|
|

CBMxx8501I SSN: ssn screen CB: cba EPA: epa
LEN: len.

|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server is initializing
the batch VSAM subsystem named ssn screen control
block at address cba EPA: epa and CB LEN: len

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
| CBMxx8510W BEP SVC screen CB is not active.

|
|
|

CBMxx8502I SSN: ssn screen CB: cba EPA: epa
VSSF: addr.

|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server is initializing
the batch VSAM subsytem ssn and has found a prior
screen control block at address cba EPA: epa. The
server also displays the address addr of the subsystem
interface program, VSSF.

|
|
|
|

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|

CBMxx8503I SSN: ssn inactivating screen CB: addr.

|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server is
inactivating the batch VSAM subsystem named ssn at
address addr.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|

CBMxx8504I SSN: ssn screen CB not found.

|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server is
inactivating the batch VSAM subsystem ssn but the
control block has already been removed.

|
|
|
|
|

User response: The batch VSAM subsystem name
must be unique and must not be defined in the MVS
subsystem table, IEFSSNxx. Restart the data space
server with a subsystem name that is not already in
use.

| Destination: Message log and console.

Explanation: The BEP data space server connector
SVC screening program has detected that the screen
control block in your batch job is no longer active. This
can occur if there is a prior error in the connector.

| System action: The batch job continues processing
| but no new events are processed by the batch VSAM
| event source connector.
|
|
|
|
|

User response: Review the messages in the job and
message logs of your batch job. If you are unable to
determine why the SVC screen control block in your
batch job has terminated, save all job and message
logs and contact technical support.

| Destination: Message log and console.
|
| CBMxx8511W BEP data space server is not active.
| Explanation: The BEP data space server connector
| SVC screening program has detected that the data
| space server is no longer active.
| System action: The batch job continues processing
| but no new events are processed by the batch VSAM
| event source connector.
|
|
|
|

User response: Restart your data space server. Note
that the data space server should never be shut down
while batch jobs defined with the CBMBVSAM
subsystem DD statement are still executing.

| Destination: Message log and console.
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|
| CBMxx8512W BEP batch VSAM connector not
active.
|

|
| CBMxx8523E BEP Open front end PCH error:
|
retcode

| Explanation: The BEP data space server connector
| SVC screening program has detected that the batch
| VSAM component is not active.

|
|
|
|

| System action: The batch job continues processing
| but no new events are processed by the batch VSAM
| event source connector.
|
|
|
|
|
|

User response: The batch VSAM event source
connector is enabled and disabled using the message
server BVSAMTAB FUNC(ENABLE) and
FUNC(DISABLE) commands. Use the message server
command BVSAMTAB FUNC(ENABLE) to restart the
batch VSAM batch source connector.

| Destination: Message log and console.

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector OPEN SVC front-end screening program has
encountered an error, shown by return coderetcode,
processing an VSAM open request.

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.
| User response: Save all job and message logs and
| contact technical support.
| Destination: Message log and console.
|
| CBMxx8524E BEP batch VSAM OPEN GETMAIN
|
failed

|
| CBMxx8520I BEP OPEN SVC begin front end.

| Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
| connector OPEN SVC front-end screening program is
| unable to get storage for a save area.

| Explanation: The BEP data space server connector
| OPEN SVC front-end screening program has begun
| processing. This is a trace message.

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.

| System action: None.

| User response: Increase the region size of your batch
| job.

| User response: None.
| Destination: Batch Job log.
|
| CBMxx8521E text DSS: addr
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector OPEN SVC front-end screening program has
detected a problem described by the text text. Either the
data space server is not active or the batch VSAM
event source connector has been shut down. Also
displayed is the address of the data space server DSS
control block addr.

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.
|
|
|
|
|

User response: Restart the data space server if it has
been shutdown. If the batch VSAM event source
connector is no longer active, use the message server
operator command BATVSAM FUNC(ENABLE) to
re-enable it.

| Destination: Batch job log.
|
| CBMxx8522I BEP OPEN SVC back end enabled
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector OPEN SVC front-end screen program is
enabling the open back-end screening program to do
post open processing. This is a trace message.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Batch job log.
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| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8525E BEP Open SVC front end RDJFCB
|
failed: retcode
| Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM OPEN SVC
| front-end screening program issued a RDJFCB macro,
| which has failed with return code retcode.
| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.
| User response: Save all job and message logs and
| contact technical support.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8526E BEP Open DSN FIND error: retcode
|
reacode location R15 R0
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM OPEN SVC
front-end screening program is searching the batch
VSAM table VSAMLIST and has encountered an error
retcode. Also displayed are the reason code reacode;
program location location; R15 R15 and R0 R0 values,
if applicable.

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.
| User response: Save all job and message logs and
| contact technical support.
| Destination: Console.
||
|

|
|
|

CBMxx8527E BEP Open front RB update error:
retcode reacode

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM OPEN SVC
front-end screening program has encountered an error
updating the return address. The return retcode and
reason code reacode are displayed.

|
|

System action: The batch job continues but no further
events are processed by BEP.

|
|

User response: Save all job and message logs and
contact technical support.

|

Destination: Console.

|
|

CBMxx8528E ISVA OPEN CB not active

|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM OPEN SVC
front-end control block is not active.

|
|

System action: The batch job continues but no further
events are processed by BEP.

|
|

User response: Save all job and message logs and
contact technical support.

|

Destination: Console.

|
|

CBMxx8529E BEP RPLINTRN PCHO error: retcode

|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector I/O intercept routine has encountered an error
retcode processing a VSAM request.

|
|
|

System action: The batch job continues but no further
events are processed by the batch VSAM event source
connector.

|
|

User response: Save all job and message logs and
contact technical support.

|

Destination: Message log. Console.

|
|

CBMxx8530I BEP OPEN SVC backend

|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM OPEN SVC
back-end screening program has been entered. This is
a trace message.

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.

|

System action: None.

| User response: Remove the CBMBVSAM DD
| statement from the started task or TSO PROC step.

|

User response: None.

| Destination: Console.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx8531E BEP data space server not active.
DSS: address

|
| CBMxx8541W BEP batch VSAM - OPEN not under
|
Job step.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM OPEN SVC
back-end screening program cannot proceed because
the data space server is not active. Displayed is the
address of the DSS control block address

|
|

System action: The batch job continues but no further
events are processed by BEP.

| User response: Restart your data space server.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8532E BEP batch VSAM connector not
|
active. DSS: address
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM OPEN SVC
back-end screening program cannot proceed because
the batch VSAM event source connector is not active.
Displayed is the address of the DSS control block
address

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.
| User response: Restart the batch VSAM event source
| connector using the message server BVSAMTAB
| FUNC(ENABLE) operator command.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8533E BEP Open back end PCH error:
|
retcode
| Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM connector OPEN
| SVC back-end screening program has encountered an
| error retcode processing an VSAM open request.
| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.
| User response: Save all job and message logs and
| contact technical support.
| Destination: Message log and console.
|
| CBMxx8540W BEP batch VSAM - attempt to screen
|
non batch job.
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector SVC screening program has detected that
the CBMBVSAM subsystem DD statement has been
inserted into a started task JCL, or TSO PROC, but
batch VSAM is not supported in these environments.

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector SVC screening program has detected that an
OPEN is not under the job step TCB. BEP batch VSAM
supports only batch jobs with a single task structure.

| System action: The batch job continues but no events
| for the data set being opened are processed by BEP.
| User response: Remove the CBMBVSAM DD
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| statement from your started task or TSO proc step.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8542I BEP Open R10: address.
| Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM connector OPEN
| SVC screening program is displaying the address of the
| OPEN parameter list address. This is a trace message.
| System action: None.

|
| CBMxx8553E BEP CLOSE front end PCH error:
|
retcode
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector CLOSE SVC front-end screening program
has encountered an error retcode processing an VSAM
CLOSE request.

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.

| User response: None.

| User response: Save all job and message logs and
| contact technical support.

| Destination: Console.

| Destination: Message log and console.

|
| CBMxx8550I BEP CLOSE SVC begin frontend.

|
| CBMxx8554E BEP batch VSAM CLOSE GETMAIN
|
failed

| Explanation: The BEP data space server connector
| CLOSE SVC front-end screening program has begun
| processing. This is a trace message.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Batch job log.
|
| CBMxx8551E text DSS: addr.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector CLOSE SVC front-end screening program
has detected a problem described by the text text.
Either the data space server is not active or the batch
VSAM event source connector has been shut down.
Also displayed is the address of the data space server
DSS control block addr.

| Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
| connector CLOSE SVC front-end screening program is
| unable to get storage for a save area.
| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.
| User response: Increase the region size of your batch
| job.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8555E BEP CLOSE front end IEANTRT RC:
|
retcode
| Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM CLOSE SVC
| front-end screening program issued a IEANTRT macro,
| which has failed with return code retcode.

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.

|
|
|
|
|

| User response: Save all job and message logs and
| contact technical support.

User response: If the data space server has been
shutdown it should be restarted. If the batch VSAM
event source connector is no longer active, use the
message server operator command BATVSAM
FUNC(ENABLE) to re-enable it.

| Destination: Batch job log.
|
| CBMxx8552I BEP CLOSE SVC back end enabled.
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector CLOSE SVC front-end screening program is
enabling the CLOSE back-end screen program to do
post CLOSE processing. This is a trace message.

| System action: None.

| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8557E BEP CLOSE front RB update error:
|
retcode reacode
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM CLOSE SVC
front-end screening program has encountered an error
updating the return address. The return code retcode
and reason code reacode are displayed.

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.

| User response: None.

| User response: Save all job and message logs and
| contact technical support.

| Destination: Batch job log.

| Destination: Console.

|

||
|
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|
|

CBMxx8558E ISVA CLOSE CB not active

|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM CLOSE SVC
front-end control block is not active.

|
|

System action: The batch job continues but no further
events are processed by BEP.

|
|

User response: Save all job and message logs and
contact technical support.

|

Destination: Console.

|
|

CBMxx8560I BEP OPEN SVC backend

|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM CLOSE SVC
back-end screening program has been entered. This is
a trace message.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx8561E BEP data space server not active.
DSS: address

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM CLOSE SVC
back-end screening program cannot proceed because
the data space server is not active. The address
address of the DSS control block is displayed

|
|

System action: The batch job continues but no further
events are processed by BEP.

|

User response: Restart the BEP data space server.

|

Destination: Console.

|
|
|

CBMxx8562E BEP batch VSAM connector not
active. DSS: address

|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM CLOSE SVC
back-end screening program cannot proceed because
the batch VSAM event source connector is not active.
The address address of the DSS control block is
displayed

|
|

System action: The batch job continues but no further
events are processed by BEP.

|
|
|

User response: Restart the batch VSAM event source
connector using the message server BVSAMTAB
FUNC(ENABLE) operator command.

|

Destination: Console.

|
|
|

CBMxx8563E BEP CLOSE back end PCH error:
retcode

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector CLOSE SVC back-end screening program
has encountered the error, indicated by retcode, while
processing a VSAM CLOSE request.

|

System action: The batch job continues but no further

| events are processed by BEP.
| User response: Save all job and message logs and
| contact technical support.
| Destination: Message log and console.
|
| CBMxx8600I Tracking batch job: batgrpid jobname
|
jobno startdate.
| Explanation: The MVS recovery log reader task in the
| BEP message server is reporting that it is tracking a
| new batch VSAM job in the recovery log.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8601I Batch job: batgrpid jobname jobno
|
startdate is no longer active.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The MVS recovery log reader task in the
BEP message server has found that batch job batgrpid,
jobname, jobno, and startdate that it is tracking in its
recovery log is no longer active. The batch job could still
have unread log records in the recovery log.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8602I Cleaning up batch job: batgrpid
|
jobname jobno startdate.
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The MVS recovery log reader task in the
BEP message server is cleaning up the tracking
information for batch job batgrpid, jobname, jobno, and
startdate that it has finished processing.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8603I CBMxx8603I Batch msgs: msg-cnt
|
UOWS: uows commits: commits
|
backouts: backouts.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The MVS recovery log reader task in the
BEP message server displays statistics for batch job
that it has finished processing. This message follows
message CBMxx8602I, and provides the following
statistics:
v The number of messages committed, msg-cnt
v The total number of batch UOWs processed, uows
v The uow’s that committed, commited
v The uows that backed out, backouts.

| .
| System action: None.
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| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8604I Starting Batch UOW: batgrpid jobname
jobno startdate uow blkid.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The MVS recovery log reader in the BEP
message server is reporting that a new batch UOW uow
at log block blkid has started for the batch job identified
by batgrpid, jobname, jobno, and startdate.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8605I CBMxx8605I action batch UOW: batgrpid
jobname startdate uow blkid.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The MVS recovery log reader in the BEP
message server is reporting that a batch UOW uow at
log block blkid has either committed or backed out,
indicated by action, for the batch job identified by
batgrpid, jobname, jobno, and startdate.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8666E CMS connect PC RC: retcode
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector has failed to connect to its message server
with error code retcode. For an explanation of the return
code, see “Common BEP return codes and system
action codes” on page 180.

|
|
|
|
|

System action: The batch VSAM event source
connector retries the connect operation based on the
batch data volume, and issues this message after the
interval defined by the BATGRPID parameter,
ERRMSGTM.

| User response: Correct or ignore the problem
| depending on the definition of the return code received.
| See Table 37 on page 180 for details of the return code.
| Destination: Message log and console.
|
| CBMxx8667E CMS data PC RC: retcode.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector has failed to pass data to its message server
with error code retcode. For an explanation of the return
code, see “Common BEP return codes and system
action codes” on page 180.

|
|
|
|

System action: The batch VSAM connector retries the
data PC operation based on the batch data volume, and
issues this message after the interval defined by the
BATGRPID parameter ERRMSGTM.
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| User response: Correct or ignore the problem
| depending on the definition of the return code received.
| See Table 37 on page 180
| Destination: Message log and console.
|
| CBMxx8668E CMS action PC RC: retcode.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector has failed to commit or backout action data
with its message server with error code retcode. For an
explanation of the return code, see “Common BEP
return codes and system action codes” on page 180.

|
|
|
|
|

System action: The batch VSAM event source
connector retries the commit or backout operation
based on the batch data volume, and issues this
message after the interval defined by the BATGRPID
parameter ERRMSGTM.

|
|
|
|

User response: Correct or ignore the problem
depending on the definition of the return code received.
See Table 37 on page 180 on page 164 for details of
the return code.

| Destination: Message log and console.
|
| CBMxx8670I RULE STOKEN: stoken ALET: alet Time:
|
time.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: A BEP batch VSAM event source
connector displays the rules database STOKEN stoken,
the time stamp time, and the ALET alet when one of the
following events occurs:
v A batch job starts
v The message server is restarted
v The message server LOADLST command is entered.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log and console.
|
| CBMxx8671I text
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: A batch VSAM event source connector
has encountered an error communicating with its
message server and the message text variable text
indicates the nature of the problem. The possible values
for text are:
v Message server is terminating
v IMS event source connector is stopping
v Message server is not active
v Message server message data space is full.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log and console.
||
|

|
|
|

CBMxx8704R jobname cmsid Rules data space not
defined. Reply RETRY or CANCEL.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector jobname cannot access the rules data space
owned by the message server cmsid because it is not
defined.

|
|

System action: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector waits for a reply to its outstanding WTOR.

|
|
|

User response: Use the BEP message server
LOADLST command to activate the rules data space
and then reply RETRY to the outstanding WTOR.

|

Destination: Message log and console.

|
|
|

CBMxx8707E Length error. Parm parmname is set
too low. exceedvalue

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The parameter parmname value is too
low to process the data you have requested. Also
displayed is the data value exceedvalue that exceeded
the parameter value.

|
| CBMxx8751W BEP ESRC: jobname error reading
|
parm member: member-name , RC:
|
returncode .

|
|

System action: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector is disabled but the batch job continues.

|
|
|
|

User response: Increase the parameter value as
indicated to exceed the data value you are actually
processing. This value will be used the next time your
batch job runs.

|

Destination: Message log and console.

|
|
|

CBMxx8708I Building Rule CB: rulename ACCUM:
accumflg RECOV: recovery-flag.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector is building the rules rulename for a batch job.
The values of the accumulate to syncpoint flag,
accumflg and the recovery flag, recovery-flag are also
shown. The values of the accumulate flag are as
follows:

|
|
|

The values for the recovery flag are:

| the rule name rulename and the number of messages
| msgcnt that were created for this rule so far.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8750I Starting BEP event source: jobname
|
jobnumber stepname.
| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector is starting in job jobname, job number
| jobnumber and step name stepname.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector jobname is reading its parameters and has
found an error when reading parameter member
member-name. returncode indicates the type of error, as
follows:
v Return code 8 means that the CBMPARMS DD
statement is not found
v Return code 12 means that member member-name is
not found
v Return code 16 means that an input/output error has
occurred.

| System action: The batch VSAM event source
| connector is disabled.

v S for accumulate to syncpoint

|
|
|
|

v D for delay to syncpoint but do not accumulate

| Destination: Message log and console.

v N for send immediately.

|
| CBMxx8752I Connecting to recovery log:
|
logstream-name.

v 0 for no recovery requested in this rule
v 1 for recovery requested in this rule.

| System action: None.
|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

User response: If the member member-name is
missing, add the member to the CBMPARMS parameter
library. The name of the CBMPARMS library is the same
as in the BEP data space server JCL.

| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector is connecting to its recovery log named
| logstream-name.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx8709I Removing Rule CB: rulename message
count: msgcnt.

|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector is removing rules from a batch job, displaying

||
|
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|
| CBMxx8753E Error log-operation log, Retcode:
return-code Reason: reason-code.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector has detected an error accessing the recovery
log. The error has occurred on log operation
log-operation, and the MVS system logger return and
reasons codes are shown as return-code and
reason-code. The MVS logger return and reason codes
are documented in MVS Programming: Assembler
Services Reference IAR-XCT.

|
|
|
|

System action: If the error is defined as recoverable,
recovery is attempted. Otherwise, operations to the log
are disabled. The batch job continues but no further
batch VSAM events are processed.

|
|
|
|

User response: Follow the action indicated for the
return and reason code. If operations to the log have
been disabled, correct the underlying reason and
resubmit the batch job.

| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8755I record-type BN: blkidCB: cb-addr
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector issues this trace message to show the flow of
MVS log records, showing record type record-type,
block number blkid, and control block addresses
cb-addr.

| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8758I Ending BEP task thread: tcb-addr.
| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector is terminating a new task thread tcb-addr.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8759I Batch VSAM recovery logging
|
deactivated.
| Explanation: Batch VSAM event source connector
| recovery logging deactivated because of the BATGRPID
| parameter RECOVER(N)
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8760I Starting msg processing for jobname
|
jobno jobstep
| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector is starting to process messages for the batch
| job idicated by jobname, jobno, and jobstep.

| System action: None.

| System action: None.

| User response: None.

| User response: None.

| Destination: Message log.

| Destination: Message log.

|
| CBMxx8756E action error in program: error-program
RC: return-code.
|

|
| CBMxx8761I Ending msg processing for jobname
|
jobno jobstep RC: systemcode usercode.

|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: A program error has occurred in the
batch VSAM event source connector, indicated by the
action being attempted when the error occurred, the
program in error error-program, and the return code
return-code.

Explanation: The batch job step has ended and the
batch VSAM event source connector displays the
system systemcode and user completion codes
usercode for the job step indentified by jobname, jobno,
and jobstep.

| System action: The batch VSAM event source
| connector disables but the batch job continues.

| System action: None.

|
|
|
|

| Destination: Message log.

User response: If possible, correct the error as
indicated by the action, error-program, and return-code
values. Otherwise, save all job and message logs and
contact technical support.

| Destination: Message log. Console.
|
| CBMxx8757I Starting BEP task thread: tcb-addr.
| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector is initializing a new task thread tcb-addr.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
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| User response: None.
|
| CBMxx8764I BEP RESMGR parmlist. usercode.
|
|
|
|

Explanation: Your batch job is ending and the batch
VSAM event source connector is finishing up BEP
processing and displays the RESMGR RMPL parameter
list parmlist.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx8765E BEP Batch VSAM exit has been
disabled. usercode.

|
|

Explanation: An error has occurred processing batch
VSAM events and the exit has disabled itself.

|
|

System action: Your batch job continues but BEP
does not monitor any more events for the batch job.

|
|

User response: Save all job and message logs and
any dumps and contact technical support.

|

Destination: Console.

|
|
|

CBMxx8766I Ending BEP batch VSAM job: jobname
jobno tracking

|
|
|

Explanation: The batch job identified by jobname and
jobno is ending and the batch VSAM connector is
ending job tracking.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx8767E jobname jobno error retrieving BVSM
parms from: dssid. RC: rc.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector cannot retrieve parameters from its BEP data
space server, dssid. The return code rc gives the
reason.

|
|
|

System action: The batch VSAM event source
connector in the batch job disables and the batch job
continues.

|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|

User response: Save all job and message logs and
contact technical support.

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.

|

Destination: Console.

|
|
|

CBMxx8768E BEP batch VSAM programs cannot
be loaded.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector cannot load the connector programs into the
batch VSAM address space. There are usually two
reasons for this:
v The first is that your authorized BEP SCBMAUTH
library is not in your MVS LINKLST.
v The second is that the BEP SCBMAUTH library is in
the batch job STEPLIB concatenation but is either not
authorized or it is concatenated with a non-authorized
library.

| Another possible reason is that your batch job step
| REGION parameter is set too low. Most BEP programs
| are loaded above 16MB.
|
|
|

System action: The batch VSAM event source
connector in your batch job disables and your batch job
continues.

|
|
|
|

User response: If one of the three reasons for the
failure given above are not applicable, then review prior
system messages in your job for the reason for the load
failure. Take corrective action and restart the job.

| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8769E text DSS: addr.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector has detected a problem described by the text
text. Either the data space server is not active or the
batch VSAM event source connector has been shut
down. The event source connector also displays the
address of the data space server DSS control block
addr.

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.
|
|
|
|
|

User response: If the data space server has been
shutdown, restart it. If the batch VSAM event source
connector is no longer active, use the message server
operator command BATVSAM FUNC(ENABLE) to
re-enable it.

| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8780E VSAM request request, data length:
|
datalen exceeds MAXDATA:maxdata.
Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector cannot process a VSAM request request
request because the data length datalen exceeds the
size of the maximum event size defined by the
MAXDATA parameter maxdata in the BATVSAM
parameter member.

User response: Increase the value of MAXDATA in
your BATVSAM parameter member. Use the BEP
message server operator command, BVSAMTAB
FUNC(UPDATE) to make the new MAXDATA value
available to batch jobs that start after the command is
issued. Note that the BVASMTAB UPDATE command
also refreshes the VSAM file entries in the batch VSAM
VSAMLIST table.

| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8781E BVSMTAB function command
|
ABENDED.
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server command,
BVSAMTAB, function function has abended. The
BVSAMTAB functions are UPDATE, ENABLE, or
DISABLE.

| System action: Command processing ends.
| User response: Review earlier messages in the BEP
| message server message log for the reason for the
| abend. If you are unable to determine the cause, save
Chapter 6. Messages
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| all job and message logs and any dumps and contact
| technical support.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8782I BVSMTAB function command complete.
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server command,
BVSAMTAB, function function has completed. The
BVSAMTAB functions are UPDATE, ENABLE, or
DISABLE.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8800R jobname CMS: cmsid not active. Reply
RETRY, CANCEL or DISABLE.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector jobname cannot sign on to its BEP message
server cmsid because the message server is not active
and has found that the BATGRPID parameter NOCMS
is set to WTOR. This message is preceded by message
CBMxx8804E

| System action: The batch VSAM event source
| connector waits for your reply to its outstanding WTOR.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

User response: Start the message server and then
reply RETRY to the outstanding WTOR. If decide to
reply CANCEL, the batch job terminates. Use this option
if you cannot start the message server but you must
capture the messages that would be created. If you
decide to reply DISABLE, the batch job continues but
the batch VSAM event source connector does not
create any messages.

| Destination: Console and message log.
|
| CBMxx8801R jobname Log error, Reply RETRY,
CANCEL or DISABLE
|
| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector jobname has encountered an error writing to
| its recovery log.
| System action: The batch VSAM event source
| connector waits for your reply to this WTOR.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

User response: Review earlier error messages, take
corrective action, and then reply RETRY to the
outstanding WTOR. If decide to reply CANCEL, the
batch job will end. Use this option if you cannot afford to
miss any messages and you can restart your batch job.
If you decide to reply DISABLE, your batch job
continues but the batch VSAM connector does not
create any messages.

| Destination: Console.

|
| CBMxx8802E jobname The BEP message server:
|
cmsid cannot be located.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector jobname cannot find its message server
anchor block. This could be because you have specified
an incorrect name cmsid on the CMSID parameter,
hence the connector is looking for the wrong name.

|
|
|
|
|
|

System action: If the BATGRPID parameter NOCMS
is set to WTOR, the batch VSAM event source
connector waits for a response to message
CBMxx8800R. If NOCMS is set to CANCEL, the batch
job terminates. If NOCMS is set to DISABLE, the batch
job continues but no messages are created.

|
|
|
|
|
|

User response: Check that you have specified the
correct name on the CMSID parameter in the group ID
(or BATGRPID) parameter member. If necessary correct
it, and if the batch VSAM parameter NOCMS is set to
WTOR, start the BEP message server and reply RETRY
to message CBMxx8800R.

| Destination: Console and message log.
|
| CBMxx8804E jobname The BEP message server:
|
cmsid is not active.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector jobname has found that its BEP message
server is not active and follows this message with
CBMxx8800R write-to-operator-with-reply (WTOR)
message.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

System action: If you have set the BATGRPID
parameter NOCMS to WTOR, the batch VSAM event
source connector waits for a response to message
CBMxx8800R. If you have set NOCMS to CANCEL, the
batch VSAM event source connector terminates. If you
have set NOCMS to DISABLE the batch job continues
but no messages are created.

|
|
|
|
|

User response: Check that you have specified the
correct name on the CMSID parameter. If necessary
correct it, and if the batch VSAM parameter NOCMS is
set to WTOR, start the BEP event message server and
reply RETRY to the message CBMxx8800R.

| Destination: Console and message log.
|
| CBMxx8805E jobname Record Evaluation RC:
|
retcode, Reason: reasoncode.
| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector jobname has encountered an unexpected
| problem while trying to create a message.
| System action: The message is ignored.
| User response: Save the batch VSAM event
| connector job log and contact your IBM representative.
| Destination: Message log. Console.

|
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||
|

|
|

CBMxx8806I jobname UOW uow Seq: recseq

|
|
|

Explanation: This trace message is issued by the
batch VSAM event source connector to show the
current UOW uow and sequence number recseq.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx8807E jobname pgmname Program not
found.

|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector cannot load program pgmname.

|
|
|

System action: The batch VSAM event source
connector disables and stops creating messages. The
batch job continues.

|
|
|

User response: Determine which load library contains
the missing module and include it in the LINKLIST or
the STEPLIB concatenation in your batch job JCL.

|

Destination: Message log and console.

|
|

CBMxx8808I Batch VSAM DSN: vsamdsn.

|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server during
startup, or the BEP message server at other times,
displays the name of the VSAM file vsamdsn that is
being added to the virtual storage copy of the batch
VSAM VSAMLIST table.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

The data space server builds the VSAMLIST table
during startup because you have specified
BVSAMFLG(Y), and the message server refreshes the
table in response to a BVSAMTAB FUNC(UPDATE)
command. The respective servers issue one
CBMxx8808I message for each data set name in the
VSAMLIST table.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log and console.

|
| CBMxx8810I msg-text
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server during start
up, and the message server at other times, display this
message following CBMxx8808 and CBMxx8809
messages to show the status of the entry in the batch
VSAM VSAMLIST table that it is building. The message
text msg-text can be one of the following:
v VSAM file included
v VSAM file excluded
v Duplicate entry.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8812W Batch VSAM table update failed, RC:
|
retcode
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM table VSAMLIST
update failed. The return code retcode gives the reason
for the failure. The possible reason code values and
their meanings are:
v 08 - Batch VSAM connector is DISABLED
v 12 - No space for the request
v 255 - Data space server is not active.

| System action: The virtual storage copy of the batch
| VSAM VSAMLIST table is not created.
| User response: Save all job and message logs and
| contact technical support.
| Destination: Message log. Console.
|
| CBMxx8813I Batch VSAM table updated.
| Explanation: The data space server during startup, or
| the message server at other times, has successfully
| updated the batch VSAM VSAMLIST table.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx8809I JOBNAME: jobname STEPNAME:
stepname JS PGMNAME: jobpgm.

|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector displays the job name jobname, step name
stepname, and job step program jobpgm that is
processing the VSAM data set that it is adding to its
batch VSAM table.

|

System action: None.

| System action: The command is rejected.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log and console.

| User response: Issue the BVSATAB operator
| command to the BEP message server.

|
| CBMxx8814W Batch VSAM table update routine not
|
defined in DSS region.
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server has rejected
a BVSAMTAB FUNC(option) operator command
because it is not a valid command for this server. You
can issue this command only in the message server.

| Destination: Message log and console.
|
||
|
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|
| CBMxx8815I Processing DSN: vsam-dsn.

| System action: None.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

| User response: None.

| System action: None.

| Destination: Message log.

| User response: None.

|
| CBMxx8816I CMS: cmsid DDNAME: ddname ACB:
acb-addr ERFLG: acberrflgs FLAGS:
|
status.
|

| Destination: Message log.

| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector is processing VSAM requests for data set
| vsam-dsn.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector is beginning to process a monitored file and
issue this message to show the following information
about the VSAM data set:
v The BEP message server CMSID cmsid
v The VSAM file DDNAME ddname
v The ACB address: acb-addr
v The ACB error flags acberrflgs
v The internal status flags status

message the following information about the VSAM data
set:
v The BEP message server CMSID, cmsid
v The VSAM file DDNAME, ddname
v The ACB address, acb-addr
v The ACB error flags acberrflgs
v The internal status flags status

|
| CBMxx8820I Events queued: vsam-queued
|
dequeued: vsam-dequeued messages:
|
vsam-msgs.

| This message follows CBMxx8815I.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

| System action: None.

| System action: None.

| User response: None.

| User response: None.

| Destination: Message log.

| Destination: Console. Message log.

|
| CBMxx8817I Building cb-name for: BATGRPID at
addr.
|

|
| CBMxx8821E BEP batch VSAM connector is
|
disabling.

|
|
|
|

| Explanation: An unrecoverable error has occurred in
| the batch VSAM event source connector.

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector is building at address addr a parameter
control block cb-name for the logical group of VSAM
files identified by BATGRPID.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console. Message log.
|
| CBMxx8818I Closing DSN: vsam-dsn.
| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector has completed processing the VSAM datatset
| vsam-dsn.

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector has completed processing the VSAM file
reported in messages CBMxx8818 and CBMxx8819 and
displays the following information:
v The number of VSAM events queued to the
connector vsam-queued and dequeued,
vsam-dequeued
v The number of batch VSAM messages created:
vsam-msgs.

| System action: The batch VSAM event source
| connector disables itself. The batch job should continue
| processing but no more messages are created.
|
|
|
|

User response: Review the job and message log in
the batch job where the message was issued. Follow
the recovery instructions in the error message that
precedes this message.

| Destination: Console. Message log.
|
| CBMxx8822I Batch VSAM logging to: mvs-logstream.

| User response: None.

| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector is logging messages to the MVS log stream
| name, mvs-logstream/

| Destination: Console. Message log.

| System action: None.

|
| CBMxx8819I CMS: cmsid DDNAME: ddname ACB:
acb-addr ERFLG: acberrflgs FLAGS:
|
status.
|

| User response: None.

| System action: None.

| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector has completed processing the data set
| shown in message CBMxx8818 and displays in this
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| Destination: Message log.
||
|

|
|

CBMxx8823I Recovery log missing for vsamdsn.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector is disabling because message recovery has
been requested but a recovery log stream has not been
supplied for the VSAM data set vsamdsn.

|
|
|
|
|
|

The recovery log stream name is defined in either the
xxxxxxxx member, where xxxxxxxx is the logical group
id or, if the BEP CICS connector is also being used for
this data set, is not defined in the cccccccc member,
where cccccccc is the CICS applid of the CICS region
that also process the VSAM data set.

|
|
|

System action: The batch VSAM event source
connector disables itself. The batch job continues
processing but no more messages are created.

|
|
|
|

User response: Define an MVS log stream name on
the RCOVLOG parameter in either the xxxxxxxx (or
BATGRPID) member or the CICS applid member in
your CBMPARMS library.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
| CBMxx8827I VSAM file table updated by cmsid
|
jobname jobnumber.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has processed a
BVSAMTAB FUNC(UPDATE) command and updated
the batch VSAM VSAMLIST table. The message server
is identified as cmsid, job name jobname, and job
number jobnumber.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8828I VSAM FILE: vsamdsn.
| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector in your batch job is validating that a VSAM
| file vsamdsn should be monitored for events.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console.

|
|

CBMxx8824I End jobstep statistics for: vsam-dsn.

|
|
|

Explanation: Your batch job is ending and the batch
VSAM event source connector displays, in the following
messages, statistics for the VSAM data set vsam-dsn.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Console. Message log.

|
| CBMxx8829I Job name: jobname Job number:
|
jobnumber Step name: stepname.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: Following message CBMxx8828I, the
batch VSAM event source connector identifies the job
step that is requesting VSAM file validation. It displays
the job name jobname, the job number, jobnumber, and
the job step stepname.

| System action: None.

|
|
|

CBMxx8825I CMS: cmsid DDNAME: ddname ACB:
acb-addr Messages: msg-cnt.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: Following message CBMxx8824I, the
batch VSAM event source connector issues this
message to show the following statistics collected for
the VSAM file during the duration of the jobstep:
v The BEP message server CMSID, cmsid
v The VSAM file DDNAME, ddname
v The ACB address, acb-addr
v The number of messages, msg-cnt

| System action: None.
|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|
|

CBMxx8826I Batch VSAM file table control block
built: addr.

|
|
|

Explanation: The data space server, or the message
server, is building the batch VSAM VSAMLIST table at
address addr.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

| User response: None.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8830I msgtext.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: Following message CBMxx8828I, the
batch VSAM event source connector displays the status
of the validation request for the VSAM data set named
in message CBMxx8828I. The possible values of
msgtext are:
v VSAMLIST table is disabled, file not processed
v VSAM file excluded
v VSAM file not found in VSAMLIST member
v VSAM file found in VSAMLIST member.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console.
||
|
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|
| CBMxx8831I CMSID: cmsid BATGRPID: BATGRPID
CICSAPPL: applid.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector displays the CMSID cmsid, the batch group
ID (BATGRPID) BATGRPID, and CICS APPLID applid
associated with the VSAM data set name displayed in
CBMxx8828.

|
| CBMxx8836I Batch VSAM DSN: vsamdsn.
| Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
| connector SVC screening program is tracking VSAM file
| vsamdsn.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.

| System action: None.

| Destination: Console. Message log.

| User response: None.

|
| CBMxx8837I JOB: jobname Step: stepname PGM:
|
pgmname DD: ddname.

| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8832I Enabling VSAM file table for: cmsid
jobname jobnumber.
|
| Explanation: The message server is enabling the
| batch VSAM VSAMLIST table for processing.

|
|
|
|
|

| System action: None.

| System action: None.

| User response: None.

| User response: None.

| Destination: Console.

| Destination: Console. Message log.

|
| CBMxx8833I Disabling VSAM file table for: cmsid
jobname jobnumber.
|

|
| CBMxx8838I TRACKING VSAM FILE

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server is disabling the
batch VSAM VSAMLIST table. No further batch VSAM
events can be monitored until you issue the message
server BVSAMTAB FUNC(ENABLE) command.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8834I No VSAM file table, request aborted.
| Explanation: The batch VSAM VSAMLIST table is not
| defined. The request cannot be completed.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8835I JOB: jobname jobstep jobnumber is
connecting.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector in batch job jobname, job step jobstep job
number jobnumber is connecting to its BEP message
server, identified by the CMSID parameter in member
BATGRPID.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: This message follows CBMxx8470 and
shows the job name jobname, step name stepname, job
step program name pgmname, and DD name ddname
of the VSAM file that the SVC screen program is
tracking.

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector displays the status of the VSAM dataset
being tracked by the BEP SVC screen program referred
to in message CBMxx8837I.

| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console. Message log.
|
| CBMxx8839E pgmname logic error. LOC: location
|
R15: retcode R0: reason.
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM screening
program has detected a logic error in program
pgmname at location location. The return code retcode
and reason code reason are also displayed.

|
|
|
|

System action: The batch VSAM event source
connector disables operation in your batch job. Your
batch job should continue but no further event
messages are created.

| User response: Save all job and message logs and
| contact technical support.
| Destination: Console. Message log.
|
| CBMxx8840I action SVC: svcno/svchex PGM:
|
pgmname.
| Explanation: The BEP data space server is loading or
| removing action SVC number svcno/svchex screen
| program pgmname.
| System action: None.
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|

User response: None.

| User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

| Destination: Message log.

|
|

CBMxx8841I SVC: svcno/svchex CB found.

|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server is restarting
and has found an existing SVC number svcno/svchex
SVC screening control block.

|
| CBMxx8846E Install SVC: svcno/svchex failed, RC:
|
retcode.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|

| System action: The batch VSAM event source
| connector is disabled.

CBMxx8842I SVC: svcno/svchex CB is active.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server is initializing
the batch VSAM environment and has flagged the SVC
number svcno/svchex SVC screening control block as
active.

| User response: Save all job and message logs and
| contact technical support.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server is initializing
the batch VSAM environment and its attempt to install
SVC svcno/svchex has failed. The return code retcode
is documented in z/OS Assembler Services Refererence
in the section on the SVCUPDTE service.

| Destination: Message log. Console.
|
| CBMxx8847I Remove SVC: svcno/svchex. CB
|
removed.
| Explanation: The BEP data space server is removing
| an old SVC screening program for SVC svcno/svchex.
| System action: None.

|
|

CBMxx8843I SVC: svcno/svchex CB action.

| User response: None.

|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server is initializing
the batch VSAM environment and is processing an SVC
control block for SVC number svcno/svchex. The data
space server indicates the action action taken, which
has a value of either FOUND or BUILT.

| Destination: Message log.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

| Explanation: The BEP data space server is removing
| an old SVC screening program for SVC svcno/svchex
| but the SVC control block has already been removed.

|

Destination: Message log.

| System action: None.

|
|
|

CBMxx8844I SVCNAME: svcname LEN: svclen CBA:
addr.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server is initializing
the batch VSAM environment and is displaying the
name of the SVC program name svcname and its
length svclenand address addr.

|

System action: None.

|

User response: None.

|

Destination: Message log.

|
| CBMxx8848I Removing SVC: svcno/svchex. CB not
|
found.

| User response: None.
| Destination: Message log.
|
| CBMxx8970I DDNAME:ddname request results. R15:
|
rc ACBERFLG: errorflags.
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The message server batch VSAM event
source connector is documenting the results of a batch
job open or close request request. Displayed are the
open or close return code rc and the ACB error flags
errorflags. Control continues on to your batch job.

| System action: None.

|
|
|

CBMxx8845I Install SVC: svcno/svchex new EPA:
new-epa old EPA: old-epa.

| User response: None.

|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP data space server is initializing
the batch VSAM environment and is installing SVC
svcno/svchex at new EPA new-epa. The data space
server also displays the old EPA: old-epa

|
| CBMxx8980E Batch VSAM disabling. PGM:
|
pgmname.

|

System action: None.

| Explanation: The message server batch VSAM event
| source connector is disabling in program pgmname.

| Destination: Message log.
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| System action: Your batch job continues but BEP will
| not monitor any more events for the job.
|
|
|
|

User response: Review earlier messages in your
batch job log and message log. If unable to determine
the problem, save all job and message logs and contact
technical support.

| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8990I BEP Batch VSAM screen installed.
| Explanation: This trace message indicates that the
| batch VSAM subsystem is screening for open and close
| SVC requests in this batch job.

|
| CBMxx8995E text DSS: addr.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM event source
connector subsystem interface program has detected a
problem described by the text text. Either the data
space server is not active or the batch VSAM event
source connector has been shut down. Also displayed is
the address of the data space server DSS control block
addr.

| System action: The batch job continues but no further
| events are processed by BEP.

| System action: None.

|
|
|
|

| User response: None.

| Destination: Batch Job log.

| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8991E BEP BATCH VSAM ERROR: type.
| Explanation: The batch VSAM subsystem interface
| module has encountered an error setting up SVC
| screening in your batch job. The error type is type.
| System action: Your batch job continues but BEP
| does not monitor events in your batch job.
| User response: Save all job and message logs and
| contact technical support.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8992E CBEP BATCH VSAM EXISTING SVC
TABLE: table-addr
|
| Explanation: The BEP batch VSAM subsystem has
| detected that there is already an SVC screening table in
| your batch job. The address of the table is table-addr.
| System action: Your batch job continues but BEP
| does not monitor events in your batch job.
| User response: Only one product can screen for
| SVCs in a job step. Remove the other product and
| restart your batch job.
| Destination: Console.
|
| CBMxx8994I BEP Batch VSAM screen removed.
| Explanation: This trace message indicates that the
| batch VSAM subsystem screening for open and close
| SVC requests in this batch job is ending.
| System action: None.
| User response: None.
| Destination: Console.
|
|
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User response: If the data space server has been
shutdown, restart it. If the batch VSAM connector is no
longer active, use the message server operator
command BATVSAM FUNC(ENABLE) to re-enable it.

General purpose messages (CBMxx9000 - CBMxx9999)
CBMxx9000E Internal error: Code1(xxxxxxxx)
Code2(yyyyyyyy) Data(optdata).
Explanation: BEP has detected an unknown error.
The values of xxxxxxxx, yyyyyyyy, and optionally
optdata, should be recorded along with the complete
error message number and made available to your IBM
representative.
System action: Varies depending on the location and
timing of the error.
User response: Contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console
CBMxx9001E Internal error: Code1(xxxxxxxx)
Code2(yyyyyyyy) Data(optdata). The
System Console may have more error
messages.
Explanation: During the processing of a CICS
command originating from a terminal device, BEP
detected an unknown error. The values of xxxxxxxx,
yyyyyyyy, and optionally optdata should be recorded
along with the complete error message number and
made available to your IBM representative. You should
also check your System Console for additional BEP
messages that may provide further information
regarding the error. If so, you should provide that
information also to your IBM representative.
System action: Varies depending on the location and
timing of the error.
User response: Contact your IBM representative.
Destination: CICS Terminal from which the command
originated.
CBMxx9999E Unable to locate message number
messagenum.
Explanation: This is a generic message issued when
the required message could not be found. This is an
internal program error.
System action: Varies depending on the location and
timing of the error.
User response: Contact your IBM representative.
Destination: Console
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Chapter 7. Abend codes
This chapter gives details of all the abend codes used by the CICS, DB2, and IMS
event components.

Overview
In rare circumstances BEP can terminate, or can terminate a CICS region
containing a BEP CICS event source connector, with a user abend code. These
abend codes are described in this chapter.
Note that as a result of an unrecoverable error the BEP CICS event source
connector can also cause CICS transaction abends. If the error occurs while BEP is
processing a specific rule, BEP uses the abend code contained in the rule (if the
abend option is specified). If the error occurs while not processing a rule, the
transaction abends with abend code CBMZ.
The BEP IMS connector, which executes at the IMS logger exit, does not issue
BEP user abends. The BEP IMS event source connector, which runs as a separate
address space, can issue user abends (the 07xx abends). However these abends
do not affect the IMS regions that the BEP IMS event source connector is
monitoring.
The BEP DB2 event source connector, which runs as a separate address space,
can issue user abends. However, these abends do not affect the DB2 subsystem,
or any of its applications, that the BEP DB2 event source connector is monitoring.

Abend code information format
Each abend code in this chapter is documented in the following format:
v Explanation - the events leading up to the abend.
v System action - the action that has been or will be taken by BEP.
v User response - the action recommended for the user.

Abend codes
0001
Explanation: The MVS FSTOP command was issued
to the message server.
System action: The message server terminates
abnormally without producing a dump.
User response: None.

log. If you are unable to determine problem, contact
your IBM representative.
0003
Explanation: The BEP message server has
encountered an error setting up the MODIFY command
operator interface.
System action: The message server terminates.

0002
Explanation: This abend is issued following Message
CBMxx0002 to indicate a problem in a message server
subroutine.
System action: The message server terminates.
User response: Review previous messages in the job

User response: Contact your IBM representative.
0004
Explanation: The BEP message server MODIFY
command subtask has abnormally terminated.
System action: The message server terminates.
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User response: Contact your IBM representative.
0005
Explanation: A BEP message server latch services
request failed.
System action: The message server terminates.
User response: Contact your IBM representative.
0006

0027
Explanation: The BEP message server has
abnormally terminated because another BEP message
server with the same CMSID is already active.
System action: The message server terminates.
User response: The message server name is defined
in the CBMPARMS MMAIN member by the CMSID
parm. Correct this value and restart the message server
if necessary.

Explanation: All BEP message server MVS latches
that were allocated have been used.

0028

System action: The message server terminates.

Explanation: A BEP message server issues this
abend if a second public or default message server is
started.

User response: Increase the value of LATCHCNT in
the MMAIN parameters and restart the message server.
0007
Explanation: The BEP message server has
abnormally terminated because a data space could not
be defined. The data space could not be defined
because the result derived from multiplying the
THREADS parameter by the MAXDATA parameter is
greater than two gigabytes. Both parameters are found
in the CBMPARMS SET parameter member for the set
being initialized.

System action: The message server terminates.
User response: A message server is designated as
the public message server by the PUBLIC parameter in
the CBMPARMS MMAIN parameter member. Correct
the parameter value and restart the message server if
necessary.
0054

User response: Adjust the THREADS and MAXDATA
PARMS.

Explanation: The message server has abnormally
terminated because a recovery control queue for the
event source connector is not defined. The abend is
preceded by message CBMxx0054, which displays the
event source connector set and event source connector
name that could not be matched with a control queue.

0008

System action: The message server terminates
abnormally.

System action: The message server terminates.

Explanation: The BEP message server has
abnormally terminated because the combined values of
MAXDATA, DSPSIZE, and THREADS in the event
source SET parameters exceeds the available virtual
storage.

User response: See “BEP message server
parameters” on page 29 on how to define a MQ
recovery control queue in the QUESxxxx member, and
then restart the message server.

System action: The message server terminates.

0063

User response: Increase the message server region
size and restart message server. If you cannot the
increase the jobs region size, then the values of
MAXDATA, DSPSIZE, and THREADS in the SET
CBMPARMS member must be reduced.

Explanation: The BEP message server has
abnormally terminated due to an error encountered
while creating or authorizing a data space. This abend
follows message CBMxx0063 which displays the name
of the macro that failed and the return and reason
codes from the request.

0009

System action: The message server terminates.

Explanation: This abend is issued by a BEP
component when there is a parameter error.

User response: Contact your IBM representative.

System action: The BEP component terminates.

0078

User response: Review parameter error messages in
the job log. Correct the parameter and restart the BEP
component

Explanation: This abend code follows message
CBMxx0078. It is issued when a message server load
module cannot be accessed.
System action: The message server terminates.
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User response: Determine which load library contains
the missing program and make sure it is available to the
message server. If you need further help with this
problem, contact your IBM representative.

| 0306

0169

| System action: The message server terminates
| abnormally without a dump.

Explanation: The message server has abnormally
terminated as a result of an unrecoverable error while
making an MQSeries API request. This abend is
preceded by messages CBMxx0167, CBMxx0168 and
CBMxx0169, which display information about the queue
in error, such as the API request type, the MQSeries
API return and code, and a text explanation of the error.
System action: The message server terminates
abnormally.
User response: The MQSeries API return and reason
codes are documented by API request type in the IBM
MQSeries programming reference manual for your
release of MQSeries. Follow the recovery action
described in the manual, or save all job and message
logs and dumps and contact technical support.

| Explanation: The message server has abnormally
| terminated because it has received a CANCEL reply to
| message CBMQG0306R.

| User response: None.
0313
Explanation: The message server has abnormally
terminated because there is a duplicate event source
connector recovery queue defined in the QUESxxxx
member. This abend is preceded by messages
CBMxx313 and CBMxx314, which show the queue
name and the event source connector set name and
event source connector name.
System action: The message server abnormally
terminates.
User response: Remove the duplicate entry from the
QUESxxxx member and restart the message server.

0200
Explanation: The CBEP recovery log writer subtask
has abnormally terminated because of an unrecoverable
error.

0314

User response: Save all job and message logs and
dumps and contact technical support.

Explanation: The message server has abnormally
terminated because there is no set name on an event
source connector recovery queue definition in the
QUESxxxx member. The abend is preceded by
messages CBMxx0315 and CBMxx0316, which show
the queue name and the event source connector set
name and event source connector name.

0300

System action: The message server abnormally
terminates.

System action: The log writer task terminates with a
dump.

Explanation: The BEP message server cannot locate
the data space server specified by the DSSID
parameter in the CBMPARMS MMAIN member for the
message server.

User response: Add the set name to the entry in error
in the QUESxxxx member and restart the message
server.

System action: The message server terminates.

0370

User response: Make sure the DSSID parameter
contains the correct name and that the data space
server is available. If the problem persists, contact your
IBM representative.

Explanation: The message server has abnormally
terminated because the set name on a control queue
definition in QUESxxxx does not match any set name
defined in the MSETS parameter member. The abend is
preceeded by message CBMxx0370.

0302

System action: The message server abnormally
terminates.

Explanation: The BEP message server is attempting
to access a BEP data space server that is not active.
System action: The message server terminates.

User response: Either correct the set name on the
control queue definition or add the matching set name
to the MSETS member.

User response: Make sure the DSSID parameter
contains the correct name and that the data space
server is available. If the problem persists, contact your
IBM representative.
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0371

0428

Explanation: The message server has abnormally
terminated because of an unrecoverable error that
occurred while preforming event source connector
recovery processing. The abend is preceded by
message CBMxx0390.

Explanation: A BEP data space server is attempting
to initialize and has been specified as the public data
space server. However, there is already a public data
space server active on the same MVS image.

System action: The message server abnormally
terminates.

System action: The data space server terminates.

User response: Either correct the setname on the
control queue definition or add the matching setname to
the MSETS member.

User response: A data space server is designated as
the public data space server by the PUBLIC parameter
in the CBMPARMS MDSS parameter member. Correct
the parameter value and restart the data space server if
necessary.

0402

0478

Explanation: This abend is issued following Message
CBMxx0402 to indicate a problem in a data space
server subroutine.

Explanation: This abend code follows message
CBMxx0478. It is issued when a data space server load
module cannot be accessed.

System action: The data space server terminates.

System action: The data space server terminates.

User response: Review previous messages in the job
log. If you are unable to determine the problem, contact
your IBM representative.

User response: Determine which load library contains
the missing program and make sure it is available to the
data space server. If the problem persists, contact your
IBM representative.

0404
Explanation: The BEP data space server MODIFY
command subtask has abnormally terminated.

0617

User response: Contact your IBM representative.

Explanation: Your IMS event source connector has
abnormally terminated because of a problem getting
IMS restart information from the message server. See
message CBMxx0617 for the reason for the abend.

0409

System action: The message server terminates
abnormally.

Explanation: This abend code is issued by the data
space server when there is a parameter error.

User response: See message CBMxx0617 for more
information on this abend.

System action: The data space server terminates.

System action: The data space server terminates.
User response: Review parameter error messages in
the job log. Correct the parameter and resubmit the
message server.
0427
Explanation: The BEP data space server has
abnormally terminated because another BEP data
space server with the same DSSID is already active.
System action: The data space server terminates.
User response: The data space server name is
defined in the CBMPARMS MDSS member by the
DSSID parm. Correct this value and restart the data
space server if necessary.

0618
Explanation: Your IMS event source connector has
abnormally terminated because of a problem during
initial restart and resynchronization with its message
server.
System action: The message server terminates
abnormally.
User response: Review prior messages in the job and
message log. Save all job logs and the dump and
contact technical support.
0666
Explanation: The BEP message server has
abnormally terminated due to an unrecoverable logic
error.
System action: The message server terminates.
User response: Contact your IBM representative.
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0702

0712

Explanation: IMS event source connector has issued
message CBMxx6002 to indicate a problem in an IMS
event source subroutine and the IMS event source
connector cannot continue

Explanation: A BEP IMS event source connector is
trying to connect to its BEP message server address
space but the message server is not currently active.

System action: The IMS event source connector
terminates.
User response: Review earlier messages in the job
log. If unable to determine problem, contact your IBM
representative.

System action: The BEP IMS event source connector
terminates.
User response: Start the BEP message server
address space identified by the CMSID parameter and
then restart the BEP IMS event source connector.
0727

0704
Explanation: The MODIFY command subtask in the
IMS event source connector region has abended.
System action: The IMS event source connector
terminates.
User response: Contact your IBM representative.
0706
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
has used all the MVS latches that were allocated and it
needs more.
System action: The IMS event source connector
terminates.
User response: Increase the value of LATCHCNT in
the IIEP parameters and restart the IMS event source
connector region.
0709
Explanation: The IMS event source connector has
detected a parameter error and cannot continue.
System action: The IMS event source connector
terminates.
User response: Review any parameter error
messages in the job and message logs. Correct the
parameter in error and resubmit the IMS event source
connector.
0710
Explanation: A BEP IMS event source connector
cannot find the BEP message server that you specified
on the CMSID parameter in the IIEP member. If you
omitted the CMSID parameter, the IMS event source
connector cannot find the public message server.
System action: The IMS event source connector
terminates.
User response: Contact your IBM representative.

Explanation: A BEP IMS event source connector has
abnormally terminated because another BEP IMS event
source connector with the same IEP ID is already
active.
System action: The IMS event source connector
terminates.
User response: You defined the name of the failed
IMS event source connector name in the CBMPARMS
IIEP member on the IEPID parameter. The name must
be unique within the MVS image; correct this value and
restart the IMS event source connector.
0730
Explanation: The IMS report parser driver is abending
because of a condition explained in either message
CBMxx6396 or message CBMxx6399 .
System action: The driver is terminated.
User response: Read the message that preceded the
abend and correct the condition.
0730
Explanation: Your IMS event source connector has
abnormally terminated because of a problem parsing a
LIST.RECON report.
System action: The message server terminates
abnormally.
User response: Review prior messages in the job and
message log. Save all job logs and the dump and
contact technical support.
0731
Explanation: The IMS report parser is abending
because of a condition explained in either message
CBMxx6397 or message CBMxx6398 .
System action: The parser is terminated.
User response: See the message that preceded the
abend and correct the condition.
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message logs and dumps and contact technical
support.

0732
Explanation: The IMS report parser is abending
because of an unexpected condition in the report input.
System action: The parser is terminated.
User response: Contact Technical Support.
0733
Explanation: Your message server has notified your
IMS event source connector to issue this abend
because of a problem in the message server.
System action: The message server terminates
abnormally.
User response: Review earlier messages in the job
and message log. Save all job logs and the dump and
contact technical support.

0774
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
cannot access the rules data space because it is not
defined. It issues this abend when you respond
CANCEL to the outstanding CBM6704R WTOR.
System action: The IMS event source connector
terminates.
User response: To avoid this abend, use the BEP
message server LOADLST command to define a rules
data space and then reply RETRY to WTOR
CBM6704R. If your IMS event source connector has
already abended, restart it after the LOADLST
command is complete.
0778

0766
Explanation: The BEP IMS event source connector
has abnormally terminated due to an unrecoverable
error.

Explanation: An IMS event source connector cannot
locate a required load module. The name of the missing
module is displayed by the message CBMxx6078
issued before the abend.

System action: The IMS event source connector
terminates.

System action: The IMS event source connector
terminates.

User response: Review previous messages in the
IMS event source connector message and job log. If
you are unable to determine the cause of the problem,
contact your IBM representative.

User response: Determine which library contains the
missing program and include it on the STEPLIB
concatenation of the IMS event source connector
region.

0768

0809

Explanation: An unrecoverable logic error has
occurred within the IMS event source connector address
space. For the address of the last function executed,
see R14 in message IEA9995 displayed by MVS at the
time of the abend.

Explanation: The CICS recovery log reader task has
received an unrecoverable error from the message
server.

System action: The IMS event source connector
terminates.
User response: Save all relevant diagnostic
information, including the R14 address and contact your
IBM representative.
0772
Explanation: The message server has abended
because of an unrecoverable error that occurred when
reading a BEP recovery log. The abend is preceded by
messages CBMxx0771 or CBMxx0772 which explains
the reason for the abend.
System action: The message abnormally terminates.
User response: See messages CBMxx0771 or
CBMxx0772 for the reason for the abend. If you are
able to determine why the error occurred, correct it and
restart the message server. Otherwise, save all job and
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System action: The CICS recovery log reader task
terminates.
User response: Save the dump and all job and
message logs and contact technical support.
0850
Explanation: Your message server has terminated
with a user ABEND 850 because of an unrecoverable
error processing recoverable batch VSAM log
messages.
System action: The message server terminates
abnormally with a dump.
User response: Save all job and message logs and
contact technical support.

User response: Make sure your environment fits the
minimum requirements for running BEP. If it does,
contact your IBM representative.

|

0850

|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has encountered
an unrecoverable error while processing recoverable
batch VSAM log messages.

|
|

System action: The message server terminates
abnormally with a dump.

|
|

User response: Save all job and message logs and
contact technical support.

|

0851

|
|
|
|
|

Explanation: The batch VSAM event source
connector has issued message CBMxx8800R,
CBMxx8801R, or CBMxx8704 and the operator has
replied CANCEL to one of these the
write-to-operator-with-reply messages.

|
|

System action: The batch VSAM event source
connector terminates abnormally without a dump.

|

User response: None.

|

0901

|
|
|

Explanation: The message server has encountered
an unrecoverable error while processing an LE exit
request.

|
|
|

System action: The message server terminates
abnormally. Depending on the type of error, a dump can
also be produced.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

User response: Review earlier error messages in the
message server job log for the reason for the ABEND.
Follow the user action indicated in the relevant message
or messages and restart the message server. If you are
unable to determine the origin of the problem, then save
all job and message logs, and any dumps, and contact
technical support.

|

0902

|
|
|
|

Explanation: Your message server has terminated
with a user ABEND 902 because it has encountered an
unrecoverable error processing the DB2 RRSAF
request.

User response: See the series of messages
beginning with CBMxx1744E for additional information.
If the problem persists, contact your IBM representative.

|
|

System action: The message server terminates
abnormally without a dump.

1004

|
|
|

User response: Review the message server error
messages to determine the reason for the ABEND.
Correct the problem and restart your message server.
0999
Explanation: A BEP message server has abnormally
terminated because the MVS operating system is not
OS/390 V2R10 or above, or z/OS V1R1 or above.
System action: The message server terminates.

1001
Explanation: The BEP message server was unable to
locate the requested group list during rules database
load processing. The user response to the series of
messages starting with CBMxx1704E was to abend the
message server.
System action: The BEP message server is
abnormally terminated.
User response: See the series of messages
beginning with CBMxx1704E for additional information.
If the problem persists, contact your IBM representative.
1002
Explanation: The BEP message server was unable to
locate the rules group specified in the startup group list
during rules database load processing. The user
response to the series of messages starting with
CBMxx1714E was to abend the message server.
System action: The BEP message server is
abnormally terminated.
User response: See the series of messages
beginning with CBMxx1714E for additional information.
If the problem persists, contact your IBM representative.
1003
Explanation: The BEP message server was unable to
locate the data map variable name in a rule being
loaded during rules database load processing. The user
response to the series of messages starting with
CBMxx1744E was to abend the message server.
System action: The BEP message server is
abnormally terminated.

Explanation: The BEP message server was unable to
locate a data map specified by a rule being processed
during rules database load processing. The user
response to the series of messages starting with
CBMxx1734E was to abend the message server.
System action: The BEP message server is
abnormally terminated.
User response: See the series of messages
beginning with CBMxx1734E for additional information.
If the problem persists, contact your IBM representative.
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1005

1035

Explanation: During message server initialization, the
length of a dynamic queue name or dynamic queue
manager name resolved to more than 48 bytes. The
message server has abended in response to the series
of messages starting with CBMxx1748W.

Explanation: During PLTPI startup processing for the
BEP CICS connector, the connector detected a version
mismatch between it and the message server it was
connecting to. The user response to the series of
messages starting with CBMxx7070E was to abend the
CICS region.

System action: The BEP message server is
abnormally terminated.
User response: See the series of messages
beginning with CBMxx1748W for additional information.
If the problem persists, contact your IBM representative.
1011
Explanation: The BEP message server TCP/IP
listener encountered an error response to a TCP/IP API
request. The user response to the messages related to
this condition was to abend the message server.
System action: The BEP message server is
abnormally terminated. A dump is produced. Message
CBMxx1599S is displayed on the system console.

System action: The CICS region is abnormally
terminated.
User response: See the series of messages
beginning with CBMxx7070E for additional information.
Correct the version mismatch. If the problem persists,
contact your IBM representative.
1501
Explanation: The BEP message server encountered a
problem with the rules database file during initialization.
System action: The BEP message server has
abnormally terminated.

User response: See the series of messages
beginning with CBMxx1595I for more information. If the
problem persists, contact your IBM representative.

User response: Check the system console for a
message that gives details of the problem. Correct the
problem and restart the message server. If the problem
cannot be corrected, contact your IBM representative.

1012

3043

Explanation: The BEP message server TCP/IP
listener has exceeded the allowable number of forced
internal resets. Since this may be indicative of a
recursive abend, the message server is terminated.

Explanation: There is a problem in the BEP DB2
event source connector address space identified in
CBMxx3043E.

System action: The BEP message server is
abnormally terminated. A dump is produced. Message
CBMxx1581S is displayed on the system console.

System action: The BEP DB2 event source connector
address space terminates.

User response: If the problem persists, contact your
IBM representative.

User response: Review previous messages in the job
log. If you are unable to determine the cause of the
problem, save all the job logs and dumps and contact
your IBM representative.

1031

3044

Explanation: During startup processing for the BEP
CICS connector, the BEP message server requested
was not active. The user response to the series of
messages starting with CBMxx7012W or CBMxx7022W
was to abend the CICS region.

Explanation: The MODIFY command subtask has
abended.

System action: The CICS region is abnormally
terminated.
User response: See the series of messages
beginning with CBMxx7012W or CBMxx7022W for
additional information. If the problem persists, contact
your IBM representative.
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System action: The BEP DB2 event source connector
address space terminates.
User response: Save the dump and all job and
message logs and contactyour IBM representative.
3046
Explanation: The BEP DB2 event source connector
(identified in message CBMxx3046E) cannot find the
BEP message server that is specified on the CMSID
parameter in the MDEP member. If the CMSID
parameter has been omitted, the DB2 event source
connector cannot find the public message server either.

System action: The BEP DB2 event source connector
address space terminates.

3056

User response: Start the BEP message server
address space identified by the CMSID parameter and
then restart the BEP DB2 event source connector.

Explanation: There is an unrecoverable logic error
within the DB2 event source connector address space.
Register 14 contains the address of the last function
executed.

3048

System action: The BEP DB2 event source connector
address space terminates.

Explanation: The BEP DB2 event source connector is
trying to access a BEP message server address space
that is not currently active.

User response: Save all job logs and dumps and
contact your IBM representative.

System action: The BEP DB2 event source connector
address space terminates.

3064

User response: Start the BEP message server
address space identified by the CMSID parameter and
then restart the BEP DB2 event source connector.
3049
Explanation: A BEP DB2 event source connector
address space is starting while another DB2 event
source connector with the same DEPID is already
active.

Explanation: An unrecoverable return code has been
received from the message server.
System action: The BEP DB2 event source connector
address space terminates.
User response: Save the dump and all job and
message logs and contact technical support.

System action: The second DB2 event source
connector address space terminates.
User response: Change the name of the second DB2
event source connector by updating the DEPID
parameter of the MDEP member.
3051
Explanation: The BEP DB2 event source connector
(identified in message CBMxx3051) cannot find the
program it requires.
System action: The BEP DB2 event source connector
address space terminates.
User response: Determine which library contains the
missing program and add the required DD statement to
the STEPLIB concatenation in the BEP DB2 event
source connector JCL.
3055
Explanation: There is a parameter error in the DB2
event source connector address space.
System action: The BEP DB2 event source connector
address space terminates.
User response: Review parameter error messages in
the job log. Correct the parameter and restart the BEP
DB2 event source connector address space.

Chapter 7. Abend codes
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Appendix A. BEP installation verification procedure
You can use the BEP installation verification procedure (IVP) to prove that the
mainframe components of your BEP system are installed correctly. Depending on
which event source you are using (CICS, DB2, or IMS), the BEP IVP assumes that
you have the corresponding CICS, DB2 or IMS IVP application installed. The BEP
IVP also uses the sample rules, data maps and DBD maps described in
Appendix B, “BEP-supplied sample data,” on page 343.
This appendix describes how to set up and run the BEP 1.2 IVP. It includes the
following topics:
v “Information you need to run the IVP”
v “Defining and setting up the IVP parameters” on page 330
v “Defining other files needed for the IVP” on page 332
v “Creating the IVP JCL” on page 334
v “Running the BEP IVP” on page 335
v “The CICS IVP” on page 336
v “The DB2 IVP” on page 337
v “The IMS IVP” on page 338.
Within each of these topics, complete the tasks in the order in which they are
presented. Before starting any of the tasks, ensure that you have completed all the
installation procedures described in the BEP Program Directory and that you are
familiar with all the procedures described in Chapter 3, “Implementation and
customization,” on page 21.

Information you need to run the IVP
Before you can run the IVP there is certain information you need to gather and
certain actions that you need to take that are external to BEP. The information and
actions are as follows:
1. Obtain the name of an MQSeries queue manager and its MVS subsystem ID
that you can use with the IVP to create test messages.
2. Ask your MQSeries administrator to define a test MQSeries queue named
BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE to the queue manager identified in step 1. Ensure the
BEP message server that you start has write access to this queue.
3. Ensure the CICS, DB2, or IMS IVP sample applications are available for use
with the BEP IVP. See Appendix B, “BEP-supplied sample data,” on page 343
for more information.
4. Identify the required BEP entity names that you are going to use. Table 39
shows a description of the entity and the corresponding IVP name. If you decide
to change a name from the IVP default, ensure you make the change in all
places in the IVP description that follows. Note that you cannot change the
sample queue name, BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE.
Table 39. BEP entity names with corresponding IVP names
Description

IVP entity name

Dataspace server name

IVPD

Message server name

IVPM

Message sever set name

IVPS
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Table 39. BEP entity names with corresponding IVP names (continued)
Description

IVP entity name

Rule group list

BEP sample groups list. See Appendix B,
“BEP-supplied sample data,” on page 343 for
details.

Rule groups

AMNU sample application (CICS)
NACT sample application (CICS)
IMS IVP
DB2 IVP
See Appendix B, “BEP-supplied sample
data,” on page 343 for more information
about the sample rules.

IVP MQSeries queue

BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE (required name)

BEP parameter library

IVP.BEP.PARMLIB

BEP IVP JCL library

IVP.BEP.JCL

Rules database (VSAM KSDS)

IVP.BEP.RULEFILE

DATAMAPS PDS

IVP.BEP.DATAMAPS

DBD capture KSDS (IMS only)

IVP.BEP.DBDM

Defining and setting up the IVP parameters
Define a PDS with the following attributes to be used as the IVP parameter library:
Fixed block record format (RECFM FB)
Partioned data set organization (DSORG PO)
Logical record length 80 bytes (LRECL 80)

Name this PDS IVP.BEP.PARMLIB. The member CBMPARMS in the BEP
SCBMSAMP distribution library has JCL for allocating this library.
The SCBMSAMP library distributed with BEP contains sample parameter members.
Copy and rename the members shown in Table 40 from SCBMSAMP to
IVP.BEP.PARMLIB.
Table 40. SCBMSAMP members used by the IVP
Members to copy from SCBMSAMP
library

New names in IVP.BEP.PARMLIB

CBMMDSS

MDSS

CBMMAIN

MMAIN

CBMMQMGR

MQMGR

CBMSETS

MSETS

CBMMDEP

MDEP (DB2 only)

CBMMDB2L

MDB2L (DB2 only)

CBMIIEP

IIEP (IMS only)

CBMISTS

ISTS (IMS only)

Below are tables showing the parameters of the MDSS, MMAIN and MQMGR and
MSETS parameter members that you need to specify or modify for the IVP. For
more information about all these parameter members, see Chapter 3,
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“Implementation and customization,” on page 21.
Table 41. The MDSS data space server parameter values required for the IVP
MDSS parameters

Description

DSSID(IVPD)

Specifies the name assigned to a BEP data
space server. For the IVP, specify the name
as IVPD.

PUBLIC(Y)

Determines whether or not a data space
server is defined as the public data space
server. For the IVP, specify Y to make the
server public.

Table 42. The MMAIN message server parameter values required for the IVP
MMAIN Parameters

Description

CMSID(IVPM)

Specifies the name assigned to a BEP
message server. For the IVP, specify the
name as IVPM.

DSSID(IVPD)

Specifies the DSSID of the BEP data space
server to which the BEP message server is
to be connected. For the IVP, specify the
name as IVPD (see the MDSS parameters in
Table 41).

GRPLIST(BEP SAMPLE GROUPS LIST)

Specifies the name of the rules database
group list to be used for loading the message
server rules database. For the IVP, specify
BEP SAMPLE GROUPS LIST.

PUBLIC(Y)

Determines whether or not a message server
is the public instance. For the IVP, specify Y.

Table 43. The MQMGR member parameter values required for the IVP
MQMGR Parameters

Description

DEFQMGR

Keyword that begins the definition of a
queue manager (QMGR).

QMGR(ssid)

Specifies the MVS subsystem ID of the
MQSeries queue manager (required).
Change ssid to the MVS subsystem ID of the
MQSeries queue manager that you are using
for the IVP.

QMNAME(name)

Specifies the name of MQSeries queue
manager (required). Change name to the
name of the MQSeries queue manager that
you are using for the IVP.

DEFAULT(Y)

Specifies that a queue manager is the
default queue manager for a BEP message
server. For the IVP, specify Y to make the
queue manager the default queue manager.

The following is an example of the MQMGR parameters for the IVP:
DEFQMGR QMGR(CSQ1),QMNAME(CSQ1),DEFAULT(Y)
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Table 44. The MSETS member parameter values required for the IVP
MSETS Parameters

Description

DEFSET

Keyword that begins the definition of a set.

SETNAME(IVPS)

Specifies the name of the set of event
sources. For the IVP, specify IVPS.

DEFAULT(Y)

Indicates whether set is the default set.

The following is an example of the MSET parameters for the IVP:
DEFSET SETNAME(IVPS),DEFAULT(Y)

Defining other files needed for the IVP
Define a PDS with the following attributes to be used for the JCL you need for
defining IVP files and running the IVP jobs:
Fixed block record format (RECFM FB)
Partioned data set organization (DSORG PO)
Logical record length 80 bytes (LRECL 80)

Name this PDS IVP.BEP.JCL. The member CBMJCL in the BEP SCBMSAMP
distribution library has JCL for allocating this library.
The SCBMSAMP library also contains sample jobs to define BEP files. Copy the
following members from SCBMSAMP to IVP.BEP.JCL:
Table 45. SCBMSAMP JCL file members to be copied to IVP.BEP.JCL
Members to copy from SCBMSAMP
library

Description

CBMRULES

IDCAMS job to define the IVP RULEFILE
data set.

CBMRDBLD

Job to load the sample rules into the IVP
RULEFILE data set.

CBMDMAPS

Job to allocate the DATAMAPS PDS.

CBMLDDMS

Job to load sample data into the DATAMAPS
file.

CBMDBDK

Job to define the IMS DBD capture file (IMS
only).

CBMLDDBD

Job to load the sample DBD (IMS only).

When you have successfully copied the JCL members listed in Table 45, modify and
run the jobs as follows:
1. Modify and submit the CBMRULES job. This job defines the rules file.
Replace data set name your.bep.rulefile with the name IVP.BEP.RULEFILE. For
more information about the rules file, see “RULEFILE” on page 27.
2. Modify and submit the CBMRDBLD job. This job loads the rules file created
in the previous step with sample data. For example, the job should look like the
following, with your own high-level qualifier for the SCBMVSMI data set:
//CBMRDBLD
//*
//REPRO
//SYSPRINT
//INDD
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EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=0M
DD
SYSOUT=*
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DSN=@hlq@.SCBMVSMI(CBMVSMI),DISP=SHR
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//OUTDD
DD
DSN=IVP.BEP.RULEFILE,DISP=SHR
//SYSIN
DD
*
REPRO
INFILE(INDD) OUTFILE(OUTDD)
/*

3. Modify and submit the CBMDMAPS job. This job allocates the DATAMAPS
file, the attributes for which are as shown in the DD statement in the JCL as
follows:
//CBMDMAPS
//*
//ALLOCATE
//DATAMAPS
//
//
//
//
/*

JOB (accounting informaton)
EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,REGION=0M
DD DSN=IVP.BEP.DATAMAPS,
SPACE=(CYL,(3,1,10)),
DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=unit,
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=256,BLKSIZE=blksize),
VOL=SER=volser

4. Modify and submit the CBMLDDMS job. This job loads the DATAMAPS file
created in the previous step with the sample data:
//CBMLDDMS JOB (accounting information)
//*
//* Load the FILEA sample datamap...
//*
//LOAD1
EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,REGION=1M
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUT1
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@hlq@.SCBMVSMI(CBMDMPFA)
//SYSUT2
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=IVP.BEP.DATAMAPS
//SYSIN
DD *
GENERATE MAXNAME=1,MAXFLDS=1
MEMBER NAME=(FILEA)
RECORD FIELD=(256,1,,1)
//*
//* Load the DFH0CNAG sample datamap...
//*
//LOAD2
EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,REGION=1M
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUT1
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@hlq@.SCBMVSMI(CBMDMPDC)
//SYSUT2
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=IVP.BEP.DATAMAPS
//SYSIN
DD *
GENERATE MAXNAME=1,MAXFLDS=1
MEMBER NAME=(DFH0CNAG)
RECORD FIELD=(256,1,,1)
/*

5. Modify and submit the CBMDBDK job. This job allocates the DBD capture file
as follows:
//CBMDBDK JOB (accounting informaton)
//DELETE
EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=0M
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN
DD *
DELETE IVP.BEP.DBDM
SET MAXCC=0
/*
/* Define the IMS DBD capture VSAM file...
/*
//DEFINE
EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=0M
/*
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN
DD *
DEFINE CLUSTER(NAME(IVP.BEP.DBDM)UNIQUE
INDEXED –
CYL(5 1) SHR(2)
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RECORDSIZE(256 32760) KEYS(64 8)
–
FREESPACE(10 10) VOLUMES(volser)) –
DATA(NAME(IVP.BEP.DBDM.DATA) –
CISZ(32768))
–
INDEX(NAME(IVP.BEP.DBDM.INDEX)NOIMBED NOREPLICATE)

6. Modify and submit the CBMLDDBD job. This job loads the IMS DBD capture
file created in the previous step with sample data:
//CBMLDDBD JOB (accounting informaton)
//*
//REPRO
EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=0M
//SYSPRINT DD
SYSOUT=*
//INDD
DD
DSN=@hlq@.SCBMVSMI(CBMDBDMI),DISP=SHR
//OUTDD
DD
DSN=IVP.BEP.DBDM,DISP=SHR
//SYSIN
DD
*
REPRO
INFILE(INDD) OUTFILE(OUTDD)
/*

Creating the IVP JCL
The SCBMSAMP library distributed with BEP contains sample JCL to run the BEP
data space server and the message server. Copy the following members from
SCBMSAMP to your user procedure library (PROCLIB) or IVP.BEP.JCL.
Table 46. SCBMSAMP JCL data space and message server members to be copied to
IVP.BEP.JCL
Members to copy from SCBMSAMP
library

Description

CBMDSSVR

Data space server procedure

CBMMSVR

Message server procedure

CBMDESC

DB2 event source connector procedure (DB2
only)

CBMIEPR

IMS event source connector procedure (IMS
only)

When you have successfully copied the JCL members listed in Table 46, modify and
run the procedures as follows:
1. Modify and start the CBMDSSVR procedure. This procedure starts the IVP
data space server. For the IVP, change the CBMPARMS DD statement to
reference IVP.BEP.PARMLIB as follows:
//CBMPARMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=IVP.BEP.PARMLIB

Also change the high level qualifier for the SCBMAUTH DD statement to the
value you used for the installation of BEP:
//STEPLIB

DD

DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.SCBMAUTH

For more information about the data space server, see “Preparing the BEP data
space server” on page 21.
2. Modify and start the CBMMSVR procedure. This procedure starts the IVP
message server. For the IVP, change the following DD statements:
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//DATAMAPS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=IVP.BEP.DATAMAPS
//RULEFILE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=IVP.BEP.RULEFILE
//CBMPARMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=IVP.BEP.PARMLIB

Also change the high level qualifier for the SCBMAUTH DD statement to the
value you used for the installation of BEP:
//STEPLIB

DD

DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.SCBMAUTH

For more information about the message server, see “Preparing the BEP
message server” on page 25.
3. Modify and start the CBMDESC procedure. This procedure starts the IVP
DB2 event source connector. For the IVP, change the CBMPARMS DD
statement to reference IVP.BEP.PARMLIB as follows:
//CBMPARMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=IVP.BEP.PARMLIB

Also change the high level qualifier for the SCBMAUTH DD statement to the
value you used for the installation of BEP:
//STEPLIB

DD

DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.SCBMAUTH

4. Modify and start the CBMIEPR procedure. This procedure starts the IVP IMS
event source connector. For the IVP, change the CBMPARMS DD statement to
reference IVP.BEP.PARMLIB as follows:
//CBMPARMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=IVP.BEP.PARMLIB

Also change the high level qualifier for the SCBMAUTH DD statement to the
value you used for the installation of BEP:
//STEPLIB

DD

DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.SCBMAUTH

Running the BEP IVP
Perform steps 1 to 3 that follow to run the BEP IVP (these steps are common to
CICS, DB2 and IMS), then follow with step 4, as appropriate, to run the specific IVP
procedure for your chosen event source.
1. Start the MQSeries queue manager. Start the MQSeries queue manager that
owns the BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE (see step 2 under “Information you need to
run the IVP” on page 329).
2. Start the BEP data space server. From the MVS console, issue the following
START command:
START CBMDSSVR

When you see the following message on the console or message log, you are
ready to start the message server:
CBMDS0510 IVPD MAIN BEP data space server has initialized
3. Start the BEP message server. From the MVS console, issue the following
START command:
START CBMMSVR

When you see the following message on the console or message log, you are
ready to start your chosen event source in step 4.
CBMMX0110I CMS1 MAIN BEP message server has initialized
4. Run the CICS, DB2, or IMS IVP. These event source IVPs are described in the
following sections.
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The CICS IVP
BEP provides a CICS event source connector IVP to ensure that the CICS
component is properly installed. If you are not going to use the BEP CICS
component you can omit the following steps for running the CICS IVP.
Review the information in “Preparing the CICS event source connector” on page 52
for detailed information about setting up your CICS region for use with BEP. The
following is a checklist of the steps you need to take to run the CICS IVP:
1. Modify your startup JCL for the CICS region you are going to use for the IVP,
to include the BEP-supplied CICS load library in the DFHRPL concatenation.
Note that the correct load library is named your.bep.SCBMLOAD, not
your.bep.SCBMAUTH.
2. The SCBMSAMP library distributed with BEP contains sample JCL to define
the BEP CICS programs, transaction, and maps. If you want to define all these
in your CICS CSD before starting the CICS region, copy the following
members from SCBMSAMP to your IVP.BEP.JCL:
Table 47. Sample JCL members to define programs, transaction, and maps
Member name

Description

CBMMAPS

This job adds the three required mapset definitions to your
DFHCSD

CBMPROGS

This job adds the required program definitions to your DFHCSD

CBMTRANS

This job adds the BEP transaction definition to your DFHCSD

3. Modify the three jobs described in step 2, as explained in the comments for
each job, to change the STEPLIB and DFHCSD data set names to the correct
names for your installation. Note that all the CSD DEFINE commands in these
jobs define the resources in a group named BEP, and each job contains an
ADD command to add the BEP group to a group list. You can add the BEP
group to an existing group list, or add the group to a new group list. To install
the BEP resources during CICS initialization, ensure that the group list you
choose is specified on your CICS GRPLIST system initialization parameter.
Alternatively, you can delete the ADD commands and install the resources
manually after CICS has started. Also, note that in the CBMPROGS job,
several of the defined programs have 3 versions, one for each of three
different releases of CICS TS. You can delete all the program names for the
CICS releases that you are not using. Run all three of these jobs
4. Start your CICS region. Start the CICS region that you plan to use for the
IVP.
5. Review the information in Appendix B, “BEP-supplied sample data,” on page
343. This provides details of the CICS sample rules provided with BEP. Ensure
that at least one of the sample CICS applications is available.
If the CICS IVP applications are not defined to start automatically in the CICS
regions you are using, you might also need to enter the following two
commands:
CEDA I GROUP(DFH$AFLA)
CEDA I GROUP(DFH$FILA)

For more information about using the CICS sample application, see the topic
“CICS Verification” in the CICS Installation Guide for the release of CICS that
you are using.
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6. If you did not add the BEP resource definitions to a group list named on the
GRPLIST system initialization (as discussed above in step 3 on page 336),
install the BEP components in the CICS region now using the following
command from a CICS terminal:
CEDA I GROUP(BEP)

7. Start BEP in the CICS region. If you have not included the BEP CICS startup
program in your PLTPI table, start BEP in the CICS region using the following
command from a 3270 terminal:
BEPM START

Note: If you did not specify the message server parameter PUBLIC(Y) as
shown in Table 42 on page 331, also specify the message server
identifier as part of the startup command as follows:
BEPM START,CMSID(xxxx)

where xxxx is the four character identifier for the message server. For more
information about the BEPM START command, see “START” on page 133.
As a result of the START command, you should receive the BEP status screen
including a message saying that BEP has been started in the region. When the
status screen is displayed, press function key F7 to display the status of the
BEP exit programs. All BEP exit programs should show a status of STARTED.
8. Run a CICS sample application. When BEP has successfully started in the
CICS region, run the AMNU or the NACT transaction (or both) to create
messages. For information on what events cause BEP to create messages in
these transactions, see the discussion for the AMNU and NACT rules groups
under “The sample rules database objects for CICS” on page 344.
9. Check for messages created. When you have created some messages, use
the BEPM STATUS command and go to the statistics screen to ensure that
messages have been created. You can also use the BEP message server
DISPLAY command to display statistics for the message server.
10. Print the BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE. To prove that messages have been
successfully created, you can use MQSeries to print the queue.
11. Shut down BEP in CICS. When you are satisfied with the results of the IVP,
you can shut down BEP in the region using the following command:
BEPM SHUTDOWN

The DB2 IVP
BEP provides a DB2 event source connector IVP to ensure that the DB2
component is properly installed. If you are not going to use the BEP DB2
component you can omit the following steps for running the DB2 IVP.
1. Determine the DB2 subsystem that you are going to use for the IVP. The
BEP DB2 IVP uses a sample DB2 table and application built by the DB2 IVP.
For this reason, ensure that the DB2 subsystem you select has the DB2 IVP
installed in it. When you have selected the DB2 subsystem, follow the steps
described in “Preparing the BEP DB2 event processor” on page 68 for the
chosen DB2 subsystem.
2. Modify the DB2 sample table. Modify the sample table to enable DATA
CAPTURE CHANGES. This is required of any DB2 table for which the BEP
DB2 component is to generate messages. SCBMSAMP member CBMDIVP
contains an example of how to do this for the sample table. See the DB2
Adminstration Guide for your release of DB2 for more information about altering
a table to capture data changes.
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3. Configure your DB2 event source connector. Configure your BEP DB2 event
source (CBMDESC). See “Preparing the DB2 event source connector” on page
61 for details. Table 48 shows the changes to the DB2 MDEP parameter
member for the IVP, and Table 49 shows the MDB2L parameters you need to
modify for the IVP.
Table 48. Changes to MDEP parameter member for the IVP
MDEP parameters

Parameter description

DEPID(IVP2)

Specifies the name you are assigning to this
DB2 event source connector. For the IVP,
specify IVP2.

CMSID(IVPM)

Specifies the name of the BEP message
server to which this DB2 event source
connector is to be connected. For the IVP,
either omit this parameter or specify IVPM.

Table 49. Changes to MDB2L parameter member for the IVP
MDB2L parameters

Parameter description

SSID(ssid)

Specifies the name of the DB2 subsystem ID
for the DB2 that you are using for the test.

PLAN(planname)

Specifies the DB2 plan name to be used to
obtain log records and table SCHEMA
information from the DB2 subsystem.

4. Start the DB2 event source connector. Issue the start command to start the
DB2 event source connector procedure, CBMDESC (see “Preparing the DB2
event source connector” on page 61 for details).
5. Execute the sample DB2 application. The BEP DB2 IVP uses the phone
application. Execute the phone application with one or more update actions. You
can use any form (batch or online) or language (COBOL, PL/I, etc.) of the
phone application. Check the output of the phone application to ensure that at
least one record was updated.
6. Print the BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE. When you have completed the DB2 sample
workload, print the BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE to prove that you have created
messages and that the IVP is successful. You can also use the message server
DISPLAY command and the DB2 event source DISPLAY command to show
statistics.
7. Shut down the BEP DB2 event source connector. When you have
successfully completed the IVP and printed the results, you can shut down the
DB2 event source connector. Use the DB2 event source connector STOP
command at the MVS console, through the MVS MODIFY command, as follows:
MODIFY jobname,STOP
(where jobname is the name of the DB2 event source connector job)

The IMS IVP
BEP provides an IMS event source connector IVP to ensure that the IMS
component is properly installed. If you are not going to use the BEP IMS
component, you can omit running the IMS IVP. This topic describes the steps to
prepare and run the BEP IMS IVP.
The IMS IVP uses samples shipped with BEP that are intended to demonstrate
message creation using the IMS IVP sample application. For more information on
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the IMS IVP sample application, see IMS Version 8 Installation Volume 1:
Installation Verification, GC27-1297. The sample rule distributed with BEP works
with the following IMS IVP DBDs:
DBD name
Database name
DFSIVD1
IVPDB1
DFSIVD2
IVPDB2
DFSIVD3
IVPDB3
To run the IMS IVP, perform the following steps:
1. Select an IMS region or IMS batch job to run the BEP IMS IVP. Identify the
DB/DC or DBCTL region or IMS batch job that you want to use with the IVP. In
our example, we use an IMS DB/DC region named IMS81CR1. You also need
to know the IMS subsystem ID (IMSID) of the DB/DC or DBCTL region or, if
you are setting up the IVP with an IMS batch job, the IMSID of the IMS control
region that owns the database that your IMS batch job updates. In our sample
the IMSID is IVP1. You also need the authority to modify the IMS region JCL to
add BEP data sets.
2. Assemble the BEP IMS CBMIMST table. Edit, then assemble and link-edit,
the BEP IMS table. BEP provides this sample IMS table, called CBMIMST, in
the SCBMSAMP library. Edit this source file to define the job name of your IMS
region or batch job and the IMSID.
The source statements in CBMIMST include the BEP macro CBMIMSM that is
needed when you assemble and link-edit the table. The CBMIMSM macro is in
BEP SCBMSAMP.
The following are sample CBMIMST table statements showing you how to
define the IMS control region or batch job for the BEP IMS IVP.
CBMIMSM

TYPE=IMSTABLE
ALTEXIT1=
CBMIMSM TYPE=IMS,
IMSJOB=IMS81CR1,
IMSID=IVP1
CBMIMSM

CBMIMSM

TYPE=IMS,
IMSJOB=DBBBATCH,
IMSID=IVP1
TYPE=FINISH

Start the table
optional alternate exit name
The IVP DB/DC region

Or your batch job name
End of table.

Figure 22. Sample

Note: If you have other software products that use the DFSFLGX0 IMS exit,
BEP enables other exits to coexist under a different name. You can
rename the DFSFLGX0 modules of other products and specify the new
names in the CBMIMST table on the ALTEXITn parameters. See
member CBMIMST in the BEP SAMPLIB library for information on how
you can specify up to eight additional exit modules. If the load libraries
in your IMS STEPLIB concatenation do not contain an existing
DFSFLGX0 load module, you need only the BEP supplied exit (see step
3 on page 340 that follows) and you can either remove the ALTEXIT1=
parameter or leave it blank.
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For more information about modifying and assembling this table, see
“Preparing IMS for BEP” on page 82.
3. Add BEP data sets to your IMS job JCL. The BEP IMS logger exit,
DFSFLGX0, is distributed in the BEP authorized library, SCBMAUTH, and must
be present in your IMS region or batch job to monitor events. To ensure this
exit is available to the IMS regions that you have selected for the IMS BEP
IVP, either include the BEP authorized library in your IMS STEPLIB
concatenation or add SCBMAUTH to your MVS LINKLST.
In addition, add DD statements for the BEP parameter members data set and
for the output messages destination to your IMS job JCL, as follow:
//CBMPARMS
//CBMMSGS

DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.bep.parmlib
DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=121, BLKSIZE=121)

4. Add the EXIT=* parameter to your IMS IVP DBD. Using the IMS IVP
databases DFSIVD1, DFSIVD2, or DFSIVD3, add the EXIT=* parameter to the
DBD statement and regenerate (regen) your DBD. For more information, see
“Preparing the IMS event source connector” on page 71 and the IMS Utilities
Reference: System.
5. Configure your IMS event source connector. Configure your BEP IMS event
source (CBMIEPR). See “Preparing the IMS event source connector” on page
71 for details. Table 50 shows the changes to the IMS IIEP parameter member
for the IVP, and Table 51 shows the ISTS parameters you need to modify for
the IVP.
Table 50. Main changes to IIEP parameters member for the IVP
IIEP parameters

Parameter description

IEPID(IVPI)

Specifies the name you are assigning to this
BEP IMS event source connector. For the
IVP, specify IVPI.

CMSID(IVPM)

Specifies the name of the BEP message
server to which this BEP IMS event source
connector is to be connected. For the IVP,
either omit this parameter or specify IVPM.

PUBLIC(Y)

Specifies whether or not this IMS event
source connector is the public instance. For
the IVP, specify Y.

In addition to the IIEP parameter changes, modify the ISTS parameter member
as follows:
Table 51. Main changes to ISTS parameters member for the IVP
ISTS Parameters

Description

ISTNAME(ISET)

Specifies the name of the IMS set, which
should be ISET for the IVP.

DEFAULT(Y)

Specifies whether this set is the default IMS
set. For the IVP, specify Y.

DEFIST ISTNAME(ISET),DEFAULT(Y)

6. Modify the CBMMSVR procedure. If necessary, modify the CBMMSVR
procedure to uncomment the CBMDBDM DD statement, to specify the name of
the DBDM data set that you created earlier in step 6 in topic “Defining other
files needed for the IVP” on page 332. If you change this DD statement, you
also need to stop and restart the CBMMSVR message server.
7. Start your IMS event source connector. Start your IMS event source
connector, using the CBMIEPR procedure.
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8. Start your IMS region or submit your IMS batch job. Ensure that your
MQSeries IVP queue manager, your BEP data space server, message server,
and IMS event source connector are all started. Start your IMS region or
submit your IMS batch job. If you are using an IMS control region, start your
BMP or MPP program to generate updates to your selected database.
9. Print the BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE. When your test workload is finished, print
the IVP MQSeries queue to prove you have created the messages you
expected and that the IVP is successful. You can also use the DISPLAY
command in the message server and the IMS event source connector to show
statistics.
10. Shut down the BEP IMS event source connector. When you have
successfully completed the IVP and printed the results, you can shut down the
IMS event source connector. Use the IMS event source connector STOP
command at the MVS console through the MVS MODIFY command, as
follows:
MODIFY jobname,STOP
(where jobname is the name of the IMS event source connector job)

Stopping the BEP IVP address spaces
When you have finished the CICS, DB2, and IMS component IVPs, you can shut
down the data space server and message server address spaces that you started
specifically for the IVPs. You do this in each case by issuing the STOP command to
the appropriate job, using the MVS MODIFY command as follows:
MODIFY jobname,STOP
(where jobname is the name of the appropriate server job)
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Appendix B. BEP-supplied sample data
This appendix discusses the main items of sample data supplied by BEP. It also
provides, in “All samples” on page 346, a list of all the sample materials supplied by
BEP.

Overview
BEP provides sample data on the BEP distribution tape to help you get started. This
appendix provides information on what sample data is provided, how to implement it
on your system, and what the sample data will do. You should consider
implementing the sample data and running the BEP IVP to capture and publish
events to get a better understanding of how BEP works.

Loading the sample data
BEP provides three types of sample data on the distribution tape:
v Sample rules database file objects for CICS, DB2, and IMS
v The data maps required by the CICS and IMS sample rules
v The IMS sample DBD definitions in BEP internal format.
The sample rules database file data is loaded into data set @hlq@.SCBMVSMI
during the BEP installation process, where the high-level qualifier you chose during
the installation of BEP replaces the variable @hlq@ . This is a PDS that contains
four members, described as follows:
v Member CBMVSMI contains the sample rules database file, which is in IDCAMS
REPRO format. You can load the data into your rules database VSAM file by
using JCL similar to the JCL supplied in the BEP SCBMSAMP member,
CBMRDBLD.
v Members CBMDMPFA and CBMDMPDC contain the sample data maps. You
can load the data maps into your BEP DATAMAPS file by using JCL similar to
the JCL supplied in the BEP SCBMSAMP member, CBMLDDMS.
v Member CBMDBDMI contains the sample DBD definitions data set, which is in
IDCAMS REPRO format. You can load the data into your CBMDBDM VSAM file
by using JCL similar to the JCL supplied in the BEP SCBMSAMP member,
CBMLDDBD.
If you plan to use the sample rules database objects, load the sample data maps
before attempting to start the message server. If you do not do so, you receive error
messages stating that the data maps required by the sample rules do not exist. You
can still start the message server, but there will be no rules implemented. . For IMS
users, in addition to loading the sample rules and data maps, you must also load
the sample DBD before starting the message server.

Modifying the BEP sample rules
It is unlikely that you will need to modify the sample rules that are provided for
purposes of running the IVP. However, if you want to change the rules in any way,
for example to change the name of the output queue to be used, connect to a
message server using the workstation administration client, download the rules,
modify them, and then upload them again.
However, before you begin this process, first define the Default Code Page Used on
Host as US English – 1140. You find this option in the workstation administration
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client by selecting File, Preferences... from the menu, and then opening the
Appearances and Locale Options tab. If you do not set the Default Code Page
Used on Host correctly, you cannot access the rules file from the workstation.

The BEP SAMPLE GROUPS LIST group list
The rules database file sample data contains a single group list called BEP
SAMPLE GROUPS LIST. This group list consists of four rule groups, two for CICS,
and one each for IMS and DB2 (see “Loading the sample data” on page 343 for
more information). To start the BEP message server using this group list, specify
this group name via the GRPLIST parameter in the CBMPARMS MMAIN member.
For more information about the GRPLIST parameter, see Table 4 on page 30.

The sample rules database objects for CICS
The sample rules database objects for CICS consist of two rule groups:
v The AMNU sample rules, for the CICS FILEA sample application
v The NACT sample rules, for the CICS NACT sample application.
When you use the BEP SAMPLE GROUPS LIST, the rules for group AMNU
SAMPLE RULES are loaded first, followed by the rules for group NACT SAMPLE
RULES.

The AMNU SAMPLE RULES group
BEP uses the AMNU SAMPLE RULES group with the CICS-supplied sample
application FILEA. For more information about installing and using the FILEA
sample application, see the CICS 4.1 Sample Applications Guide.
The AMNU rule group contains a single rule named NEW EMPLOYEE RULE. The
rule is set up to identify successful WRITE requests to the CICS sample file, FILEA,
requests issued by the AADD sample transaction. When BEP detects an AADD
write request, it creates and publish a message containing the literal value “New
Employee”, followed by the contents of the NUMB, NAME, ADDRX, and DATEX
fields, which are described by the data map FILEA. The message is also prefixed
by the BEP standard message header. The message is written to the MQSeries
message queue BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE owned by the queue manager set up as
the default queue manager for the associated BEP message server.

The NACT SAMPLE RULES rule group
The NACT SAMPLE RULES rule group is used with the CICS-supplied sample
application NACT. For more information about installing and using this application,
see the CICS External Interfaces Guide. Note that this sample application is only
available with CICS TS Version 2.
This rule group contains two rules. The first, CREDIT CARD COUNT LIMIT, is
written to identify successful WRITE or REWRITE requests to file ACCTFILE by the
NACT transaction. When such an event is detected, the data associated with the
event (the record being added or updated) is checked to see if the field CARDSDO
from data map DFHC0NAG contains a value greater than 2. If it does, a message
is published to the MQSeries message queue BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE. The
message contains the BEP standard message header, followed by the literal string
“Credit card count limit exceeded”. The literal value is followed by the contents of a
number of data variables contained in the data map DFH0CNAG.
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The second rule in this group is called IBM SPECIAL CODES RULE, which is also
written to detect successful WRITE or REWRITE requests to file ACCTFILE by the
NACT transaction. For a message to be published by this rule, the data map fields
SCODE1DO, SCODE2DO, and SCODE3DO (as described by data map
DFHC0NAG) must contain the values I, B, and M, respectively. If a match is found,
a message containing the BEP standard message header, followed by the literal
“IBM special matching codes”, followed by the contents of several fields from data
map DFHC0NAG, is published to message queue BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE.

The sample rules database objects for DB2
The sample rules database objects for DB2 consists of the single rule group called
DB2 IVP and its one rule called DB2 IVP PHONE BOOK. This rule is loaded when
you use the BEP SAMPLE GROUPS LIST.

The DB2 IVP sample rules group
You use the DB2 IVP rule group with the DB2-supplied sample phone book
application. For more information about installing and using this application, see the
DB2 Universal Database for OS/390 Installation Guide.
The rule group contains only one rule, the DB2 IVP PHONE BOOK rule. This rule is
written to detect any type of data change (INSERT, UPDATE or DELETE) to the
EMP table used by the phone book application. When such an event is detected, a
message is published to the MQSeries message queue BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE
owned by the queue manager set up as the default queue manager for the
associated BEP message server. The message is written with the BEP standard
message header followed by the entire contents of the data row that is being
changed.

The sample rules database objects for IMS
The sample rules database objects for IMS consists of the single rule group (IMS
IVP) and its one rule (IMS IVP PHONE BOOK). This rule is loaded when you use
the BEP SAMPLE GROUPS LIST.

The IMS IVP sample rules rule group
You use the IMS IVP rule group with the IMS IVP supplied sample phone book
application. For more information about installing and using this application, see the
IMS Installation Volume 1: Installation Verification. The rule group contains one rule,
the IMS IVP PHONE BOOK rule. This rule is written to detect any type of data
change (ISRT, REPL or DLET) to either the DFSIVD1, DFSIVD2 or DFSIVD3
database used by the phone book application. When such an event is detected, a
message is published to the MQSeries message queue BEP.SAMPLES.QUEUE
owned by the queue manager set up as the default queue manager for the
associated BEP message server. The message contains the BEP standard
message header followed by the entire contents of the changed segment.
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All samples
Table 52 gives a list of all the samples provided by BEP.
Table 52. Complete list of all BEP-supplied samples
Name of
sample
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Member name
(if applicable)

Brief description

CBMCOAD

Sample COBOL LE exit program that generates a CICS
event audit report.

CBMCOADD

Sample COBOL LE user exit program that generates a
DB2 event audit report.

CBMCOADI

Sample COBOL LE user exit program that generates an
IMS event audit report.

CBMCOAFI

COBOL copybook version of the CICS AMNU sample
application FILEA record layout.

CBMCODBP

COBOL copybook that maps the BEP identifying prefix
that connects the DB2 before and after image of an
update.

CBMCOEMP

COBOL copybook version of the DB2 IVP employee
sample table.

CBMCOEMX

COBOL copybook version of the DB2 employee IVP
table that excludes the null and length fields. This
copybook is used to create an image of the row that can
be translated to XML.

CBMCOEX

Sample COBOL LE user exit program that generates a
CICS XML message.

CBMCOEXD

Sample COBOL LE user exit program that generates a
DB2 XML message.

CBMCOEXI

Sample COBOL LE user exit program that generates an
IMS XML message.

CBMCOIMC

COBOL copybook that maps the CAPD LOGID X'12'
IMS change data capture log record.

CBMCOIMP

COBOL copybook to map the BEP identifying prefix that
connects the various elements of the IMS change data
capture log record.

CBMCOIV0

COBOL copybook that maps the CAPD LOGID X'00'
IMS change data capture log record.

CBMCOIVD

COBOL copybook that maps the IMS sample application
phone book root segment.

CBMCOIVE

COBOL copybook that maps the IMS sample application
phone book root segment that excludes . This version
does not have the variable prefixes and can be used in
the BEP copybook conversion utility.

CBMCOLEX

COBOL copybook of the LE exit parameter list.

CBMCORPH

COBOL sample audit report message prefix.

CBMCOSMC

COBOL copybook of the BEP standard message header
(CICS suffix).

CBMCOSMD

COBOL copybook of the BEP standard message header
(DB2 suffix)

CBMCOSMH

COBOL copybook of the BEP standard message header
(common prefix).
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Table 52. Complete list of all BEP-supplied samples (continued)
Name of
sample

Member name
(if applicable)

Brief description

CBMCOSMI

COBOL copybook of the BEP standard message header
(IMS suffix)

CBMCOSXC

COBOL copybook with selected BEP CICS standard
message header fields for use with XML translation.

CBMCOSXD

COBOL copybook with selected BEP DB2 standard
message header fields for use with XML translation.

CBMCOSXH

COBOL copybook with selected BEP standard message
header fields for use with XML translation.

CBMCOSXI

COBOL copybook with selected BEP IMS standard
message fields for use with XML translation.

CBMCSRC

CICS applid

CICS connector recovery parameters for the APPLID

CBMDAUTH

DB2 connector DB2 authorization sample JCL

CBMDBDK

IMS VSAM DEFINE sample JCL for DBD map dataset

CBMDBIND

DB2 connector BIND sample JCL

CBMDESC

DB2 connector started task sample JCL

CBMDIVP

DB2 IVP installation sample JCL

CBMDMAPS

COBOL data maps sample allocation JCL

CBMDSRC

DSRCxxxx

DB2 connector recovery parameters for DB2 SSID

CBMDSSVR

Data space server started task sample JCL

CBMIEPR

IMS connector started task sample JCL

CBMIIEP

IIEP

IMS connector parameter member

CBMIMSC
CBMIMSID
CBMIMSID

IMS region sample DD statements
IMS imsid

IMS connector parameters for the IMS SSID

CBMIMSM

Assembler MACRO for building the CBMIMST table

CBMIMST

IMS connector table sample

CBMINITP

CICS INITPARM sample statements

CBMISET

ISETxxxx

IMS connector set parameter member

CBMISRC

ISRCxxxx

IMS connector recovery parameter member for IMS
SSID

CBMISTS

ISTS

IMS connector set list parameter member

CBMJCL

IVP JCL library allocation sample JCL

CBMLDDBD

IMS IVP DBD map VSAM REPRO sample JCL

CBMLDDMS

COBOL IVP data maps load JCL

CBMMAPS

CICS connector map set definition JCL

CBMMDB2L

MDB2L

DB2 connector SSID list parameter member

CBMMDEP

MDEP

DB2 connector parameter member

CBMMDSS

MDSS

Data space server parameter member

CBMMLOG

CICS MVS logger recovery log define sample JCL

CBMMMAIN

MMAIN

Message server parameter member

CBMMQMGR

MQMGR

Message server queue manager list parameter member
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Table 52. Complete list of all BEP-supplied samples (continued)
Name of
sample

Member name
(if applicable)

CBMMSETS

MSETS

Message server event source set list parameter member

CBMMSETX

MSETxxxx

Message server event source parameter member for set

CBMMSVR
CBMMXTKX

|
|

Message server started task sample JCL
MXTKxxxx

Message server queue task parameter member

CBMPARMS

Message server parameter PDS allocation JCL

CBMPLTPI

CICS connector sample PLTPI entries

CBMPLTSD

CICS connector sample PLTSD entries

CBMPPT

Data space server sample MVS PLT entry

CBMPROGS

CICS connector program definition JCL

CBMQMGRX

QMGRxxxx

Message server MQSeries parameter member for MQ
SSID

CBMQUESX

QUESxxxx

Message server queue name list parameter member

CBMRCOPY

Rule copy sample JCL

CBMRDBLD

IVP rules load sample JCL

CBMRFMIG

BEP V1R1 to V1R2 rules migration utility sample JCL

CBMRRSFP
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Brief description

RRSFxxxx

Sample message server parameters used to control the
DB2 RRSAF connection.

CBMRULES

Rules data set VSAM DEFINE sample JCL

CBMRXP

Host rule exit parameter list

CBMSMH

BEP standard message header (Assembler)

CBMTRANS

CICS define transaction ID sample JCL

CBMUXP

CICS, IMS and DB2 connector user exit parameter list
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Appendix C. BEP recoverable messages
There are certain unusual situations where operating system failure, event source
failure, MQSeries, or message server failure, can result in lost messages unless
you take steps to protect them. For many applications, these extra steps are not
necessary. However, for those applications where you cannot tolerate any lost or
duplicated messages and are therefore willing to commit the extra MQSeries queue
resources, you need to configure BEP for recoverable messages. This appendix
describes how to ensure your messages are recoverable.
To enable BEP recoverable messages is straightforward, and the following is a
check list of the steps to make sure that your messages are recoverable.
v Define MQSeries control queues for message server usage
v Configure restart information for your event sources (optional)
v CICS recoverable messages
v DB2 recoverable messages
v IMS recoverable messages
v Batch VSAM recoverable messages
v Enable recoverable messages
v Restart the BEP components.

|

These steps are discussed in the following sections:
v “Define MQSeries control queues for message server use”
v “CICS recoverable messages” on page 350
v “DB2 recoverable messages” on page 352
v “IMS recoverable messages” on page 352
v “Batch VSAM recoverable messages” on page 353
v “Configure restart information for event sources” on page 354
v “Enable recoverable messages” on page 354
v “Restart the BEP components” on page 357
v “Operational considerations” on page 357

Define MQSeries control queues for message server use
The message server uses one or more MQSeries queues to track restart
information. These queues must be persistent and local, and must not be shared
with any other application. You need one control queue for each combination of
message server set and queue manager to which you want to publish recoverable
messages. For example, if you have one message server set called SET1, and two
MQSeries queue managers called CSQ1 and CSQ2, you need two control queues.
If you have two message server sets, SET1 and SET2, you need four control
queues, one for each combination of set and queue manager. When your MQSeries
administrator has defined your control queues, identify them to your message
server. You do this using the QUESxxxx parameter member for each MQSeries
queue manager. See “QUESxxxx (optional)” on page 49 for more information about
specifying control queues.
Note: A control queue cannot also be a target queue for messages created by
BEP.
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The message server can support multiple MQSeries queue managers, with or
without recovery enabled. However, with recovery enabled, all messages from a
particular event source should be directed to the same MQSeries queue manager in
order to ensure complete integrity. Messages from different event sources, however,
can still go to different queue managers.
All messages written to the control queues by the message server are 496 bytes
long. The message server periodically removes messages from the control queues
that are older than the oldest in-flight UOW. The oldest in-flight UOW in the control
queues is updated whenever the event source connector recovery check point
count (specified by the CKPCNT parameter) is exceeded. To accommodate the
volume of UOW messages stored between checkpoints, ensure that your control
queues are defined with a queue depth at least twice the value specified by the
CKPCNT parameter in your event source connector recovery parameter member.
For information about event source connector recovery parameters, see the
following topics about the relevant parameter members:
v For CICS and member xxxxxxxx, see “CICS event source connector parameters”
on page 53
v For DB2 and member DSRCxxxx , see “DSRCxxxx (required for DB2 message
recovery)” on page 66
v For IMS and member ISRCxxxx see “ISRCxxxx (required for IMS message
recovery)” on page 80.
v For batch VSAM and member xxxxxxxx (default name BATGRPID), see
“xxxxxxxx (optional group ID member)” on page 91.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Be aware that your MQSeries control queue depth might have to be defined even
larger if your event source connector has long-running transactions that do not take
frequent syncpoints. Essentially, your control queue must be able to hold
information for all UOWs that commit or back out while your longest running UOW
is in progress.

CICS recoverable messages
When you have defined the MQSeries control queues for the message server as
discussed in “Define MQSeries control queues for message server use” on page
349), the next steps are to define the required CICS event source connector
recovery parameters and objects to ensure that the event source connector is ready
to create recoverable messages. These steps are summarized as follows:
v Ensure you specify RECOVER(YES) and the RCOVLOG parameter with the
name of an MVS log stream. You specify these required recovery parameters in
a CBMPARMS member called xxxxxxxx, where xxxxxxxx is the applid of the
CICS region for which you want to make messages recoverable.
Also, before creating the CBMPARMS xxxxxxxx member, consider the restart
options you need to specify (see “Configure restart information for event sources”
on page 354 for a brief summary about BEP restart defaults). See “CICS event
source connector parameters” on page 53 for information about all the recovery
parameters you can specify.
v Create a member in CBMPARMS called MLOGxxxx, where xxxx is the name of
the message server set name that you want to process the CICS recoverable
messages. See “BEP message server parameters” on page 29 for information on
how to do this.
v Define an MVS log stream in which the CICS event source connector can store
event messages until they can be sent to the designated MQSeries queue. You
can model the MVS log stream on a CICS system log stream, but the log stream
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cannot be used by CICS itself. Ensure you define the log stream explicitly before
you start the CICS event source connector, with a block size of 64000 bytes.
Also, specify the predefined log stream name on the RCOVLOG parameter in the
xxxxxxxx applid member. The BEP SCBMSAMP member, CBMMLOG, contains a
sample log stream definition that you can copy and edit for your own use.
For information about defining an MVS log stream for use as a CICS system log,
see the CICS Installation Guide. This describes how to define the MVS logger
environment for CICS and contains sample JCL. There is also information in the
CICS System Definition Guide, particularly the topic “Planning your CICS system
log streams ”.
v Add CBMMSGS and CBMPARMS DD statements to the CICS regions that
require recoverable messages. For example:
//CBMPARMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.BEP.parmlib
//CBMMSGS DD SYSOUT=class-letter,
//
DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121)

Note: You can omit the CBMMSGS and CBMPARMS DD statements, in which
case the BEP event source connector allocates these dynamically during
BEP start up. For this purpose, the CICS event source connector obtains
the CBMPARMS PDS name from a message server control block in the
ECSA, where it is stored by the BEP message server.
v Activate BEP automatically during CICS region initialization by defining an entry
in the CICS PLTPI as described in “Starting BEP during CICS initialization” on
page 60. This ensures that no messages are missed during recovery.

CICS operational considerations
The message server has to be active at least once following an MVS IPL before
you can start a CICS event source connector that is to be associated with that
particular message server. For example, if BEP in CICSA is to be connected to
message server CBM1, CBM1 must have been started at least once since the last
MVS IPL. This is because the CICS event source connector depends on certain
information built by the message server after the IPL.
Do not change STARTTYPE(COLD) in the message server parameter member
MMAIN if the previous execution of the message server failed. If you must perform
STARTTYPE(COLD) processing, quiesce your CICS event source connector using
the BEPM command. When the message server has initialized, you can use the
BEPM command to restart the event source connector (see “BEP CICS connector
commands” on page 129).

The CICS BEP recovery MVS log stream
Recovery is active in a CICS event source connector when you specify
RECOVER(RULE) or RECOVER(YES) in the xxxxxxxx applid member. When
recovery is active, all messages created by the event source connector are written
to the MVS log stream that you specified in the RCOVLOG parameter in the applid
member. You must predefine the MVS log stream before starting the CICS event
source connector. You are recommended to model your CICS BEP recovery log
stream on an existing CICS system log stream and override log stream parameters
as appropriate. A sample member, CBMMLOG, which includes recommended
parameter values, provides an example.
When defining your log stream for recovery, note the following:
v The MAXBUFSIZE log stream parameter must be 64000.
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v The BEP recovery log stream must be exclusively used by the CICS connector. It
cannot be a log stream used by CICS.
For more information about defining MVS log streams for use in CICS regions, see
the CICS Installation guide.

Tuning the CICS BEP recovery MVS log stream
It is important that the CICS event source connector can write to the MVS log
stream that you define for the CICS BEP recovery log, and that the message server
can read from the CICS BEP recovery log as efficiently as possible. This includes
making sure there is enough coupling facility or DASD storage resources for log
streams so that frequent structure full conditions are avoided. The resources you
need depend on the volume of messages created by the CICS event source
connector. A starting point is to model your CICS recovery log stream on your CICS
system log and then periodically monitor the SMF type 88 records to make sure this
definition is sufficient for the volume of messages your connector is creating.
You can choose to have older messages deleted from the CICS BEP recovery log
stream as their units of work are completed by specifying the TRIMTAIL parameter.
This reduces the number of messages kept in the MVS log stream, but this also
does not allow you to re-send messages that have already been sent when you
specify the RESTART(OVER) and BEGTIME(time) parameters. See the TRIMTAIL
parameter in the xxxxxxxx applid parameter member under “xxxxxxxx (required for
CICS message recovery)” on page 53 for more details on how to delete (or keep)
previously processed messages.
For more information about tuning MVS logger performance for CICS regions, see
the topic that discusses logging and journaling performance considerations in the
CICS Performance Guide.

DB2 recoverable messages
When you have defined the MQSeries control queues for the message server as
discussed in “Define MQSeries control queues for message server use” on page
349), the next step is to define the required DB2 event source connector recovery
parameters to ensure that the event source connector is ready to create
recoverable messages, as follows:
v Create a member in CBMPARMS called DSRCxxxx, where xxxx is the DB2
subsystem ID for which you want to make messages recoverable and ensure you
specify RECOVER(YES) in the DSRCxxxx member (the default is NO). See
“DSRCxxxx (required for DB2 message recovery)” on page 66 for information on
how to do this.

IMS recoverable messages
When you have defined the MQSeries control queues for the message server as
discussed in “Define MQSeries control queues for message server use” on page
349), the next steps are to define the required IMS event source connector recovery
parameters and objects to ensure that the event source connector is ready to
create recoverable messages. These steps are summarized as follows:
v Create a member in CBMPARMS called ISRCxxxx, where xxxx is the IMS
subsystem ID for which you want to make messages recoverable and ensure you
specify RECOVER(YES) in the ISRCxxxx member. See “ISRCxxxx (required for
IMS message recovery)” on page 80 for information on how to do this.
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v Modify and reassemble the CBMIMST table (see “Preparing IMS for BEP” on
page 82.
v Shut down all IMS regions that are being monitored by BEP, restart the IMS
event connector, and then and restart the IMS regions.
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
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|
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Batch VSAM recoverable messages
When you have defined the MQSeries control queues for the message server as
discussed in “Define MQSeries control queues for message server use” on page
349, the next steps are to define the required batch VSAM event source connector
recovery parameters and objects to ensure that the event source connector is ready
to create recoverable messages. These steps are summarized as follows:
v Ensure you specify RECOVER(YES) and the RCOVLOG parameter with the
name of an MVS log stream. You specify these required recovery parameters in
a CBMPARMS member called xxxxxxxx, where xxxxxxxx is derived from the
group name specified on the BATGRPID parameter in the VSAMLIST file entry
for the data set for which you want to make messages recoverable. If you are
also a CICS event source connector user, you can ensure that recovery
messages go to the same recovery log by putting the CICS APPLID on the
CICSAPPL parameter of the VSAMLIST definition for your VSAM file. For
example:
DEFBVSM DSN(your.file) BATGRPID(batgrpid) CICSAPPL(cics-applid)

v After you have completed the above step , the batch VSAM event source
connector processing your VSAM files will use the RCOVLOG parameter from
the CICS recovery member identified by cics-applid. Note, however, that all other
recovery parameters will come from your batch VSAM xxxxxxxx BATGRPID
parameter member.
v Also, before you update the CBMPARMS xxxxxxxx BATGRPID member, consider
the restart options you need to specify (see “Configure restart information for
event sources” on page 354 for a brief summary about BEP restart defaults). See
“Batch VSAM event source connector parameters” on page 88 for information
about all the recovery parameters that you can specify.
v Create a member in CBMPARMS called MLOGxxxx, where xxxx is the name of
the message server set name that you want to process the CICS recoverable
messages. See “BEP message server parameters” on page 29 for information on
how to do this. If you have already done this step for CICS, and you are using
the CICSAPPL parameter on your VSAMLIST VSAM file definition and therefore
are sharing the same MVS recovery log stream, your batch VSAM recovery log
reader is read and processed by the same message server MVS log reader as
your CICS region. If you are not using the CICS event source connector, or want
your batch VSAM messages processed separately from CICS, define an
MLOGxxxx entry using batgrpid name instead of the CICS applid and specify
BVSMONLY(Y). For example:
DEFLOG APPLID(batgrpid),BVSMONLY(Y)

Note: If you decide to use a separate log stream for batch VSAM and specify
BVSMONLY(Y), do not share the batch VSAM MVS recovery log stream
with CICS or any other batgrpid group of VSAM files.
Define an MVS log stream in which the batch VSAM event source connector can
store event messages until they can be sent to the designated MQSeries queue.
You can model the MVS log stream on a CICS system log stream, but the log
stream cannot be used by CICS itself (although the log stream can be one that a
CICS event source connector uses for recovery). Ensure you define the log stream
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explicitly before you submit any batch jobs that are monitored by batch VSAM, with
a block size of 64000 bytes. Also, specify the predefined log stream name on the
RCOVLOG parameter in the batch group ID xxxxxxxx member or connect your
VSAM files to the CICS applid xxxxxxx member by using the CICSAPPL parameter
in your file definitions in the VSAMLIST table. The BEP SCBMSAMP member,
CBMMLOG, contains a sample log stream definition that you can copy and edit for
your own use. For information about defining an MVS log stream for use as a CICS
system log, see the CICS Installation Guide. This describes how to define the MVS
logger environment for CICS and contains sample JCL. There is also information in
the CICS System Definition Guide, particularly in the topic Planning your CICS
system log streams .

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Configure restart information for event sources
When you have defined BEP recovery control queues, and in preparation for
defining the various event source connector recovery parameters, consider the point
from which you want to create messages. Normally, you would allow BEP to choose
the restart point except during initial execution. The default is that you let BEP
determine where to restart, as follows:
v If BEP terminated normally, restart is at the time just after the last successfully
transmitted message.
v If BEP terminated abnormally, restart is at the time of the oldest in-flight
message.
If the neither of these actions is what you want, you can override the default restart
action by specifying the appropriate options in the relevant event source recovery
parameter member as follows:
v If the event source is CICS, the actions are defined in the event source recovery
parameter member xxxxxxxx, which is the same name as the CICS APPLID. For
details of the restart parameters you can override, see “xxxxxxxx (required for
CICS message recovery)” on page 53.
v If the event source is DB2, the actions are defined in the event source recovery
parameter member DSRCxxxx, where xxxx is the DB2 subsystem name. For
details of the restart parameters you can override, see “DSRCxxxx (required for
DB2 message recovery)” on page 66
v If the event source is IMS, the actions are defined in the event source recovery
parameter member ISRCxxxx, where xxxx is the IMS subsystem ID. For details
of the restart parameters you can override, see “ISRCxxxx (required for IMS
message recovery)” on page 80

Enable recoverable messages
To enable recoverable messages you:
v Specify message recovery options in conjunction with message delivery options
v Specify the required event source connector RECOVER parameter

Message recovery and message delivery options
You make a message eligible for recovery by defining the target queue as
persistent and ensuring the message is issued under syncpoint. You do this using
the BEP workstation administration client. Go to the Message Options panel, and
for message recovery check the box labeled This message must be recoverable.
(Note this option takes effect only if you also specify RECOVER(RULE) for the
event source connector (see “Event source connector RECOVER parameter” on
page 356)).
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Note that in the case of DB2, IMS, and batch VSAM message recovery is available
with the following message delivery options only:
v Accumulate until next sync point
v Delay until sync point but do not accumulate.
In the case of CICS, message recovery is available with all message delivery
options; that is:
v Accumulate until next sync point
v Delay until sync point but do not accumulate
v Do not accumulate – send immediately.

Message delivery considerations
There are three message delivery options:
v Do not accumulate – send immediately
v Accumulate until next sync point
v Delay until syncpoint but do not accumulate.
Do not accumulate – send immediately: The message delivery option Do not
accumulate – send immediately permits only CICS messages to be recoverable.
With this option, the CICS message is created and passed to the message server
as the event occurs. If, during event processing, the message created by the rule is
determined to be not recoverable because of the message recovery options, the
value of the MQPMO_SYNCPOINT flag in the rule is honored when the message is
written to the MQ queue. If the message is determined to be recoverable, the value
of the MQPMO_SYNCPOINT flag is forced on for the event, regardless of its setting
in the rule. This is done so that the messages are committed, or sent by MQ only if
CICS has committed.
For IMS and DB2 event source rules, messages processed under this option
become their own pseudo-UOW and are sent immediately, outside the original IMS
or DB2 UOW. The message is passed to the message server and immediately
committed without regard to the real UOW on the IMS or DB2 log. Therefore,
because this option works outside the event source UOW, these messages are not
recoverable. For messages that you want to be committed (that is, sent) by MQ
only if IMS or DB2 commit, use the Delay until syncpoint but do not accumulate
option.
For batch VSAM, messages with the Do not accumulate – send immediately option
are committed immediately and are not backed out if the batch job does not
complete.
Accumulate until next sync point: For all event source rules, this option results
in messages being appended to each other. For CICS, this is done until a syncpoint
PREPARE request is detected. At that time, the accumulated message is passed to
the message server and subsequently written to the MQ queue. The value of the
rule’s MQPMO_SYNCPOINT flag setting is honored if the message is determined to
be non-recoverable. If the message is recoverable, the MQPMO_SYNCPOINT is
forced on so that the message is committed only if CICS commits.
For IMS and DB2, if the event’s UOW syncpoint log record processed by the event
source connector shows that the UOW was committed, the single, accumulated
message is sent to the message server and immediately committed. If the UOW
was backed out, the accumulated message is discarded. If recovery is on for the
message, MQPMO_SYNCPOINT is set so that the message is committed only
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when IMS or DB2 commits. If recovery is off for the message, the single record is
sent by MQ before the commit. No message is created if the event source backs
out.
For batch VSAM, messages with the Accumulate until next sync point option are
committed only if the batch job step completes successfully. Messages are
accumulated in a buffer of the size of the MAXDATA group ID (BATGRPID)
parameter. If this buffer is exceeded before the batch job completes, the messages
in the buffer are treated as a complete message and written to the recovery log or
passed to the message server. However, even if multiple accumulated messages
are created this way, they are committed only if the batch job step completes
successfully.
Delay until syncpoint but do not accumulate: CICS messages created under
rules with this option are saved individually (not accumulated, as above) in the
CICS region until a syncpoint PREPARE request is detected. At that time, all
delayed messages associated with the UOW are passed to the message server
and subsequently written to the MQ queue. The value of the rule’s
MQPMO_SYNCPOINT flag setting is honored if the message is determined to be
non-recoverable. If the message is recoverable, the MQPMO_SYNCPOINT flag is
set so that the messages are committed (sent) by MQ only if CICS has committed.
IMS and DB2 messages processed under this option are passed to the message
server and put to the MQ queue as they are built. All messages in the event source
unit of work belong to the same MQ UOW. When syncpoint in the IMS or DB2 log
is reached, and if committed on the log, the message server is notified to commit
the messages to MQ, otherwise the message server is notified to backout the MQ
UOW. If the messages are recoverable, the MQPMO_SYNCPOINT flag is forced on
to ensure that messages are committed to MQ only when IMS or DB2 commits. If
recovery is not specified, MQPMO_SYNCPOINT can be off in the rule. If
MQPMO_SYNCPOINT is off, messages are put by MQ without regard for the IMS
or DB2 unit of work as if the Do not accumulate – send immediately option had
been specified.
For batch VSAM, messages created with this option are immediately written to the
recovery log or passed to the message server but the messages are committed
only if the batch job step completes successfully.

Event source connector RECOVER parameter
You use the RECOVER parameter in the CICS xxxxxxxx applid member, the DB2
DSRCxxxx member, or the IMS ISRCxxxx member to define which messages are
recoverable:
v RECOVER(YES) means that, except for following exceptions, all messages are
recoverable. The exceptions are IMS and DB2 messages defined with the Do not
accumulate – send immediately message delivery option, which are not
recoverable.
v RECOVER(RULE) means only messages created by rules with recovery turned
on are recoverable
Take care with the RECOVER(RULE) option if your system creates mixture of
messages within a UOW where some have recovery on, and some have recovery
off, with NO_SYNCPOINT in the MQ put message options (PMO). It is possible you
could get duplicate, non-recoverable with NO_SYNCPOINT, messages if a message
server failure occurs in the middle of a UOW. The recoverable messages are
backed out by MQSeries but the non-recovererable with NO_SYNCPOINT
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messages are not backed out. When the UOW is reprocessed the recoverable
messages are delivered once, but any non-recoverable with NO_SYNCPOINT
messages sent before the failure are delivered again. To avoid this situation,
change your unrecoverable rule to have SYNCPOINT specified in the PMO. You
can do this in the BEP workstation administration client on the MQPUT Options tab.
Note that any message defined as recoverable, with either RECOVER(YES) or
RECOVER(RULE), is automatically sent within syncpoint.

Restart the BEP components
When you have defined the control queues and identified them to the message
server, and defined any event source connector overrides, restart the message
server and the event source connectors to enable recovery. When these are
successfully restarted, remember to reset any overrides to avoid reprocessing the
same messages.

Operational considerations
If the message server, an event source connector, or MQSeries fails, do not change
BEP parameters until all components are restarted and the automatic recovery
allowed to complete. The exception to this is the message server MMAIN parameter
STARTTYPE. Set this to AUTO if there was an earlier message server failure (other
than a complete system failure). If you must set the message server STARTTYPE
parameter to COLD, stop all event source connectors until the message server has
completed initialization and then you can restart the event source connectors.
Ensure you make the data space server non-cancelable by adding an entry to the
MVS program properties table (PPT). To do this, add an entry in the appropriate
SCHEDxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB (see “Preparing the BEP data space server”
on page 21).
Do not under any circumstances terminate the BEP data space server while BEP
event source connectors or message servers are active. If you have to stop and
restart the BEP data space server, quiesce all message server and event source
connector regions (for CICS, you can use the BEPM SHUTDOWN command (see
“SHUTDOWN” on page 132). When the data space server is restarted, restart the
message servers followed by the event source connectors.

Redefining the CICS recovery log stream
If you redefine a CICS recovery log stream, do one of the following before you
restart your message server:
1. Set RESTART(COLD) in the xxxxxxxx applid parameter member of the CICS
region that owns the redefined log stream. This causes the message server to
ignore the contents of its recovery control queue for determining the restart
point, and instead use the approximate time the message server was restarted
as the place to start reading the recovery log. Note that if there is any new data
in the recovery log stream, this data is lost to BEP if it was created before the
message server restarted with the COLD option. For example, this can happen
if, after you have redefined the log stream, you restart CICS before the
message server. To avoid this loss of CICS data, use option 2.
Following the successful message server restart, reset the RESTART parameter
back to AUTO.
2. Redefine your MQSeries recovery control queue before you restart the message
server. This causes the recovery log reader task to assume that this is first-time
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processing and it starts reading the recovery log at the first record in the log
stream. This is the method you would use if you started the CICS region first
and therefore could not use the RESTART(COLD) parameter for the reason
given in option 1 above.

IMS recovery considerations
BEP IMS recovery requires that the IMS online log data sets (OLDS) are archived
to system log data sets (SLDS). You cannot use recovery log data sets (RLDS)
because they do not contain the IMS log records needed to create messages.
Ensure that your IMS batch jobs have their recovery logs tracked in the RECON
(specify DBRC=Y in the batch job JCL).
Ensure that you catalog the IMS SLDS because uncataloged log data sets are not
supported.
BEP IMS recovery runs a LIST.RECON report as a subtask in the IMS event source
connector address space. The recovery routine does this at startup of the IMS
event source connector and then after that only if the connector detects that IMS
log records may be missing. The LIST.RECON report is routed to a data set and
parsed for OLDS and SLDS data sets that have log records that were needed for
message recovery, but were missed because either:
v The IMS event connector was not active when the log records were originally
created, or
v The input or output data space queues were exceeded and records were lost.
Note that the normal way the BEP connector obtains IMS log records is through the
real time DFSFLXG0 exit. It is only when the BEP IMS event source connector is
forced by recovery situations that the IMS system and online logs are read.
If your RECON contains a large number of old PRILOG records, define the IIEP
parameter RCONLOTM to specify a recent time to speed up the parsing of the
LIST.RECON report by skipping over RECON records that are no longer of interest
for recovery.
Even after you have specified a date and time in the RCONLOTM parameter, the
initial IMS LIST.RECON report might be larger than the SYSPRINT data set that is
temporarily allocated to hold the report. To modify the SYSPRINT allocation values,
see the IIEP parameters RCONPRIS, RCONSECS, RCONUNIT, RCONVOLS, and
RCONSTCL under “BEP IMS event source connector parameters” on page 72. You
might also need to increase the REGION size of your BEP IMS event source
connector address space, because a large RECON requires more virtual storage to
process.

DBRC RECON LIST report
When you are running BEP with IMS recoverable messages, BEP might run a
DBRC RECON list report. BEP runs this report only at start up and then only if it
detects that this is necessary. BEP performs this function in the IMS event source
connector address space and it does not affect the other BEP operations, such as
event monitoring and message creation.
The purpose of the report is to check on IMS jobs and log data sets in case
recovery of older log data is required. To enable this, BEP needs to know the name
of your IMS SDFSRESL (RESLIB) data set, so that it can dynamically allocate the
RECON data sets and execute the DBRC program, DSPURX00, to create the
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RECON list report. To enable this facility, specify your SDFSRESL library name on
the RESLIB parameter when you assemble the CBMIMST table (see step 2 under
“Preparing IMS for BEP” on page 82) .
If you are not using IMS RECON dynamic allocation, also specify the name of your
RECON1 data set on the RECON1 parameter (for information about allocating the
RECON data sets, see IMS DBRC Guide and Reference) . See the CBMIMST
member in SCBMSAMP for an example of the CBMIMST table with the
RECON-related parameters.
|

Batch VSAM considerations

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

From the perspective of BEP batch VSAM recovery, your batch job step is the
recoverable unit. It is assumed that if for any reason your batch job step fails, or
has a return code higher than the BACKRC parameter in the batch group ID
xxxxxxxx member, you will then restore your input and output files to the state they
were in before the batch job step began before you restart the step. For this
reason, if you use the BEP rule message options, accumulate to syncpoint or delay
to syncpoint, your messages will not be published unless the batch job step
completes successfully. The send immediate message option, in contrast, are
committed, if possible, regardless of the final disposition of the batch job step.

|
|
|
|
|
|

An important consideration, if you are planning on creating a large number of
messages during your batch job, is that the size of the MQSeries UOW could grow
very large since the messages created by the accumulate to sync point and delay
to sync point rule options are not committed or backed out until the batch job ends.
Send immediate messages are committed as they are created but for that reason
they cannot be backed out if the batch job fails.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Sharing a BEP recovery log stream between CICS and batch
VSAM

|
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The batch VSAM BEP recovery MVS log stream

A BEP MVS recovery log stream can be shared between a CICS event source
connector and the batch VSAM monitored files that are grouped in a batch group ID
xxxxxxx member. For example, if you are creating CICS file control messages using
the CICS BEP event source connector and you want to also capture changes to the
same VSAM files during your batch cycle, you should use the same recovery log in
your xxxxxxx CICS applid member and define this also for your batch VSAM
monitored files by using the CICSAPPL parameter in your VSAMLIST file
definitions.

Recovery is active in a batch VSAM event source connector when you specify
RECOVER(RULE) or RECOVER(YES) in the batch group ID xxxxxxxx member.
When recovery is active, all messages created by the event source connector are
written to the MVS log stream that you specified in the RCOVLOG parameter in the
batch group ID xxxxxxxx member or CICS applid xxxxxxxx member. Predefine the
MVS log stream before starting the batch VSAM event source connector. You are
recommended to model your CICS BEP recovery log stream on an existing CICS
system log stream and override log stream parameters as appropriate. A sample
member, CBMMLOG, which includes recommended parameter values, provides an
example. When defining your log stream for recovery, note the following:
v The MAXBUFSIZE log stream parameter must be 64000.
v The BEP recovery log stream can be exclusively used by VSAM files identified in
a batch group ID xxxxxxxx member and also optionally a BEP CICS event
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source connector . It cannot be a log stream used by a CICS region. For more
information about defining MVS log streams for use in CICS regions, see the
CICS Installation Guide.

|
|
|

Tuning the Batch VSAM BEP recovery MVS log stream

|
|
|
|
|
|

See “Tuning the CICS BEP recovery MVS log stream” on page 352 for information
on how to tune your MVS log stream. The batch group id xxxxxxxx parameter
TRIMTAIL is the equivalent of the CICS applid xxxxxxxx TRIMTAIL parameter, and
can be for batch VSAM with the same caveats attached to its usage as for CICS
BEP.

Redefining an MQSeries recovery control queue
If you redefine an MQSeries recovery control queue, the message server loses
track of where to restart in the event source recovery log from which to continue
reading messages. This applies to IMS, DB2, and CICS. The effect of redefining the
control queue for CICS is described under “Redefining the CICS recovery log
stream” on page 357 in option 2.
For IMS and DB2 the effect is different. For these event source connectors,
redefining the recovery control queue causes the event source connectors to use
the approximate time the event source connector and the message server were
both restarted in order to determine the restart position. This difference is because,
unlike CICS whose BEP recovery log contains only messages of interest, the IMS
and DB2 recovery logs can contain unrelated log records spanning back days or
weeks. Therefore, in the situation where you have an empty MQSeries recovery
control queue and you want to process IMS or DB2 log data from before the event
source connectors and message servers were restarted, you must specify the
RESTART(OVER) parameter with a BEGTIME or BEGINRBA value that points to
the beginning of the log.

Modifying a message server and event source connector restart point
Normally the event source connector restart position is maintained automatically in
the MQseries recovery control queue that you defined in the QUESxxxx member for
your event sources and sets. In some situations, you might want to choose a restart
point other than that maintained by BEP. For example, if you lose messages after
they were sent to a target MQSeries queue, you can re-send these messages if the
original data or message is still in the event source connector’s recovery log. For
IMS and DB2 this is the actual DBMS recovery log and for CICS it is the BEP CICS
recovery log. To re-send messages or skip over messages in the log you can
restart your message server (and for IMS and DB2 also restart the event source
connector) using the RESTART(OVER) and BEGTIME or BEGINRBA parameters.
Note that when you specify RESTART(OVER), the next restart point automatically
maintained by BEP is based on the BEGTIME and BEGINRBA values and the data
from the logs that were subsequently processed. The original restart point before
the RESTART(OVER) is lost unless you manually reset it using the
RESTART(OVER) and BEGTIME or BEGINRBA parameters.
You can also specify the ENDTIME or ENDRBA parameters to stop creating
messages at a certain point. This facility is useful in the situation where you want to
create a range of messages for a specific period. Note that you should specify
RESTART(OVER) with ENDTIME or ENDRBA only if you also specify the begin
time or begin RBA. Otherwise, do not specify RESTART(OVER) because it is
interpreted as restarting the log at the time zero.
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Appendix D. Writing an LE COBOL user exit program
This appendix provides guidance on how to develop an LE user exit program for
use in the BEP message server. It covers the following topics:
v “The message server LE exit parameter list”
v “IMS message considerations” on page 370
v “DB2 message considerations” on page 370
v
v
v
v
v
v

“Using COBOL XML support” on page 372
“Compiling and link-editing an LE user exit program” on page 373
“Modify the message server JCL for LE exit support” on page 374
“Testing an LE user exit program” on page 374
“Adding LE exit program names to BEP rules” on page 374
“Writing an event audit report user exit program” on page 375

Also, to help you to get started with writing an LE user exit program, BEP provides
six sample programs in SCBMSAMP library, two for each event source connector
type. These are listed in Table 35 on page 170.

The message server LE exit parameter list
The full LE exit parameter list for COBOL programs is shown in Figure 23 on page
362 and you can obtain a copy of this for use in your LE user exit programs from
member CBMCOLEX in the SCBMSAMP library.
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|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
*
*
|
*
Copyright (c) 2002 - 2006 HLA Software, Inc.
*
|
*
All rights reserved.
*
|
*
*
|
* COBOL LE exit parm list
*
|
*
*
|
* This parm list is the interface between the BEP message server*
|
* MQ publishing tasks and a user written COBOL LE exit program. *
|
*
*
|
* The parm list consists of a common section followed by a
*
|
* section for IMS, DB2 and CICS.
*
|
*
*
|
* The LEX-TYPE field can be used to determine which event
*
|
* connector created the message.
*
|
*
*
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
01
LEX-PARM-LIST.
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
* Type of event connector which created the input message.
*
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
05 LEX-TYPE
PIC X(4).
*
|
88 LEX-CICS
VALUE "CICS".
*
|
88 LEX-IMS
VALUE "IMS ".
*
|
88 LEX-DB2
VALUE "DB2 ".
*
|
88 LEX-BVSM
VALUE "BVSM".
|
* Address of input message
*
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
05 LEX-IN-MSG
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
* Total length of input message
*
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
05 LEX-IN-MSG-LEN
PIC 9(6) COMP SYNC.
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
* Address of 1st (or only) standard message header (SMH)
*
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
05 LEX-1ST-STANDARD-MSG-HEADER USAGE POINTER.
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
* Length of the standard message header for validation
*
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
05 LEX-STANDARD-MSG-HEADER-LEN PIC 9(6) COMP SYNC.
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
* Address of start of user message after 1st SMH
*
|
05 LEX-IN-DATA
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
* Length of user message (excluding 1st SMH length)
*
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
05 LEX-IN-DATA-LEN
PIC 9(6) COMP SYNC.
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
* Maximum output message that exit will create (set by caller
*
|
* for validation purposes - do not change.
*
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
05 LEX-MAX-OUTPUT-MSG-LEN
PIC 9(6) COMP SYNC.
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
* Address of output message (set by caller - do not change).
*
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
05 LEX-OUT-MSG
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
* Length of output message (set by exit before returning).
*
|
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
|
05 LEX-OUT-MSG-LEN
PIC 9(6) COMP SYNC.
|
|
| Figure 23. The LE exit COBOL parameter list (Part 1 of 6)
|
|
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

------------------------------------------------------------- *
Address of 48 byte queue manager name from rule. Exit can
*
change the queue manager name at the address (but do not
*
change pointer).
*
------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-QUEUE-MANAGER-NAME
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
Address of 48 byte queue name from rule. Exit can change
queue name at this address (but do not change pointer).
*
------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-QUEUE-NAME
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
Return code. Exit sets value before returning.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-RETCODE
PIC 9(6) COMP SYNC.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
Send message that is at LEX-OUT-MSG.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
88 LEX-OK-SEND-OUTPUT
VALUE 0.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
Send message that is at LEX-IN-MSG.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
88 LEX-SEND-INPUT
VALUE 4.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
Do not send any message.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
88 LEX-SUPRESS-MSG
VALUE 8.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
Error. Caller will issue abend.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
88 LEX-ERROR
VALUE 12.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
Reason code which can be set by exit to further describe the
error return code. Will be displayed by caller before abending.
Exit can set any numeric value that has meaning to the exit.
Values defined below are for illustration and do not result
in any action taken by the caller except ABEND.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-REASON-CODE
PIC 9(6) COMP SYNC.
88 LEX-REASON-XML-ERROR
VALUE 4.
88 LEX-REPLNMSG-TOO-LOW
VALUE 8.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
Date event occured in display (character) format. Display
version of from SMH-DATE-STAMP1.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-DISPLAY-DATE.
10 LEX-DISPLAY-DATE-YYYY
PIC X(04).
10 LEX-DISPLAY-DATE-DDD
PIC X(03).
------------------------------------------------------------- *
Time event occured in display (character) format. Display
version of from SMH-TIME-STAMP1.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-DISPLAY-TIME.
10 LEX-DISPLAY-TIME-HH
PIC X(02).
10 LEX-DISPLAY-TIME-MM
PIC X(02).
10 LEX-DISPLAY-TIME-SS
PIC X(02).
10 LEX-DISPLAY-TIME-TH
PIC X(02).

Figure 23. The LE exit COBOL parameter list (Part 2 of 6)
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

------------------------------------------------------------- *
THE FOLLOWING FIELDS CONTAIN POINTERS TO UP TO 10 REPORT
LINES. THESE FIELDS ONLY CONTAIN A POINTER IF REPDDMAX
in the MMAIN PARAMETER MEMBER IS GREATER THAN ZERO. You can
only use the first N report buffers where N = LEX-REPORT-LINESPER-MSG field. For example if LEX-REPORT-LINES-PER-MSG
equals 5 then you can return up to 5 report lines to the
message server for writing to the report file.
DO NOT CHANGE THESE FIELDS.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-REPORT-BUFFER1
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
05 LEX-REPORT-BUFFER2
USAGE POINTER.
05 LEX-REPORT-BUFFER3
USAGE POINTER.
05 LEX-REPORT-BUFFER4
USAGE POINTER.
05 LEX-REPORT-BUFFER5
USAGE POINTER.
05 LEX-REPORT-BUFFER6
USAGE POINTER.
05 LEX-REPORT-BUFFER7
USAGE POINTER.
05 LEX-REPORT-BUFFER8
USAGE POINTER.
05 LEX-REPORT-BUFFER9
USAGE POINTER.
05 LEX-REPORT-BUFFER10
USAGE POINTER.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
Length of each report line. This value is the same as the
MMAIN parameter REPTRECL. DO NOT CHANGE THIS FIELD.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-REPORT-LINE-LEN
PIC 9(6) COMP SYNC.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
Maximum number of report lines that can be returned for each
input message. This value is the same as the MMAIN parameter
REPLNMSG. If, for example you want the message server to
write multiple report lines for each message processed, then
you can move your report lines to LEX-REPORT-BUFFER1 through
the value of LEX-REPORT-LINES-PER-MSG. DO NOT CHANGE this
FIELD.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-REPORT-LINES-PER-MSG
PIC 9(6) COMP SYNC.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
The NUMBER of report lines your exit has formatted in the
report buffers pointed to by LEX-REPORT-BUFFER1 through 10.
For example if you have moved report lines to
LEX-REPORT-BUFFER1 and LEX-REPORT-BUFFER2 then you set this
field to 2. The value you move to this field cannot exceed
the value in LEX-report-lines-per-msg.
This field is set to 0 before calling your exit.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-REPORT-WRITE-CNT
PIC 9(6) COMP SYNC.
05 LEX-REPORT-ACTION
PIC 9(6) COMP SYNC.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
Report DDNAME. If your input message uses the CBEPREPT
format then this field will have the name of the report ddname
from your message. If you have specified a REPDDMAX greater
than zero and you have specified REPBUFAL(Y) then you can
set this ddname to the name of the report file you would
like to write your report lines to. This can be done even if
you did not build a CBEPREPT format message. Both the
REPDDMAX and REPBUFAL are documented in the MMAIN parm member.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-REPORT-DDNAME
PIC X(8).

Figure 23. The LE exit COBOL parameter list (Part 3 of 6)
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* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* Exit work area. ONLY VALID IF LEX-WORK-AREA-LEN > zero.
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-WORK-AREA
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
05 LEX-WORK-AREA-LEN
PIC 9(6) COMP SYNC.
05 FILLER
PIC X(28).
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* CICS SPECIFIC SECTION
*
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* The CICS section is populated if LEX-TYPE field = "CICS".
*
*
*
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-CICS-SECTION.
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* CICS request type from standard message header expanded as
*
* character values. Displays the type of CICS request which
*
* caused BEP to create the message.
*
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-CICS-REQUEST-TYPE
PIC X(4).
* FILE CONTROL REQUESTS
88 LEX-CICS-FC-READ
VALUE "FCRD".
88 LEX-CICS-FC-WRITE
VALUE "FCWR".
88 LEX-CICS-FC-REWRITE
VALUE "FCRW".
88 LEX-CICS-FC-DELETE
VALUE "FCDE".
88 LEX-CICS-FC-UNLOCK
VALUE "FCUL".
88 LEX-CICS-FC-STARTBR
VALUE "FCSB".
88 LEX-CICS-FC-READNEXT
VALUE "FCRN".
88 LEX-CICS-FC-READPREV
VALUE "FCRP".
88 LEX-CICS-FC-ENDBR
VALUE "FCEB".
88 LEX-CICS-FC-READBR
VALUE "FCRB".
88 LEX-CICS-FC-REPLACE
VALUE "FCRE".
* INTERVAL CONTROL
88 LEX-CICS-IC-ASKTIME
VALUE "ICAT".
88 LEX-CICS-IC-DELAY
VALUE "ICDL".
88 LEX-CICS-IC-POST
VALUE "ICPS".
88 LEX-CICS-IC-START
VALUE "ICST".
88 LEX-CICS-IC-RETRIEVE
VALUE "ICRT".
88 LEX-CICS-IC-CANCEL
VALUE "ICCN".
* PROGRAM CONTROL
88 LEX-CICS-PC-LINK
VALUE "PCLK".
* TRANSIENT DATA
88 LEX-CICS-TD-WRITEQ
VALUE "TDWQ".
88 LEX-CICS-TD-READQ
VALUE "TDRQ".
88 LEX-CICS-TD-DELETEQ
VALUE "TDDQ".
* TEMPORARY STORAGE
88 LEX-CICS-TS-WRITEQ
VALUE "TSWQ".
88 LEX-CICS-TS-READQ
VALUE "TSRQ".
88 LEX-CICS-TS-DELETEQ
VALUE "TSDQ".
10 FILLER
PIC X(40).
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* IMS SPECIFIC SECTION
*
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* The ims section is populated if LEX-TYPE field = "IMS".
*
* The complete, contigious message is pointed to by IN-data
- *
* above. The pointers below are populated if the element
- *
* exists in the message and the Rule which created the message *
* did NOT SPECIFY A CUSTOM OUTPUT MESSAGE.
*
*
*
* Pointer definitions.
*
*
*
Figure 23. The LE exit COBOL parameter list (Part 4 of 6)
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*
*
*
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*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

------------------------------------------------------------- *
IMS SPECIFIC SECTION (continued)
*
The standard-message-header.
*
*
The standard message-header contains either the address
- *
of the BEP standard message header (mapped by CBMCOSMH and - *
CBMCOSMI.
- *
*
The remaining pointers will be zero if a rule specifies
- *
a custom message. They are used to point to specific parts - *
of an IMS insert/update and delete. All non-custom
- *
messages have CAPD-00 data, DBD-Version data and
- *
concatenated-KEYS data. If the message was created from
- *
an update, and insert or a delete, the the SEGMENT-after
- *
pointer will be populated. This is the "after" image. The
- *
SEGMENT before pointer will only be populated on a UPDATE. - *
The after image will not be present.
- *
*
The IMS pointers below all map to the CBMCOIMP copybook
*
which is used change the various parts of the logged type
*
99 elements. Immediately after the CBMCOIMP copybook is the
*
actual element. For example, the pointer LEX-CAPD-00
*
is mapped by CBMCOIMP followed by CBMCOIM0 which maps the
*
CAPD 00 element. The elements of the type 99 IMS change
*
data capture records are defined in the customization guide
*
of your release of IMS.
*
*
------------------------------------------------------------- *
05 LEX-IMS-SECTION.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
request type
------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-REQUEST-TYPE
PIC X(4).
88 LEX-REQ-INSERT
VALUE "ISRT".
88 LEX-REQ-REPLACE
VALUE "REPL".
88 LEX-REQ-DELETE
VALUE "DLET".
------------------------------------------------------------- *
CAPD 00 MAPPED BY CBMCOIMP+CBMCOIM0 - ONE PER REQUEST OR ZERO.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-CAPD-00
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
DBD VERSION MAPPED BY CBMCOIMP FOLLOWED BY THE DBD VERSION.
The DBD version can be up to 63 bytes. The length of this
area is in the CBMCOIMP copybook.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-DBD-VERSION
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
CONCANTENATED KEYS MAPPED BY CBMCOIMP FOLLOWED BY KEYS OF
PARENT AND TARGET SEGMENT STORED CONTIGOUSLY.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-CONCATENATED-KEYS
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
CAPD 0C OF 1ST PARENT SEGMENT MAPPED BY CBMCOIMP+CBMCOIMC
THIS WILL BE ZERO IF ROOT SEGMENT OR PATH DATA IS NOT LOGGED
------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-CAPD0C-1ST-PARENT
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
------------------------------------------------------------- *
1ST PARENT SEGMENT MAPPED BY CBMCOIMP FOLLOWED BY THE SEGMENT.
THIS WILL BE ZERO IF ROOT SEGMENT OR PATH DATA IS NOT LOGGED
------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-SEGMENT-1ST-PARENT
USAGE POINTER SYNC.

Figure 23. The LE exit COBOL parameter list (Part 5 of 6)
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* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* CAPD 0C OF AFTER IMAGE MAPPED BY CBMCOIMP+CBMCOIMC
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-CAPD0C-AFTER
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* SEGMENT IMAGE AFER UPDATE/INSERT OR DELETE. MAPPED BY
* CBMCOIMP FOLLOWED BY THE SEGMENT.
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-SEGMENT-AFTER
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* CAPD 0C OF BEFORE IMAGE MAPPED BY CBMCOIMP+CBMCOIMC
* THIS WILL BE ZERO IF THE MESSAGE WAS CREATED BY AN INSERT OR
* DELETE.
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-CAPD0C-BEFORE
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* SEGMENT BEFORE IMAGE MAPPED BY CBMCOIMP+your copybook
* THIS WILL BE ZERO IF THE MESSAGE WAS CREATED BY AN INSERT OR
* DELETE.
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-SEGMENT-BEFORE
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
10 FILLER
PIC X(40).
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* DB2 SPECIFIC SECTION
*
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* The DB2 section is populated if LEX-TYPE field = "DB2".
*
*
*
* The DB2-AFTER pointer always points to the first byte of the *
* user message after the standard message header. If the
*
* standard message header flag SMH-FLAG4 equals SMH-DB2-BEFORE- *
* AFTER. Then the LEX-DB2-BEFORE pointer addresses the before
*
* image. In this case both the BEFORE and AFTER pointers point *
* to a prefix which is mapped by copy book CBMCODBP.
*
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-DB2-REQ-TYPE
PIC X(8).
88 LEX-DB2-REQ-INSERT
VALUE "INSERT".
88 LEX-DB2-REQ-UPDATE
VALUE "UPDATE".
88 LEX-DB2-REQ-DELETE
VALUE "DELETE".
10 LEX-DB2-AFTER
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
10 LEX-DB2-BEFORE
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
10 FILLER
PIC X(40).
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* Batch VSAM specific section
*
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
* The Batch VSAM section is populated if LEX-TYPE field =
*
* "BVSM".
*
*
*
* The BVSM-AFTER pointer always points to the first byte of the *
* user message after the standard message header. If the
*
* standard message header flag SMH-FLAG4 equals SMH-BVSM-BEFORE-*
* AFTER. Then the LEX-BVSM-BEFORE pointer addresses the before *
* image. In this case both the BEFORE and AFTER pointers point *
* to a prefix which is mapped by copy book CBMCODBP.
*
* ------------------------------------------------------------- *
10 LEX-BVSM-REQ-TYPE
PIC X(8).
88 LEX-BVSM-REQ-GET
VALUE "GET".
88 LEX-BVSM-REQ-GETUPD
VALUE "GETUPD".
88 LEX-BVSM-REQ-PUT
VALUE "PUT".
88 LEX-BVSM-REQ-PUTUPD
VALUE "PUTUPD".
88 LEX-BVSM-REQ-ERASE
VALUE "ERASE".
10 LEX-BVSM-AFTER
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
10 LEX-BVSM-BEFORE
USAGE POINTER SYNC.
10 FILLER
PIC X(40).

|
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|

Using the LE exit parameter list

|
|

Your user exit program can change only the parameters shown in Table 53. Your
exit program should not attempt to modify any other parameters.

|

Table 53. LE exit parameters that you are permitted to modify

|

Field name

|
|

LEX-OUT-MSG-LEN

The length of a modified output message. If you modify a
message, move the new length to this field.

|
|

LEX-RETCODE

The message server action return code. Specify one of the
following action values:

Description

|
|
|

0

Indicates that you have modified the message and
the message server is to send the modified
message to the specified MQSeries queue.

|
|
|

4

Indicates that you have not modified the message
and the message server is to write it unchanged to
the specified MQSeries queue.

|
|
|
|

8

Indicates that you want to suppress the message
and the message server is not to send it to any
queue. For example, to skip sending a message:

|
|
|
|
|

If you enter any value other than 0, 4, or 8 in this field, the
message server issues error message CBMxx0913, which
displays the LEX-RETCODE value that is in error and also
the LEX-REASON-CODE value, followed by a user ABEND
901.

MOVE 8 to LEX-RETCODE

|
|
|
|
|

LEX-REASON-CODE

A user-defined reason code for a message error. You can
specify your own reason code in this field and, by specifying
a LEX-RETCODE value greater than eight, the message
server displays these user defined values in error message
CBMxx0913.

|
|
|
|

LEX-REPORT-WRITE-CNT

The number of lines of an event audit report. If your user
exit program is writing an event audit report, specify in this
field the number of report lines formatted by your exit
program.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

LEX-REPORT-DDNAME

The DDNAME for an event audit report. If your exit program
is writing an event audit report, and the MMAIN parameter
member specifies REPENABL(Y), move the 8-byte report
DDNAME to this field before you return to the message
server. Your audit report lines are routed to the report data
set specified by this DDNAME. For examples of the use of
this field, see sample programs CBMCOADI and
CBMCOADD.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

In the case where you specify REPENABL(N), the report
DDNAME comes from the second 8 bytes of each message.
This is in the case when you create a custom message,
where the first 8 bytes are the REPTID value and the
second eight bytes are the report DDNAME. After these two
required fields is the data that you want to format into your
message lines. The sample program CBMCOAD uses this
audit report technique, whereas CBMCOADD and
CBMCOADI demonstrate how to create audit reports when
REPENABL(Y) is specified.
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|
|
|
|
|

The message server maintains pointers to the input and output message buffers.
Your user exit program can use these pointers only to obtain addressability to data
items defined in your exit program LINKAGE SECTION, and must not modify the
pointers themselves. The pointers you can use for addressability are shown in
Table 54.

|

Table 54. Message server-maintained address pointers

|
|
|

Fields name
LEX-IN-MSG

|
|
|

Pointer to the input message area. This is the
same as LEX-1ST-STANDARD-MSG-HEADER.
The data referenced by this pointer is read only
and should not be modified.

LEX-1ST-STANDARD-MSG-HEADER

|
|
|
|
|

Description

Pointer to first standard message header.
The data referenced by this pointer is read only
and should not be modified.

LEX-IN-DATA

|
|

Pointer to the user part of your message that
begins immediately after the standard message
header.
The data referenced by this pointer is read only
and should not be modified.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

LEX-OUT-MSG

Pointer to the output message area, into which you
can build a changed message. The size of this
output message area is defined by the value of the
message server MMAIN parameter, LEMAXMSG.
The maximum output message allowed is also
provided for you in the LEX-MAX-OUTPUT-MSGLEN field.

|
|
|
|
|

LEX-QUEUE-MANAGER-NAME

Pointer to 48 byte queue manager name data
area, which you can modify if you want to change
the MQSeries queue manager name for the
message. The data area addressed by this pointer
is a read and write storage area.

|
|
|
|
|
|

LEX-QUEUE-NAME

Pointer to 48 byte queue name data area, which
you can modify if you want to change the name of
the MQSeries queue for the message. The data
area addressed by this pointer is a read and write
storage area.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

The following example illustrates the use of the LEX-IN-DATA and LEX-OUT-MSG
address pointers. Note that this example uses LEX-IN-DATA instead of
LEX-IN-MSG and therefore skips over the BEP standard message header:
LINKAGE
COPY
01
COPY

SECTION.
CBMCOLEX.
(COBOL copybook of LE exit parameter list
IN-MSG.
your-record-description. (COBOL copybook defining your
input message
01
OUT-MSG
PIC X(nnnnn). (This value must NOT be greater than
(LEMAXMSG defined in your message server
(MMAIN parameters
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING LEX-PARM-LIST.
SET ADDRESS OF IN-MSG TO LEX-IN-DATA.
SET ADDRESS OF OUT-MSG TO LEX-OUT-MSG.
MOVE IN-MSG to OUT-MSG
Appendix D. Writing an LE COBOL user exit program
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Changing the MQSeries queue name and queue manager name

|
|
|
|

Returning control to the message server at termination

|
|

An LE user exit program can change the queue name and queue manager name
with, or without, also changing the message being processed. For example, to
change the MQSeries queue name without changing the message, you could define
a queue name in working storage and then use the queue name address pointer in
the exit parameter list to pass the new queue name back to the message server.
This is illustrated in the following sample code:
DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01 QNAME
PIC X(48) VALUE ‘new.queue.name’.
LINKAGE SECTION.
COPY CBMCOLEX
01 OUTQUE
PIC X(48).
*
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING LEX-PARM-LIST.
SET ADDRESS OF OUTQUE TO LEX-QUEUE-NAME
MOVE QNAME TO OUTQUE
MOVE 4 to LEX-RETCODE

At termination of your user exit program, move zero to the COBOL RETURN-CODE
and use the GOBACK verb to terminate your program normally. If you use STOP
RUN it causes unpredictable results.

IMS message considerations

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

IMS messages that are triggered by rules without custom message layouts follow
the format of the original IMS change data capture log records from which they are
derived. The SCBMSAMP library contains COBOL copybooks that map the
elements of the IMS change data capture log data. See CBMCOADI or CBMCOEXI
for an example and description of the names and order of the copybooks that you
use to map IMS ‘input messages’. For a description of IMS asynchronous change
data capture log records, see the IMS Customization Guide for the relevant release
of IMS.

|
|
|

If you using a custom message layout, your message contains only what you
specify. In this case your LE user exit program needs only the copybooks that you
create to match the fields in your custom message.

|
|

DB2 message considerations

|

BEP creates DB2 messages using four different column layouts, based on how the
column is defined in your DB2 table. The discussion in this topic covers the
following four types of DB2 column:
v Fixed length
v Fixed length and can be null
v Variable length
v Variable length and can be null.

|
|
|

In the messages presented to your LE user exit program, BEP uses a different
format for each of these types of DB2 column, and these are discussed in the
following sections.

|
|
|
|

Fixed length columns
Fixed length columns are represented in DB2 messages in a simple character
PICTURE clause. For example, a four-byte fixed-length character column
appears in a BEP message as follows:

|
|
|
|
|
|
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|

05 MSG-COLUMN1

PIC X(4).

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Fixed length nullable columns
Fixed length columns that can be null are prefixed by a single null-byte
indicator. If, for example, the four-byte MSG-COLUMN1 column can be defined
as null, BEP messages represents this in your message as follows:

|
|
|
|
|

With the above data structure, your LE user exit program can determine
whether the MSG-COLUMN1 field is null before using the data in the column. A
fixed-length null column always occupies the same amount of space in a
message, even if it is null. In this example, the total length occupied is always
five bytes.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

05 MSG-COLUMN1-NULL-FLAG PIC X.
88 MSG-COLUMN1-IS-NOT-NULL
VALUE LOW-VALUES.
88 MSG-COLUMN1-IS-NULL
VALUE HIGH-VALUES.
05 MSG-COLUMN1
PIC X(8).

Variable length columns
BEP prefixes variable length columns with a two byte binary length field
followed by the variable column data. For example, if MSG-COLUMN1 is
variable, it is described by the following PICTURE clauses:
05 MSG-COLUMN1-LEN
PIC 9(2) COMP.
05 MSG-COLUMN1.
10 MSG-COLUMN1-BYTES PIC X OCCURS 1 to 4 times depending on
MSG-COLUMN1-LEN

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

The presence of multiple variable-length columns in a table requires special
attention when building COBOL copybooks to map the DB2 message. If you
have more than one variable length column in a message, ensure you define
the object of the OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause outside the copybook in
your working storage section. Then, before accessing any fields in your
message copybook, move the length fields from your copybook to the working
storage fields. For example:

|
|
|
|

The sample COBOL LE user exit programs CBMCOEXD and CBMCOADD both
show how you can handle variable length columns. Also, the sample copybook
CBMCOEMP shows how you can map the DB2 IVP sample employee table in
a message. All these samples are in the SCBMSAMP library.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

WORKING-STORAGE.
05 WS-COLUMN1-LEN

PIC

9(2) COMP.

LINKAGE-SECTION.
05 MSG-COLUMN1-LEN
PIC 9(2) COMP.
05 MSG-COLUMN1.
10 MSG-COLUMN1-BYTES PIC X OCCURS 1 to 4 times depending on
WS-COLUMN1-LEN.
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
MOVE MSG-COLUMN1-LEN to WS-COLUMN1-LEN.
* Perform a similar move for each variable-length column before accessing
* the other fields in your message copybook.

Variable length nullable columns
Variable length columns that can be null begin with a null byte followed by the
length field, as shown in the following example:
05 MSG-COLUMN1-NULL
PIC X.
88 MSG-COLUMN1-IS-NOT-NULL
VALUE LOW-VALUES.
88 MSG-COLUMN1-IS-NULL
VALUE HIGH-VALUES.
05 MSG-COLUMN1-LEN
PIC 9(2) COMP.
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|
|
|

05 MSG-COLUMN1.
10 MSG-COLUMN1-BYTES

If a variable length column is null, it occupies three bytes in the message (one
byte for the null byte and two bytes for the length, which will be zero).

|
|
|
|

Using COBOL XML support
If you have COBOL 3.3 or above, you can transform your input message into XML
format. All you need is a COBOL copybook that maps your message. For example,
if you are creating messages from CICS file control changes, you can use an
existing copybook that maps the record formats in the file being changed. There are
four sample programs in SCBMSAMP that show how you can transform an input
message into XML using the XML GENERATE verb. These XML sample programs
are:
v CBMCOEX, for CICS messages

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

v CBMCOEXI, for IMS messages
v CBMCOEXD, for DB2 messages
v CBMCOEXV, for batch VSAM messages.

|
|

PIC X OCCURS 1 to 4 times depending on
WS-COLUMN1-LEN.

WebSphere Developer for zSeries for XML support

|
|
|
|

WebSphere Developer for zSeries (WD4z) is a powerful tool that you can use to
convert the data in a COBOL copybook into XML format. The tool allows you to
choose a subset of the copybook fields to be placed in the XML message as well
as enabling you to transform the name of the field within the XML message.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

To use WD4z as a message server LE user exit to generate XML messages within
BEP, perform the following steps:
v Import the required copybook into a WD4z project as a .cpy file
v Right click the copybook file and select Enable Enterprise Web Service
v In the Web Service Runtime and Scenario Selection window:
– Select Batch, TSO and USS as the Runtime option
– Select Create New Service Interface (bottom-up) as the Scenario option
– Select Compiled XML Conversion as the Conversion type option
v When you have completed selecting these options, click Start.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

After you click start in the previous step, the first of Batch, TSO and USS - Create
New Service (bottom-up) windows allows you to select the copybook fields to be
contained within the XML message:
v Select the Outbound language structure tab and
v Ensure that each field you want to have contained in the XML message is
indicated by a check mark.
v When complete, click Next.

|
|
|
|
|

Clicking Next takes you to the second Batch, TSO and USS - Create New Service
(bottom-up) window, which allows you to specify the generation options for the
generated COBOL program.
v Complete these options as appropriate for your organization.
v When complete, click Next.
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

The third and final Batch, TSO and USS - Create New Service (bottom-up) window
allows you to select the converters to be generated as well as their names. The
only generator you need for BEP is the outbound converter.
v For the XML converters tab, ensure only the Outbound Converter file name is
checked
v On the WSDL and XSD tab, ensure only the Outbound XSD file name is checked
For each of these entries, you also need to check and, if necessary, change the
file name of these entries. The file names are used for the generated COBOL
converter program and its XSD file.
v Finally click Finish. This causes the COBOL outbound converter program to be
generated and added to the current project.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

The COBOL program thus generated is what you use as the BEP message server
LE user exit to generate the XML message. However, the parameter list for this
COBOL program is incompatible with the parameter list passed by the BEP
message server to its LE user exits. To circumvent this issue, BEP has provided in
the SCBMSAMP library a COBOL stub program in member CBMCOWD4, which
you can use to get around this problem. This stub program is the bridge between
the BEP message server LE exit driver and the WD4z outbound converter program.
It is designed to be the main entry point of an LE exit for the converter program. Its
function is to accept the parameter list required by the message server of an LE
exit program and convert that list into a parameter list acceptable for the WD4z
outbound converter program. It can also be used to massage the data into a more
acceptable form. Examples of this are the conversions of DB2 log records for
variable length data fields, as described in member CBMCOEXD. Stub
CBMCOWD4 can be modified to employ the techniques of the CBMCOEXD sample
program or others in order to drive the WD4z converter program.

|
|
|
|

When completed, compile and link-edit the stub program together with the WD4z
outbound converter program. The stub should be designated as the entry point of
this new load module. Also, ensure that this load module name is defined as the LE
exit in the rules for which it is to be invoked.

|
|
|

Customize the JCL and COBOL code in member CBMCOWD4 to suit your own
requirements. You can find the places where you need to make changes searching
for occurrences of ? and entering your information at these points.

|
|
|

|
|

Compiling and link-editing an LE user exit program

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

LE user exit programs must be compiled with the compiler RENT option. After
compilation, link-edit the program with the RENT,REUS, AMODE(31), and
RMODE(ANY) options as shown in the following example:

|
|
|
|

Link-edit LE user exit program into a non-authorized library and include this library
in the message server JCL with the CBMEXITS DD statement. When the message
server calls an LE user exit program, the called program runs problem state and in
storage key 8.

//LINKCEE EXEC CBMLINK,
// PARM=’RENT,REUS,LIST,LET,XREF,AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)’
//LNK.SYSLIN
DD
*
INCLUDE CBMOBJ(userpgmname)
MODE AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)
SETCODE AC(1)
NAME userpgmname(R)
/*
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|
|

Modify the message server JCL for LE exit support

|
|
|
|

An LE exit user program and the LE environment require additional virtual storage
in the message server. For this reason, you are recommended to set the message
server JCL REGION parameter to REGION=0M. For example:

|
|
|

Also, remember to add non-authorized LE user exit load library to the message
server JCL. For example:

|
|

The BEP SCBMSAMP library member CBMMSVR contains sample message server
JCL with the CBMEXITS DD card commented out.

|
|

//CBMMSVR

EXEC PGM=CBMMXS,REGION=0M

//CBMEXITS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.nonauthorized.exit.loadlib

Testing an LE user exit program

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

You are recommended to first test an LE user exit program with a scaled-down
message server that uses a single MQ message server subtask before you put your
program into your general BEP test environment. Running with a single message
server subtask makes debugging an LE user exit program easier, because there will
be only one TCB executing the user exit program. To run a message server with a
single MQ subtask, change the message server MQTASKS parameter in your
MSETxxxx member to MQTASKS(1). For more information about the subtasks
parameter, see the MQTASKS description under “MSETxxxx (optional)” on page 39.

|
|
|
|

When you have specified the required changes to the message server JCL and the
MQTASKS parameter, restart the message server you are using for the test. Note
that with MQTASKS(1), it is advisable to test with a single transaction to avoid
swamping the single subtask.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

If the LE user exit program you are testing fails as a result of a programming error,
Language Environment creates two files in the message job that will help you with
debugging the error. The SYSOUT file LE creates contains the name of your LE exit
program, the type of error, and the offset in the program where the error occurred.
LE also creates a CEEDUMP dataset that contains a formatted dump of your
program and registers at the time of ABEND. Note that the registers trapped by the
BEP ESTAE will probably not be useful in debugging your problem. Refer, instead,
to the registers in CEEDUMP.

|
|

When you have verified that your LE user exit program is working as intended, you
can change MQTASKS back to its original value and restart the message server.

|
|

Adding LE exit program names to BEP rules
The Message Options screen in the workstation administration client enables you to
enter an LE exit program name to be entered the Message server LE program exit
field. When you have updated LE program exit field save the rule and upload it to
the message server. See the sample programs for more information.

|
|
|
|
|

The BEP standard message header
The LE exit facility requires the BEP standard message header to be included at
the front of each message. BEP automatically arranges that this is done when you
specify an LE user exit program name on the Message Options screen. It achieves
this by the workstation administration client automatically turning on the standard
message header flag in the rule. If you don't want the standard message header,

|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|

your LE user exit program can skip over it by addressing the input message using
the LEX-IN-DATA address instead of LEX-IN-MSG.

Writing an event audit report user exit program

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Your LE user exit program can write a custom audit report that formats BEP
messages into report lines that the message server then writes to report data sets
that it manages. There are four sample programs that show how to create an audit
report.

|
|
|
|

The CBMCOAD sample LE user exit program uses the CICS sample transaction
AMNU to show how report lines can be formatted. Note that an LE user exit
program can be both an audit report exit and publish messages, transform them
using XML, change the queue name, and so on.

|
|
|
|
|

To enable the message server audit report facility, specify the MMAIN parameters
that support audit reports (REPDDMAX and the other REPxxxxx parameters). For
details of all the REPxxxxx, see “MMAIN (required)” on page 30. When you have
specified the parameters that meet your requirements, restart the message server.
Finally, indicate to the message server which of your exits are audit report exits.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

There are two methods that you can use to indicate to the message server that
your LE user exit program is an audit report exit.
v In the first method, you create a rule with a specific custom message format.
Sample CBMCOAD uses this technique. The advantage of doing it this way is
that the message server subtasks allocate resources only as needed by your
exits. The disadvantage is that you have to create a special message format that
begins with a character string made up from the literal CBEPREPT and a
DDNAME. The DDNAME in this case refers to the file to which you want the
message server to write your audit report lines. The presence of the character
string CBEPREPT followed by an 8-character DDNAME indicates to the message
server that the message is an audit report line.
See the CBMCOAD sample for details of this method.
v In the second method, there are two steps:

|
|

v
v
v
v

For
For
For
For

CICS, the sample program is CBMCOAD
IMS, the sample program is CBMCOADI
DB2, the sample program is CBMCOADD
batch VSAM, the sample program is CBMCOADV.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

– Specify REPENABL(Y) in the MMAIN parameter member. For information
about REPENABL, see the “REPENABL parameter” on page 35.
– Specify the DDNAME of the report data set using the CBMCOLEX parameter
list when your LE user exit program returns control to the message server.
The message server writes your formatted report lines to the DDNAME you
specify in the parameter list. The parameter list variable name is
LEX-REPORT-DDNAME.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

The sample LE user exit programs CBMCOADI and CBMCOADD use this
second method. The advantage of doing it this way is that you do not need a
custom rule beginning with the CBEPREPT literal and the report DDNAME. The
disadvantage is that all the message server subtasks must prepare for all user
exit programs to be audit report exits (as a result of the REPENABL(Y)
parameter) and therefore can use more virtual storage.
See the sample LE user exit programs CBMCOADI and CBMCOADD for
examples of this method.
Appendix D. Writing an LE COBOL user exit program
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|

Uses for the audit report data sets

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Audit report data sets are sequential QSAM files that can contain any type of data
an LE user exit program exits chooses to format, and need not contain only audit
report lines. For example, an LE user exit program could format data that the
message server then writes to the audit report data sets, which could subsequently
be processed by a batch job which is scheduled to run later. A batch job could open
and read the audit data set as if it was a sequential data set created by another
batch job. In this way CICS, IMS, and DB2 transaction data can be analyzed by the
LE exit and become selected data that drives further processing in the local MVS
system in the same LPAR or in a connected LPAR.

|
|
|
|
|

An LE user exit program does not necessarily have to send the message on to an
MQSeries queue unless you want to use the various facilities available to you by
placing the message on an MQSeries queue. Thus the LE exit facility offers you
three main choices:
v Send the message to a specified MQSeries queue
v Send a record to an audit report data set, either as an alternative, or in addition
to, an MQSeriies queue
v Suppress the message by returning control to the message server with
LEX-RETCODE set to 8.

|
|
|
|
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LIMSRSEC parameter
IMS ISETxxxx member 79
LISTNAME parameter
rules database file copy utility 161
LOADLST command
rules database 124
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LOCK command
rules database 125
LOGERROR parameter
batch VSAM 93

M
MAXDATA parameter
batch VSAM 91
IMS ISETxxxx member 78
message server 40
MAXPOLLW parameter
xxxxxxxx applid member 56
batch VSAM 94
DSRCxxxx member 68
MAXUOW parameter
message server 34
MDB2L member 64
MDEP member 63, 66
MDSS parameter member 23
message header 176
message identifiers 179
message server 3
ACCTINT parameter 44
ACCTTKN parameter 44
additional features 5
APPLNAME parameter 44
AVGDATA parameter 40
CMSID parameter 32
COLLID parameter 44
components 3
CONMSGCT parameter 48
CONMSGTM parameter 48
CONNRET parameter 48
CORRID parameter 44
DB2RECON parameter 42
DEFAULT parameter 39, 46
DISAINVQ parameter 48
DISMSGTM parameter 49
DSPSIZE parameter 40
DSSID parameter 32
ERRMSGCT parameter 41
ERRMSGTM parameter 41
ERRRETCT parameter 48
ERRRETTM parameter 48
GRPLIST parameter 32
INITWTOR parameter 33
JCL procedure 25
LATCHCNT parameter 33
LE user exit 4, 169, 361
parameter list 361
LEEXITS parameter 33
LEMAXMSG parameter 33
LEMAXPGM parameter 34
LERRSYNC parameter 34
LEWORKL parameter 42
main component 3
MAXDATA parameter 40
MAXUOW parameter 34
MLOGxxxx parameter member 51
MMAIN parameter member 30

message server (continued)
MQERWTOR parameter 48
MQMGR parameter member 46
MQTASKS parameter 41
MSETS parameter member 38
MSETxxxx parameter member 39
MSGINCL parameter 40
MXTKxxxx parameter member 45
NODSS parameter 34
operator commands 103
OPNMSGCT parameter 49
OPNMSGTM parameter 49
PLAN parameter 44
PORTNO parameter 34
preparing for use 25
PROCQSEC parameter 45
PUBLIC parameter 35
PUTMSGCT parameter 49
PUTMSGTM parameter 49
QMGR component 4
QMGR parameter 46
QMGRxxxx parameter member 47
QMNAME parameter 46
QTASK component 3
QUESxxxx parameter member 49
REPDDMAX parameter 35
REPENABL parameter 35
REPLNMSG parameter 35
REPTID parameter 36
REPTPREF parameter 36
REPTRECL parameter 37
REPTSTCL parameter 37
REPTUNIT parameter 37
REPTVOLS parameter 37
required files 26
CBMDBDM 28
CBMEXITS 26
CBMMSGS 29
CBMPARMS 28
DATAMAPS 26
RULEFILE 27
STEPLIB 26
SYSABEND 29
SYSMDUMP 29
RETRYSEC parameter 37, 41
REUSE parameter 44
RRSAFSSN parameter 41
RRSFxxxx parameter member 42
RULEEXIT parameter 38
rules file migration utility 28
runtime parameters 29
set component 3
SETNAME parameter 39
SIGNON parameter 44
STARTTYP parameter 38
TCPTIMEO parameter 38
THREAD parameter 45
THREADS parameter 41
USERID parameter 45
WSNAME parameter 45

message server commands
ADD 104
BVSAMTAB 105
DB2RRSAF 106
DISABLE 107
DISPLAY 108
DISPRDB 110
ENABLE 111
FSTOP 115
HELP 112
LEREFRSH 113
STOP 114
SVCDUMP 116
UPDATE 117
messages 179
batch VSAM 301
BEP general purpose 317
CICS connector 286
CICS connector command parser 295
data space server 183
DB2 247
IMS 257
information format 179
rules database 241
rules database file copy utility 297
TCP/IP listener 237
MLOGxxxx parameters
APPLID parameter 52
MLOGxxxx parameter member 51
MMAIN parameter member 30
MMSSET parameter
IMS ISETxxxx member 79
MQERWTOR parameter
message server 48
MQMGR parameter member 46
MQTASKS parameter
message server 41
MSETS parameter member 38
MSETxxxx parameter member 39
MSGINCL parameter
message server 40
MXTKxxxx parameter member 45

N
NACT
sample data 344
NOCMS parameter
batch VSAM 94
IMS IIEP member 75
NODSS parameter
DB2 MDEP member 64
message server 34
NOIEP parameter 86

O
operator commands 99
CICS connector 129
command requirements 100
data space server 101
Index
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operator commands (continued)
DB2 event source connector 140
general format 100
IMS event source connector 149
message server 103
rules database 118
syntax notation 99
TCP/IP listener 127
OPNMSGCT parameter
message server 49
OPNMSGTM parameter
message server 49
OUTPUTDATASET parameter
rules database file copy utility 161
overview 1

P
parameter list
LE user exit 171, 361
PCMSGTM parameter
IMS ISETxxxx member 80
PLAN parameter
DB2 MDB2L member 65
message server 44
PORTNO parameter
message server 34
preparing IMS for BEP 82
BEP authorized library 84
CBMIMSC 84
DFSFLGX0 84
PROCQSEC parameter
message server 45
PUBLIC parameter
data space server 24
IMS IIEP member 75
message server 35
PUTMSGCT parameter
message server 49
PUTMSGTM parameter
message server 49

Q
QMGR parameter
message server 46
QMGRxxxx parameter member
message server 47
QMNAME parameter
message server 46
QTYPE parameter
QUESxxxx member 50
QUESxxxx parameter member 49
QUESxxxx parameters
ESRC parameter 51
QTYPE parameter 50
QUEUE parameter 50
SETNAME parameter 51
QUEUE parameter
QUESxxxx member 50
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R
RCONPRIS parameter
IMS IIEP member 75
RCONSECS parameter
IMS IIEP member 76
RCONSTCL parameter
IMS IIEP member 76
RCONUNIT parameter
IMS IIEP member 76
RCONVOLS parameter
IMS IIEP member 76
RCOVLOG parameter
xxxxxxxx applid member 56
batch VSAM 94
RECOVER parameter
xxxxxxxx applid member 57
DSRCxxxx member 67
ISRCxxxx member 81
recoverable messages 349
CICS event source connector 350
operational considerations 351
DB2 event source connector 352
defining MQSeries queues 349
enabling 354
IMS event source connector 352
operational considerations 357
restart information for event sources
restarting BEP components 357
REMOVE command
DB2 event source connector 145
REPDDMAX parameter
message server 35
REPENABL parameter
message server 35
REPLNMSG parameter
message server 35
REPTID parameter
message server 36
REPTPREF parameter
message server 36
REPTRECL parameter
message server 37
REPTSTCL parameter
message server 37
REPTUNIT parameter
message server 37
REPTVOLS parameter
message server 37
RESETDDL command
DB2 event source connector 146
RESTART parameter
xxxxxxxx applid member 57
batch VSAM 95
DSRCxxxx member 67
ISRCxxxx member 81
RESUME command
CICS connector 131
RETRYSEC parameter
batch VSAM 90
data space server 24
IMS IIEP member 76
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RETRYSEC parameter (continued)
IMS ISETxxxx member 79
message server 37, 41
REUSE parameter
message server 44
REXX EXEC
CBMCCDMP 175
CBMIMDBD 177
RRSAFSSN parameter
message server 41
RRSFxxxx parameter member 42
RSYCTYPE parameter
xxxxxxxx applid member 57
RSYCUNKN parameter
xxxxxxxx applid member 57
RULEEXIT parameter
message server 38
RULEFILE
for message server 27
RULEFILE definition job 27
rules database 16
additional rules database features 17
messages 241
operator commands 118
rules database component 16
TCP/IP listener 17
workstation administration client 17
rules database commands
BROWSE 119
DELETE 120
DISABLE 122
DUMPDRB 121
ENABLE 123
LOADLST 124
LOCK 125
UNLOCK 126
rules database file copy utility
BYPASSINPUTLOCK parameter 161
BYPASSOUTPUTLOCK parameter 162
COPY command 160
COPY command rules 160
GROUPNAME parameter 161
INPUTDATASET parameter 161
LISTNAME parameter 161
messages 297
OUTPUTDATASET parameter 161
required parameters 161
rules file copy utility 158
rules file migration utility 28
runtime parameters
for DB2 event source connector 63
for IMS event source connector 72

S
sample data 343
AMNU SAMPLE RULES 344
IMS rules group 345
loading 343
NACT SAMPLE RULES 344
overview 343

sample data (continued)
rules database objects
CICS 344
DB2 345
IMS 345
SAMPLE GROUPS LIST 344
sample rules group
DB2 345
SCBMDWLD 157
SET parameter
DB2 MDB2L member 65
SETNAME parameter
message server 39
QUESxxxx member 51
SHUTDOWN command
CICS connector 132
SIGNON parameter
message server 44
software requirements 19
SSID parameter
DB2 MDB2L member 65
standard message header 176
START command
CICS connector 133
STARTTYP parameter
message server 38
STATUS command
CICS connector 138
STEPLIB
batch VSAM 87
for data space server 22
for DB2 event source connector 62
for IMS event source connector 72
for message server 26
STOP command
data space server 102
DB2 event source connector 147
IMS event source connector 153
message server 114
SUSPEND command
CICS connector 139
SVCDUMP command
DB2 event source connector 148
IMS event source connector 154
message server 116
syntax notation
Backus Naur format 99
general format 100
operator commands 99
SYSABEND
for data space server 22
for DB2 event source connector 63
for IMS event source connector 72
for message server 29
SYSMDUMP
for IMS event source connector 72
for message server 29
system requirements 19
hardware 19
software 19
workstation 19
Index
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TCP/IP listener 17
messages 237
operator commands 127
TCP/IP listener commands
TCPSVR 128
TCPSVR command
TCP/IP listener 128
TCPTIMEO parameter
message server 38
THREAD parameter
message server 45
THREADS parameter
IMS ISETxxxx member 78
message server 41
TRIMTAIL parameter
batch VSAM 95

U
UNLOCK command
rules database 126
UPDATE command
IMS event source connector
message server 117
user exit program
LE user exit 361
USERID parameter
message server 45

155

V
VSAMLIST parameter member

88

W
WebSphere Developer for zSeries
XML support 372
workstation administration client 17, 157
client functions 157
installing 97
rules database 158
rules database locks 158
security requirements 157
workstation requirements 19
writing an audit report
LE user exit 375
WSNAME parameter
message server 45

X
XML support
LE user exit 372
WebSphere Developer for zSeries
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Notices
The following paragraph does not apply to any country where such
provisions are inconsistent with local law
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain
transactions, therefore this statement may not apply to you.
References in this publication to IBM products, programs, or services do not imply
that IBM intends to make these available in all countries in which IBM operates. Any
reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply
that only that IBM product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally
equivalent product, program, or service that does not infringe any of the intellectual
property rights of IBM may be used instead of the IBM product, program, or service.
The evaluation and verification of operation in conjunction with other products,
except those expressly designated by IBM, are the responsibility of the user.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of
enabling:
(i) the exchange of information between independently created programs and other
programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has
been exchanged, should contact
Laboratory Counsel, MP151, IBM United Kingdom Laboratories, Hursley Park,
Winchester, Hampshire, England, SO21 2JN.
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter in this
document. The furnishing of this document does not give you any license to these
patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:
The IBM Director of Licensing, IBM Corporation, 500 Columbus Avenue,
Thornwood, New York 10594, U.S.A.

Trademarks
The following terms are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation
in the United States, or other countries, or both:
The following terms are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation
in the United States, or other countries, or both:
CICS
CT
DB2
DB2 Universal Database
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2004, 2007; Copyright HLA Software Inc., 2004, 2007
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IBM
IBMLink
IMS
MQSeries
MVS
OS/390
Websphere
z/OS
Microsoft, Windows, and Windows NT® are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in
the United States, other countries, or both.
Intel™ and Pentium are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the United States, other
countries, or both.
Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks
of others.
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Sending your comments to IBM
If you especially like or dislike anything about this book, please use one of the
methods listed below to send your comments to IBM.
Feel free to comment on what you regard as specific errors or omissions, and on
the accuracy, organization, subject matter, or completeness of this book.
Please limit your comments to the information in this book and the way in which the
information is presented.
To ask questions, make comments about the functions of IBM products or systems,
or to request additional publications, contact your IBM representative or your IBM
authorized remarketer.
When you send comments to IBM, you grant IBM a nonexclusive right to use or
distribute your comments in any way it believes appropriate, without incurring any
obligation to you.
You can send your comments to IBM in any of the following ways:
v By mail, to this address:
User Technologies Department (MP095)
IBM United Kingdom Laboratories
Hursley Park
WINCHESTER,
Hampshire
SO21 2JN
United Kingdom
v By fax:
– From outside the U.K., after your international access code use
44–1962–816151
– From within the U.K., use 01962–816151
v Electronically, use the appropriate network ID:
– IBM Mail Exchange: GBIBM2Q9 at IBMMAIL
™
– IBMLink™ : HURSLEY(IDRCF)
– Internet: idrcf@hursley.ibm.com
Whichever you use, ensure that you include:
v The publication title and order number
v The topic to which your comment applies
v Your name and address/telephone number/fax number/network ID.
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